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THE

HISTORY OF THE REVOLT

UNITED NETHERLANDS.

THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

Some years ago, when I read the history of the Bel-

gian Revohition, in Watson's excellent description, I was
impressed with a degree of enthusiasm which political

events but rarely excite. On further reflection, T felt

that this enthusiasm had arisen less from the book itself

than from the ardent workings of my own imagination,

which had imparted to the imbibed materials the par-

ticular form that so fascinated me. These powers of

imagination, therefore, I felt desirous to render perma-

nent, to multiply, and to strengthen ; these exalted sen-

timents I was anxious to extend, and to communicate to

others. This was my first inducement to commence
the present history, my only vocation to ^vrite it. The
execution of this design carried me further than I at first

intended. A more intimate acquaintance with my ma-

terials made me perceive defects previously unnoticed,

long, waste tracts to be filled up, apparent contradictions
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to be removed, and isolated facts to be brought into con-

nection with the rest of the subject. Not so much with
'

the view of enriching my history with new facts as to

seek a key to old ones, I betook myself to the original

sources, and thus what was at first intended to be only

a general outline expanded into an elaborate history.

The first part, which concludes with the departure of

the Duchess of Parma from the Netherlands, must be

looked upon only as the introduction to the Revolution

itself, which did not come to an open outbreak till the

government of her successor. I devoted the more care

and attention to this introductory period, because the

generality of writers, who previously had treated of it,

seemed deficient in these qualities ; and because I was
convinced that on this all the subsequent events depend-

ed. If, then, this first volume should appear but too

meager in important events, too prolix on trifles, or,

rather, what at first sight seem profuse in reflections,

and, in general, too tediously minute, it must be remem-
bered that precisely out of all small beginnings the Rev-

olution was gradually developed, and that all the sub-

sequent great results sprung out of a countless number
of small events.

Such a nation as the one before us ever takes its

first steps with hesitation and uncertainty, to move af-

terward so much the more rapidly. I have proposed to

myself to follow^ the same method in describing this re-

bellion. The longer the reader delays on the introduc-

tion, the more he familiarizes himself with the actors

and the scene in which they took a part, and the more
rapidly and surely shall I be able to conduct him through

the subsequent periods, where the accumulation of ma-
terials forbids a slow pace and minute attention.

As for authorities for our history, there is not so much
reason to complain of their paucity as of their extreme

abundance, since it is indispensable to read them all to
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obtain that clear view of the subject which is frequently

disturbed by tlie perusal of a part, however large. From
such unequal, partial, and often contradictory nan-atives

of the same occurrences, it is often extremely difficult

to seize the truth, which, in all, is alike partly concealed,

and to be found complete in none. In this first volume,

beside De Thou, Strada, Reyd, Grotius, Meteren, Bur-
gundius, Meursius, Bentivoglio, and some moderns, the

Memoirs of Counselor Hopperus, the life and corre-

spondence of his friend Viglius, the records of the trials

of the counts of Hoorne and Egmont, the defense of

the Prince of Orange, and some few others, have been

my guides. I must here acknowledge my obligations

to a work, compiled with much industry and critical

acumen, and written with singular truthfulness and im-

partiality. Beside many original documents which I

could not otherwise have had access to, it has abstracted

all that is valuable in the excellent works of Bos, Hooft,

Bandt, Le Clerc, which either were impossible for me
to procure, or were not available to my use, as being

written in Dutch, which I do not understand. I allude

to the general history of the United Netherlands, which
was published in Holland during the present century.

An otherwise ordinary writer, Richard Dinoth, has also

been of sei-vice to me, by the many extracts he gives

from the pamphlets of the day, which have been long

lost. I have in vain endeavored to procure the corre-

spondence of Cardinal Granvella, which also would, no

doubt, have thrown much light upon the history of

these times. The lately published work on the Spanish

Inquisition, by my excellent countiyman, Professor

Spittler of Gottingen, reached me too late for its saga-

cious and important contents to be available for my pur-

pose.

The more I am convinced of the importance of the

French history, the more I lament that it was not in my
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power to study, as I could have wished, its copious an-

nals, in the original sources and coteraporaneous docu-

ments, and to reproduce it abstracted of the form in

which it was transmitted to me by the more intelligent

of my predecessors, and thereby emancipate myself

from the influence which every talented author exer-

cises more or less upon his readers. But to effect this,

the work of a few years must have become the labor of

a life. My aim in making this attempt will be more
than attained if it should convince a portion of the read-

ing public of the possibility of writing a histoiy with

historic truth without making a trial of patience to the

reader ; and if it should extort from another portion the

confession, that history can borrow from a cognate art

without thereby, of necessity, becoming a romance.

Weimar, Michaelmas Fair, 1788.



INTRODUCTION.

One of the most remarkable political events which
have rendered the 16th century among the brightest of

the world's epochs appears to me to be the foundation
of the freedom of the Netherlands. If the glittering

exploits of ambition and the pernicious lust of power
claim our admiration, how much more should an event,

in which oppressed humanity struggles for its noblest

rights, where with the good cause unwonted powers are
united, and the resources of resolute despair triumph
in unequal contest over the terrible arts of tyranny.

Great and encouraging is the reflection, that there is

a resource left us against the arrogant usurpations of
regal power ; that its best contrived plans against the
liberty of mankind may be rendered abortive ; that reso-

lute opposition can weaken even the outstretched arm
of a tyrant ; and that heroic perseverance can event-

ually exhaust its fearful resources. Never did this ti'utli

penetrate me so sensibly as in the history of that memo-
rable rebellion which forever severed the United Neth-
erlands from the Spanish crown—and therefore I

thought it not unworthy the attempt to exhibit to the
world this gi-and memorial of social union, that it may
awaken in the breast of my reader a spirit-stirring con-
sciousness of his own powers, and give a new and irref-

ragable example of what men dare venture in a good
cause, and what they may accomplish by union. It is

not that which is exti-aordinary or heroic in this event
which induces me to describe it. The annals of the
world have recorded similar enterprises, which appear
even bolder in the conception and more brilliant in the
execution. Some states have fallen with a more impos-
ing convulsion, others have risen with more exalted

strides. Nor are we here to look for prominent heroes,

colossal personages, or those marvelous exploits which
the history of past times presents in such rich abun-
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dance. Those times are gone, the men are no more. In
the soft lap of refinement we have suffered the powers
to relax, which those ages exercised and made neces-

sary. With admiring awe, we wonder at these gigantic

images, as a feeble old man gazes on the athletic sports

of youth.

Not so, however, in the history before us. The peo-

ple here presented to our notice were the most peace-

ful in this quarter of the globe, and less capable than

their neighbors of that heroic spirit which imparts a

higher character to the most insignificant actions. The
pressure of circumstances surprised them with its pecu-

liar power, and forced a transitory greatness upon them,
which they never should have possessed, and may per-

haps never possess again. It is, indeed, exactly the

want of heroic greatness which makes this event pecu-
liar and instructive ; and while others aim at showing the
superiority of genius over chance, I present here a pic-

ture where necessity created genius, and accident made
heroes.

If, in any case, it be permitted to acknowledge the

interference of Providence in human affairs, it is cer-

tainly allowable in the present history ; so conti'adictoiy

does its course appear to reason and experience. Philip

II., the most powerful sovereign of his line—whose
dreaded superiority menaced the independence of Eu-
rope—whose treasures surpassed the collective wealth
of all the monarchs of Christendom beside—whose am-
bitious projects were backed by numerous and well dis-

ciplined armies—whose troops, hardened by long and
bloody wars, and in the recollection of their own past

victories, and confident in the irresistible powers of the

nation, were eager for any enterprise that promised
glory and spoil, and to second with prompt and ready
obedience the daring genius of their leaders—this dread-

ed potentate is here exhibited to us obstinately devoted

to one favorite project, dedicating to it the unceasing
efforts of a long reign, and bringing all these terrible re-

sources to bear upon it ; but forced at last, in the even-

ing of his days, to renounce it—the mighty Philip II.

engaging in combat with a few weak and powerless ad-

versaries, and retiring from it with disgi'ace.
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And with what adversaries ? Here, a peaceful tribe

of fishermen and shepherds, in an almost forgotten cor-

ner of Europe, which with difficulty they had rescued

from the ocean ; the sea their profession, and at once

their wealth and their plague
;
poverty with freedom

their highest blessing, their glory, their virtue. There,

a harmless, moral, commercial people, reveling in the

abundant fruits of thriving industry, jealous of the main-

tenance of laws which had proved their benefactors. In

the happy leisure of affluence, they forsake the narrow
circle of immediate wants, and learn to thirst after high-

er and nobler gratifications. The new views of truth,

whose gladdening dawn now broke over Europe, cast a

fertilizing beam on this favored clime, and the free

burgher received with joy the light which oppressed

and miserable slaves shut out. A spirit of independence,

which is wont to accompany abundance and freedom,

lured this people on to examine the authority of anti-

quated opinions, and to break an ignominious chain. The
severe rod of despotism was held suspended over them ;

an arbitraiy power threatened to tear away the founda-

tion of their happiness ; the guardian of their laws be-

came their tyrant. Simple in their state-craft, as in

their manners, they dared to appeal to ancient treaties,

and to remind the Lord of both Indies of the rights of

nature. A name decides the whole issue of things. In

Madrid that was called rebellion which in Brussels was
styled only a lawful remonsti'ance. The complaints of

Brabant required a prudent mediator: Phihp II. sent an

executioner, and the signal for war was given. An un-

paralleled tyranny assailed both property and life. The
despairing citizens, to w^hom the choice of death was all

that was left, chose the nobler one on the battle-field.

A wealthy and luxurious nation loves peace, but becomes
warlike as soon as it becomes poor. Then it ceases to

ti'emble for a life which is deprived of every thing that

had made it desirable. In a moment, the rage of rebel-

lion seized the most distant provinces : trade and com-
merce are at a stand-still, the ships disappear from the

harbors, the artisan abandons his workshop, the rustic

his uncultivated fields. Thousands fled to distant lands,

a thousand victims fell on the bloody field, and fresh
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thousands pressed on ; for divine, indeed, must that

doctrine be for which men could die so joyfully. All

that was wanting was the last achieving hand, the en-

lightened, enterprising spirit, to seize on this great po-

litical crisis, and to mature the oft'spring of chance to

the designs of wisdom. William the Silent devoted him-
self, a second Brutus, to the great cause of liberty. Su-
perior to a timorous selfishness, he sent in to the throne

his resignation of offices, which devolved on him objec-

tionable duties, and magnanimously divesting himself of

all his princely dignities, he descended to a state of vol-

untai-y poverty, and became but a citizen of the world.

The cause of justice was staked upon the hazardous
game of battle ; but the sudden levies of mercenaries
and peaceful husbandmen could not withstand the ter-

rible onset of an experienced force. Twice did the
brave William lead his dispirited troops against the ty-

rant—twice was he abandoned by them, but not by his

courage.

Philip II. sent as many reinforcements as the dread-
ful importunity of his viceroy begged for. Fugitives,

whom their fatherland rejected, sought a new country
on the ocean, and turned to satisfy, on the ships of their

enemy, the demon of vengeance and of want. Naval
heroes were now formed out of corsairs, and a marine
collected out of piratical vessels, and out of morasses
arose a Republic. Seven provinces threw off the yoke
at the same time, to form a new, youthful state, power-
ful by its waters, and its union, and despair. A solemn
decree of the whole nation deposed the tyrant, and the

Spanish name disappeared from all the laws.

For what had now been done no forgiveness remain-
ed ; the republic became formidable, because it was no
longer possible for her to retrace her steps ; factions dis-

tracted her within ; her terrible element, the sea itself,

leaguing with her oppressors, threatened her very in-

fancy with a premature grave. She felt herself suc-

cumb to the superior force of the enemy, and cast her-
self a suppliant before the most powerful thrones of

Europe, begging them to accept a dominion which she
herself could no longer protect. At last, but with diffi-

culty—so despised at first was this state, that even the
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rapacity of foreign monarchs spurned her opening bloom
—a strauger deigned to accept their importunate offer

of a dangerous crown. New laopes began to revive her
sinking courage ; but in this new father of his country,

destiny gave her a ti'aitor ; and in the critical emergen-
cy, when the implacable foe was in full force before her
very gates, Charles of Anjou invaded the liberties which
he had been called to protect. The assassin's hand,
too, tore the steersman from the rudder, and with Will-
iam of Orange the career, seemingly, of the infant re-

public, and all her guardian angels, fled ; but the ship

continued to scud along in the storm, and the sw^elling

canvas carried her safe without the steersman's help.

Philip II. missed the fruits of a deed which cost him
his royal honor, and perhaps, also, his self-respect. Lib-
erty struggled on still with despotism, in the obstinate

and dubious contest; sanguinary battles were fought; a

brilliant array of heroes succeeded each other on the
field of glory; and Flanders and Brabant w^ere the
schools which educated generals for the coming cent-

ury. A long, devastating war laid waste the open
country ; victor and vanquished alike w"ere bathed in

blood ; while the rising republic of the waters gave a

welcome to fugitive industry, and out of the i-uins

erected the noble edifice of its own gi-eatness. For
forty years a war lasted, whose happy termination w^as

not to bless the dying eye of Philip ; which, destroyed
one paradise in Europe, to create a new one out of its

shattered fragments; which destroyed the choicest

flower of military youth, and while it enriched more
than a quarter of the globe, impoverished the possessor
of the golden Peru. This monarch, who, even without
oppressing his subjects, could expend nine hundred tuns
of gold, but who by tjTannical means extorted far more,
heaped on his depopulated kingdom a debt of one hun-
dred and forty millions of ducats. An implacable hatred
of liberty swallowed up all these treasures, and con-
sumed in fruitless labor his royal life. But the Reforma-
tion throve amid the devastation of his sword, and over
the blood of her citizens the banner of the new republic

floated victorious.

This improbable turn of affairs seems to border on a

B
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miracle ; much, however, combined to break the power
of Philip, and to favor the progress of the infant state.

Had the whole weight of his power fallen on the United
Provinces, there had been no hope for their religion or

their liberty. His own ambition came to the assistance

of their weakness, by tempting him to divide his strength.

The expensive policy of maintaining traitors in every cab-

inet of Europe ; the support of the League in France
;

the revolt of the Moors in Granada ; the conquest of

Portugal ; and the magnificent fabric of the Escurial,

drained at last his apparently inexhaustible ti'easures,

and prevented his acting in the field with spirit and
energy. The German and Italian troops, who were
allured to his banner only by the hope of gain, mutinied

when he could no longer pay them, and faithlessly

abandoned their leaders in the decisive moment of

action. These terrible instruments of oppression now
turned their dangerous power against their employer,

and wreaked their vindictive rage on the provinces

which remained faithful to him. The unfortunate ar-

mament against England, on which, like a desperate

gamester, he had staked the whole strength of his king-

dom, completed his ruin ; with the Armada sank the

wealth of the two Indies, and the flower of Spanish

chivalry.

But in the very same proportion that the Spanish

power declined, the republic acquired fresh vigor. The
breaches which the new religion, the tyranny of the In-

quisition, the furious i-apacity of the soldiery, and the

devastations of a long war, unbroken by any interval of

peace, made in the provinces of Brabant, Flanders, and
Hainault, at once the arsenals and the magazines of this

expensive contest, naturally rendered it, every year,

more difficult to support and recruit the royal armies.

The Catholic Netherlands had already lost a million of

citizens, and the trodden fields maintained their hus-

bandmen no longer. Spain itself had but few more
men to spare. That country, surprised by a sudden
affluence, which brought idleness with it, had lost much
of its population, and could not long support these con-

tinual drafts of men, both for the New World and the

Netherlands. Of these conscripts, few ever saw their
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country again ; and these few, having left it as youths,

returned to it infirm and old. Gold, which had become
more common, made soldiers proportionately dearer

;

the growing charm of efleminacy enhanced the price

of the opposite virtues. Wholly different was the pos-

ture of affairs with the rebels. The thousands whom
the cruelty of the viceroy expelled from the southern

Netherlands, the war of the Huguenots from France,

as well as all whom the constraint of conscience drove

from the other parts of Europe, all these flocked to

unite themselves with them. The whole Christian

w^orld was their recruiting gi'ound. The fanaticism both

of the persecutor and the persecuted worked in their

behalf. The enthusiasm of a doctrine newly embraced,
revenge, want, and hopeless misery, drew to their stan-

dard adventurers from every part of Europe. All whom
the new doctrine had won, all who had already suffered,

or had still cause of fear from despotism, linked their

own fortunes with those of the new republic. Eveiy
injury inflicted by a tyrant gave a right of citizenship

in Holland. Men pressed toward a country where lib-

erty raised her inspiriting banner, where respect and
security were insured to a fugitive religion, and even

revenge on the oppressors. If we consider the conflux

of all people to Holland, in the present day, who on
their entrance upon her territory are reinvested in their

rights as men, what must it have been then, when the

rest of Europe gi'oaned under a heavy bondage, when
Amsterdam was nearly the only free port for all opin-

ions ? Many hundred families sought a refuge for their

wealth in a land which the ocean and domestic concord

powerfully combined to protect. The republican army
maintained its full complement, without the plough be-

ing stripped of hands to work it. Amid the clash of

arms, trade and industry flourished ; and the peaceful

citizen enjoyed in anticipation all the fruits of liberty,

which foreign blood must first purchase. At the very

time when the Republic of Holland was straggling for

existence, she extended her dominions beyond the

ocean, and was quietly occupied in erecting her East
Indian empire.

Moreover, Spain maintained this expensive war with
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dead, unfructifying gold, that never returned into the

hand which gave it aw^ay, while it raised the price of all

necessaries. The treasuries of the republic were in-

dustry and commerce. Time lessened one, while it

multiplied the other. Exactly in the same proportion

that the resources of the Spanish government became
exhausted by the long continuance of the war, the repub-

lic began to reap a richer harvest. The field was sown
sparingly with choice seed, and it bore fruit, though late,

yet a hundredfold ; but the tree from which Philip

gathered fruit was a fallen trunk, which never again be-

came verdant.

Philip's adverse destiny decreed that all the treasures

which he lavished for the oppression of the provinces

contributed to enrich them. The incessant outlay of

Spanish gold had diffused riches and luxury throughout
Europe ; but the increasing wants of Europe were sup-

plied chiefly by the Netherlanders, who were masters of

the commerce of the known world, and who, by their

dealings, fixed the price of all merchandise. Even du-

ring the war, Phihp could not prohibit his own subjects

from trading with the republic ; nay, he could not even
desire it. He himself paid the rebels the expenses of

their own defense ; for the very war which was to ruin

them increased the sale of their goods. The enormous
sums expended on his fleets and armies flowed, for the

most part, into the exchequer of the republic, which
was more or less connected with the commercial places

of Flanders and Brabant. Whatever Philip attempted
against the rebels operated directly in their favor.

The sluggish progress of this war did the king as much
injury, as it brought advantage to the rebels. His army
was composed, for the most part, of the remains of those

victorious troops which had gathered their laurels under
Charles V. Old and long services entitled them to re-

pose ; many of them, whom the war had enriched, im-
patiently longed for their homes, and to end in ease a

life of hardship. Their former zeal, their heroic spirit,

and their discipline, relaxed in the same proportion as

they thought they had redeemed their honor and their

duty, and as they began to reap at last the reward of so

many engagements. Beside, the troops, which had
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been accustomed, by their irresistible impetuosity, to

vanquish all opponents, were necessarily wearied out
by a war which was carried on, not so much against

men as against the elements ; which exercised their

patience, more than it gi'atified their love of glory ; and
where there was less of danger than of difficulty and
want to contend with. Neither personal courage, nor
long military experience, were of avail in a countiy
whose peculiar features gave the most dastardly the ad-
vantage over them. In fine, a single discomtitm'e on
foreign ground did them more injury than any victo-

ries gained over an enemy at home could profit them.
With the rebels, the case was exactly the reverse. In
so protracted a war, in which no decisive battle took
place, the weaker party must naturally learn at last the
art of defense from the stronger ; slight defeats accus-
tomed him to danger, slight victories animated his con-
fidence.

At the beginning of the civil war, the republican army
scarce dared show itself in the field ; the long continu-
ance of the struggle practiced and hardened it. As the
royal armies grew wearied of victory, the confidence of
the rebels rose with their improved discipline and expe-
rience. At last, at the end of half-a-centuiy, master and
pupil separated, unsubdued, and equal in the fight.

Again, throughout the war the rebels acted with more
concord and unanimity than the royalists. Before the
former had lost their first leader, the government of the
Netherlands had passed through as many as five hands.
The Duchess of Parma's indecision soon imparted itself

to the cabinet of Madrid, which, in a short time, ran
through nearly all the various systems of state pohcy.
Duke Alva's inflexible sternness, the mildness of his

successor Requescens, Don John of Austria's insidious
cunning, and the active and imperious mind of the Prince
of Parma, gave as many opposite directions to the war,
while the plan of the rebellion remained the same in a
single head, who, as he saw it clearly, pursued it with
vigor. The greatest evil for the king was, that the right

principles of action generally missed the right moment
of application. In the commencement of the troubles,

when the advantage was as yet clearly on the king's side,
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when prompt resolution and manly firmness might have

crushed the rebellion in the cradle, the reins of govern-

ment were allowed to hang loose in the hands of a

woman. After the outbreak had come to an open re-

volt, and the strength of the factious and of the king

stood more equally balanced, and when a skillful flexi-

bility could alone have averted the impending civil war,

the government devolved on a man who was deficient in

this necessary qualification. So Avatchful an observer

as William the Silent tailed not to improve every advan-

tage which the faulty policy of his adversary presented,

and, with silent industry, he slowly advanced his great

undertaking to its accomplishment.
But why did not Philip II. himself appear in the

Netherlands ? Why did he prefer to employ every

other means, however improbable, rather than make
trial of the only remedy which could insure success ?

To curb the overgrown power and insolence of the no-

bility, there w*as no expedient more natural than the

presence of their master. Before royalty itself, all sec-

ondary dignity must necessarily have sunk, all other

splendor be dimmed. Instead of the truth flowing slowly

and obscurely through impure channels, to the distant

throne, so that procrastinated measures of redress gave

time to ripen ebullitions of the moment into acts of de-

liberation, his own penetrating glance would at once have

been able to separate truth from error ; and cold policy

alone, not to speak of his humanity, would have saved

the land a million of citizens. The nearer to their

source, the more weighty would his edicts have been

;

the thicker they fell on their object, the weaker and the

more dispirited the efforts of tlie rebels. It costs infi-

nitely more to commit an evil toward an enemy in his

presence than in his absence. At first, the rebellion ap-

peared to tremble at its own name, and long sheltered

itself under the ingenious pretext of defending the cause,

of its sovereign against the arbitrary assumptions of his

own viceroy. Philip's appearance in Brussels would
have put an end at once to this juggling. In that case,

the rebels would have been compelled to act up to their

pretense, or to cast aside the mask, and so, by appearing
in their true shape, condemn themselves. And what a
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relief for the Netherlands if the king's presence had
only spared them those evils, which were inflicted upon
them without his knowledge, and contrary to his wnll.

AVhat gain to himself, even if it had only enabled hira

to watch over the expenditure of the vast sums, which,
illegally raised on the plea of meeting the exigencies of

the war, disappeared in the plundering hands of the

deputies.

What the latter were compelled to extort by the un-
natural expedient of terror, the nation would have been
disposed to grant to the sovereign majestj% That which
made his ministers detested, would have rendered the

monarch feared; for the abuse of hereditary power
pi'esses less painfully than the abuse of that which is

delegated. His presence w^ould have saved thousands,

had he been nothing more than an economical despot;
and even had he been less, the awe of his person would
have preserved a territory, which was lost through ha-
tred and contempt for his instruments.

In the same manner, as the oppression of the people

of the Netherlands excited the sympathy of all who
valued their own rights, it might have been expected
that their disobedience and defection would have been
a call to all princes to maintain their own prerogatives

in the case of their neighbors. But jealousy of Spain
got the better of political sympathies, and the first powers
of Europe arranged themselves more or less openly on
the side of freedom.

Although bound to the House of Spain by the ties of

relationship, the Emperor Maximilian H. gave it just

cause to charge him with secretly favoring the rebels.

By the offer of his mediation, he implicitly acknowledged
the partial justice of their complaints, w^hich could not

but encourage them to a resolute perseverance in their

demands. Under an emperor sincerely devoted to the
interests of the Spanish house, William of Orange
would scarcely have drawn so many troops and so much
money from Germany. France, without openly and
formally breaking the peace, placed a prince of the

blood at the head of the Netherlandish rebels ; and it

was with French gold, and French troops, that the op-

erations of the latter were chiefly conducted. Elizabeth
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of .England, too, did but exercise a just retaliation and
revenge in protecting the rebels against their legitimate

sovereign ; and although her meager and sparing aid

availed no further than to ward off utter ruin from the

republic, still even this was infinitely valuable, at a mo-
ment when nothing but hope could have supported their

exhausted courage. With both these powers, Philip at

that time was at peace, but both betrayed him. Be-
tween the weak and the strong, honesty often ceases to

appear a virtue : the delicate ties which bind equals

are seldom beneficial to him whom all men fear. Philip

had banished truth from political intercourse ; he himself,

between kings, had dissolved all morality, and had made
artifice the divinity of cabinets. Without once enjoying

the advantages of his superior power, he had, through-

out his whole life, to contend with the jealousy which
it awakened in others. Europe made him atone for the

possible abuses of a power, of which, in fact, he never
had the full possession.

If against the disparity between the two combatants,

which at first sight is so astounding, we weigh all the

incidental circumstances which were adverse to Spain,

but befriended the Netherlands, that which is supernat-

ural in this event will disappear, but that which it extra-

ordinary remains—and a just standard is furnished, by
which to estimate the real merit of these republicans in

working out their freedom. It must not, however, be

thought that so accurate a calculation of the opposed
powers could have preceded the undertaking itself, or

that, on entering this unknown sea, they already knew
the shore on which they would ultimately be landed.

The work did not present itself to the mind of its origi-

nator in the mature form which it assumed when com-
pleted, any more than the mind of Luther foresaw the
eternal separation of creeds, when he began to oppose
the sale of indulgences. What a difference between
the modest procession of those suitors in Brussels, who
prayed for a more humane treatment as a favor, and the
dreaded majesty of a free state, which treated with kings

as equals, and in less than a century gave away the

throne of its former tyrant. The unseen hand of fate

gave to the discharged arrow a higher flight, and quite
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a different direction from that which it first received from
the bowstring. In the womb of happy Brabant that

liberty had its birth, which, torn from its mother in its

earliest infancy, was to gladden the so despised Holland.

But the enterprise must not be less thought of, because

its issue differed from the first design. Man works up,

smooths, and fashions the rough stone which the times

bring to him, the moment and the instant it may belong

to him, but accident develops the history of the world.

If the passions which cooperated actively in bringing

about this event were only not unworthy of the great

work to which they were unconsciously subservient—if

the powers which aided in its accomplishment, and the

single actions, out of whose concatenation it wonderfully

arose, were but intrinsically noble powers, and the ac-

tions beautiful and great, then is the event grand, inter-

esting, and fruitful for us, and we are at liberty to won-
der at the bold offspring of chance, or, rather, offer up
our admiration to a higher Intelligence.

The history of the world, like the laws of nature, is

consistent with itself, and simple as the soul of man.
Like conditions produce like phenomena. On the same
soil, where now the Netherlanders were to resist their

Spanish tyrants, their forefathers, the Batavi and Belgse,

fifteen centuries before, combated against their Boman
oppressors. Like the former, submitting reluctantly to

a haughty master, and misgoverned by rapacious sat-

raps, they broke off their chain with like resolution,

and tried their fortune in a similar unequal combat.

The same pride of conquest, the same national grandeur,

marked the Spaniard of the sixteenth century and the

Roman of the first, the same valor and discipline distin-

guished the armies of both, their battle array inspired

the same terror. There, as here, we see stratagem in

combat with superior force, and firmness, strengthened
by unanimity, weary out a mighty power weakened by
division ; then, as now, private hatred arms a whole na-

tion ; a single man, born for his times, reveals to them
the dangerous secret of their power, and brings their

mute grief to a bloody announcement. " Confess, Ba-
tavians," cried Claudius Civilis to his fellow-citizens in

the sacred grove, " we are no longer treated, as formerly,
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by these Romans, as allies, but rather as slaves. We
are handed over to their praefects and centurions, who,
when satiated with our plunder and with our blood,

make way for others, who, under different names, renew
the same outrages. If even at last Rome deigns to send

us a legate, he oppresses us with an ostentatious and
costly retinue, and with still more intolerable pride.

The levies are again at hand which tear forever children

from their parents, brothers from brothers. Now, Ba-
tavians, is our time. Never did Rome lie so prostrate

as now. Let not their names of legions terrify you:
there is nothing in their camps but old men and plunder.

Our infantry and horsemen are strong ; Germany is al-

lied to us by blood, and Gaul is ready to throw off its

yoke. Let Syria serve them, and Asia, and the East,

who are used to bow before kings ; many still live who
were born among us, before tribute was paid to the Ro-
mans. The gods are ever with the brave." Solemn
religious rites hallow this conspiracy, like the league of

the Gueux ; like that, it craftily wraps itself in the veil

of submissiveness, in the majesty of a great name. The
cohorts of Civilis swear allegiance on the Rhine to Ves-
pasian in Syria, as the covenant did to Phillip IL The
same arena furnished the same plan of defense, the

same refuge to despair. Both confided their wavering
fortunes to a friendly element ; in the same disti'ess,

Civilis preserves his island, as, fifteen centuries after him,

William of Orange did the town of Leyden—through an
artificial inundation. The valor of the Batavi disclosed

the impotence of the world's ruler, as the noble courage

of their descendants revealed to the whole of Europe
the decay of Spanish greatness. The same fecundity

of genius in the generals of both times gave to the war
a similarly obstinate continuance, and nearly as doubtful

an issue ; one difference, nevertheless, distinguishes

them : the Romans and Batavians fought humanely, for

they did not fight for religion.
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BOOK I.
-

EARLIER HISTORY OF THE NETHERLANDS UP TO THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Before we consider the immediate history of this

great revohition, it will be advisable to go a few steps

back into the ancient records of the country, and to

trace the origin of that constitution, which we find it

possessed of at the time of this remarkable change.

The first appearance of this people in the history of

the world is the moment of its fall ; their conquerors

first gave them a political existence. The extensive

region, which is bounded by Germany on the east, on
the south by France, on the north and northwest by the

North Sea, and which we comprehend under the gen-

eral name of the Netherlands, was, at the time when
the Romans invaded Gaul, divided among three prin-

cipal nations, all originally of German descent, German
institutions, and German spirit. The Rhine formed its

boundaries. On the left of the river dwelt the Belgce,

on its right the Frisii, and the Batavi on the island

which its two arras then formed with the ocean. All

these several nations were sooner or later reduced into

subjection by the Romans, but their conquerors them-
selves give us the most glorious testimony to their valor.

The Belgse, writes Caesar, were the only people among
the Gauls who repulsed the invasion of the Teutones
and Cimbri. The Batavi, Tacitus tells us, surpassed

all the tribes on the Rhine in bravery. This fierce na-

tion paid its tribute in soldiers, and was reserved by its

conquerors, like arrow and sword, only for battle. The
Romans themselves acknowledged the Batavian horse-

men to be their best cavalry. Like the Swiss at this

day, they formed for a long time the bod^'-guard of the

Roman emperor; their wild courage teiTified the Da-
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cians, as they saw them, in full armor, swimming across

the Danube. The Batavi accompanied Agi'icola in his

expedition against Britain, and helped him to conquer
that island. The Frieses were, of all, the last subdued,
and the first to regain their liberty. The morasses
among which they dwelt, attracted the conquerors
later, and enhanced the price of conquest. The Roman
Drusus, who made war in these regions, had a canal

cut from the Rhine into the Flevo, the present Zuyder
Zee, through which the Roman fleet penetrated into

the North Sea, and from thence, entering the mouths
of the Ems and the Weser, found «n easy passage into

the interior of Germany.
Through four centuries we find Batavian troops in the

Roman armies, but after the time of Honorius their

name disappears from history. Presently we discover

their island overrun by the Franks, who again lost

themselves in the adjoining country of Belgium. The
Frieses threw oflf the yoke of their distant and power-
less rulers, and again appeared as a free, and even a
conquering people, who governed themselves by their

own customs and a remnant of Roman laws, and extend-
ed their limits beyond the left bank of the Rhine. Of
all the provinces of the Netherlands, Friesland, especial-

ly, had suffered the least from the irruptions of strange

tribes and foreign customs; and for centuries retained

traces of its original institution, of its national spirit and
manners, which have not, even at the present day, en-
tirely disappeared.

The epoch of the immigration of nations destroyed
the original form of most of these tribes ; other mixed
races arose in their place, with other constitutions. In
the general devastation, the towns and encampments of

the Romans disappeared, and with them the memorials
of their wise government, which they had employed the

natives to execute. The neglected dikes once more
yielded to the violence of the streams, and to the en-

croachments of the ocean. Those wonders of labor

and creations of human skill, the canals, dried up, the

rivers changed their course, the continent and the sea

confounded their olden limits, and the nature of the

soil changed with its inhabitants. So, too, the connec-
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tion of the two eras seems effaced, and with a new race

a new histoiy commences.
The monarchy of the Franks, which arose out of the

ruins ofRoman Gaul, had, in the sixth and seventh centu-

ries, seized all the provinces of the Netherlands, and
planted there the Christian faith. After an obstinate war
Charles Martel subdued to the French crown Friesland,

the last of all the free provinces, and, by his victories,

paved a way for the Gospel. Charlemagne united all

these countries, and formed of them one division of the

mighty empire, w^hich he had constructed out of Ger-
many, France, and Lombardy. As under his descend-

ants, this vast dominion was again torn into fragments,

so the Netherlands became at times German, at others

French, or then again Lotheringian provinces, and at

last we find them under both the names of Friesland and
Lower Lotheringia.

With the Franks, the feudal system, the offspring of

the North, also came into these lands, and here, too, as

in all other countries, it degenerated. The more power-
ful vassals gradually made themselves independent of

the crown, and the royal governors usurped the coun-
tries they were appointed to govern. But the rebellious

vassals could not maintain their usurpations, without the
aid of their own dependents, whose assistance they were
compelled to purchase by new concessions; At the
same time, the Church became powerful through pious

usurpations and donations, and in its abbey lands and
episcopal sees acquired an independent existence.

Thus were the Netherlands, in the tenth, eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, split up into several

small sovereignties, whose possessors did homage, at

one time to the German emperor, at another to the
kings of France. By purchase, marriages, legacies,

and also by conquest, several of these provinces were
often united under one suzerain, and thus in the fif-

teenth century, we see the House of Burgundy in pos-

session of the chief part of the Netherlands. With
more or less right, Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy,
had united as many as eleven provinces under his author-

ity, and to these his son, Charles the Bold, added two
others, acquired by force of arms. Thus imperceptibly

C
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a new state arose in Europe, which wanted nothing but
the name to be the most flourishing kingdom in this

quarter of the globe. These extensive possessions made
the dukes of Burgundy formidable neighbors to France,
and tempted the restless spirit of Charles the Bold to

devise a scheme of conquest, embracing the whole line

of country from the Zuyder Zee and the mouth of the
Rhine down to Alsace. The almost inexhaustible re-

sources of this prince justify in some measure this bold

project;. A formidable army threatened to carry it into

execution. Already Switzerland trembled for her liber-

ty ; but deceitful fortune abandoned him in three terri-

ble battles, and the infatuated hero was lost in the melee
of the living and the dead. *

The sole heiress of Charles the Bold, Maria, at once
the richest princess and the unhappy Helen of that time,

whose wooing brought misery on her inheritance, was
now the center of attraction to the whole known world.

Among her suitors appeared two great princes. King Louis
XI. of France, for his son, the young dauphin, and Max-
imilian of Austria, son of the Emperor Frederic III.

The successful suitor was to become the most powerful
prince in Europe; and now, for the first time, this quar-

ter of the globe began to fear for its balance of power.
Louis, the more powerful of the two, was ready to back
his suit by force of arms ; but the people of the Nether-
lands, who disposed of the hand of their princess, passed
by this dreaded neighbor, and decided in favor of Max-
imilian, whose more remote territories, and more lim-

ited power, seemed less to threaten the liberty of their

country ; a deceitful, unfortunate policy, which, through

* A page, who had seen him fall, a few days after the battle con-
ducted the victors to the spot, and saved his remains from an ig-

nominious oblivion. His body was dragged from out of a pool in

which it was fast frozen, naked, and so disfigured with wounds,
that with great difficulty he was recognized, by the well known
deficiency of some of his teeth, and by remarkably long finger-

nails. But that, notwithstanding these marks, there were still

incredulous people who doubted his death, and looked for his re-

appearance, is proved by the missive, in which Louis XI. called

upon the Burgundian states to return to their allegiance to the
crown of France. " If," the passage runs, " Duke Charles should
still be living, you shall be released from your oath to me," Co-
MINES, t. jii., Preuves des M^moires, 495, 497.
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a strange dispensation of Heaven, only accelerated the
melancholy fate which it was intended to prevent.

To Philip the Fair, the son of Maria and Maximilian,

a Spanish bride brought, as her portion, that extensive

kingdom which Ferdinand and Isabella had recently

founded ; and Charles of Austria, his sou, was born lord

of the kingdoms of Spain, of the two Sicilies, of the

New World, and of the Netherlands. In the latter

countiy, the commonalty emancipated themselves much
earlier than in other feudal states, and quickly attained

to an independent political existence. The favorable

situation of the country on the North Sea, and on gi-eat

navigable rivers, early awakened the spirit of commerce,
which rapidly peopled the towns, encouraged industry

and the arts, atti'acted foreigners, and diffused prosperi-

ty and affluence among them. However contemptu-
ously the warlike policy of those times looked down
upon every peaceful and useful occupation, the rulers

of the country could not fail altogether to perceive the
essential advantages they derived from such pursuits.

The increasing population of their territories, the differ-

ent imposts which they extorted from natives and for-

eigners, under the various titles of tolls, customs, high-

way-rates, escort-money, bridge-tolls, market-fees, es-

cheats, etc., were too valuable considerations to allow

them to remain indifferent to the sources from which
they were derived. Their own rapacity made them
promoters of ti-ade, and as often happens, barbarism it-

self rudely nursed it, until, at last, a healthier policy as-

sumed its place. In the course of time, they invited the

Lombard merchants to settle among them, and accorded

to the towns some valuable privileges, and an independ-

ent jurisdiction, by which the latter acquired uncommon
respe'ctabihty and influence. The numerous wars which
the counts and dukes carried on among one another, or

with their neighbors, made them in some measure de-

pendent on the good-will of the towns, who, by their

wealth, obtained weight and consideration, and for the

subsidies which they afforded, failed not to extort im-

portant privileges in return. These privileges of the com-
monalties increased, as the Crusades with their expen-

sive equipment augmented the necessities of the nobles;
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as a new road to Europe was opened for the productions

of the East ; and as wide-spreading luxury created new
wants to their princes. Thus, as early as the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, we find in these lands a mixed
form of government, in which the prerogative of the
sovereign is greatly limited by the privileges of the

states, that is to say, of the nobility, the clergy, and the

municipalities. These, under the name of States, as-

sembled as often as the wants of the province required

it. Without their consent, no new laws were valid, no
war could be carried on, and no taxes levied, no change
made in the coinage, and no foreigner admitted to any
ofifice of government. All the provinces enjoyed these
privileges in common ^ others were peculiar to the vari-

ous districts. The supreme government was hereditary,

but the son did not enter on the rights of his father be-

fore he had solemnly sworn to maintain the existing

constitution.

Necessity is the first lawgiver : all the wants which
had to be met by this constitution were originally of a
commercial nature. Thus the whole constitution was
founded on commerce, and the laws of the nation were
adapted to their pursuits. The last clause, which ex-

cluded foreigners from all offices of trust, was a natural

consequence of the preceding articles. So complicated

and artificial a relation between the sovereign and his

people, which in many provinces was further modified,

according to the peculiar wants of each, and freqv^jntly

of some single city, required for its maintenance the

liveliest zeal for the liberties of the country, combined
with an intimate acquaintance with them. From a

foreigner, neither could well be expected. This law
beside, was enforced reciprocally in each particular

province ; so that in Brabant no Fleming, in Zealand no
Hollander, could hold office ; and it continued in force

even after all these provinces were united under one
government.

Above all others, Brabant enjoyed the highest degree
of freedom. It privileges were esteemed so valuable,

that many mothers from the adjacent provinces removed
thither about the time of their accouchement, in order to

entitle their children to participate, by birth, in all the
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immunities of that favored country
;
just as, says Strada,

one improves the plants of a rude chmate by removing
them to the soil of a milder.

After the House of Burgundy had united several prov-

inces under its dominion, the separate provincial assem-

blies which, up to that time, had been independent trib-

unals, were made subject to a supreme court at Malines,

which incorporated the various judicatures into one body,

and decided in the last resort all civil and criminal ap-

peals. The separate independence of the provinces

was thus abolished, and the supreme power vested in

the senate at Malines.

After the death of Charles the Bold, the states did

not neglect to avail themselves of the embarrassment of

their duchess, who, threatened by France, was conse-

quently in their power. Holland and Zealand compelled
her to sign a great charter, which secured to them the

most important sovereign rights. The people of Ghent
carried their insolence to such a pitch, that they arbitra-

rily dragged the favorites of Maria, who had the misfor-

tune to displease them, before their own tribunals, and
beheaded them before the eyes of that princess. Dur-
ing the short government of the Duchess Maria, from
her father's death to her marriage, the commons ob-

tained powers which few free states enjoyed. After

her death, her husband, Maximilian, illegally assumed
the government as guardian of his son. Offended by
this invasion of their rights, the states refused to ac-

knowledge his authority, and could only be brought to

receive him as viceroy for a stated period, and under
conditions ratified by oath.

Maximilian, after he became Roman Kmperor, fancied

that he might safely venture to violate the constitution.

He imposed extraordinary taxes on the provinces, gave

ofificial appointments to Burgundians and Germans, and
introduced foreign troops into the provinces. But the

jealousy of these republicans kept pace with the power
of their regent. As he entered Bruges with a large

retinue of foreigners, the people flew to arms, made
themselves masters of his person, and placed him in con-

finement in the castle. In spite of the intercession of

the imperial and Roman courts, he did not again obtain

c 2
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his freedom, until security had been given to the people

on all the disputed points.

The security of life and property, arising fi-om mild

laws, and an equal administration of justice, had encour-

aged activity and industry. In continual contest with the

ocean and rapid rivers, which poured their violence on

the neighboring lowlands, and whose force it was requi-

site to break by embankments and canals, this people

had early learned to observe the natural objects around

them ; by industry and perseverance to defy an element

of superior power ; and like the Egyptian, instructed

by his Nile, to exercise their inventive genius and acute-

ness in self-defense. The natural fertility of their soil,

which favored agriculture and the breeding of cattle,

tended at the same time to increase the population.

Their happy position on the sea and the gi-eat navigable

rivers of Germany and France, many of which debouch-

ed on their coasts ; the numerous artificial canals which
intersected the land in all directions, imparting life to

navigation ; and the facility of interior communication

between the provinces, soon created, and fostered, a

commercial spirit among these people.

The neighboring coasts, Denmark and Britain, were
the first visited by their vessels. The English wool

which they brought back, employed thousands of indus-

trious hands in Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp ; and as

early as the middle of the twelfth century, cloths of

Flanders were extensively worn in France and Germany.
In the eleventh century we find ships of Friesland in

the Belt, and even in the Levant. This enterprising

people ventured, without a compass, to steer under the

North Pole, round to the most northerly point of Russia.

From the Wendish towns, the Netherlands received a

share in the Levant trade, which, at that time, still

passed from the Black Sea, through the Russian terri-

tories to the Baltic. When, in the thirteenth century,

this trade began to decline, the Crusades having opened

a new road through the Mediterranean for Indian mer-
chandise, and after the Italian towns had usurped this

lucrative branch of commerce, and the great Hanseatic

league had been formed in Germany, the Netherlands

became the most important emporium between the
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north and south. As yet, the use of the compass was
not general, and the merchantmen sailed slowly and
laboriously along the coasts. The ports on the Baltic

Avere, during the winter months, for the most part

frozen and inaccessible. Ships, therefore, which could

not well accomplish within the year the long voyage
from the Mediterranean to the Belt, gladly availed them-
selves of harbors which lay half-way between the two.
With an immense continent behind them, with which
navigable streams kept up their communication, and
toward the west and north open to the ocean by com-
modious harbors, this country appeared to be expressly
formed for a place of i"esort for different nations, and for

a center of commerce. The principal towns of the
Netherlands were established marts. Portuguese, Span-
iards, Italians, French, Britons, Germans, Danes, and
Swedes, thronged to them with the produce of every
country in the world. Competition insured cheapness

;

industry was stimulated, as it found a ready market for

its productions. With the necessary exchange ofmoney,
arose the commerce in bills, which opened a new and
fruitful source of wealth. The princes of the country,
acquainted at last with their true interest, encouraged
the merchant by important immunities, and neglected

not to protect their commerce by advantageous treaties

with foreign powers. When, in the fifteenth century,

several provinces were united under one rule, they dis-

continued their private wars, W'hich had proved so in-

jurious, and their separate interests were now more
intimately reconciled by a common government. Their
commerce and affluence prospered in the lap of a long

peace, which the formidable power of their princes ex-

torted from the neighboring monarchs. The Burgundian
flag was feared in every sea, the dignity of their sov-

ereign gave support to their undertakings, and the en-

terprise of a private individual became the affair of a

powerful state. Such vigorous protection soon placed

them in a position even to renounce the Hanseatic league,

and to pursue this daring enemy through every sea.

The Hanseatic merchants, against whom the coasts of

Spain were closed, were compelled at last, however
reluctantly, to visit the Flemish fairs, ar.d purchase
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their Spanish goods in the markets of the Nether-
lands.

Bruges, in Flanders, was, in the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries, the central point of the whole com-
merce of Europe, and the great market of all nations.

In the year 1468, a hundred and fifty merchant vessels

were counted entering the harbor of Sluys at one time.

Beside the rich factories of the Hanseatic league, there

were here fifteen trading companies, with their counting-

houses and many factories, and merchants' families from
every European country. Here was established the

market of all northern products for the south, and of all

southern and Levantine products for the north. These
passed through the Sound, and up the Rhine, in Han-
seatic vessels to Upper Germany, or were transported

by land carriage to Brunswick and Lunenburg.
As in the common course of human affairs, so here

also, a licentious luxury followed prosperity. The se-

ductive example of Philip the Good could not but ac-

celerate its approach. The court of the Burgundian
dukes was the most voluptuous and magnificent in

Europe, Italy itself not excepted. The costly dress of

the higher classes, which afterward served as patterns

to the Spaniards, and eventually, with the Burgundian
customs, passed over to the court of Austria, soon de-

scended to the lower orders, and the meanest citizen

nursed his person in velvet and silk.*

* Philip the Good was too profuse a prince to amass treasures

;

nevertheless, Charles the Bold found accumulated among his

effects, a geater store of table services, jewels, carpets, and linen

than three rich princedoms of that time together possessed, and
over and above all, a treasure of three hundred thousand dollars

in ready money. The riches of this prince, and of the Burgundian
people, lay exposed on the battle-fields of Granson, Murten, and
Nancy. Here, a Swiss soldier drew from the finger of Charles
the Bold that celebrated diamond, which was long esteemed the
largest in Europe, which, even now, sparkles in the crown of
France as the second in size, but which the unwitting finder sold

for a florin. The Swiss exchanged the silver they found for tin,

and the gold for copper, and tore into pieces the costly tents of

cloth of gold. The value of the spoil of silver, gold, and jewels
which was taken has been estimated at three millions. Charles
and his army had advanced to the combat, not like foes who pur-

pose battle, but like conquerors who adorn themselves after

victory.
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Comines, an author who traveled through the Nether-
lands about the middle of the fifteenth century, tells us
that pride had already attended their prosperity. The
pomp and vanity of dress was carried by both sexes to

extravagance. The luxury of the table had never reach-
ed so great a height among any other people. The im-
moral assemblage of both sexes at bathing-places, and
such other places of reunion for pleasure and enjoyment,
had banished all shame—and we are not here speaking
of the usual luxuriousness of the higher ranks : the
females of the common class abandoned themselves to

such extravagances without limit or measure.
But how much more cheering to the philanthropist is

this extravagance, than the miserable frugality of want,
and the barbarous virtues of ignorance, which at that

time oppressed nearly the whole of Europe ! The
Burgundian era shines pleasingly forth from those dark
ages, like a lovely spring-day amid the showers of Feb-
ruary. But this flourishing condition tempted the
Flemish towns at last to their ruin ; Ghent and Bruges,
giddy with liberty and success, declared w^ar against

Philip the Good, the ruler of eleven provinces, which
ended as unfortunately as it was presumptuously com-
menced. Ghent alone lost many thousand men in an en-
gagement near Havre, and was compelled to appease
the wrath of the victor by a contribution of four hundred
thousand gold florins. All the municipal functionaries,

and two thousand of the principal citizens, went, stripped

to their shirts, barefooted, and with heads uncovered, a
mile out of the town to meet the duke, and on their

knees supplicated for pardon. On this occasion, they
were deprived of several valuable privileges, an irrepar-

able loss for their future commerce. In the year 1482,

they engaged in a w^ar, with no better success, against

Maximilian of Austria, with a view to deprive him of the

guardianship of his son, which, in contravention of liis

charter, he had unjustly assumed. In 1487, the town
of Bruges placed the archduke himself in confinement,

and put some of his most eminent ministers to death.

To avenge his son, the Emperor Frederic HI. entered

their territoiy with an army, and, blockading for ten

years the harbor of Sluys, put a stop to their entire
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ti'ade. On this occasion, Amsterdam and Antwerp,
whose jealousy had long been roused by the flourishing

condition of the Flemish towns, lent him the most im-

portant assistance. The Italians began to bring their

own silk stutifs to Antwerp for sale, and the Flemish
cloth-workers likewise, who had settled in England, sent

their goods thither ; and thus the town of Bruges lost

two important branches of trade. The Hanse Union
had long been offended at their overweening pride ; and
it now left them, and removed its factory to Antwerp.
In the year 1516, all the foreign merchants left the

town, except only a few Spaniards ; but its prosperity

faded as slowly as it had bloomed.

Antwerp received, in the sixteenth century, the trade

which the luxuriousness of the Flemish towns had ban-

ished ; and under the government of Charles V., Antwerp
was the most stirring and splendid city in the Christian

world. A stream like the Scheldt, whose broad mouth,
in the immediate vicinity, shared with the North Sea
the ebb and flow of the tide, and could carry vessels of

the largest tunnage under the walls of Antwerp, made
it the natural resort for all vessels which visited that coast.

Its free fairs attracted men of business from all countries.*

The industry of the nation had, in the beginning of this

century, reached its greatest height. The culture of

grain, flax, the breeding of cattle, the chase, and fish-

eries, enriched the peasant; arts, manufactures, and
trade, brought wealth to burghers. Flemish and Bra-
bantine manufactures were long to be seen in Arabia,

Persia, and India. Their ships covered the ocean, and,

in the Black Sea, contended with the Genoese for su-

premacy. It was the distinctive characteristic of the

seaman of the Netherlands that he made sail at all sea-

sons of the year, and never laid up for the winter.

When the new route by the cape of Good Hope was
discovered, and the East India trade of Portugal under-
mined that of the Levant, the Netherlands did not feel

the blow which was inflicted on the Italian republics.

The Portuguese established their mart in Brabant, and
the spices of Calicut were displayed for sale in the

* Two such fairs lasted forty days, and all the goods sold there
were duty-free.
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markets of Antwerp. Hither poured the West Indian
merchandise, with which the indolent pride of Spain re-

paid the industry of the Netherlands. The East Indian

market attracted the most celebrated commercial houses
from Florence, Lucca, and Genoa; and the Fuggers and
Welsers from Augsburg. Here the Hanse Towns brough/
the wares of the North, and here the English company
had a factory. Here art and nature seemed to expose
to view" all their riches : it was a splendid exhibition of

the works of the Creator and the creature.

Their renown soon diffused itself through the world
Even a company of Turkish merchants, toward the end
of this century, soUcited permission to settle here, and
to supply the products of the East by way of Greece.
With the trade in goods, they held also the exchange of
money. Their bills passed current in the farthest parts

of the globe. Antwerp, it is asserted, then transacted

more extensive and more important business in a single

month than Venice, at its most flourishing period, in two
whole years.

In the year 149], the Hanseatic League held its sol-

emn meetings in this town, which had formerly assembled
in Lubeck alone. In 1531, the Exchange was erected,

at that time the most splendid in all Europe, and which
fulfilled its proud inscription. The town now reckoned
one hundred thousand inhabitants. The tide of human
beings, which incessantly poured into it, exceeds all belief.

Between two hundred and two hundred and fifty ships

were often seen loading at one time in its harbor ; no
day passed on which the boats entering inward auvl

outward did not amount to more than five hundred ; ou
market-days, the number amounted to eight hundred or

nine hundred. Daily, more than two hundred carriages

drove through its gates ; above two thousand loaded wag-
ons arrived every week fi'om Germany, France, and
Lorraine, without reckoning the farmers' carts and corn-

vans, which were seldom less than ten thousand in num-
ber. Thirty thousand hands were employed by the
English company alone. The market-dues, tolls, and
excise brought millions to the government annually. We
can form some idea of the resources of the nation, from
the fact, that the extraordinary taxes which they were
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obliged to pay to Charles V., toward his numerous wars,
were computed at forty millions of gold ducats.

P^or this affluence, the Netherlands were as much in-

debted to their liberty, as to the natural advantages of

their country. Uncertain laws, and the despotic sway
of a rapacious prince, would quickly have blighted all

the blessings which propitious nature had so abundantly
lavished on them. The inviolable sanctity of the laws,

can alone secure to the citizen the fruits of his industry,

and inspire him with that happy confidence which is the
soul of all activity.

The genius of this people, developed by the spirit of
commerce, and by the intercourse with so many nations,

shone in useful inventions ; in the lap of abundance and
liberty, all the noble arts were carefully cultivated, and
carried to perfection. From Italy, to which Cosmo de
Medici had lately restored its golden age, painting, ar-

chitecture, and the arts ofcarving and of engraving on cop-

per, were transplanted into the Netherlands, where, in a
new soil, they flourished with fresh vigor. The Flem-
ish school, a daughter of the Italian, soon vied with its

mother for the prize ; and, in common with it, gave laws
to the whole of Europe in the Fine Arts. The manufac-
tures and arts, on which the Netherlanders principally

founded their prosperity, and still partly base it, i-equire

no particular enumeration. The weaving of tapestry,

oil-painting, the art of painting on glass, even pocket-
watches and sun-dials, were, as Guicciardini asserts,

originally invented in the Netherlands. To them, we
are indebted for the improvement of the compass, the
points of which are still known by Flemish names.
About the year 1430, the invention of typography is as-

cribed to Laurence Koster, of Haarlem ; and whether
or not he is entitled to this honorable distinction, certain

it is that the Dutch were among the first to engraft this

useful art among them ; and fete ordained that a cent-

ury later it should reward its country with liberty. The
people of the Netherlands united with the most fertile

genius for inventions, a happy talent for improving the
discoveries of others ; there are, probably, few mechanical
arts and manufactures which they did not produce, or

at least cany to a higher degree of perfection
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THE NETHERLANDS UNDER CHARLES V.

Up to this time these provinces had formed the most
enviable state in Europe. Not one of the Burgundian
dukes had ventured to indulge a thought of overturning
the constitution ; it had remained sacred, even to the
daring spirit of Charles the Bold, while he was prepar-
ing fetters for foreign liberty. All these princes grew
up with no higher hope than to be the heads of a repub-
lic, and none of their territories afforded them experi-

ence of a higher authority. Beside, these princes pos-

sessed nothing but what the Netherlands gave them

;

no armies but those which the nation sent into the field;

no riches but what the states gi-anted to them. Now all

was changed. The Netherlands had fallen to a master
who had at his command other instruments and other
resources, who could arm against them a foreign power.*

* The unnatural union of two such different nations as the
Belgians and Spaniards could not possibly be prosperous. I can
not here refrain from quoting the comparison which Grotius, in

energetic language, has drawn between the two. "With the
neighboring nations," says he, " the people of the Netherlands
could easily maintain a good understanding, for they were of a
similar origin with themselves, and had grown up in the same
manner. But the people of Spain and of the Netherlands differ-

ed in almost every respect from one another, and therefore, when
they were brought together, clashed the more violently. Both
had for many centuries been distinguished in war ; only the latter

had, in luxurious repose, become disused to arms, while the for-

mer had been inured to war in the Italian and African campaigns
;

the desire of gain made the Belgians more inclined to peace, but
not less sensitive of offense. No people were more free from the

lust of conquest, but none defended its own more zealously.

Hence the numerous towns closely pressed together in a confined

tract of country, densely crowded with a foreign and native popu-
lation, fortified near the sea and the great rivers. Hence, for

eight centuries after the northern immigration, foreign arms could
not prevail against them. Spain, on the contrary, often changed
its masters ; and when, at last, it fell into the hands of the Goths,
its character and its manners had suffered more or less from each
newr conqueror. The people, thus formed at last out of these sev-

eral admixtures, is described as patient in labor, imperturbable in

danger, equally eager for riches and honor, proud of itself even
to contempt of others, devout and grateful to strangers for any
act of kindness, but also revengeful, and of such ungovernable
passions in victory as to regard neither conscience nor honor in

the case of an enemy. All this is foreign to the character of the

D
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Charles V. was an absolute monarch in his Spanish
dominions ; in the Netherlands, he was no more than
the first citizen. In the southern portion of his em-
pire he might have learned contempt for the rights of

individuals : here, he was taught to respect them. The
more he there tasted the pleasures of unlimited power,
and the higher he raised his opinion of his own great-

ness, the more reluctant he must have felt to descend

elsewhere to the ordinary level of humanity, and to tol-

erate any check upon his arbitrary authority. It re-

quires, indeed, no ordinary degree of virtue to abstain

from warring against the power which imposes a curb

on our most cherished wishes.

The superior power of Charles awakened, at the same
time, in the Netherlanders, that distrust which always

accompanies inferiority. Never were they so alive to

their constitutional rights, never so jealous of the royal

prerogative, or more observant in their proceedings.

Under his reign we see the most violent outbreaks of

republican spirit, and the pretensions of the people car-

ried to an excess, which nothing but the increasing en-

croachments of the royal power could in the least jus-

tify. A sovereign will always regard the freedom of

the citizen as an alienated fief which he is bound to re-

cover. To the citizen, the authority of the sovereign is

a torrent, which, by its inundation, threatens to sweep

Belgian, who is astute, but not insidious—who, placed midway
between France and Germany, combines in moderation the faults

and good qualities of both. He is not easily imposed upon, nor is

he to be insulted with impunity. In veneration for the Deity, too,

he does not yield to the Spaniard ; the arms of the Northmen
could not make him apostatize from Christiamty when he had

once professed it. No opinion which the Church condemns had,

up to this time, impoisoned the purity of his faith. Nay, his pious

extravagance went so far, that it became requisite to curb by laws

the rapacity of his clergy. In both people loyalty to their rulers

is equally innate, with this difference, that the Belgian places the

law above kings. Of all the Spaniards, the Castihans require to

be governed with the most caution ; but the liberties which they

arrogate for themselves they do not willingly accord to others

Hence the difficult task to their common ruler, so to distribute

his attention and care between the two nations, that neither the

preference shown to the Castilian should offend the Belgian, nor

the equal treatment of the Belgian affront the haughty spirit of

the Castilian." Grotii Annal. Btlg. L. 1. 4. 5. et seq.
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away his rights. The Belgians sought to protect them-
seh'cs against the ocean by embankments, and against

then- princes by constitutional enactments. The whole
history of the world is a perpetually recurring struggle

between liberty and the lust of power and possession,

as the history of nature is nothing but the contest of the

elements and organic bodies for space. The Nether-

lands soon found, to their cost, that they had become but

a province of a great monarchy. So long as their for-

mer masters had no higher aim than to promote their

prosperity, their condition resembled the tranquil hap-

piness of a secluded family, whose head is its ruler.

Charles V. introduced them upon the arena of the polit-

ical world. They now formed a member of that gigan-

tic body, which the ambition of an individual employed
as his insti'ument. They ceased to have their own good

for their aim : the center of their existence was trans-

ported to the soul of their ruler. As his whole govern-

ment was but one tissue of plans and manceuvers to ad-

vance his power, so it was, above all things, necessary

that he should be completely master of the various limbs

of his mighty empire, in order to move them effectually

and suddenly. It was impossible, therefore, for him to

embarrass himself with the tiresome mechanism of their

interior political organization, or to extend to their pe-

culiar privileges the conscientious respect which their

republican jealousy demanded. It was expedient for

him to facilitate the exercise of their powers by concen-

tration and unity. The tribunal at Malines had been,

under his predecessor, an independent court of judica-

ture ; he subjected its decrees to the revision of a royal

council which he established in Brussels, and which was
the mere organ of his will. He introduced foreigners

into the most vital functions of their constitution, and
confided to them the most important offices. These
men, whose only support was the royal favor, would be

but bad guardians of privileges which, moreover, were
little known to them. The ever increasing expenses
of his w^arlike government compelled him as steadily to

augment his resources. In disregard of their most sa-

cred privileges, he imposed new and strange taxes on

the provinces. To preserve their olden consideration,
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modest as not to extort; the whole history of the gov-

ernment of this monarch, in the Netherlands, is almost

one continued list of imposts demanded, refused, and
finally accorded. Contrary to the constitution, he intro-

duced foreign troops into their territories, directed the

recruiting of his armies in the provinces, and involved

them in wars which could not advance, even if they did

not injure, their interest, and to which they had not giv-

en their consent. He punished the offenses of a free

state as a monarch ; and the terrible chastisement of

Ghent announced to the other provinces the great

change which their constitution had already undergone.
The welfare of the country was so far secured as

w^as necessary to the political schemes of its master;
the intelligent policy of Charles would certainly not

violate the salutary regimen of the body whose ener-

gies he found himself necessitated to exert. Fortu-
nately, the opposite pursuits of selfish ambition, and of

disinterested philanthropy, often bring about the same
end ; and the well-being of a state, which a Marcus
Aurelius might propose to himself as a rational object

of pursuit, is occasionally promoted by an Augustus or a

Louis.

Charles V. was perfectly aware that commerce was
the strength of the nation, and that the foundation of

their commerce was liberty. He spared its liberty, be-

cause he needed its strength. Of greater political wis-

dom, though not more just than his son, he adapted his

principles to the exigences of time and place, and re-

called an ordinance in Antwerp and in Madrid, which
he would under other circumstances have enforced with
all the terrors of his power. That which makes the

reign of Charles V. particularly remarkable, in regard

to the Netherlands, is the great religious revolution

which occurred under it ; and which, as the principal

cause of the subsequent rebellion, demands a somewhat
circumstantial notice. This it was that first brought

arbitrary power into the innermost sanctuary of the

constitution, taught it to give a dreadful sjjecimen of its

might ; aud, in a measure, legalized it, while it placed

republican spirit on a dangerous eminence. And as the
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latter sank into anarchy and rebellion, monarchical pow-
er rose to the height of despotism.

Nothing is more natural than the transition from civil

liberty to religious freedom. Individuals, as well as com-
munities, who, favored by a happy political constitution,

have become acquainted with the rights of man, and ac-

customed to examine, if not also to create, the law which
is to govern them ; whose minds have been enlightened
by activity, and feelings expanded by the enjoyments of
life ; whose natural courage has been exalted by internal

security and prosperity : such men will not easily surren-
der themselves to the blind domination of a dull, arbitrary

creed, and will be the first to emancipate themselves
from its yoke. Another circumstance, however, must
have greatly tended to diffuse the new religion in these
countries. Italy, it might be objected, the seat of the
gi-eatest intellectual culture, formerly the scene of the
most violent political factions, where a burning climate
kindles the blood with the wildest passions—Italy, among
all the European countiies, remained the freest from this

change. But to a romantic people, whom a warm and
lovely sky, a luxurious, ever young and ever smiling

nature, and the multifarious witcheries of art, rendered
keenly susceptible of sensuous enjoyment, that form of
religion must naturally have been better adapted, which,
by its splendid pomp, captivates the senses, by its mys-
terious enigmas, opens an unbounded range to the fancy

;

and which, through the most picturesque forms, labors

to insinuate important doctrines into the soul. On the

contrary, to a people whom the ordinary employments
of civil life have drawn down to an unpoetical reality,

who live more in plain notions than in images, and who
cultivate their common sense at the expense of their

imagination—to such a people, that creed will best rec-

ommend itself which dreads not investigation, which
lays less stress on mysticism than on morals, and which
is rather to be understood, than to be dwelt upon in

meditation. In few words : the Roman Catholic religion

will, on the whole, be found more adapted to a nation

of artists, the Protestant more fitted to a nation of

merchants.

On this supposition, the new doctrine which Luther
. v2
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diffused in Germany, and Calvin in Switzerland^ must
have found a congenial soil in the Netherlands. The
first seeds of it were sown in the Netherlands, by the

Protestant merchants who assembled at Amsterdam
and Antwerp. The German and Swiss troops, which
Charles introduced into these countries, and the crowd
of French, German, and English fugitives, who, under
the protection of the liberties of Flanders, sought to

escape the sword of persecution which threatened them
at home, promoted their diffusion. A great portion of

the Belgian nobility studied at that time at Geneva, as

the university of Louvain was not yet in repute, and
that of Douai not yet founded. The new tenets pub-
licly taught there, were ti'ansplanted by the students

to their various countries. In an isolated people, these

first germs might easily have been crushed ; but in the
market-towns of Holland and Brabant, the resort of so

many different nations, their first growth would escape
the notice of government, and be accelerated under the
veil of concealment. A difference in opinion might
easily spring up and gain ground among those, who al-

ready were divided in national character, in manners,
customs, and laws. Moreover, in a country where in-

dustry was the most lauded virtue, mendicity the most
abhorred vice, a slothful body of men, like that of the
monks, must have been an object of long and deep aver-

sion. Hence, the new religion, which opposed these
orders, derived an immense advantage from having the
popular opinion on its side. Occasional pamphlets, full

of bitterness and satire, to which the newly discovered

art of printing secured a rapid circulation, and several

bands of strolling orators, called Rederiker, w^ho at that

time made the circuit of the provinces, ridiculing in

theatrical representations or songs the abuses of their

times, contributed not a little to diminish respect for the

Romish church, and to prepare the people for the re-

ception of the new dogmas.
The first conquests of this doctrine were astonishingly

rapid. The number of those who in a short time avow-
ed themselves its adherents, especially in the northern
provinces, was prodigious ; but among these, the for-

eigners far outniimbered the natives. Charles V., who,
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in this hostile array of religious tenets, had taken the
side which a despot could not fail to take, opposed to the
increasing torrent of innovation the most effectual reme-
dies. Unhappily' for the reformed religion, political

justice was on the. side of its persecutor. The dam
which, for so many centuries, had repelled human un-
derstanding from truth, was too suddenly torn away,
for the outbreaking torrent not to overflow its appointed
channel. The reviving spirit of liberty and of inquiry,

which ought to have remained within the limits of re-

ligious questions, began also to examine into the rights

of kings. While, in the comnjencement, iron fetters

were justly broken oft", a desire was eventually shown
to rend asunder the most legitimate and most indispens-

able of ties. Even the Holy Scriptures, which were
now circulated everywhere, while they imparted light

And nurture to the sincere inquirer after truth, were
the source also w^hence an eccenti-ic fanaticism contrived

to extort the virulent poison. The good cause had been
compelled to choose the evil road of rebellion, and the
result was what in such cases it ever will be, so long as

men remain men. The bad cause, too, which had
nothing in common with the good but the employment
of illegal means, emboldened by this slight point of con-
nection, appeared in the same company, and was mis-
taken for it. Luther had written against the invocation

of saints ; every audacious varlet who broke into the
churches and cloisters, and plundered the altars, called

himself Lutheran. Faction, rapine, fanaticism, licen-

tiousness, robed themselves in his colors ; the most
enormous offenders, when brought before the judges,

avowed themselves his followers. The Reformation
had drawn down the Roman prelate to a level with fal-

lible humanity ; an insane band, stimulated by hunger
and want, sought to annihilate all distinction of ranks.

It was natural that a doctrine, which to the state showed
itself only in its most unfavorable aspect, should not have
been able to reconcile a monarch who had already so

many reasons to extirpate it ; and it is no w^onder, there-

fore, that he employed against it the arms it had itself

forced upon him.

Charles must already have looked upon himself as ab-
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solute in the Netherlands, since he did not think it ne-

cessary to extend to these countries the religious liberty

which he had accorded to Germany. While compelled

by the effectual resistance of the German princes, he
assured to the latter country a free exercise of the

new religion, in the former he published the most cruel

edicts for its repression. By these, the reading of the

Evangehsts and Apostles; all open or secret meetings,

to which religion gave its name in ever so slight a de-

gree ; all conversations on the subject at home or at the

table, were forbidden, under severe penalties. In every

province, special courts of judicature' were established to

watch over the execution of the edicts. Whoever held

these erroneous opinions, was to forfeit his office, without
regard to his rank. Whoever should be convicted of

diffusing heretical doctrines, or evenof simply attending

the secret meetings of the Reformers, was to be con-

demned to death, and, if a male, to be executed by the

sword, if a female, buried alive. Backsliding heretics

were to be committed to the flames. Not even the re-

cantation of the offender could annul these appalling

sentences. Whoever abjured his errors, gained nothing

by his apostacy, but at furthest a milder kind of death.

The fiefs of the condemned were also confiscated,

contrary to the privileges of the nation, which permitted

the heir to redeem them for a ti'ifling fine ; and in defi-

ance of an express and valuable privilege of the citi-

zens of Holland, by which they were not to be tried out

of their province, culprits were conveyed beyond the

limits of the native judicature, and condemned by foreign

tribunals. Thus did religion guide the hand of despo-

tism, to attack, with its sacred weapon, and without
danger or opposition, the liberties which were inviola-

ble to the secular arm.

Charles V., emboldened by the fortunate progress of

his arms in Germany, thought that he might now ven-

ture on every thing, and seriously meditated the intro-

duction of the Spanish Inquisition in the Netherlands.

But the terror of its veiy name alone reduced com-
merce in Antwerp to a stand-still. The principal for-

eign merchants prepared to quit the city. All buying
and selling ceased. The value of houses fell, the em-
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ployment of artisans stopped. Money disappeared from
the hands of the citizen. The ruin of that flourishing

commercial city was inevitable, had not Charles V. lis-

tened to the repi'esentations of the Duchess of Parma,
and abandoned this perilous resolve. The tribunal,

therefore, was ordered not to interfei'e with the foreign

merchants, and the title of inquisitor was changed unto
the milder appellation of spiritual judge. But in the
other provinces, that tribunal proceeded to rage with
the inhuman despotism which has ever been peculiar to

it. It has been computed that during the reign of

Charles V., fifty thousand persons perished by the hand
of the executioner for religion alone.

When we glance at the violent proceedings of this

monarch, we are quite at a loss to comprehend what it

was that kept the rebellion wnthin bounds during his

reign, which broke out with so much violence under his

successor. A closer investigation will clear up this

seeming anomaly. Charles's dreaded supremacy in

Europe had raised the commerce of the Netherlands
to a height which it had never before attained. The
majesty of his name opened all harbors, cleared all seas

for their vessels, and obtained for them the most favor-

able commercial ti-eaties with foreign powers. Through
him, in particular, they desti'oyed the dominion of the
Hanse Towns in the Baltic. Through him, also, the
New World, Spain, Italy, Germany, which now shared
with them a common ruler, were, in a measure, to be
considered as provinces of their own country, and open-
ed new channels for their commerce. He had, more-
over, united the remaining six provinces with the he-
reditary states of Burgundy, and thus given to them an
extent and political importance, which placed them by
the side of the first kingdoms of Europe. *

* He had, too, at one time the intention of raising it to a king-
dom ; but the essential points of difference between the provin-

ces, which extended from constitution and manners to measures
and weights, soon made him abandon this design. More impor-
tant was the service which he designed them in the Burgundian
treaty, which settled its relation to the German Empire. Accord-
ing to this treaty, the seventeen provinces were to contribute to

the common wants of the German Empire twice as much as an
electoral prince ; in case of a Turkish war three times as much

:
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By all this, he flattered the national pride of this peo-

ple. Moreover, by the incorporation of Gueldres,

Uti-echt, Friesland, and Groningen with these provinces,

he put an end to the private wars which had so long

disturbed their commerce ; an unbroken internal peace

now allowed them to enjoy the full fruits of their indus-

try. Charles was therefore a benefactor of this people.

At the same time, the splendor of his victories dazzled

their eyes ; the glory of their sovereign, which was re-

flected upon them also, had bribed their republican vig-

ilance ; while the awe-inspiring halo of invincibility,

which encircled the conqueror of Germany, France,
Italy, and Africa, terrified the factious. And then, who
knows not on how much may venture the man, be he
a private individual or a prince, w^ho has succeeded in

enchaining the admiration of his fellow-creatures. His
repeated personal visits to these lands, which he, accord-

ing to his own confession, visited as often as ten differ-

ent times, kept the disaffected within bounds; the con-

stant exercise of severe and prompt justice maintained
the awe of the royal power. Finally, Charles was born in

the Netherlands, and loved the nation in whose lap he had
grown up. Their manners pleased him, the simplicity

of their character and social intercourse formed for him
a pleasing recreation from the severe Spanish gravity.

He spoke their language, and followed their customs in

his private life. The burdensome ceremonies, which
form the unnatural barriers between king and people,

were banished from Brussels. No jealous foreigner de-

barred natives from access to their prince : their way to

him was through their own countrymen, to whom he
intrusted his person. He spoke much, and courteously

with them ; his deportment was engaging, his discourse

obliging. These simple artifices won for him their love,

and while his armies trod down their cornfields, while

his rapacious imposts diminished their property, while

in return for which, however, they were to enjoy the powerful
protection of this empire, and not to be injured in any of their va-

rious privileges. The revolution which under Charles's son al-

tered the political constitution of the provinces, again annulled
this compact, which, on account of the trifling advantage that it

conferred, deserves no further notice.
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his governors oppressed, his executioners slaughtered,

he secured their hearts by a friendly demeanor.
Gladly would Charles have seen this affection of the

nation for himself descend upon his son. On this ac-

count, he sent for him in his youth from Spain, and
showed him in Brussels to his future subjects. On the
solemn day of his abdication, he recommended to him
these lands as the richest jewel in his crown, and
earnestly exhorted him to respect their laws and privi-

leges.

Philip II. was in all the direct opposite of his father.

As ambitious as Charles, but with less knowledge of men
and of the rights of man, he had formed to himself a notion

of royal authority, which regarded men as simply the

servile instruments of despotic will, and was outraged by
every symptom of liberty. Born in Spain, and educated
under the iron discipline of the monks, he demanded of

others the same gloomy formality and reserve as marked
his own character. The cheerful merriment of his

Flemish subjects was as uncongenial to his disposition

and temper, as their privileges were offensive to his

imperious will. He spoke no other language than the

Spanish, endured none but Spaniards about his person,

and obstinately adhered to all their customs. In vain

did the loyal ingenuity of the Flemish towns through
which he passed vie with each other in solemnizing his

arrival with costly festivities.* Philip's eye remained
dark ; all the profusion of magnificence, all the loud and
hearty effusions of the sincerest joy, could not win from
him one approving smile.

Charles entirely missed his aim by presenting his son

to the Flemings. They might eventually have endured
his yoke with less impatience if he had never set his

foot in their land. But his look forewarned them what
they had to expect ; his entry into Brussels lost him all

hearts. The emperor's gracious affability with his

people, only served to throw a darker shade on the

haughty gi-avity of his son. They read in his counte-
nance the destructive purpose against their liberties,

which even then he already revolved in his breast.

* The town of Antw^erp, alone, expended on an occasion of this

kind two hundred and sixty thousand gold florins.
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Forewearned to find in him a tyrant, they were fore-

warned to resist him.
The throne of the Netherlands was the first which

Charles V. abdicated. Before a solemn convention in

Brussels, he absolved the states-general of their oath,

and transferred their allegiance to King Philip, his son.
" If my death," addressing the latter, as he concluded,
" had placed you in possession of these countries, even
in that case, so valuable a bequest would have given me
great claims on your gratitude. But now that of my
free will I transfer them to you, now that I die in order

to hasten your enjoyment of them, I only require of you
to pay to the people the increased obligation which the

voluntary surrender of my dignity lays upon you. Oth-
er princes esteem it a peculiar felicity to bequeath to

their children the crown which death is already ravish-

ing from them. This happiness I am anxious to enjoy
during my life—I wish to be a spectator of your reign.

Few will follow my example, as few have preceded me
in it. But this my deed will be praised, if your future

life should justify my expectations, if you continue to be
guided by that wisdom which you have hitherto evinced,

if you remain inviolably attached to the pure faith which
is the main pillar of your throne. One thing more I have
to add :—may Heaven grant you also a son, to whom you
may transmit your power, by choice, and not by neces-
sity."

After the emperor had concluded his address, Philip

kneeled down before him, kissed his hand, and received

his paternal blessing. His eyes, for the last time, were
moistened with a tear. All present wept. It was an
hour never to be forgotten.

This affecting farce was soon followed by another.

Philip received the homage of the assembled states. He
took the oath administered in the following words :

" I,

Philip, by the grace of God, Prince of Spain, of the two
Sicilies, &c., do vow and swear, that I will bo a good and
just lord in these countries, counties, and duchies, &c.;
that I will well and truly hold, and cause to be held,

the privileges and liberties of all the nobles, towns, com-
mons, and subjects which have been conferred upon
them by my predecessors, and also the customs, usages,
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and rights which they now have and enjoy, jointly and
severally ; and moreover, that I will do all that by law and
right pertains to a good and just prince and lord, so help
me God and all His saints.'"

The alarm which the arbitrary government of the
emperor had inspired, and the distrust of his son, are
already visible in the formula of this oath, which was
drawn up in far more guarded and explicit terms than
that which had been administered to Charles V. himself,

and all the dukes of Burgundy. Philip, for instance,

w^as compelled to swear to the maintenance of their cus-

toms and usages, what before his time had never been
required. In the oath which the states took to him, no
other obedience was promised, than such as should be
consistent with the privileges of the country. His
officers were then only to reckon on submission and
support, so long as they legally discharged the duties

inti'usted to theni. Lastly, in this oath of allegiance,

Philip is simply styled only the natural, the hereditary
prince, and not, as the emperor had desired, sovereign
or lord; proof enough, how Httle coniidence was placed
in the justice and liberality of the new sovereign.

PHILIP H., RULER OF THE >-ETKERLA>-nS. '
"

Philip n. received the lordship of the Netherlands in

the bi'ightest period of their prosperity. He was the

fiist of their princes who united them all under his au-

thority. They now consisted of seventeen provinces : the

duchies of Brabant, Limburg, Luxemburg, and Gueldres,

the seven counties of Artois, Hainault, Flanders, Namur,
Ziitphen, Holland, and Zealand, the margraviate of Ant-
werp, and the five lordships of Frieslaud, Mechlin (Mali-

nes), Utrecht, Oveiyssel, and Groningen, w^hich, collect-

ively, formed a gi'eat and powerful state able to contend
with monarchies. Higher than it then stood, their com-
merce could not rise. The sources of their wealth were
above the earth's surface, but they w^ere more valuable

and inexhaustible, and richer than all the mines in

America. These seventeen provinces, which, taken to-

gether, scarcely comprised the fifth part of Italy, and do

not extend beyond three hundred Flemish miles, yielded

4 K
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an annual revenue to their lord, not much inferior to

that which Biitain formerly paid to its kings, before the

latter had annexed so many of the ecclesiastical domains
to their crown. Three hundred and fifty cities, alive

with industry and pleasure, many of them fortified by
their natural position, and secure without bulwarks or

walls ; six thousand three himdred market-towns of a

laiger size; smaller villages, fai-ms, and castles innumer-
able, imparted to this territory the aspect of one un-

broken tiuurishing landscape. The nation had now
reache 1 the meridian of its s})lendor : industry and
abundance had exalted the genius of the citizen, enlight-

eued liis ideas, ennobled his affections ; every flower of

the intellect had opened with the flourishing condition

of the country. A ha])py temperament under a severe

climate cooled the ardor of their blood, and modulated
the rage of their passions ; equanimity, moderation, and
enduring patience, the gifts of a noi-thern clime ; integ-

rity, justice, and faith, the necessary virtues of their

profession ; and the delightful fruits of liberty, truth,

benevolence, and a patriotic pride were blended in

their character, with a slight admixture of human
frailties in soft unison with the vices of humanity. No
people on earth was more easily governed by a prudent
pi-ince, and none with more difficulty by a chaidatan or

a tyrant. Nowhere was the popular voice so infallibly

a test of good government as here. True statesman-
ship could be tried in no nobler school, and a sickly, artifi-

cial i^olicy had none worse to fear.

A state constituted like this could act and endure with
gigantic energy, whenever pressing emergencies called

forth its powers, and a skillful and provident administra-

tion elicited its resources. Charles V. bequeathed to his

successor an authority in these provinces little inferior

to that of a limited monarchy. The pi-erogative of the

crown had gaine;l a visible ascendency over the repub-
lican spirit, and that com|)licated machine could now be

set in motion, almost as certain)}^ and rapidly as the most
absolutely governed nation. The numerous nobility,

formei'ly so powerful, cheerfully accompanied their sov-

ereign in his wars, or the civil changes of the state

oourted the appi'o\ing smile of royalty. The crafty
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policy of the crown had created a new and imagina'y
good, of which it was the excUisive dispenser. New
passions and new ideas of happiness supplanted, at last,

the rude simplicity of republican virtue. Pride gave
place to vanity, true liberty to titles of honor, a needy
independence to a luxurious servitude. To oppress or

to plunder their native land, as the absolute satraps of

an absolute lord, was a more powerful allurement for

the avarice and ambition of the gi'eat, than in the gen-

eral assembly of the state to share with the juonarch a

hundredth part of the supreme power. A large por-

tion, moreover, of the nobility were deeply sunk in pov-

erty' and debt. Charles V . had crippled all the most
dangerous vassals of the crown, by expensive embassies
to foreign courts, under the specious pretext of hon-
orary distinctions. Thus, William of Orange w"as dis-

patched to Germany with the imperial crown, and
Count Egmont to conclude the marriage-contract be-

tween Philip and Queen Mary. Both, also, afterward
accompanied the Duke of Alva to Fiance, to negotiate

the peace between the two crowns, and the new alliance

of their sovereign with Madame Elizabeth. The ex-

penses of these journeys amounted to three hundred
thousand floi'ins, toward which the king did not contrib-

ute a sing'e penny. When the Prince of Orange was
appointed generalissimo in the place of the Duke of

Savo}', he was obliged to defray all the necessary ex-

penses of his office. When foreign ambassadors or

princes came to Brussels, it was made incumbent on
the nobles to maintain the honor of their king, who
himself a!w;iys dined alone, and never kept open table.

Spanish policy had devised a still more ingenious con-

tnvaiice, gradually to impoverish the richest famdies of
the land. Every year one of the Castilian nobles made
his api^earance in Brussels, where he displayed a lavish

magniticence. In Brussels it was accounted an indel-

ible disgrace to be distanced by a stranger in such mu-
nificence. All vied to surpass him, and exhausted their

fortunes in this costly emulaton, while the Spaniard
made a timely i-etreat to his native countrj', and by the

frugality of foui- yeai-s repaiied the extravagance of one
year. It was the foible of the Netherlandish nobJity
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to contest with every stranger the credit of superior

wealth, and of this weakness the government studiously

availed itself. Certain]}', these arts did not in the.sequel

produce the exact result that had been calculated on
;

for these pecuniary burdens only made the nobility the

more disposed for innovation, since he who has lost all

can only be a gainer in the general ruin.

The Roman church had ever been a main support

of the royal jjower, and it was only natural that it should

be so. Its golden time was the bondage of the human
intellect, and, like royalty, it had gained by the ignorance

and weakness of men. Civil oppression made religion

moi-e necessary and more dear ; submission to tyran-

nical power prepares the mind for a blind, convenient

faith, and the hierarchy repaid with usury the services

of despotism. In the states the bishops and prelates

were zealous supportei-s of royalty, and ever ready to

sacrifice the welfare of the citizen to the temporal ad-

vancement of the Church, and the political interests of

the sovereign.

Numerous and biave garrisons also held the cities in

awe, which wei-e at the same time divided by religious

squabbles and factions, and consequently deprived of

their strongest support—union among themselves. How
little, therefore, did it require to insui'e this preponder-
ance of Philip's power, and how fatal must have been
the folly by which it was lost.

But Philip's authority in these ]}rovinces, however
great, did not sui-pass the influence which the Sj)anish

monarchy at that time enjoyed throughout Europe.
No state ventured to enter the arena of contest with it.

France, its most dangerous neighbor, weakened by a

destructive war, and still more by internal factions,

which boldly raised their heads during the feeble gov-

ernment of a child, was advancing rapidly to that un-

happy condition, which, for nearly half-a-century, made
it a theater of the most enormous crin)es and the most
fearful calamities. In England, Elizabeth could with
difificulty protect her still tottering throne against the

furious storms of faction, and her new chui"ch establish-

ment against the insidious arts of the Romanists. That
country still awaited her mighty call, before it could
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emerge from a humble obscurity, and had not yet been
awakened by the faulty policy of her rival to that vigor

and energy with which it finally overthrew him. The
imperial family of Germany was united with that of

Spain, by the double ties of blood and political interest

;

and the victorious progress of Soliman, drew its atten-

tion more to the east than to the west of Europe.
Gratitude and fear secured to Philip the Italian princes,

and his creatures ruled the conclave. The monarchies
of the North still lay in barbarous darkness and obscuri-

ty, or only just began to acquire form and strength, and
were as yet unrecognized in the state system of Europe.
The most skillful generals, numerous armies accustomed
to victory, a formidable marine, and the golden tribute

from the West Indies, which now first began to come
in regularly and certainly— what terrible instruments
were these, in the firm and steady hand of a talented

prince ! Under such auspicious stars did King Philip

commence his reign.

Before we see him act, we must first look hastily into

the deep recesses of his soul, and we shall there find a

key to his political life. Joy and benevolence were
wholly wanting in the composition of his character.

His temperament, and the gloomy years of his early

childhood, denied him the former; the latter could not

be imparted to him by men who had renounced the
sweetest and most powerful of the social ties. Two
ideas, his own self, and what was above that self, en-
grossed his narrow and contracted mind. Egotism and
religion were the contents and the title-page of the his-

tory of his whole life. He was a king and a Christian,

and was bad in both characters ; he never was a man
among men, because he never condescended, but only
ascended. His befief was dark and cruel; for his divin-

ity was a Being of terror, from whom he had nothing
to hope, but every thing to fear. To the ordinary man,
the divinity appears as a comforter, as a savior; before

his mind it was set up as an image of fear, a painful,

humiliating check to his human omnipotence. His
veneration for this Being was so much the more pro-

found and deeply rooted, the less it extended to other
objects. He trembled servilely before God, because

e2
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God svus the only being before wlioni he had to trem-
ble. Cliarles V. was zealous tor religion, because reli-

gion pj-oiuoted his objects. Philip was so because he
had real faith in it. The former let loose the fire and
the sword upon thousands for the sake of a dogma,
while he himself, in the person of the Pope, his captive,

dei'ived the very doctrine for which he had sacrificed so

much human blood. It was only with repugnance and
scruples of conscience that Philip resolved on the most
just war against the Pope ; and i-esigned all the fruits

of his victory, as a penitent m.defactor surrenders his

booty. Tlie emperor was cruel from calculation, his

son from impulse. The first possessed a strong and
enliglitened spirit, and was therefore, perhups, the
woise man; the second, was narrow-minded and weak,
but the most upright.

Both, liowever, as it appears to me, might have been
better men than they actually were, and still, on the

whole, have acted on the very satue principles. What
we lay to the charge of personal character of an indi-

vidual, is very ofien the infirmity, the necessaiy im-
perfection of universal human nature. A monarchy
so great and so jjowerfuj, was too great a trial for hu-
man pj-ide, and too mighty a charge for human pow-
er. To combuie universal happiness with the high-

est liberty of tlie individual, is the sole preioirative of

Infinite Intelligence, which diffuses itself omnipresently
over all. But what resource has man, when placed in

tl:« position of omnipotence ? Man can only aid his

circumscribed powej-.s by classification; like the natural-

ist, he establishes cei'tam marks and rules, by which to

facilitate his own feeble survey of the whole, to which
all individualities must conform. All this is accomplish-

ed for him by religion. She finds hope and fear planted

in every human breast ; by making herself mistress of

these emotions, and directing their affections to a single

object, she virtually transforms millions of independent

beings into one unifoi-m abstract. The endless diversi-

ty of the human will no longer embarrasses its ruler

—

now there exists one luiiversal good, one univei-sal evil,

which he ciui bi-iiig forwaid or withdraw at pleasure,

and which works in unison with himself even when ab-
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sent. Now a boundary is established, before which
liberty must halt ; a venerable, hallowed line, toward

which all the various conflicting inclinations of the will

must finally converge. The common aim of despotism

and of priestcraft is uniformity, and uniformity is a ne-

cessary expedient of human poverty and imperfection.

Philip became a greater despot than his father, because

his mind was more contracted, or, in other words, he
was forced to adhere the more scrupulously to general

rules, the less capable he was of descending to special

and individual exceptions. What conclusion could we
draw from these principles, but that Philip II. could

not possibly have any higher object of his solicitude,

than uniformit}^ both in religion and in laws, because

without these he could not reign.

And yet, he would have shown more mildness and

forbearance in his government, if he had entei'ed upon
it earlier. In the judgment which is usually formed of

this prince, one circumstance does not appear to be

suflficiently considered in the history of his mind and

heart, which, however, in all fairness ought to be duly

weighed. Philip counted nenrly thirty years when he
ascended the Siianish throne, and this early maturity

of his understanding had anticipated the period of his

majority. A mind like his, conscious of its powers, and

only too early acquainted with his high expectations,

could not brook the yoke of childish subjection in which

he stood : the supei-ior genius of the father, and the ab-

solute authority of the autocrat, must have weighed

heavily on the self-satisfied pride of such a son. The
share which the former allowed him in the government

of the empire was just important enough to disengage

his mind from petty passions, and to confirm the austere

gravity of his character; but also meager enough to

kindle a fiercer longing for unlimited power. When he

actually became possessed of uncontrolled authoi'ity, it

had lost the charm of novelty. The sweet intoxication

of a young monarch, in the sudden and early possession

of supreme power : that joyous tumult of emotions,

which opens the soul to every softer sentiment, and to

which humanity has owed so many of the most valuable

and the most prized of its institutions, this pleasing mo-
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ment had for him long passed by, or had never existed.

His character was ah-eady hardened, when fortune put

him to this severe test, and his settled principles with-

stood the collision of occasional emotion. He had had
time, during fifteen years, to prepare himself for the

change ; and instead of youthfully dallying with the ex-

ternal symbols of his new station, or of losing the morn-
ing of his government in the intoxication of an idle van-

ity, he remained composed and serious enough, to enter

at once on the full possession of his power, so as to re-

venge himself through the most extensive employment
of it, for its having been so long withheld from him.

THE TRIBUNAL OF THE INqUISITION.

Philip II. no sooner saw himself, through the peace
of Chateau-Cambresis, in undisturbed enjoyment of his

immense territory, than he turned his whole attention

to the great work of purifying religion, and verified the

fears of his Netherlandish subjects. The ordinances,

which his father had caused to be promulgated against

heretics, were renewed in all their rigor ; and terrible

tribunals, to whom nothing but the name of Inquisition

was wanting, were appointed to watch over their execu-
tion. But his plan appeared to him scarcely more than

half-fulfilled, so long as he could not transplant into

these countries the Spanish Inquisition in its perfect

form—a design in which the emperor had already suf-

fered shipwreck.

This Spanish Inquisition is an institution ofanewand
peculiar kind, which finds no prototype in the whole
course of time, and admits of comparison with no eccle-

siastical nor civil tribunal. Inquisition has existed from
the time when reason meddled with what is holy, and
from the very commencement of skepticism and innova-

tion ; but it was in the middle of the thirteenth centuiy,

after some examples of apostacy had alarmed the hie-

rarchy, that Innocent III. first erected for it a peculiar

tribunal, and separated, in an unnatural manner, ecclesi-

astical superintendence and instruction from its judicial

and primitive office. In order to be the more sure that

no human sensibilities, or natural tenderness, should
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thwart the stern severity of its statutes, he took it out

of the hands of the bishops and secular clerg;^', who, by
the ties of civil life, were still too much attached to hu-
manity for his purpose, and consigned it to those of the

monks, a half-denaturalized race of beings, who had ab-

jured the sacred feelings of nature, and were the servile

tools of the Roman See. The Inquisition was received

in Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and France ; a Fran-
ciscan monk sat as judge in the terrible court, which
passed sentence on the Templars. A few states suc-

ceeded either in totally excluding, or else in subjecting

it to civil authority. The Netherlands had remained
free from it, until the government of Charles V. ; their

bishops exercised the spiritual censorship, and in extra-

ordinary cases, reference was made to foreign courts of

inquisition ; by the French provinces to that of Paris,

by the German to that of Cologne.

But the Inquisition which we are here speaking of

came from the west of Europe, and w^as of a different

origin and form. The last Moorish throne in Granada
had fallen in the fifteenth centuiy, and the false faith

of the Saracen had finally succumbed before the fortunes

of Christianity. But the Gospel was still new% and but

imperfectly established in this youngest of Christian

kingdoms, and in the confused mixture of heterogene-
ous laws and manners, the religions had become mixed.
It is true, the sword of persecution had driven many
thousand families to Africa ; but a far larger portion,

detained by the love of climate and home, purchased
remission from this dreadful necessity by a show of con-

version, and continued at Christian altars to serve Mo-
hammed and Moses. So long as prayers were offered

toward Mecca, Granada was not subdued ; so long as

the new Christian, in the retirement of his house, be-

came again a Jew or a Moslem, he was as little secured
to the throne as to the Romish See. It was no longer
deemed sufficient to compel a perverse people to adopt
the exterior forms of a new faith, or to wed it to the
victorious Church by the weak bands of ceremonials; the
object was now to extirpate the roots of an old religion,

and to subdue an obstinate bias, which, by the slow
operation of centuries, had been implanted in their
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manners, their language, and their laws ; and by the

enduring influence of a paternal soil and sky was still

maintained in its full extent and vigor.

If the Church wished to triumph complete!}^ over the

opposing worship, and to secure her new conquest be-

yond all chance of relapse, it was indispensable that she
should undermine the foundation itself on which the old

religion was built. It was necessary to break to pieces

the entire form of moral character to which it was so

closely and intimately attached. It was requisite to

loosen its secret roots from the hold they had taken in

the innermost depths of the soul ; to extinguish all

traces of it, both in domestic life and in the civil world

;

to cause all recollection of it to perish ; and, if possible,

to destroy the very susceptibility for its imj)ressions.

Country and famil}^, conscience and honor, the sacred

feelings of society and of nature, are ever the first and
immediate ties to which religion attaches itself—from
these it derives, while it imparts strength. This con-

nection was now to be dissolved, the old religion was
violently to be dissevered from the holy feeling of na-

ture ; even at the expense of the sanctity itself of these

emotions. Thus arose that Inquisition which, to dis-

tinguish it from the more humane tribunals of the same
name, we usually call the Spanish. Its founder was
Cardinal Ximenes, a Dominican monk. Torquemada
was the first who ascended its bloody throne, who es-

tablished its statutes, and forever cursed his order with
this bequest. Sworn to the degradation of the under-
standing, and the murder of intellect, the instruments

it employed were terror and infamy. Every evil pas-

sion was in its pay; its snaie was set in eveiy joy of

life. Solitude itself was not safe from it ; the fear of

its omnipresence fettered the ireedom of the soul in its

inmost and deepest recesses. It ])rostiated all the in-

stincts of human nature before it, yielded all the ties

which otherwise man held most sacred. A hei-etic for-

feited a!l claims ujion his race ; the most trivial infidelitj^

to his Mother Chuich divested him of the rights of his

natura. A modest doubt in the infidlibility of the Pope
met with the punishment of parricide and the infamy of

sodomy: its sentences resembled the frightful corrup-
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tion of the piague, which turns the most healthy body
into rapid putrefaction. Even the inanimate things be-

longing to a heretic were accursed : no destiny could

snatch the victim of the Inquisition from its sentence.

Its decrees were carried in force on corpses and on pic-

tures ; and the grave itself was no asylum from its tre-

mendous arm. The presumptuous arrogance of its

decrees could only be surpassed by the inhumanity
which executed them. By coupling the ludicrous with
the terrible, and l)y amusing the eye with the strange-

ness of its processions, it weakened compassion by the
gratification of another feeling ; it drowned sympathy in

derision and contem))t. The delinquent was conducted
with solemn pomp to the plnce of execution, a blood-red
flag was dispiaj'ed before him, the univei'sal clang of all

the bells accompanied the piocession. First came the
priests in the I'obes of the m;iss, and singing a sacred
hymn; next followed the condemned sinner, clothed in

a yellow vest covered \vith figures of bhick devils. On
his head he wore a paper cap surmounted by a human
figure, around which played lambent flames of fire, and
ghastly demons flitted. The image of the crucified

Savior was carried before, but turned away from the
eternally condemned sinner, for whom salvation was no
longer available. His mortal bod}' belonged to the mate-
rial fire, his immortal soul to the flames of hell. A gag
closed his mouth, and prevented him fiom alleviating

his pain by lamentations, from awakening compassion
by his affecting tale, and from divulging the secrets of

the holy tribunal. He was followed by the clergy in

festive robes, by the magistrates, and the nobility ; the
fathers, who had been his judges, closed the awful pro-

cession. It seemed like a solemn funeial procession,

but on looking for the corpse on its way to the grave,

behold, it was a living body, whose groans are now to

afford such shuddering entertainment to the people.

The executions were generally held on the high festi-

vals, for which a number of such unfortunate sufferers

w^ere reserved in the prisons of the holy house, in order
to enhance the rejoicing by the multitude of the victims ;

and on these occasions the king himself was usually pies

ent. He sat with uncovered head, on a lower chaT than
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that of the grand inquisitor, to whom on such occasions

he yielded precedence: who, then, would not tremble
before a tribunal at which majesty must humble itself?

The great revolution in the Church accomplished by
Luther and Calvin renewed the causes to which this

tribunal owed its first origin ; and that which, at its com-
mencement, was invented to clear the petty kingdom
of Granada fi'om the feeble remnant of Saracens and
Jews, was now required for the whole of Christendom.
All the inquisitions in Portugal, Italy, Germany, and
France adopted the form of the Spanish ; it followed

Europeans to the Indies, and established in Goa a fear-

ful tribunal, whose inhuman proceedings make us shud-
der even at the bare recital. Wherever it planted its

foot devastation followed ; but in no part of the woild
did it rage so violently as in Spain. The victims are

forgotten whom it immolated ; the human race renews
itself, and the lands, too, flourish again, which it has
devastated and depopulated by its fury ; but centuries

will elapse before its traces disappear from the Spanish
character. A generous and enlightened nation has been
stopped by it on its road to perfection ; it has banished

genius from a region where it was indigenous ; and a

stillness, like that which hangs over the grave, has been
left in the mind of a people who, beyond most others of

our world, were framed for happiness and enjoyment.
The first inquisitor in Braljant was appointed by

Charles V., in the year 1522. Some priests were as-

sociated with him as coadjutors ; but he himself was a

layman. After the death of Adrian VI., his successor,

Clement VII., appointed three inquisitors for all the

Netherlands ; and Paul III. again reduced them to two,
which number continued until the commencement of

the troubles. In the year 1530, with the aid and ap-

probation of the states, the edicts against heretics were
promulgated, which formed the foundation of all that

followed, and in which, also, express mention is made of

the Inquisition. In the year 1550, in consequence of

the rapid increase of sects, Charles V. was under the
necessity of reviving and enforcing these edicts, and it

was on this occasion that the town of Antwerp opposed
the establishment of the Inquisition, and obtained an
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exemption from its jm*isdiction. But the spirit of the

Inquisition in the Netherlands, in accordance with the

genius of the countiy, was more humane than in Spain,

and, as yet, had never been administered by a foreigner,

much less by a Dominican. The edicts which were
known to every body, served it as the rule of its deci-

sions. On this very account it was less obnoxious ; be-

cause, however severe its sentence, it did not appear a

tool of aibitiary power, and it did not, hke the Spanish
Inquisition, veil itself in secrecy.

Philip, however, was desirous of introducing the lat-

ter tribunal into the Netherlands, since it appeared to

him the insti'ument best adapted to destroy the spirit of

this people, and to prepare them for a despotic govern-

ment. He began, therefore, by increasing the rigor of

the rehgious ordinances of his father ; by gradually ex-

tending the power of the inquisitors ; by making its pro-

ceedings more arbitrary, and more independent of the

civil jurisdiction. The tribunal soon wanted little more
than the name and the Dominicans, to resemble, in every
point, the Spanish Inquisition. Bare suspicion was
enough to snatch a citizen from the bosom of public

tranquillit;^^, and from his domestic circle ; and the weak-
est evidence was a sufficient justification for the use of

the rack. Whoever fell into its abyss, returned no more
to the world. All the benefits of the laws ceased for

him ; the maternal care of justice no longer noticed him
;

beyond the pale of his former world, malice and stupid-

ity judged him according to laws which were never in-

tended for man. The delinquent never knew his ac-

cuser, and very seldom his crime—a flagitious, devilish

artifice, which constrained the unhappy victim to guess

at his error, and, in the delirium of the rack, or in the

weariness of a long, living interment, to acknowledge
transgi'essions which perhaps had never been committed,
or, at least, had never come to the knowledge of his

judges. The goods of the condemned were confiscated,

and the informer encouraged by letters of grace and re-

wards. No privilege, no civil jurisdiction, was valid

against the holy power ; the secular arm lost forever all

whom that power had once touched. Its only share in

the judicial duties of the latter, was to execute its sen-

F
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tences with bumble subniissiveness. Tbe consequences
of sucb an institution were, of necessity, unnatural and
horrible : tbe whole tenipoial happiness, the life itself,

of an innocent man, was at the mercy of any worthless

fellow. Every secret enemy, every envious person, bad
now tbe perilous temptation of an unseen and unfailing

revenge. The security of property, tbe sincerity of in-

tercourse, were gone ; all the ties of interest were dis-

solved ; all of blood and of atifiection were irreparably

broken. An infectious distrust envenomed social life
;

the dreaded presence of a si)y terrified the eye from
seeing, and choked the voice in tbe midst of utternnce.

No one believed in the existence of an honest man, or

passed for one himself. Good name, tbe ties of countiy,

bi-otberbood, even oaths, and all that man holds sacred,

wei"e fallen in estimation. Sucb was the destiny to

which a gi'eat and flourishing commercial town was sub-

jected, where one hundred thousand industrious men
had been brought together by the single tie of mutual
confidence : every one indispensable to his neighbor, and
yet every one was now distrusted and distrustful ; all

attracted by the desire of gain, and i-epelled from each

other by fear ; all tbe props of society torn away,
where social union was the basis of life and existence.

OTHER ENCROACHMENTS ON THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE NETHERLANDS.

No wonder if so unnatural a tribunal, which had
proved intolerable even to tbe moi-e submissive spirit of

tbe Spaniard, drove a free state to rebellion. But tbe
terror which it ins})ired was increased by the Spanish
trooj)s, which, even after tbe restoration of peace, were
kept in the country, and, in violation of tbe constitution,

garrisoned border towns. Charles V. liad been forgiven

for this introduction of foreign armies, so long as the

necessity of it was evident, and his good intentions weie
less distrusted. But now men saw in these troops only

the alarming jneparations of oppression, and the instru-

ments of a detested bierai-cby. Moreover, a consid-

erable body of cavalry, composed of natives, and fully

adeciuatc for the protection of the countiy, made these
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foreigners superfluous. The licentiousness and rapaci-

ty, too, of the Spaniards, whose pay was long in arrear,

and who indemnified themselves at the expense of the
citizens, completed the exasperation of the people, and
drove the lower orders to despair. Subsequently, when
the general murmur induced the government to move
them from the frontiers, and transport them into the
islands of Zealand, where ships were prepared for their

deportation, their excesses were carried to such a pitch,

that the inhabitants left off working at the embankments,
and preferred to abandon their native country to the
fury of the sea, rather than to submit any longer to the
wanton brutality of these lawless bands.

Philip, indeed, would have wished to retain these
Spaniards in the country, in order, by their presence, to

give weight to his edicts, and to support the innovations

which he had resolved to make in the constitution of
the Netherlands. He regarded them as a guai-anty

for the submission of the nation, and as a chain by
which he held it captive. Accordingly he left no ex-
pedient untried to evade the j)ersevering importunity
of the states, who demanded the withdrawal of these
troops; and for this end. he exhausted all the resources
of chicanery and persuasion. At one time he pretend-
ed to dread a sudden invasion by France, although, torn
by furious factions, that country could scarce support
itself against a domestic enemy; at another time they
w^ere, he said, to receive his son Don Carlos, on the
frontiers ; who, however, he never intended should
leave Castile. Their maintenance should not be a bur-
den to the nation; he himself would disburse all their

expenses from his private purse. In order to detain
them with the more appearance of reason, he purpose-
ly kept back from them their arrears of pay ; for oth-

erwise he would assuredly have preferred them to the

troops of the country, whose demands he fully satisfied.

To lull the fears of the nation, and to appease the gen-
eral discontent, he offered the chief command of these
troops to the two favorites of the people, the Prince of

Orange, and Count Egmont. Both, however, declined

his ofK'er, with the noble-minded declaration, that they
could never make up their minds to serve contrary to
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the laws of the country. The more desire the king

showed to have his Spaniards in the country, the more
obstinately the states insisted on their removal. la
the following Diet at Ghent, he was compelled, in the
veiy midst of his courtiers, to listen to republican truth.
" Why are foreign hands needed for our defense ?" de-
manded the Syndic of Ghent. " Is it that the rest of

the world should consider us too stupid, or too cowardly,

to protect ourselves ? Why have we made peace, if the

burdens of war are still to oppress us ? In war, neces-

sity enforced endurance ; in peace, our patience is ex-

hausted by its burdens. Or shall we be able to keep
in order these licentious bands, which thine own pres-

ence could not restrain? Here, Cambray and Antwerp
cry for redress ; there, Thionville and Marienburg lie

waste ; and, surely, thou hast not bestowed upon us
peace, that our cities should become deserts, as they
necessarily must if thou freest them not from these de-

stroyers ? Perhaps thou art anxious to guard against

surprise from our neighbors ? This precaution is wise;
but the report of their preparations will long outrun
their hostilities. Why incur a heavy expense to en-

gage foreigners, who will not care for a country which
they must leave to-morrow ? Hast thou not still at thy
command the same brave Netlierlanders, to whom thy
father intrusted the republic in far more troubled

times ? Why shouldst thou now doubt their loyalty,

which, to thy ancestors, they have preserved for so

many centuries inviolate ? Will not they be sufficient

to sustain the war long enough, to give time to thy con-

federates to join their banners, or to thyself to send suc-

cor fi-om the neighboring country?" This language
was too new to the king, and its truth too obvious, for

him to be able at once to reply to it. " I, also, am a
foreigner," he at length exclaimed, " and they would
like, I suppose, to expel me from the country !" At
the same time he descended from the throne, and left

the assembly ; but the speaker was pardoned for his

boldness. Two days afterward, he sent a message to

the states, that if he had been apprised earlier that

these troops were a burden to them, ho would immedi-
ately have made preparation to remove them, with him-
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self, to Spain, Now it was too late, for they would not
depart unpaid ; but be pledged them his most sacred
promise, that they should not be oppressed with this

burden more than four months. Nevertheless, the
troops remained in this country eighteen months instead

of four; and would not, perhaps, even then have left it

so soon, if the exigences of the state had not made
their presence indispensable in another part of the
world.

The illegal appointment of foreigners to the most im-
portant offices of the country afforded further occasion

of complaint against the government. Of all the priv-

ileges of the provinces, none was so obnoxious to the
Spaniards as that which excluded strangers from office,

and none they had so zealously sought to abrogate. It-

aly, the two Indies, and all the provinces of this vast

empire, were indeed open to their rapacity and ambi-
tion ; but from the richest of them nil, an inexorable

fundamental law excluded them. They artfully persua-

ded their sovereign that his power in these countries

would never be firmly estabfished, so long as he could

not employ foreigners as his instrument. The Bishop
of Arras, a Burgundian by birth, had already been ille-

gally forced upon the Flemings ; and now the Count of

Feria, a Castilian, was to receive a seat and voice in the

council of state. But this attempt met with a bolder

resistance than the king's flatterers had led him to

expect, and his despotic omnipotence w^as this time

wrecked by the politic measures of William of Orange,
and the firmness of the states.

WILLIAM OF ORANGE AND COUNT EGMONT.

By such measures did Philip usher in his government
of the Netherlands, and such wei'e the gi-ievances of the
nation Avhen he was preparing to leave them. He had
long been impatient to quit a country where he was a

stranger, where there was so much that opposed his

secret wishes, and where his despotic mind found such
undaunted monitors to remind him of the laws of free-

dom. The peace with France at last rendered a longer

stny unnecessary ; the armaments of Soliman required
'5

F-2
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his presence in the south, and the Spaniards also began
to miss their long absent king. The choice of a su-

preme stadtholder for the Netherlands was the principal

matter which still detained him. Emanuel Philibert,

Duke of Savoy, had filled this place since the resignation

of Mary, Queen of Hungary, which, however, so long

as the idng himself was present, conferred more honor
than real influence. His absence would make it the

most important office in the monarchy, and the most
splendid aim for the ambition of a subject. It had now
become vacant through the departure of the duke, whom
the peace of Chateau-Cambresis had restored to his do-

minions. The almost unlimited power with which the

supreme stadtholder would be inrtusted, the capacity

and experience which so extensive and delicate an ap-

pointment required, but especially, the daring designs

which the government had in contemplation against the

freedom of the country, tlie execution of which would
devolve on him, necessarily embarrassed the choice.

The law which excluded all foreigners from office made
an exception in the case of the supreme stadtholder. As
he could not be at the same time a native of all the prov-

inces, it was allowable for him not to belong to any one
of them ; for the jealousy of the man of Brabant would
concede no greater right to a Fleniing, whose home was
half-a-mile from his frontier, than to a Sicilian, who
lived in another soil and under a diflferent sky. But
here the interests of the crown itself seemed to favor

the appointment of a native. A Brabanter, for instance,

who enjoyed the full confidence of his countrymen, if

he became a traitor, would have half-accomplished his

treason before a foreign governor could overcome the
mistrust with which his most insignificant measures
would be watched. If the government should succeed
in carrying through its designs in one province, the op-
position of the rest would then be a temerity which it

would be justified in punishing in the severest manner.
In the common whole which the provinces now formed,
their individual constitutions were, in a measure, de-
stroyed ; the obedience of one would be a law for all,

and the privilege which one knew not how to preserve,
>'\ms lost for the rest.
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Among the Flemish nobles, who could lay claim to the

chief stadtholdership, the expectations and wishes of

the nation were divided between Count Egmont and the

Prince of Orange, who were alike entitled to this high

dignity— by illustrious birth and personal merits, and by
an equal share in the affections of the people. Their
high rank placed them both near to the throne, and if

the choice of the monarch was to rest on the worthiest,

it must necessarily fall upon one of these tvvo. As, in

the course of our historj", we shall often have occasion

to mention both names, the attention of the reader can

not be too early made acquainted with their characters.

William I., Prince of Orange, was descended from the

princely German House of Nassau, which had already

flourished eight centuries, had long disputed the preem-
inence with Austria, and had given one emperor to Ger
many. Beside several extensive domains in the Neth-
erlands, which made him a citizen of this republic and

a vassal of the Spanish monarchy, he possessed also in

France the independent princedom of Orange. Williajii

was born in the year 1533, at Dillenburg, in the coun-

try of Nassau, of a Countess Stolberg. His father, the

Count of Nassau, of the same name, had embraced the

Protestant religion, and caused his son also to be educa-

ted in it; but Charles V., who early formed an attach-

ment for the boy, took him, when quite young, to his

court, and had hira brought up in the Romish church.

This monarch, who already in the child discovered the

future gi-eatness of the man, kept him nine years about

his person, thought him worthy of his personal instruc

tion in the affairs of government, and honored him with

a confidence beyond his years. He alone was permit-

ted to remain in the emperor's presence, when he gave

audience to foreign ambassadors—a proof that, even as

a boy, he had already begun to merit the surname of the

Silent. The emperor was not ashamed even to confess

openly on one occasion, that this young man had often

made suggestions which would have escaped his own
sagacity. What expectations might not be formed of

the intellect of a man who was disciplined in such a

school

!

William was twentv-three years old when Charles
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abdicated the government, and had ah'eady received from
the latter two public marks of the highest esteem. The
emperor had intrusted to him, in preference to all the

nobles of his court, the honorable office of conveying to

his brother Ferdinand the imperial crown. When the

Duke of Savoy, who commanded the imperial army in

the Netherlands, was called away to Italy by the exi-

gence of his domestic affairs, the emperor appointed him
commander-in-chief, against the united representations

of his military council, who declared it altogether haz-

ardous to oppose so young a tyro in arms to the expe-
rienced generals of France. Absent and unrecom-
mended by any, he was preferred by the monarch to

the laurel-crowned band of his heroes, and the result

gave him no cause to repent of his choice.

The marked favor which the prince had enjoyed with
the father was, in itself, a sufficient ground for his ex-

clusion from the confidence of the son. Philip, it ap-

pears, had laid it down for himself as a rule, to avenge
the wrongs of the Spanish nobility, for the preference

which Charles V. had, on all important occasions, shown
to his Flemish nobles. Still stronger, however, were
the secret motives which alienated him from the prince.

William of Orange was one of those lean and pale men
who, according to Csesar's woixls, "sleep not at night,

and think too much," and before whom the most fearless

spirits quail. The calm tranquillity of a never varying

countenance concealed a busy, ardent soul, which never
ruffled even the veil behind which it worked, and was
alike inaccessible to artifice and to love ; a versatile, for-

midable, indefatigable mind, soft and ductile enough
to be instantaneously molded into all forms

;
guarded

enough to lose itself in none ; and strong enough to en-

dure every vicissitude of fortune. A gi'eater master in

reading and in winning men's hearts never existed than

William. Not that after the fashion of courts, his lips

avowed a servility to which his proud heart gave the lie,

but because he was neither too sparing nor too lavish of

the marks of his esteejn, and through a skillful economy
of the favors which mostly bind men, he increased his

real stock in them. The fruits of his meditation were
as perfect as they were slowly formed : his resolves
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were as steadily and indomitably accomplished, as they
were long in maturing. No obstacles could defeat the

plan which he had once adopted as the best; no acci-

dents frustrated it, for they all had been foreseen be-

fore they actually occurred. High as his feelings were
raised above terror and joy, they were, nevertheless,

subject in the same degree to fear; but his fear was
earlier than the danger, and he was calm in tumult, be-

cause he had trembled hi repose. William lavished his

gold with a profuse hand, but he was a niggard of his

moments. The hours of repast were the sole hours
of relaxation, but these were exclusively devoted to his

heart, his family, and his friends : this the modest de-

duction he allowed himself from the cares of his coun-

try. Here his brow was cleared with wine, seasoned

by temperance and a cheerful disposition ; and no se-

rious cares were permitted to enter this recess of en-

joyment. His household was magnificent ; the splendor

of a numerous retinue, the number and respectability of

those who surrounded his person, made his habitation

resemble the court of a sovereign prince. A sumptuous
hospitality, that master-spell of demagogues, was the

goddess of his palace. Foreign princes and ambassa-
dors found here a fitting reception and entertainment,

which surpassed all that luxui-ious Belgium could else-

where offer. A humble submissiveness to the govern-

ment bought off the blame and suspicion which this mu-
nificence might have thrown on his intentions'. But this

liberality secured for him the affections of the people,

whom nothing gratified so much as to see the riches of

their country displayed before admiring foreigners, and
the high pinnacle of fortune on which he stood, enhan-

ced the value of the courtesy to which he condescended.

No one, probably, was better fitted by nature for the

leader of a conspiracy than William the Silent. A com-
prehensive and intuitive glance into the past, the pres-

ent, and the future—the talent for improving every fa-

vorable opportunity—a commanding influence over the

minds of men—vast schemes which, only when viewed
from a distance, show form and symmetry, and bold cal-

culations, which were wound up in the long chain of

futurity : all these faculties he possessed, and kept.
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moreover, under the control of that free and enlightened

virtue, which moves with firm step, even on the very

edge of the abyss.

A man like this might, at other times, have remained
unfathomed by his whole generation ; but not so by the

distrustful spirit of the age in which he lived. Philip

II. saw quickly and deeply into a character, which,
among good ones, most resembled his own. Ifhe had not

seen through him so clearly, his distrust of a man, in

whom were united all the qualities which he prized high-

est and could best appreciate, would be quite inexplicable.

But William had another and still more important point

of contact with Philip II. He had learned his policy

from the same master, and had become, it was to be
feared, a more apt scholar. Not by making Machiavel-
li's '-'•Prince''' his study, but by having enjoyed the living

instruction of a monarch, who reduced the book to prac-

tice, had he become versed in the perilous arts by which
thrones rise and fall. In him, Philip had to deal with
an antagonist who was armed against his policy, and
who, in a good cause, could also command the resources
of a bad one. And it was exactly this last circumstance
which accounts for his having hated this man so impla-

cably above all others of his day, and his having had so

supernatural a dread of him.
The suspicion which already attached to the prince,

was increased by the doubts which were entertained of

his religious bias. So long as the emperor, his bene-

factor, lived, William believed in the Pope ; but it was
feared, with good ground, that the predilection for the

reformed religion, which had been imparted to his

young heart, had never entirely left it. Whatever church
he may, at certain periods of his life, have preferred,

each might console itself with the reflection that none
other possessed him more entirely. In later years, he
went over to Calvinism with almost as little scruple as

in his early childhood he deserted the Lutheran pro-

fession for the Romish. He defended the rights of the

Protestants, rather than their opinions, against Spanish
oppression ; not their faith, but their wrongs, had made
him their brother.

These general gi'ounds for suspicion appeared to be
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justified by a discovery of his real intentions, which nc

cident had made. WiUiam had remained in France a

nc-

as

hostage for the peace of Chateau-Cam bresis, in con-

cluding ^yhich he had borne a part; and here, throngh

the imprudence of Henry II., who imagined he spoke

with the confidant of the King of Spain, he became
acquainted with a secret plot, which the French and
Spanish courts had formed against Protestants of both

kingdoms. The prince hastened to communicate this

important discovery to his friends in Brussels, whom it

so nearly concerned, and the letters which he exchanged
on the subject fell, unfortunately, into the hands of the

King of Spain. Philip was less surprised at this deci-

sive disclosure of William's sentiments, than incensed

at the disappointment of his scheme : and the Spanish

nobles, who had never forgiven the prince that moment,
when, in the last act of his life, the greatest of emperors
leaned upon his shoulders, did not neglect this favorable

opportunity of finally ruining, in the good opinion of

their king, the betrayer of a state secret.

Of a lineage no less noble than that of William, was
Lamoral, Count Egmont and Prince of Gavre, a de-

scendant of the dukes of Gueldres, whose martial

courage had wearied out the arms of Austria. His
family was highly distinguished in the annals of the

country : one of his ancestors had, under Maximilian,

already- filled the office of stadtholder over Holland.

Egmont's marriage with the Duchess Sabina of Bavaria

reflected additional luster on the splendor of his birth,

and made him powerful through the greatness of this

alliance. Charles V. had, in the year 1516, conferred

on him, at Utrecht, the order of the Golden Fleece ; the

wars of this emperor were tiie school of his military

genius, and the battles of St. Quentin and Gravelines

made him the hero of his age. Kvery blessing of peace,

for which a commercial people feel the most grateful,

brought to mind the remembrance of the victory by
which it was accelerated, and Flemish pride, like a fond

mother, exulted over the illustrious son of their country,

who had filled all Europe with admiration. Nine chil-

dren who grew up under the eyes of their fellow-citizens,

multiplied and drew closer the ties between him and his
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fatherland, and the people's grateful affection for the

father was kept alive by the sight of those who were
dearest to him. Every appearance of Egmont in public

was a triumphal procession : every eye which was fast-

ened upon him recounted his history ; his deeds lived in

the plaudits of his companions in arms; at the games of

chivahy, mothei-s pointed him out to their children.

Affjibility, a noble and courteous demeanor, the amiable

virtues of chivalry, adorned and graced his merits. His
liberal soul shone forth on his open brow; his frank-

heartedness managed his secrets, no better than his be-

nevolence did his estate, and a thought was no sooner

his, than it was the property of all. His religion was
gentle and humane, but not very enlightened, because it

derived its light from the heart, and not from his under-
standing. Kgmont possessed more of conscience than

of fixed principles ; his head had not given him a code
of its own, but had merely learned it by rote ; the mere
name of an action, therefore, was often with him suffi-

cient for its condemnation. In his judgment, men were
wholly bad or wholly good, and had either nothing bad

or nothing good : in this system of morals, there was no
middle term between vice and virtue ; and consequently
a single good trait often decided his opinion of men.
Egmont united all the eminent quaUties which form the

hero : he was a better soldier than the Prince of Orange,
but ftir inferior to him as a statesman ; the latter saw
the world as it really was ; Egmont viewed it in the

magic miiTorof an imagination, that embellished all that

it reflected. Men, whom fortune has surprised with a

reward, for which they can find no adequate ground in

their actions, are, foi- the most part, very apt to forget

the necessary connection between cause and effect, and
to insert in the natural consequences of things a higher
miraculous power, to which, as Ceesar to his fortune,

they at last insanely trust. Such a character was Eg-
mont. Intoxicated with the idea of his own merits,

which the love and gratitude of his fellow-citizens had
exaggerated, he staggered on in this sweet reverie, as in

a delightful world of dreams. He feared not, because
he trusted to the deceitful pledge which destiny had
given him of her favor, in the general love of the peo|)le,
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and he believed in its justice, because he himself was
prosperous. Even the most terrible experience of Span-
ish perfidy could not afterward eradicate this confidence

from his soul, and on the scaffold itself, his latest feeling

was hope. A tender fear for his family kept his patri-

otic courage fettered by lower duties. Because he
trembled for property and life, he could not venture
much for the republic. William of Orange broke with
the throne, because its arbitrary power was oflfensive

to his pride ; Egmont was vain, and therefore valued
the favors of the monarch. The former was a citizen

ofthe world ; Egmont had never been more than a Flem-
ing.

Philip II. still stood indebted to the hero of St. Quen-
tin, and the supreme stadtholdership of the Netherlands
appeared the only appropriate reward for such great
services. Birth and high station, the voice of the nation

and personal abilities, spoke as loudly for Egmont as for

Orange ; and if the latter was to be passed by, it seemed
that the former alone could supplant him.
Two such competitors, so equal in merit, might have

embarrassed Philip in his choice, if he had ever serious-

ly thought of selecting either of them for the appoint-

ment. But the preeminent qualities by which they
supported their claim to this office, were the very cause
of their rejection ; and it w^as precisely the ardent de-
sire of the nation for their election to it, that irrevoca-

bly annulled their title to the appointment. Philip's

purpose would not be answered by a stadtholder in the
Netherlands, who could command the good-will and
the energies of the people. Egmont's descent from the
Duke of Gueldres, made him an hereditary foe of the
House of Spain, and it seemed impolitic to place the
supreme power in the hands of a man, to wdiom the idea

might occur, of revenging on the son of the oppres-
sor, the oppression of his ancestor. The slight put on
their favorites could give no just offense either to the
nation or to themselves, for it might be pretended that

the king passed over both, because he would not show
a preference to either.

The disappointment of his hopes of gaining the regen-

cy did not deprive the Prince of Orange of all expecta-

G
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tion of establishing, more firmly, his influence in the

Netherlands. Among the other candidates for this office,

was also Christina, Duchess of Lorraine, and aunt of the

king, who, as mediatrix of the peace of Chateau-Cam-
bresis, had rendered important service to the crown.

William aimed at the hand of her daughter, and he
hoped to promote his suit by actively interposing his

good olfers for the mother ; but he did not reflect that,

through this very intercession, he ruined her cause. The
Duchess Christina was rejected, not so much for the

reason alledged, because the dependence of her territo-

lies on France made her an object of suspicion to the

Spanish court, as because she was acceptable to the

people of the Netherlands and the Prince of Orange.

MARGARET OF PARMA, REGENT OF THE NETHERLANDS.

While the general expectation was on the stretch, as

to whom the future destinies of the provinces would be
committed, there appeared on the fi'ontiers of the coun-

try the Duchess Margaret of Parma, having been sum-
moned by the king from Italy, to assume the govern-

ment.
Margaret was a natural daughter of Charles V. and of

a noble Flemish lady, named Vangeest, and born 1522.

Out of regard for the honor of her mother's house, she
was at tirst educated in obscurity ; but her mother, who
[)ossessed more vanity than honor, was not veiy anxious

to preserve the secret of her origin, and a princely ed-

ucation betrayed the daughter of the emperor. While
yet a child, she was intrusted to the Regent Margaret,

her great aunt, to be brought up at Brussels, under her
eye. This guardian she lost in her eighth year, and the

care of her education devolved on Queen Maiy of Hun-
gary, the successor of Margaret in the regency. Her la-

ther had already affianced hei', while yet in her fourth

year, to a Prince of Ferrara ; but this alliance being sub-

sequently dissolved, she was betrothed to Alexander de
Medicis, the new Duke of Florence, which marriage
was, after the victorious i-eturn of the emperoi- from Af-
rica, actually consummated in Naples. In the first year of
this unfortuniite union, a violent death removed from her
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a husband who could not love her, and for the thh'd time

her hand was disposed of to serve the policy of her fa-

ther. Octavius Farnese, a prince of thirteen years of

age, and nephew of Paul III., obtained, with her person,

the duchies ofParma and Piacenzaas her portion. Thus,
by a strange destiny, Margaret, at the age of maturity, was
contracted to a boy, as in the years of infancy she had
been sold to a man. Her disposition, which was any thing

but feminine, made this last alliance still more unnatural,

for her taste and inclinations were masculine, and the

whole tenor of her life belied her sex. After the exam-
ple of her instructress, the Queen of Hungary, and her
great aunt, the Duchess Mary of Burgundy, who met her
death in this favorite sport, she was passionately fond

of hunting, and had acquired in this pursuit such bodily

vigor, that few men were better able to undergo its hard-
ships and fatigues.

Her gait itself was so.devoid of grace, that one was far

more tempted to take her for a disguised man than for

a masculine woman ; and Nature, whom she had derid-

ed by thus ti'ansgressing the limits of her sex, revenged
itself finally upon her by a disease peculiar to men—the

gout.

These unusual qualities were crowned by a monkish
superstition, which was infused into her mind by Igna-

tius Loyola, her confessor and teacher. Among the
charitable works and penances with which she mortified

her vanity, one of the most remarkable was, that during
Passion-Week, she yearly washed, with her own hands,
the feet of a number of poor men (who were most strict-

ly forbidden to cleanse themselves beforehand), waited
on them at table like a servant, and sent them away
with rich presents.

Nothing more is requisite than this last feature in her
character, to account for the preference which the king
gave her over all her rivals ; but his choice was at the
same time justified by excellent reasons of state. Marga-
ret was born and also educated in the Netherlands. She
had spent her early youth among the people, and had
acquired much of their national manners. Two regents
(Duchess Margaret, and Queen Mary of Hungary), un-
der whose eyes she had grown up, had gradually initia-
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ted lier into the maxims by which this peculiar people

might be most easily governed ; and they would also

serve her as models. She did not want either in talents
;

and possessed, moreover, a particular turn for business,

which she had acquired from her instructors, and had

afterward carried to greater perfection in the Italian

school. The Netherlanders had been, for a number of

years, accustomed to female government ; and Philip

hoped, perhaps, that the sharp iron of tyranny, which
he was about to use against them, would cut more gen-

tly, if wielded by the hands of a woman. Some regard

for his father, who at the time was still living, and
was much attached to Margaret, may have, in a measure,
as it is asserted, influenced this choice ; as it is also prob-

able that the king wished to oblige the Duke of Parma,
through this mark of attention to his wife, and thus to

compensate for denying a request, which he was just

then compelled to refuse him. As the territories of the

duchess were surrounded by Philip's Italian States, and
at all times exposed to his arms, he could, with the less

danger, intrust the supreme powder into her hands. For
his full security, her son, Alexander Farnese, was to

remain at his court as a pledge for her loyalty. All

these reasons were alone sufficiently weighty to turn the

king's decision in her favor ; but they became irresist-

ible, when supported by the Bishop of Arras and the

Duke of Alva. The latter, as it appears, because he
hated or envied all the other competitors ; the former,

because even then, in all probability, he anticipated, from
the w^avering disposition of this princess, abundant grat-

ification for his ambition.

Philip received the new regent on the frontiers with a

splendid cortege, and conducted her with magnificent

pomp to Ghent, where the States General had been
convoked. As he did not intend to return soon to the

Netherlands, he desired, before he left them, to gratify

the nation for once, by holding a solemn diet, and thus

giving a solemn sanction and the force of law to his ]}re-

vious regulations. For the last time he showed himself

to his Netherlandish people, whose destinies were, from
henceforth, to be dispensed from a mystei-ious distance.

To enhance the splendor of this soleum day, Philip ia-
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vested eleven knights with the Order of the Golden
Fleece, his sister being seated on a chair near himself,

while he showed her to the nation as their future ruler.

All the gi'ievances of the people, touching the edicts, the
Inquisition, the detention of the Spanish troops, the
taxes, and the illegal introduction of foreigners into the
offices and administi'ation of the country, were brought
forward in this Diet, and were hotly discussed by both
parties ; some of them were skillfully evaded, or appa-
rently removed, others arbitrarily repelled. As the
king was unacquainted with the language of the country,
he addressed the nation through the mouth of the
Bishop of Arras, recounted t» them, with vainglorious

ostentation, all the benefits of his government, assured
them of his favor for the future, and once more recom-
mended to the states, in the most earnest manner, the
preservation of the Catholic faith, and the extirpation

of heresy. The Spanish troops, he promised, should
in a few months evacuate the Netherlands, if only they
would allow him time to recover from the numerous
burdens of the last war, in order that he might be ena-
bled to collect the means for paying the arrears of these
troops ; the fundamental laws of the nation should re-

main inviolate, the imposts should not be grievously

burdensome, and the Inquisition should administer its

duties with justice and moderation. In the choice of a
supreme stadtholder, he added, he had especially con-
sulted the wishes of the nation, and had decided for a
native of the country, who had been brought up in their

manners and customs, and was attached to them by a

Jove to her native land. He exhorted them, therefore,

to show their gratitude by honoring his choice, and
obeying his sister, the duchess, as himself. Should, he
concluded, unexpected obstacles oppose his return, he
would send in his place his son, Prince Charles, who
should reside in Brussels.

A few membeis of this assembly, more courageous
than the rest, once more ventured on a final eflfort for

liberty of conscience. Every people, they argued, ought
to be treated according to their natural character, as

every individual must in accordance to his bodily con-

stitution. Thus, for example, the south may be con-
g2
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sidered happy under a certain degree of constraint,

which would press intolerably on the north. Never,
they added, would the Flemings consent to a yoke un-
der which, perhaps, the Spaniards bowed with patience

;

and rather than submit to it, would they undergo any
extremity, if it was sought to force snch a yoke upon
them. This remonstrance was supported by some of

the king's counselors, who strongly urged the policy of

mitigating the rigor of religious edicts. But Philip re-

mained inexorable. Better not reign at all, was his an-

swer, than reign over heretics !

According to an arrangement already made by Charles

v., three councils or chambers were added to the re-

gent, to assist her in the administration of state affairs.

As long as Philip was himself present in the Nether-
lands, these courts had lost much of their power, and
the functions of the first of them, the state council, were
almost entirely suspended. Now, that he quitted the

reins of government, they recovered their former im-
portance. In the state council, which was to deliberate

upon war and peace, and security against external foes,

sat the Bishop of Arras, the Prince of Orange, Count
Egmont, the President of the Privy Council, Viglius

Van Zuichem, Van Aytta, and the Count of Barlaimont,

President of the Chamber of Finance. All knights of

the Golden Fleece, all privy counselors, and counselors

of finance, as also the members of the great senate at

Malines, which had been subjected by Charles V. to the

Privy Council in Brussels, had a seat and vote in the

Council of State, if expressly invited by the regent.

The management of the royal revenues and crown
lands was vested in the Chamber of Finance, and the

Privy Council was occupied with the administration of

justice, and the civil regulation of the country, and issued

all letters of grace and pardon. The governments of

the provinces, which had fallen vacant, were either filled

up afresh, or the former governors were confirmed.

Count Egmont received Flanders and Artois ; the

Prince of Orange, Holland, Zealand, Utrecht, and West
Friesland ; the Count of Aremberg, East Friesland,

Overyssel, and Groningen ; the Count of Mansfeld,
Luxembiu-g : Barlaimont, Namur; the Marf|iiis of Ber-
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gen, Hainault, Chateau-Cainbresis, and Valenciennes
;

the Baron of Montigny, Tournay and its dependencies.
Other provinces were given to some who have less claim

to our attention. Philip of Montmorency, Count of

Hoorn, who had been succeeded by the Count of Me-
gen in the government of Gueldres and Ziitphen, was
confirmed as admiral of the Belgian navy. Every gov-

ernor of a province was, at the same time, a knight of
the Golden Fleece, and member of the council of state.

Each had, in the province over which he presided, the
command of the military force which protected it, the

superintendence of the civil administration and the judi-

cature ; the governor of Flanders alone excepted, who
w^as not allowed to interfere with the administration of
justice. Brabant, alone, was placed under the imme-
diate jurisdiction of the regent, who, according to cus-

tom, chose Brussels for her constant residence. The
induction of the Prince of Orange into his governments
was, properly speaking, an infraction of the constitution,

since he was a foreigner : but several estates which he
either himself possessed in the provinces, or managed
as guardian of his son, his long residence in the country,

and above all, the unlimited confidence the nation re-

posed in him, gave him substantial claims in default of

a real title of citizenship.

The military force of the Low Countries consisted, in

its full complement, of three thousand horse. At piesent,

it did not much exceed two thousand, and was divided

into fourteen squadrons, over which, beside the gov-

ernors of the provinces, the Duke of Arschot, the
counts of Hoogstrateu, Bostu, Roeur, and Brederode,
held the chief command. This cavalry, which was
scattered through all the seventeen provinces, was only
to be called out on sudden emergencies. Insufficient aa

it was for any great undertaking, it was, nevertheless,

fully adequate for the maintenance of interna] order
Its courage had been approved in former wars, and the

fame of its valor was diffused through the whole of

Europe. In addition to this cavahy, it was also pro-

posed to levy a body of infantry, but, hitherto, the states

had refused their consent to it. Of foreign troops, there

were still some German regiments in the service, -^'hich
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were waiting for their pay. The four thousand Span-
iards, respecting whom so many complaints had been
made, were under two Spanish generals, Mendoza and
Romero, and were in garrison in the frontier towns.

Among the Belgian nobles, whom the king especially

distinguished in these new appointments, the names of

Count Egmont and William of Orange stand conspicu-

ous. However inveterate his hatred was of both, and
particularly of the latter, Philip, nevertheless, gave them
these public marks of his favor, because his scheme of

vengeance was not yet fully ripe, and the people were
enthusiastic in their devotion to them. The estates of

both were declared exempt from taxes, the most lucra-

tive governments were intrusted to them ; and by offer-

ing them the command of the Spaniards, whom he left

behind in the country, the king flattered them with a confi-

dence which he was very far from really reposing in them.
But at the very time, when he obliged the prince with
these public marks of his esteem, he privately inflicted

the most cruel injury on him. Apprehensive lest an

alliance with the powerful House of Lorraine might en-

courage this suspected vassal to bolder measures, he
thwarted the negotiation for a marriage between him
and a princess of that family, and crushed his hopes on

the very eve of their accomplishment ; an injury which
the prince never forgave. Nay, his hatred to the prince

on one occasion even got completely the better of his

natural dissimulation, and seduced him into a step, in

which we entirely lose sight of Philip II. When he
was about to embark at Flushing, and the nobles of the

country attended him to the shore, he so far forgot him-
self as roughly to accost the prince, and openly to accuse

him of being the author of the Flemish troubles. The
prince answered, temperately, that what had happened
had been done by the states of their own suggestion,

and on legitimate grounds. No, said Philip, seizing his

hand and shaking it violently, not the states, but you

!

you ! you ! The prince stood mute with astonishment,

and without waiting for the king's embarkation, wished
him a safe journey, and went back to the town.

Thus the enmity, which William had long harbored

in his breast against the oppressor of a free people, was
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now rendered irreconcilable by private hatred ; and this

double incentive accelerated the great enterprise, which
tore from the Spanish crown seven of its brightest

jewels.

Philip had greatly deviated from his true character,

in taking so gracious a leave of the Netherlands. The
legal form of a diet, his promise to remove the Span-
iards from the frontiers, the consideration of the popu-
lar wishes, which had led him to fill the most important
offices of the country with the favorites of the people,

and finally the sacrifice which he made to the constitu-

tion, in withdrawing the Count of Feriafrom the coun-
cil of state, were marks of condescension, of which his

magnanimity was never again guilty. But, in fact, he
never stood in greater need of the good-will of the states,

that with their aid he might, if possible, clear ofif the
gi'eat burden of debt which was still attached to the
Netherlands from the former war. He hoped, there-
fore, by propitiating them through smaller saci'ifices, to

win approval of more important usurpations. He mark-
ed his departure with grace, for he knew in what hands
he left them. The frightful scenes of death, which he
intended for this unhappy people, were not to stain the
splendor of majesty, which, like the Godhead, marks its

course only with beneficence ; that terrible distinction

was reserved for his representatives. The establish-

ment of the council of state w^as, however, intended rath-

er to flatter the vanity of the Belgian nobility, than to

impart to them any real influence. The historian

Strada (who drew his information with regard to the
regent from her own papers) has preserved a few arti-

cles of the secret instructions, which the Spanish min-
istry gave her. Among other things it is there stated,

if she observed that the councils were divided by fac-

tions, or, what would be far worse, prepared by private

conferences before the session, and in league with one
another, then she was to prorogue all the chambers and
dispose arbitrarily of the disputed articles in a more se-

lect council or committee. In this select committee,
which was called the Consulta, sat the Archbishop of

Arras, the President Viglius, and the Count of Bai'lai-

mout. She was to act in the same manner, if emei--

6
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gent cases required a prompt decision. Had this ar-

rangement not been the work of an arbitrary despotism,

it would perhaps have been justified by sound policy,

and republican liberty itself might have tolerated it. In
great assemblies, where many private interests and
passions cooperate, where a numerous audience pre-

sents so great a temptation to the vanity of the orator,

and parties often assail one another with unmannerly
warmth, a decree can seldom be passed with that so-

briety and mature deliberation which, if the members
are properly selected, a smaller body readily admits of.

In a numerous body of men, too, there is, we must
suppose, a greater number of limited than of enlighten-

ed intellects, who, through their equal right of vote, fre-

quently turn the majority on the side of ignorance. A
second maxim which the regent was especially to ob-

serve, was, to select the very members of council, who
had voted against any decree, to carry it into execution.

By this means, not only would the people be kept in ig-

norance of the originators of such a law, but the private

quarrels also of the members would be restrained, and a

greater freedom insured in voting in compliance with
the wishes of the court.

In spite of all these precautions, Philip would never
have been able to leave the Netherlands with a quiet

mind, so long as he knew that the chief power in the

council of state, and the obedience of the provinces,

were in the hands of the suspected nobles. In order,

therefore, to appease his fears from this quarter, and
also, at the same time, to assure himself of the fidelity

of the regent, he subjected her, and through her all the
alfairs of the judicature, to the higher control of the

Bishop of Arras. In this single individual, he possessed
an adequate counterpoise to the most dreaded cabal.

To him, as an infallible oracle of majesty, the duchess
was referred, and in him there watched a stern super-
visor of her administration. Among all his cotempo-
raries, Granvella was the only one whom Philip II. ap-

pears to have excepted from his universal distrust : as

long as he knew that this man was in Brussels, he could
sleep calmly in Segovia. He left the Netherlands in

September, 1559, was saved from a storm which sank
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his fleet, and landed at Laredo in Biscay, and in his

gloomy joy tlianked the Deity who had preserved him,
by a detestable vow. In the hands of a priest, and of a

woman, was placed the dangerous helm of the Nether-
lands ; and the dastardly tyrant escaped in his oratoiy

at Madrid the supplications, the complaints, and the

curses of the people.

BOOK II.

CARDINAL GRANVELLA.

Anthony Perenot, Bishop of Arras, subsequently
Archbishop of Malines, and Meti'opolitan of all the
Netherlands, who, under the name of Cardinal Gran-
vella, has been immortalized by the hatred of his co-
temporaries, was born in the year 1516, at Besancon in

Burgundy. His father, Nicolaus Perenot, the son of a
blacksmith, had risen by his own merits to be the private

secretary of Margaret, Duchess of Savoy, at that time
regent of the Netherlands. In this post he was no-
ticed for his habits of business by Charles V., who took
him into his own service, and employed him in several

important negotiations. For twenty years he was a
member of the emperors cabinet, and filled the offices

of privy counselor and keeper of the king's seal, and
shared in all the state secrets of that monarch. He ac-

quired a large fortune. His honors, his influence, and
his political knowledge were inherited by his son, An-
thony Perenot, who in his early years gave proofs of

the great capacity wdiich subsequently opened to him
so distinguished a career. Anthony had cultivated, at

several colleges, the talents with which nature had so

lavishly endowed him, and in some respects had an
advantage over his father. He soon showed that his

own abilities were sufficient to maintain the advanta-
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geous position, which the merits of another had procur-

ed him. He was twenty-four years old, when the em-
peror sent him as his plenipotentiary to the ecclesiasti-

cal council of Trent, where he delivered the first

specimen of that eloquence which in the sequel gave

him so complete an ascendency over two kings. Charles
employed him in several difficult embassies, the duties

of which he fulfilled to the satisfaction of his sovereign,

and when finally that emperor resigned the scepter to

his son he made that costly present complete, by giving

him a minister who could help him to wield it.

Granvella opened his new career at once, with the

greatest master-piece of political genius, in passing so

-easily from the favor of such a father into equal con-

sideration with such a son. And he soon proved him-
self deserving it. At the secret negotiations, of which
the Duchess of Lorraine had, in 1558, been the me-
dium between the French and Spanish ministers at

Peronne, he planned, conjointly with the Cardinal of

Lorraine, that conspiracy against the Protestants, which
was afterward matured, but also betrayed, at Chateau-
Cambresis, where P ere not, likewise, assisted in effect-

ing the so-called peace.

A deeply penetrating, comprehensive intellect, an
unusual focility in conducting great and intricate affairs,

and the most extensive learning, were wonderfully
united in this man, with persevering industry and
never wearying patience, while his enterprising genius

was associated with thoughtful mechanical regularity.

Day and night, the state found him vigilant and col-

lected ; the most important and the most insignificant

things were alike weighed by him with scrupuolus at-

tention. Not unfrequently he employed five secretaries

at one time, dictating to them in different languages, of
which he is said to have spoken seven. What his pen-
etrating mind had slowly matured, acquired in his lips

both force and grace, and truth, set forth by his per-

suasive eloquence, irresistibly carried away all hearers.

He was tempted by none of the passions which make
slaves of most men. His integrity was incorruptible.

With shrewd penetration, he saw through the disposi-

tion of his master, and could read in his fe:itures his
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whole ti-ain of thought, and, as it were, the approaching
form in the shadow which outran it. With an artifice

rich in resources, he came to the aid of Philip's more
inactive mind, formed into perfect thought his master's

crude ideas while they yet hung on his lips, and liber-

ally allowed him the glory of the discovery. Granvella

understood the difficult and useful art of depreciating

his own talents ; of making his own genius the seeming
slave of another : thus he ruled while he concealed his

sway, and only in this manner could Philip II. be gov-

erned. Content with a silent but real power, he did

not grasp insatiably at new and outward marks of it,

which, with lesser minds, are ever the most coveted
objects; but every new distinction seemed to sit upon
him as easily as the oldest. No wonder if such extra-

ordinary endowments had alone gained him the favor

of his master ; bat a large and valuable treasure of po-

litical secrets and experiences, which the active life of

Charles V. had accumulated, and had deposited in the

mind of this man, made him indispensable to his suc-

cessor. Self-sufficient as the latter was, and accus-

tomed to confide in his own understanding, his timid

and crouching policy was fain to lean on a superior

mind, and to aid its own irresolution not only by prece-
dent, but also by the influence and example of another.

No political matter which concerned the royal interest,

even when Philip himself was in the Netherlands, was
decided without the intervention of Granvella ; and
when the king embarked for Spain, he made the new
regent the same valuable present of the minister, which
he himself had received from the emperor, his father.

Common as it is for despotic princes to bestow un-
limited confidence on the creatures whom they have
raised from the dust, and of whose greatness they them-
selves are, in a measure, the creators, the present is no
ordinary instance

;
preeminent must have been the quali-

ties, which could so far conquer the selfish reserve of
such a character as Philip's, as to gain his confidence,

nay, even to win him into familiarity. The slightest

ebullition of the most allowable self-respect, which might
have tempted him to assert, however slightly, his claim
to any idea which the king had once ennobled as his
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own, would have cost him his whole influence. He
might gratify, without resti'aint, the lowest passions of

voluptuousness, of rapacity, and of revenge, but the only

one in which he really took delight, the sweet con-

sciousness of his own superiority and power, he was
constrained carefully to conceal from the suspicious

glance of the despot. He voluntarily disclaimed all the

eminent qualities which were already his own, in order,

as it were, to receive them a second time from the

generosity of the king. His happiness seemed to flow

from no other source—no other person could have a

claim upon his gratitude. The purple, which was sent

to him from Rome, was not assumed until the royal

permission reached him from S])ain ; by laying it down
on the steps of the throne, he appeared, in a measure,
to receive it first from the hands of majesty. Less
politic, Alby erected a trophy in Antwerp, and in-

scribed his own name under the victory, which he had
won as the servant of the crown—but Alby carried with
him to the grave the displeasure of his master. He
had invaded with audacious hand the royal preroga-

tive, by drawing immediately at the fountain of immor-
tality.

Three times, Granvella changed his master, and three

times he succeeded in rising to the highest favor. With
the same facility with which he had guided the settled

pride of an autocrat, and the sly egotism of a despot, he
knew how to manage the delicate vanity of a woman.
His business between himself and the regent, even
when they were in the same house, was, for the most
part, transacted by the medium of notes, a custom
which draws its date from the times of Augustus and
Tiberius. When the regent was in any perplexity,

these notes were interchanged from hour to hour. He
probably adopted this expedient, in the hope of eluding

the watchful jealousy of the nobility, and concealing

from them, in part, at least, his influence over the re-

gent. Perhaps, too, he also believed that, by this

means, his advice would become more permanent; and,

in case of need, this written testimony would be at hand
to shield him from blame. But the vigilance of the no-

bles made this caution vain, and it was soon known in
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all the provinces, that nothing was determined upon
without the minister's advice.

Granvella possessed all the qualities requisite for a

perfect statesman in a monarchy governed by despotic

principles, but was absolutely unquahfied for republics

which are governed by kings. Educated between the

throne and the confessional, he knew of no other rela-

tion between man and man than that of rule and sub-

jection ; and the innate consciousness of his own superi-

ority gave him a contempt for others. His policy

wanted pliability, the only virtn.e which was here indis-

pensable to its success. He was naturally overbearing

and insolent, and the royal authority only gave arms to

the natural impetuosity of his disposition and the impe-

riousness of his order. He veiled his own ambition

beneath the interests of the crown, and made the

breach between the nation and the king incurable, be-

cause it would render him indispensable to the latter.

He revenged on the nobility the lowliness of his own
origin ; and, after the fashion of all those who have

risen by their own merits, he valued the advantages of

birth below those by which he had raised himself to

distinction. The Protestants saw in him their most
implacable foe : to his charge were laid all the burdens
which oppressed the country, and they pressed the

more heavily because they came from him. Nay, he
was even accused of having brought back to severity

the milder sentiments, to which the urgent remon-
sti-ances of the states had at last disposed the monarch.
The Netherlands execrated him as the most terrible

enemy of their libeities, and the originator of all the

misery which subsequently came upon them.
A.D. 1559. Philip had evidently left the provinces too

soon. The new measures of the government were still

strange to the people, and could receive sanction and
authority from his presence alone ; the new machines,
which he had brought into play, required to be set in

motion by a dreaded and powerful hand, and to have
their first movements watched and regulated. He now
exposed his minister to all the angry passions of the

people, who no longer felt restrained by the fetters of

the royal presence ; and he delegated to the weak arm
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of a subject the execution of projects, in which majesty

itself, with all its powerful supports, might have failed.

The land, indeed, flourished ; and a general prosper-

ity appeared to testify to the blessings of the peace which
had so lately been bestowed upon it. An external re-

pose deceived the eye, for within raged all the elements

of discord. If the foundations of religion totter in a

country, they totter not alone ; the audacity which be-

gins with things sacred ends with things profane. The
successful attack upon the hierarchy had awakened a

spirit of boldness, and a desire to assail authority in

general, and to test laws as well as dogmas—duties as

well as opinions. The fanatical boldness, with which
men had learned to discuss and decide upon the affairs

of eternity, might change its subject matter ; the con-

tempt for life and property, which religious enthusiasm

had taught, could metamorphose timid citizens into

foolhardy rebels. A female government of nearly forty

years had given the nation room to assert their liberty;

continual wars, of which the Netherlands had been the

theater, had introduced a license with them, and the

right of the stronger had usurped the place of law and
order. The provinces were filled with foreign adven-

turers and fugitives—generally men bound by no ties of

country, family, or property, who had brought with them,

from their unhappy homes, the seeds of insubordination

and rebellion. The repeated spectacles of torture and

of death had rudely burst the tenderer threads of moral

feeling, and had given an unnatural harshness to the na-

tional character.

Still the rebellion would have crouched timorously

and silently on the ground, if it had not found a suppor^

in the nobility. Charles V. had spoiled the Flemish
nobles of the Netherlands by making them the partici

pators of his glory, by fostering their national pride, by

the marked preference he showed for them over the

Castilian nobles, and by opening an arena to their am-
bition in every part of his empire. In the late war with

France, they had really deserved this preference from
Philip ; the advantages which the king reaped from the

peace of Chateau-Cambresis were, for the most part,

the fruits of their valor, and they now sensibly missed
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the gratitude on which they had so confidently reckon-

ed. Moreover, the separation of the German Empire
from the Spanish monarchy, and the less warlike spirit

of the new government, had greatly narrowed their

sphere of action, and, except in their own country, little

remained for them to gain. And Philip now appointed
his Spaniards, where Charles V. had employed the
Flemings. All the passions, which the preceding gov-

ernment had raised and kept employed, still survived in

peace ; and in default of a legitimate object, these un-
ruly feelings found, unfortunately, ample scope in the
gi'ievances of their country. Accordingly, the claims

and wrongs, which had been long supplanted by new
passions, were now drawn from oblivion. By his late

appointments, the king had satisfied no party ; for those
even who obtained offices were not much more content
than those who were entirely passed over, because they
had calculated on something better than they got. Will-
iam of Orange had received four governments (not to

reckon some smaller dependencies which, taken togeth-

er, were equivalent to a fifth), but William had nour-
ished hopes of Flanders and Brabant. He and Count
Egmont forgot what had really fallen to their share,

and only remembered that they had lost the regency.
The majority of the nobles were either plunged into

debt by their own extravagance, or had willingly enough
been drawn into it by the government. Now that thej-

were excluded from the prospect of lucrative appoint-

m^ents, they at once saw themselves exposed to poverty,

which pained them the more sensibly, when they con-
trasted the splendor of the affluent citizens with their

own necessities. In the extremities to which they
were reduced, many would have readily assisted in the
commission even of crimes ; how then could they resist

the seductive offers of the Calvinists, who liberally re-

paid them for their intercession and protection ? Last-
ly, many, whose estates were past redemption, placed
their last hope in a general devastation, and stood pre-

pared, at the first favorable moment, to cast the torch

of discord into the republic.

This threatening aspect of the public mind was ren-
dered still more alarming by the unfortunate vicinity of

h2
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France. What Philip dreaded for the provinces, was
there ah-eady accomplished. The fate of that kingdom
prefigured to him the destiny of his Netherlands, and
the spirit of rebellion found there a seductive example.

A similar state of things had, under Francis I. and Hen-
ry II., scattered the seeds of innovation in that kingdom

;

a similar fuiy of persecution, and a like spirit of faction,

had encouraged its growth. Now, Huguenots and Cath-

olics were sti-uggling in a dubious contest, furious par-

ties disorganized the whole monarchy, and were violently

huiTying this once powerful state to the brink of destruc-

tion. Here, as there, private interest, ambition, and
party feeling might veil themselves under the names of

religion and patriotism, and the passions of a few citizens

drive the entire nation to take up arms. The frontiers

of both countries merged in "Walloon Flanders; the re-

bellion might, like an agitated sea, cast its waves as far

as this : would a country be closed against it, whose
language, manners, and character wavered between
those of France and Belgium? As yet, the govern-

ment had taken no census of its Protestant subjects in

these countries, but the new sect, it was aware, was a

vast, compact republic, which extended its roots through
all the monarchies of Christendom, and the slightest

disturbance in any of its most distant members vibrated

to its center. It was, as it were, a chain of threatening

volcanoes, which, united by subterraneous passages, ig-

nite at the same moment with alarming sympathy. The
Netherlands were, necessarily, open to all nations, be-

cause they derived their support from all. Was it pos-

sible for Philip to close a commercial state as easily as

he could Spain ? If he wished to purify these provinces

from heresy, it was necessary for him to commence by
extirpating it in France.

It was in this state that Granvella found the Nether-
lands at the beginning of his administration (1560).

To restore to these countries the uniformity of papis-

flry, to break the co5rdinate power of the nobility and
(he states, and to exalt the royal authority on the ruins

jf republican fi*eedom, was the great object of Spanish
policy, and the express commission of the new minister.

But obstacles stood in the way of its accomplishment; to
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conquer these demanded the invention of new resources,

the application of new machinery. The Inquisition, in-

deed, and the rehgious edicts, appeared sufificient to check
the contagion of heresy ; but the latter required super-

intendence, and the former able instruments, for its now
extended jurisdiction. The Church constitution con-

tinued the same as it had been in earlier times, when
the provinces were less populous, when the Church
still enjoyed universal repose, and could be more easily

overlooked and controlled. A succession of several cent-

uries, which changed the whole interior form of the

provinces, had left the form of the hierarchy unaltered,

which, moreover, was protected from the arbitrary will

of its ruler by the particular privileges of the provinces.

All the seventeen provinces were parceled out under
four bishops, who had their seats at Arras, Tournay,
Cambray, and Uti-echt, and were subject to the pri-

mates of Rheims and Cologne. Philip the Good, Duke
of Burgundy, had, indeed, meditated an increase in the

number of bishops, to meet the wants of the increasing

population, but, unfortunately, in the excitement of a life

of pleasure, had abandoned the project. Ambition and
lust of conquest Avithdrew the mind of Chalres the Bold

from the internal concerns of his kingdom, and Maxi-
milian had already too many subjects of dispute with

the states, to venture to add to their number by propos-

ing this change. A stormy reign prevented Charles V.
from the execution of this extensive plan, which Philip

II. now undertook as a bequest from all these princes.

The moment had now arrived when the urgent neces-

sities of the Church would excuse the innovation, and
the leisure of peace favored its accomplishment. With
the prodigious crowd of people from all the countries of

Europe who were crowded together in the towns of the

Netherlands, a multitude of religious opinions had also

gi-own up ; and it was impossible that religion could any
longer be effectually superintended by so few eyes, as

were formerly sufficient. While the number of bishops

was so small, their districts must, of necessity, have been
proportionably extensive, and four men could not be

adequate to maintain the purity of the faith through so

wide a district.
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The jurisdiction which the archbishops of Cologne
and Rheims exercised over the Netherlands had long

been a stumbling block to the government, which could

not look on this territory as really its own property so

long as such an important branch of power was still

wielded by foreign hands. To snatch this prerogative

from the alien archbishops, by new and active agents to

give fresh life and vigor to the superintendence of the

faith, and at the same time to strengthen the number of

the partisans of government at the Diet, no more effec-

tual means could be devised than to increase the number
of bishops. Resolved upon doing this, Philip II. ascend-

ed the throne ; but he soon found that a change in the

hierarchy would inevitably meet with warm opposition

from the states, without whose consent, nevertheless,

it would be vain to attempt it. Philip foresaw that the
nobility would never approve of a measure which would
so strongly augment the royal party, and take from the

aristocracy the preponderance of power in the Diet.

The revenues, too, for the maintenance of these new
bishops, must be diverted from the abbots and monks,
and these formed a considerable part of the states of the
realm. He had, beside, to fear the opposition of the

Protestants, who would not fail to act secretly in the

Diet against him. On these accounts, the whole affair

was discussed at Rome with the greatest possible se-

crecy* Instructed by, and as the agent of, Granvella,

Francis Sonnoi, a priest of Louvain, came before Paul
IV., to inform him how extensive the provinces were,
how thriving and populous, how luxurious in their pros-

perity. But, he continued, in the immoderate enjoy-

ment of liberty the true faith is neglected, and heretics

prosper. To obviate this evil, the Romish See must
have recourse to extraordinary measures. It was not

difficult to prevail on the Romish pontiff to make a

change which would enlarge the sphere of his own ju-

risdiction.

Paul IV. appointed a tribunal of seven cardinals to

deliberate upon this important matter ; but death called

him away, and he left to his successor, Pius IV., the

duty of carrying their advice into execution. The wel-
come tidings of the Pope's determination reached the
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king in Zealand, when he was just on the point of set-

ting sail for Si)ain, and the minister was secretly charged

with the dangerous reform. The new constitution of

the hierarchy was published in 1560 ; in addition to the

then existing four bishoprics, thirteen new ones were
established, according to the uumber of seventeen prov-

inces, and four of them were raised into archbishoprics.

Six of these episcopal sees, viz., in Antwerp, Herzogen-

busch, Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, and Ruremonde, were
placed under the archbishopric of Malines ; five others,

Haarlem, Middelburg, Leuwarden. Deventer, and Gron-

ingen, under the archbishopric of Utrecht ; and the re-

maining four, Arras, Tournay, St. Omer, and Namur,
which lie nearest to France, and have language, char-

acter, and manners in common with that countiy, under

the archbishopric of Cambray. Malines, situated in the

middle of Brabant, and in the center of all the seven-

teen provinces, was made the primac}^ of all the rest,

and was, with several rich abbeys, the I'eward of Gran-

vella. The revenues of the new bishoprics were pro-

vided by an appropriation of the treasures of the cloisters

and abbeys, which liad accumulated from pious benefac-

tions during centuries. Some of the abbots were raised

to the episcopal throne, and with the possession of their

cloisters and prelacies, retained also the vote at the diet

which was attached to them. At the same time, to

every bishopric nine prebends were attached, and be-

stowed on the most learned jurisconsultists and theolo-

gians, who were to support the Inquisition and the bishop

in his spiritual office. Of these, the two who were
most deserving by knowledge, experience, and unblem-

. ished life, were to be constituted actual inquisitors, and

to have had the first voice in the synods. To the Arch-

bishop of Malines, as metropolitan of all the seventeen

provinces, the full authority was given to appoint, or at

discretion depose, archbishops and bishops, and the Ro-
mish See only to give its ratification to his acts.

At any other period the nation would have received

with gratitude, and approved of such a measure of

church reform, since it was fully called for by circum-

stances, was conducive to the interests of religion, and

absolutely indispensable for the moral reformation of the
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monkhood. Now, the temper of the times saw in it

nothing bnt a hateful change. Universal was the indig-

nation with which it was received. A ciy was raised

that the constitution was trampled under foot, the rights

of the nation violated, and that the Inquisition was al-

ready at the door, and would soon open here, as in

Spain, its bloody tribunal. The people beheld with

dismay these new servants of arbitrary power and of

persecution. The nobility saw in it nothing but a

strengthening of the royal authority by the addition of

fourteen votes in the States' Assembly, and a with-

drawal of the firmest prop of their freedom, the balance

of the royal and the civil power. The old bishops com-
plained of the diminution of their incomes and the cir-

cumscription of their sees ; the abbots and monks had

not only lost power and income, but had received in ex-

change rigid censors of their morals. Noble and simple,

laity and clergy, united against the common foe, and

while all singly struggled for some petty private inter-

est, the cry appeared to come from the formidable voice

of patriotism.

Among all the provinces, Brabant was loudest in its

opposition. The inviolability of its church constitution

was one of the important privileges which it had reserv-

ed in the remarkable charter of the " Joyful Entry"

—

statutes which the sovereign could not violate without

releasing the nation fiom its allegiance to him. In vain

did the university of Louvain assert that, in disturbed

times of the Church, a privilege lost its power which
had been granted in the period of its tranquillity. The
introduction of the new bishoprics into the constitution

was thought to shake the whole labric of liberty. The
prelacies, which were now transferred to the bishops,

must henceforth serve another rule than the advantage

of the province of whose states they had been members.
The once free, patriotic citizens were to be instruments

of the Romish See, and obedient tools of the archbishop,

who again, as first prelate of Brabant, had the immediate

control over them. The freedom of voting was gone,

because the bishops, as servile spies of the crown, made
every one fearful. "Who," it was asked, "will, after

this, venture to raise his voice in Parliament before such
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observers, or, in their presence, dare to protect the

lights of the nation against the rapacious hands of the

government ? They will ti-ace out the resources of the

provinces, and beti'ay to the crown the secrets of our

freedom and our property. They will obstruct the way
to all offices of honor; we shall soon see the courtiers

of the king succeed the present men ; the children of

foreigners will, for the future, fill the Parliament, and

the private interest of their patron will guide their venal

votes." " What an act of oppression," rejoined the

monks, " to pervert to other objects the pious designs

of our holy institutions, to contemn the inviolable wishes

of the dead, and to take that which a devout charity had
deposited in our chests for the relief of the unfortunate,

and make it subservient to the luxury of bishops, thus

inflating their aiTogant pomp with the plunder of the

poor !" Not only the abbots and monks, who really did

suffer by this act of appropriation, but every family which
could flatter itself with the slightest hope of enjoying, at

some time or other, even in the most remote posterity,

the benefit of this monastic foundation, felt this disap-

pointment of their distant expectations as much as if

they had suftered an actual injury, and the wrongs of

a few abbot prelates became the concern of a whole

nation.

Historians have not omitted to record the covert pro-

ceedings of William of Orange during this general com-

motion, who labored to conduct to one end these various

and conflicting passions. At his instigation, the people

of Brabant petitioned the regent for an advocate and

protector, since they alone, of all her Flemish subjects,

had the misfortune to unite, in one and the same person,

their counsel and their ruler. Had the demand been

granted, their choice could fall on no other than the

Prince of Orange. But Granvella, with his usual pres-

ence of mind, broke through the snare. " The man who
receives this office," he declared in the state council,

" will, I hope, see that he divides Brabant with the

king I" The long delay of the papal bull, which was
kept back by a misunderstanding between the Romish
and Spanish courts, gave the disaffected an opportunity

to combine for a common object. In perfect secrecy,
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the states of Brabant dispatched an extraordinary mes-
senger to Pius IV., to urge their wishes in Rome itself.

The ambassador was provided with important letters of

recommendation from the Prince of Orange, and carried

with him considerable sums to pave his way to the father

of the Church. At the same time, a public letter was
forwarded from the city of Antwerp to the King of Spain,

containing the most urgent representations, and sup-

plicating him to spare that flourishing commercial town
from the threatened innovation. They knew, it was
stated, that the intentions of the monarch were the best,

and that the institution of the new bishops was likely

to be highly conducive to the maintenance of true re-

ligion ; but the foreigners could not be convinced of this,

and on them depended the prosperity of their town.

Among them the most groundless rumors would be as

perilous as the most true. The first embassy was dis-

covered in time, and its object disappointed by the

prudence of the regent; by the second, the town of

Antwerp gained so far its point, that it was to remain
without a bishop, at least until the personal arrival of

the king, which was talked of.

The example and success of Antwerp gave the signal

of opposition to all the other towns, for which a new
bishop was intended. It is a remarkable proof of the

hatred to the Inquisition, and the unanimity of the

Flemish towns at this date, that they preferred to re-

nounce all the advantages which the residence of a

bishop would necessarily bring to their local trade, ratlier

than by their consent promote that abhorred tribunal,

and thus act in opposition to the interests of the whole
nation. Deventer, Ruremonde, and Leuwarden placed

themselves in determined opposition, and (1561) suc-

cessfully carried their points ; in the other towns, the
bishops were, in spite of all remonstrances, forcibly in-

ducted. Utrecht, Haarlem, St. Omer, and Middelburg
were among the first which opened their gates to them

;

the remaining towns followed their example ; but in

Malines and Herzogenbuschthe bishops were received

with very little respect. When Grnnvella made his

solemn entry into the former town, not a single noble-

man showed himself, and his triumph was wanting in
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every thing that could make it real, because those re-

mained away over whom it was meant to be celebrated.

In the mean time, too, the j^eriod had elapsed within
which the Spanish troops were to have left the country,
and, as yet, there was no appearance of their being with-
drawal. People perceived with terror the real cause of

the delay, and suspicion lent it a f^ital connection with
the Inquisition. The detention of these troops, as it

rendered the nation more vigilant and distrustful, made
it moie difficult for the minister to proceed with the

other innovations, and yet, he would fain not deprive
himself of this powerful and apparently indispensableaid,

in a country where all hated him, and in the execution
of a commission to which all were opposed. At last,

however, the regent saw herself compelled by the uni-

versal murmurs of discontent, to urge most earnestly

upon the king the necessity of the withdrawal of the
troops. " The provinces," she writes to Madrid, " have
unanimously declared that they would never again be
induced to grant the extraordinary taxes required by the
government, as long as word was not kept with them in

this matter. The danger of a revolt was far more
imminent than that of an attack by the French Protes-
tants, and if a rebellion w^as to take ])lace in the Nether-
lands, these forces would be too weak to repress it, and
there was not sufficient money in the treasury to enlist

new." By delaying his answer, the king still sought at

least to gain time, and the reiterated representations of

the regent would still have remained ineffectual, if, for-

tunately for the })rovinces, a loss, which he had lately

suffered from the Turks, had not compelled him to

employ these troops in the Mediterranean. He, there-

fore, at last consented to their departure; they were
embai'ked (1561), in Zealand, and the exulting shouts of

all the provinces accompanied their departure.

Meanwhile, Granvella ruled in the council of state

almost uncontrolled. All officers, secular and spiritual,

wei-e given away through him; his opinion prevailed

against the unanimous voice of the whole assembly.

The regent herself was governed by him. He had con-

trived to manage so that her appointment was made out

for two years only, and by this expedient he kept her

7 I
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always in his power. It seldom happened that any im-
portant affair was submittedto the ot her members, and if

it really did occur, it was only such as had been long be-

fore decided, to which it was. only necessary for for-

mality's sake to give their sanction. Whenever a royal

letter was read, Vighus received instructions to omit all

such passages as were underlined by the minister. It

often happened that this correspondence with Spain laid

open the weakness of the government, or the anxiety

felt by the regent, with which it was not expedient

to inform the members whose loyalty was distrusted.

If again it occurred that the opposition gained a majority

over the minister, and insisted with determination on

an article which he could not well put o(f any longer, he
sent it to the ministry at Madrid for their decision, by
which he at least gained time, and in any case was
certain to find support. With the exception of the Count
of Barlaimont, the President Viglius, and a few others,

all the other counselors were but superfluous figures in

the senate, and the minister's behavior to them marked
the small value which he placed upon their friendship

and adherence. No wonder that men, whose pride had
been so greatly indulged by the flattering attentions of

sovereign princes, and to whom, as to the idols of their

country, their fellow-citizens paid the most reveren-

tial submission, should be highly indignant at this ar-

rogance of a plebeian. Many of them had been person-

ally insulted by Granvella. The Prince of Orange w^as

well aware that it was he who had prevented his mar-
riage with the Princess of Lorraine, and that he had also

endeavored to break oft" the negotiations for another

alliance with the Princess of Savoy. He had deprived

Count Horn of the government of Gueldres and Ziitphen,

and had kept for himself an abbey, which Count Egmont
had in vain exerted himself to obtain for a relation.

Confident of his superior power, he did not even think

it worth w^hile to conceal from the nobility his contempt
for them, and which, as the rule, marked his whole
administration ; William of Orange w^as the only one
with whom he deemed it advisable to dissemble.

Although he really believed himself to be raised fnv above

all the laws of fear and of decorum, still in this point,
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however, his confident arrogance misled him, and he
erred no less against policy than he sinned against pro-

priety. In the existing posture of affairs, the govern-

ment could hardly have adopted a worse measure than
that of throwing disrespect on the nobility. It had it in

its power to flatter the prejudices and feelings of the

aristocracy, and thus artfully and imperceptibly win
them over to its plans, and, through them, subvert the

edifice of national liberty. Now it admonished them,
most inopportunely, of their duties, their dignity, and
their power ; calling upon them even to be patriots, and
to devote to the cause of true greatness, an ambition

which hitherto it had inconsiderately repelled. To
carry into effect the ordinances, it required the active

cooperation of the lieutenant-governors ; no wonder,
however, that the latter showed but httle zeal to afford

this assistance. On the contraiy, it is highly probable

that they silently labored to augment the difficulties of

the minister, and to subvert his measures, and, through
his ill success, to diminish the king's confidence in him,
and expose his administration to contempt. The rapid

progress which, in spite of those horrible edicts, the
Reformation made during Granvella's administration in

the Netherlands, is evidently to be ascribed to the luke-

warmness of the nobility in opposing it. If the minister
had been sure of the nobles, he might have despised the
fury of the mob, which would have impotently dashed
itself against the dreaded barriers of the throne. The
suflerings of the citizens lingered long in tears and sighs,

until the arts and the example of the nobility called forth

a louder expression of them.
Meanwhile, the inquisitions into religion were carried

on with renewed vigor, by the crowd of new laborers

(1561, 1562), and the edicts against heretics were en-
forced with fearful obedience. But the critical moment
when this detestable remedy might have been applied

was allowed to pass by ; the nation had become too

strong and vigorous for such rough treatment. The new
religion could now be extirpated only by the death of all

its professors. The present executions were but so

many alluring exhibitions of its excellence, so many
scenes of its triumphs and radiant virtue. The heroic
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the opinions for which they perished. One martyr
gained ten new proselytes. Not in towns only, or vil-

lages, but on the very highways, in the boats and public

carriages, disputes were held, touching the dignity of

the Pope, the Saints, Purgatory, and Indulgences, and
sermons were preached and men converted. From the
country and from the towns, the common people rushed
in crowds to rescue the prisoners of the Holy Tribunal
from the hands of its satellites, and the municipal officers,

who ventured to support it with the civil forces, were
pelted with stones. Multitudes accompanied the Prot-
estant preachers, whom the Inquisition pursued, bore
them on their shoulders to and from church, and, at the
risk of their lives, concealed them from their persecu-
tors. The first province, which was seized with, the
fanatical spirit of rebellion, was, as had been expected,

Walloon Flanders. A French Calvinist, by name
Lannoi, set himself up in Tournay as a worker of mir-
acles, where he hired a few women to simulate diseases,

and to pretend to be cured by him. He preached in

the woods near the town, drew the people in great

numbers after him, and scattered in their minds the
seeds of rebellion. Similar teachers appeared in Lille

and Valenciennes, but, in the latter place, the municipal

functionaries succeeded in seizing the persons of these
incendiaries; while, however, they delayed to execute
them, their followers increased so rapidly, that they
became sufficiently strong to break open the prisons,

and forcibly deprive justice of its victims. Troops at last

were brought into the town, and order restored. But
this trifling occurrence had, for a moment, withdrawn
the veil which had hitherto concealed the strength of

the Protestant party, and allowed the minister to com-
pute their prodigious numbers. In Tournay alone, five

thousand at one time had been seen attending the ser-

mons, and not many less in Valenciennes. What
might not be expected from the northern provinces,

where liberty was gi-eater, and the seat of government
more remote, and where the vicinity of Germany and
Denmark multiplied the sources of contagion ? One
slight provocation had sufficed to draw from its conceal-
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ment so formidable a multitude. How much greater

was, perhaps, the number of those who, in their hearts,

acknowledged the new sect, and only waited for a favor-

able opportunity to publish their adhesion to it. This

discovery greatly alarmed the regent. The scanty obe-

dience paid to the edicts, the wants of the exhausted

treasur}^ which compelled her to impose new taxes,

and the suspicious movements of the Huguenots on the

French frontiers, still further inci-eased her anxiety.

At the same time, she received a command from Mad-
rid to send otf two thousand Flemish cavalry to the army
of the queen-mother in France, who, in the distresses

of the religious war, had recourse to Philip H. for as-

sistance. Every affair of faith, in whatever land it

might be, was made by Philip his own business. He
felt it as keenly as any catastrophe which could befall

his own house, and in such cases always stood ready to

sacrifice his means to foreign necessities. If it were
interested motives that here swayed him, they were at

least kingly and grand, and the bold support of his prin-

ciples wins our admiration, as much as their cruelty

withholds our esteem.

The regent laid before the council of state the royal

will on the subject of these troops, but with a very warm
opposition on the part of the nobility. Count Egmont
and the Prince of Orange declared that the time was ill

chosen for stripping the Netherlands of troops, when
the aspect of affairs rendered rather the enlistment of

new levies advisable. The movements of the troops in

France momentarily threatened a surprise, and the

commotions within the provinces demanded, more than

ever, the utmost vigilance on the part of the government.

Hitherto, they said, the German Protestants had looked

idly on during the struggles of their brethren in the

faith ; but will they continue to do so, especially when
we are lending our aid to strengthen their enemy? By
thus acting, shall we not rouse their vengeance against

us, and call their arms into the northern Netherlands ?

Nearly the whole council of state joined in this opinion ;

their representations were energetic and not to be gain-

sayed. The regent herself, as well as the minister,

could not but feel their truth, and their own interests

I 2
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appeared to forbid obedience to the royal mandate.
Would it not be impolitic to withdraw from the Inquisi-

tion its sole prop, by removing the larger portion of the

army, and in a rebellious country to leave themselves
without defense, dependent on the arbitrary will of an
arrogant aristocracy ? While the regent, divided be-

tween the royal commands, the urgent importunity of

her council, and her own fears, could not venture to

come to a decision, William of Orange rose and })roposed

the assembling of the States General. But nothing

could have inflicted a more fatal blow on the supremacy
of the crown, than by yielding to this advice to put the

nation in mind of its power and its rights. No measure
could be more hazardous at the present moment. The
danger which was thus gathering over the minister did

not escape him ; a sign from him warned the regent to

break off the consultation and adjourn the council.
" The government," he writes to Madrid, " can do noth-

ing more injurious to itself than to consent to the assem-
bling of the states. Such a step is at all times perilous,

because it tempts the nation to test and restrict the
rights of the crown ; but it is many times more objec-

tionable at the present moment, when the spirit of re-

bellion is already widely spread among us, when the

abbots, exasperated at the loss of their income, will neg-

lect nothing to impair the dignity of the bishops, when
the whole nobility and all the deputies from the towns
are led by the arts of the Prince of Orange, and the dis-

affected can securely reckon on the assistance of the

nation." This representation, which at least was not

wanting in sound sense, did not fail in having the desired

effect on the king's mind. The assembling of the states

was rejected once and forever; the penal statutes against

the heretics were renewed in all their rigor ; and the re-

gent was directed to hasten the dispatch of the required

auxiliaries.

But to this, the council of state would not consent.

All that she obtained was, instead of the troops, a supply

of money for the queen-mother, which at this crisis

was still more welcome to her. In place, however, of

assembling the states, and in order to beguile the nation

with, at least, the semblance of republican freedom, tho
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regent summoned the governors of the provinces and
the knights of the Golden Fleece to a special congress

at Brussels, to consult on the present dangers and ne-

cessities of the state. When the President Viglius had
laid before them the matters on which they were sum-
moned to deliberate, three days were given to them for

consideration. During this time, the Prince of Orange
assembled them in his palace, where he represented to

them the necessity' of coming to some unanimous reso-

lution before the next sitting, and of agreeing on the
measures which ought to be followed in the present
dangerous state of artairs.

The majority assented to the propriety of this course
;

only Barlaimont, with a few of the dependents of the

cardinal, had the courage to plead for the interests of

the crown and of the miniver. " It did not behoove
them," he said, " to interfere in the concerns of the
govei-nment, and this previous agi'eement of votes was
an illegal and culpable assumption, in the guilt of which
he would not participate ;"—a declaration which broke

up the meeting without any conclusion beino; come to.

The regent, apprised of it by the Count Barlaimont,

artfully contrived to keep the knights so well employed
during their stay in the town, that they could find no
time for coming to any further secret understanding

;

in this session, however, it was arranged, with their

concurrence, that Florence of Montmorency, Lord of

Montigny, should make a journey to Spain, in order to

acquaint the king \\ith the present posture of affairs.

But the regent sent before him another messenger to

Madrid, who previously informed the king of all that

had been debated between the Prince of Orange and
the knights at the secret conference.

The Flemish ambassador was flattered in Madrid
with empty protestations of the king's favor and pater-

nal sentiments toward the Netherlands ; w^hile the re-

gent was commanded to thwart, to the utmost of her

power, the secret combinations of the nobility, and, if

possible, to soav discord among their most eminent mem-
bers. Jealousy, private interest, and religious differ-

ences had long divided many of the nobles ; their share

in the common neglect and contempt with which they
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were treated, and a general hatred of the mhiister had
again united them. So long as Count Egmont and the

Prince of Orange were suitoi's for the regeiicy it could

not fail, but that at times their competing c!ain)s should

have brought them into collision. Both had met each

other on the road to glory, and before the throne ; both

again met in the republic, where they strove for the

same prize—the favor of their fellow-citizens. Such
opposite characters soon became estranged, but tlie pow-
erful sympathy of necessity as quickly reconciled them.
Each was Jiow indispensable to the other, and the emer-
gency united these two men together with a bond which
their hearts would never have furnished. But it was on
this very uncongeniality of disposition that the regent

based her plans : if she could fortunately succeed in

separating them, she would, at the same time, divide

the whole Flemish nobility into two parties. Through
the presents and small attentions by which she exclu-

sively honored these two^ she also sought to excite

against them the envy and distrust of the rest, and by
appearing to give Count Egmont a preference over the

Prince of Orange, she hoped to make the latter sus-

picious of Egmont's good taith. It happened that at

this very time she was obliged to send an extraordinary

ambassador to Frankfort, to be present at the election

of a Roman emperor ; she chose for this office the Duke
of Arschot, the avowed enemy of the prince, in order,

in some degree, to show in his case how splendid was
the reward which hatred against the latter might look

for.

The Orange faction, however, instead of suffering any
diminution, had gained an important accession in Count
Horn, who, as admiral of the Flemish marine, had con-

voyed the king to Biscay, and now again took his seat

in the council of state. Horn's restless and republican

spirit readily met tlie daring schemes of Orange and
Egmont, and a dangerous triumvirate was soon formed
by these thi-ee friends, which shook the royal power in

the Netherlands, but which terminated very differently

for each of its members.
A.D. 1562. Meanwhile, Montigny had returned from

his embassy, and brought back to the council of state
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the most gracious assurance of their monarch. But the
Prince of Orange had, through his own secret channels

of inteUigence, received more credible information froiu

Madrid, which entirely contradicted this report. By
these means, he learned all the ill services which Grau-
vella had done liim and his friends with the king, and
the odious appellations which were there applied to

the Flemish nobility. There was no help for them so

long as the minister retained the helm of government,
and to procure his dismissal was the scheme, however
rash and adventurous it appeared, which wholly occu-
pied the mind of the prince. It was agreed between
him and counts Horn and Egmont, to dispatch a joint

letter to the king, and, in the name of the whole nobility,

formally to accuse the minister, and press energetically

for Jiis removal. The Duke of Arschot, to whom this

proposition was communicated by Count Egmont, re-

fused to concur in it, haughtily declaring that he was
not disposed to receive laws from Egmont and Orange

;

that he had no cause of complaint against Granvella,

and that he thought it very presumptuous to prescribe

to the king what ministers he ought to employ. Orange
i-eceived a similar answer from the Count of Aremberg.
Either the seeds of distrust, which the regent had
scattered among the nobility, had already taken root,

or the fear of the minister's power outweighed the

abhorrence of his measures ; at any rate, the whole no-

bility shrunk back, timidly and irresolutely, from the
proposal. This disappointment did not, however, dis-

courage them : the letter was written and subscribed by
all thi^ee (1563).

In it Granvella was represented as the prime cause of

all the disorders in the Netherlands. So long as the
highest power should be intrusted to him, it would, they
declared, be impossible for them to serve the nation and
the king effectually ; on the other hand, all would re-

vert to its former tranquillity^ all opposition be discon-

tinued, and the government regain the affections of the

people, as soon as his majesty should be pleased to re-

move this man from the helm of the state. In that

case, they added, neither exertion nor zeal would be

w^anting on their part to maintain in these countries the
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dignity of the king and the purity of the faith, which
was no less sacred to them than to the Cardinal Gran-
vella.

Secretly as this letter was prepared, still the duchess
was informed of it in sufficient time to anticipate it by
another dispatch, and to counteract the effect which it

might have had on the king's mind. Some months
passed ere an answer came from Madrid. It was mild,

but vague. "The king," such was its import, "was
not used to condemn his ministers unheard, on the mere
accusations of their enemies. Common justice alone

required that the accusers of the cardinal should de-

scend from general imputations to special proofs, and,

if they were not inclined to do this in waiting, one of

them might come to Spain, where he should be treated

with all respect. Beside this letter, which was equally

directed to all three, Count Egmont further received an
autogi"aph letter from the king, wherein his majesty
expressed a wish to learn fiom him in particular, what
in the common letter had been only generally touched
upon. The regent, also, was specially instructed how
she was to answer the three collectively, and the count
singly. The king knew his man. He felt it was easy
to manage Count Egmont alone; for this reason he
sought to entice him to Madrid, where he would be
removed from the commanding guidance of a higher
intellect. In distinguishing him above his two fiiends

by so flattering a mark of his confidence, he made a
difference in the relation in which they severally stood

to the throne ; how could they, then, unite with equal

zeal for the same object, when the inducements were
no longer the same ? This time, indeed, the vigilance

of Orange frustrated the scheme ; but the sequel of the

history will show that the seed which was now scattered

was not altogether lost.

A.D. 1563. The king's answer gave no satisfaction to

the three confederates ; they boldly determined to ven-
ture a second attempt, "It had," they wrote, "sur-
prised them not a little, that his majesty had thought
their representations so unworthy of attention. It was
not as accusers of the minister, but as counselors of his

majesty, whose duty it was to inforjii their master of
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tiie condition of his states, that they had dispatched that

letter to him. They sought not the ruin of the minister

;

indeed it would gratify them to see him contented and
happy in any other part of the world than here in the

Netherlands. They were, however, fully persuaded of

this—that his continued presence there was absolutely

incompatible with the general tranquillity. The present

dangerous condition of their native country would allow

none of them to leave it, much less to take so long a

journey as to Spain on Granvella's account. If, there-

fore, his majesty did not please to comply with their

written request, they hoped to be excused for the

future from attendance in the senate, where they were
only exposed to the mortification of meeting the minis-

ter, and where they could be of no service either to the
king or the s^te, but only appeared contemptible in

their own sight. In conclusion, they begged his majesty
would not take ill the plain simplicity of their language,

since persons of their character set more value on acting

well than on speaking finely." To the same purport

was a separate letter from Count Egmont, in which he
returned thanks for the royal autograph. This second
address was followed by an answer to the eftect that
*' their representations should be taken into considera-

tion ; meanwhile they were requested to attend the

council of state as heretofore."

It was evident that the monarch was far from intend-

ing to grant their request ; they, therefore, from this

time forth, absented themselves from the state council,

and even left Brussels. Not having succeeded in re-

moving the minister by lawful means, they sought to

accomplish this end by a new mode from which more
might be expected. On every occasion they and their

adherents openly showed the contempt which they felt

for him, and contrived to throw ridicule on every thing

he undertook. By this contemptuous treatment they
hoped to liarass the haughty spirit of the priest, and to

obtain through his mortified self-love, what they had
failed in by other lueans. In this, indeed, they did not

succeed ; but the expedient on which they had fallen,

led, in the end, to the ruin of the minister.

The popular voice was raised more loudly against
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liim, so soon as it was perceived that he had forfeited

the good opinion of the nobles, and that men, whose
sentiments they had been used blindly to echo, preceded

them in detestation for him. The contemptuous man-
ner in which the nobility now treated him, devoted him
in a measure to the public scorn, and emboldened cal-

umny, which never spares even what is holiest and
purest, to lay its sacrilegious hand on his honor. The
new constitution of the Church, which was the great

grievance of the nation, had been the basis of his for-

tunes—this was a crime that could not be forgiven.

Every fresh execution, and with such spectacles the

activity of the inquisitors was only too liberal, kept alive

and furnished dreadful exercise to the bitter animosity

against him, and, at last, custom and usage inscribed"

his name on every act of oppression. A stranger in a

land into which he had been introduced against its will

;

alone among millions of enemies; uncertain of all his

tools ; supported only by the weak arm of distant roy-

alty ; maintaining his intercouise with the nation, which
he had to gain, only by means of faithless instruments,

all of whom made it their highest object to falsify his

actions and misrepresent his motives ; lastly, with a

woman for his coadjutor, who could not share with him
the burden of the general execration : thus he stood

exposed to the wantonness, the ingratitude, the faction,

the envy, and all the evil passions of a licentious, in-

subordinate people. It is worthy of remark, that the

hatred which he had incurred far outran the demerits

which could be laid to his charge ; that it was difificult,

nay, impossible, for his accusers to substantiate, by j)roof,

the general condemnation which fell upon him from all

sides. Before and after iiim fanaticism dragged its vic-

tims to the altar—before and after him civil blood tiowed,

the rights of men made a mock of, and men themselves

i-endered wretched. Under Charles V. tyranny ought

to have pained more acutely through its novelty ; under
the Duke of Alva it was carried to far more unnatural

lengths, in so much that Granvella's administration, in

comparison with that of his successor, was even merci-

ful ; and yet we do not iind that his cotemporaries ever

evinced the same degree of personal exasperation and
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spite against the latter, in which they indulged against his

predecessor. To cloak the meanness of his birth in the
splendor of high dignities, and by an exalted station to

place him, if possible, above the malice of his enemies,
the regent had made interest at Rome to procure for

liim the cardinal's hat ; but this very honor, which con-

nected him more closely with the papal court, made
him so much the more an alien in the provinces. The
purple was a new crime in Brussels, and an obnoxious,

detested garb, which, in a measure, publicly held forth

to view the principles on which his future conduct would
be governed. Neither his honorable rank, which alone

often consecrates the most infamous caitiff, nor his tal-

ents, which commanded esteem, nor even his terrible

omnipotence, which daily revealed itself in so many
bloody manifestations, could screen him from derision.

Terror and scorn, the fearful and the ludicrous, were,
in his instance, unnaturally blended.* Odious rumors
branded his honor ; murderous attempts on the lives of

Egmont and Orange were ascribed to him; the most
incredible things found credence ; the most monstrous,
if they referred to him, or were said to emanate from
him, surprised no longer. The nation had already be-

come uncivilized to that degree where the most con-
tradictory sentiments prevail side by side, and the finer

boundary lines of decorum and moral feeling are ei'ased.

This belief in extraordinary crimes is almost invariably

their immediate precursor.

But with this gloomy prospect, the strange destiny

of this man opens at the same time a grander view,

which impresses the unprejudiced observer with pleas-

* The nobility, at the suggestion of Count Egmont, caused their

servants to wear a common livery, on which was embroidered a
fool's cap. All Brussels interpreted it for the cardinal's hat,

and every appearance of such a servant renewed their laughter
;

this badge of a fool's cap, which was offensive to the court, was
subsequently changed into a bundle of arrows—an accidental
jest which took a very serious end, and probably was the origin

of the arms of the republic— Vit. Vgl. T, U. 35 Thuan. 489.

The respect for the cardinal sunk at last so low, that a carica-

ture was publicly placed in his own hand, in which he was repre-

sented seated on a heap of eggs, out of which bishops were
crawling. Over him hovered the devil, with the inscription

—

"This is my son, hear ye him !"

K
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ure and admiration. Here he beholds a uation dazzled

by no splendor and restrained by no fear, firmly, inex-

orably, and unpremeditatedly unanimous in punishing

the crime which had been committed against its digni-

ty, by the violent introduction of a stranger into the

heart of its political constitution. We see him ever

aloof, and ever isolated, like a foreign, hostile body,

hovering over a surface vv^hich repels its contact. The
strong hand itself of the monarch, who was his friend

and protector, could not support him against the antipa-

thies of the nation, which had once resolved to with-

hold from him all its sympathy. The voice of national

hatred was all-powerful, and was ready to forego even
private interest, its certain gains ; his alms even were
shunned, like the fruit of an accursed tree. Like
pestilential vapor, the infamy of universal reprobation

hung over him. In his case, gratitude believed itself

absolved from its duties; his adherents shunned him;
his friends were dumb in his behalf. So terribly did

the people avenge the insulted majesty of their no-

bles and their nation on the greatest monarch of the

earth.

History has repeated this memorable example only

once, in Cardinal Mazarin ; but the instance differed ac-

cording to the spirit of the two periods and nations.

The highest power could not protect either from de-

rision ; but if France found vent for its indignation in

laughing at its pantaloon, the Netherlands hurried from
scorn to rebellion. The former, after a long bondage
under the vigorous administration of Richelieu, saw itself

placed suddenly in unwonted liberty ; the latter had
passed from ancient hereditary freedom into sti'ange

and unusual servitude : it was as natural that the

Fronde should end again in subjection, as that the Bel-

gian troubles should issue in republican independence.

The revolt of the Parisians was the offspring of pover-

ty ; unbridled, but not bold, arrogant, but without en-

ergy, base and plebeian, like the source from which it

sprang. Tlie murmur of the Netherlands was the
proud and powerful voice of wealth. Licentiousness

and hunger inspired the former; revenge, life, proper-
ty, and religion, were the animating motives of the lat-
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ter. Rapacity was Mazarin's spring of action ; Gran-
vella's, lust of power. The former was humane and

mild ; the latter harsh, imperious, cruel. The French
minister sought, in the favor of his queen, an asylum
from the hatred of the magnates and the fury of the

people ; the Netherlandish minister provoked the ha-

tred of a whole nation in order to please one man.
Against Mazarin were only a few factions, and the

mob they could arm ; an entire and united nation,

against Granvella. Under the former. Parliament at-

tempted to obtain, by stealth, a power which did not

belong to them ; under the latter, it struggled for a law-

ful authority which he insidiously had endeavored to

wrest from them. The former had to contend with

the princes of the blood and the peers of the realm, as

the latter had with the native nobility and the states;

but instead of endeavoring, like the former, to over-

throw the common enemy, in the hope of stepping

themselves into his place, the latter wished to destroy

the place itself, and to divide a power which no single

man ought to possess entire.

While these feelings were spreading among the peo-

ple, the influence of the minister at the court of the

regent began to totter. The repeated complaints against

the extent of his power must at last have made her
sensible how little faith was placed in her own

; per-

haps, too, she began to fear that the universal abhor-

rence which attached to him would soon include her-

self also, or that his longer stay would inevitably provoke

the menaced revolt. Long intercourse with him, his

instruction and example, had qualified her to govern

without him. His dignity began to be more oppressive

to her as he became less necessary, and his faults, to

which her friendship had hitherto lent a veil, became
visible as it Avas withdrawn. She was now as much
disposed to search out and enumerate these faults as

she formerly liad been to conceal them. In this unfa-

vorable state of her feelings toward the cardinal, the

urgent and accumulated representations of the nobles

began, at last, to find access to her mind, and the more
easily, as they contrived to mix up her own fears with

their own. " It was matter of great astonishment, *' said
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Count Egmont to her, " that to gratify a man who was
not even a Fleming, and of whom, therefore, it must
be well known that his happiness could not be depend-
ent on the prosperity of this country, the king could be
content to see all his Netherlandish subjects suffer, and
this to please a foreigner, who, if his birth had made him
a subject of the emperor, the purple had made a crea-

ture of the court of Rome." " To the king alone,"

added the count, " was Granvella indebted for his being

still among the living ; for the future, however, he would
leave that care of him to the regent, and he hereby gave

her warning." As the majority of the nobles, disgusted

with the contemptuous treatment which they met with
in the council of state, gradually withdrew from it, the

arbitrary proceedings of the minister lost the last sem-
blance of republican deliberation which had hitherto soft-

ened the odious aspect, and the empty desolation of the

council chamber made his domineering rule appear in all

its obnoxiousness. The regent now felt that she had a

master over her, and from that moment the banishment
of the minister was decided upon.

With this object, she dispatched her private secre-

tary, Thomas Armenteros, to Spain, to acquaint the king

with the circumstances in which the cardinal was placed,

to apprise him of the intimations she had received of

the intentions of the nobles, and in this manner, to cause

the resolution for his recall to appear to emanate from the

king himself. What she did not like to trust to a letter,

Armenteros was ordered ingeniously to interweave in

the oral communication, which the king would probably

require from him. Armenteros fulfilled his commission
with all the ability of a consummate courtier ; but an au-

dience of four hours could not overthrow the work of

many years, nor destroy in Philip's mind his opinion of

his minister, which was there unalterably established.

Long did the monarch hold council with his i)olicy and
his interest, until Granvella himself came to the aid of

his wavering resolution, and voluntarily solicited a dis-

missal, which, he feared, could not much longer be de-

ferred. What the detestation of all the Netherlands
could not effect, the contemptuous treatment of the no-

bility accomplished ; he was, at last, weary of a power
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which was no longer feared, and exposed him less to

envy than to infamy.

Perhaps, as some have believed, he trembled for his

life, which was certainly in more than imaginary dan-
ger

;
perhaps he wished to receive his dismissal from

the king, under the shape of a boon rather than of a sen-

tence, and after the example of the Romans, meet, with
dignity, a fate which he could no longer avoid. Philip,

too, it would appear, preferred generously to accord to

the nation a request, rather than yield at a later period
to a demand, and hoped at least to merit their thanks,
by voluntarily conceding now what necessity would ere
long extort. His fears prevailed over his obstinacy, and
prudence overcame pride.

Granvella doubted not for a moment what the deci-

sion of the king would be. A few days after the return
of Armenteros, he saw humility and flattery disappear

from the few faces which had, till then, still servilely

smiled upon him ; the last small crowd of base flatterers

and eye-servants vanished from around his person ; his

threshold was forsaken ; he perceived that the fructify-

ing warmth of royal favor had left him.
Detraction, which had assailed him during his whole

administration, did not spare him even in the moment of
resignation. People did not scruple to assert that a
short time before he laid down his office, he had ex-

pressed a wish to be reconciled to the Prince of Orange
and Count Egmont, and evenoftered, if their forgiveness

could be hoped for on no other tei-ms, to ask pardon of

them on his knees. It was base and contemptible to

sully the memory of a great and extraordinary man with
such a charge, but it is still more so, to hand it down
uncontradicted to posterity. Granvella submitted to the

royal command with a dignified composure. Already
had he written, a few months previously, to the Duke
of Alva in Spain, to prepare him a place of refuge in

Madrid, in case of his having to quit the Netherlands.

The latter long bethought himself whether it was ad-

visable to bring thither so dangerous a rival for the fa-

vor af his king, or to deny so important a friend such a

valuable means of indulging his old hatred of the Flem-
ish nobles. Revenjje prevailed over fear, and he sti'en-

8
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uously supported Granvelia's request with the monarch.
But his intercession was fruitless. Armenteros had per-

suaded the king that the minister's residence in Madrid
would only revive, with increased violence, all the com-
plaints of the Belgian nation, to which his ministry had
been sacrificed ; for then, he said, ho would be suspect-

ed of poisoning the very source of that power, whose
outlets only he had hitherto been charged with corrupt-

ing. He therefore sent him to Burgundy, his native

place, for which a decent pretext fortunately presented

itself. The cardinal gave to his departure from Brus-
sels the appearance of an unimportant journey, from
which he would return in a few days. At the same
time, however, all the state counselors, who, under his

administration, had voluntarily excluded themselves from
its sittings, received a command from the court to re-

sume their seats in the senate at Brussels. Although
the latter circumstance made his return not very credi-

ble, nevertheless the remotest possibility of it sobered the

trmmph which celebrated his departure. The regent

herself appears to have been undecided what to think

about the report ; for, in a fresh letter to the king, she
repeated all the representations and arguments which
ought to restrain him from restoring this minister. Grari-

vella himself, in his correspondence with Barlaimont and
Viglius, endeavored to keep alive this rumor, and at

least to alarm with fears, however unsubstantial, the

enemies whom he could no longer punish by his pres-

ence. Indeed, the dread of the influence of this extra-

ordinary man was so exceedingly great, that, to appease
it, he was at last driven from his home and his coun-

try.

After the death of Pius IV., Granvella went to Rome,
to be present at the election of a new pope, and at the

same time to discharge some commissions of his master,

whose confidence in him remained unshaken. Soon
after, Philip made him viceroy of Naples, where he
succumbed to the seductions of the climate, and the

spirit whicli no vicissitudes could bend voluptuousness
overcame. He was sixty-two years old when the king
allowed him to revisit Spain, where he continued with
unlimited powers to administer the affairs of Italy. A
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gloomy old age, and the self-satisfied pride of a sexage-

nai-iau admiuistration made him a harsh and rigid judge
of the opinions of others, a slave of custom, and a tedi-

ous panegyrist of past times. But the policy of the
closing century had ceased to be the policy of the open-
ing one. A new and younger ministry were soon weary
of so imperious a superintendent, and Philip himself
began to shun the aged counselor, who found nothing

worthy of praise but the deeds of his father. Never-
theless, when the conquest of Portugal called Philip to

Lisbon, he confided to the cardinal the care of his Span-
ish territories. Finally, on an Italian tour, in the town
of Mantua, in the seventy-third year of his life, Gran-
vella terminated his long existence in the full enjoyment
of his glory, and after possessing for forty years the un-
interrupted confidence of his king.

THE COUNCIL OF STATE.

A.D. 1564. Immediately upon the departure of the min-
ister, all the happy results which Vv^ere promised from
his withdrawal were fulfilled. The disaffected nobles

resumed their seats in the council, and again devoted
themselves to the affairs of the state with redoubled
zeal, in order to give no room for regret for him whom
they had driven away, and to prove, by the fortunate

administration of the state, that his services were not
indispensable. The crowd round the duchess was
great. All vied with one another in readiness, in sub-

mission, and zeal in her service ; the hours of night

were not allowed to stop the transaction of pressing busi-

ness of state : the gi'eatest unanimity existed between
the three councils, the best understanding between the
court and the states. From the obliging temper of the
Flemish nobility, every thing was to be had, as soon as

their pride and self-will was flattered by confidence and
obliging treatment. The regent took advantage of the
first joy of the nation, to beguile them into a vote of cer-

tain taxes, which, under the preceding administi-ation,

she could not have hoped to extort. In this the great

credit of the nobility etlectually supported her, and she

soon learned from this nation the secret, which had
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been so often verified in the German Diet, that much
must be demanded, in order to get a little.

With pleasure did the regent see herself emancipated
from her long thraldom ; the emulous industry of the
nobility lightened for her the burden of business, and
their insinuating humility allowed her to feel the full

sweetness of power.
A.D. 1564. Granvella had been overthrown ; but his

party still remained. His policy lived in his creatures,

whom he left behind him in tlie privy council and
in the chamber of finance. Hatred still smoldered
among the factious, long after the leader was banished,
and the names of the Orange and Royalist parties, of the
Patriots and Cardinalists, still continued to divide the
senate, and to keep up the flames of discord. Viglius
Van Zuichem Van Aytta, president of the privy coun-
cil, state counselor and keeper of the seal, was now
looked upon as the most important person in the senate,

and the most powei-ful prop of the crown and the tiara.

This highly meritorious old man, whom we have to

thank for some valuable contributions toward the history

of the rebellion of the Low Countries, and whose confi-

dential correspondence with his friends has generally

been the guide of our narrative, was one of the greatest

lawyers of his time, as well as a theologian and priest,

and had already, under the emperor, filled the most im-
portant offices. Familiar intercourse with the learned
men who adorned the age, and at the head of whom
stood Erasmus of Rotterdam, combined with frequent
travels in the imperial service, had extended the sphere
of his information and experience, and in many points

raised him in his principles and opinions above his co-

temporaries. The fame of his erudition filled the
whole century in which he lived, and has handed his

name down to posterity. When, in the year 1548, the
connection of the Netherlands with the German Empire
was to be settled at the Diet of Augsburg, Charles V.
sent hither this statesman to manage the interests of

the provinces ; and his ability principally succeeded in

turning the negotiations to the advantage of the Nether-
lands. After the death of the emperor, Viglius was one
of the many eminent ministers bequeathed to Philip by
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his father, and one of the few in whom he honored his
memoiy. The fortune of the minister Granvella, with
whom he was united by the ties of an early acquaint-
ance, raised him likewise to greatness ; but he did not
share the fall of his patron, because lie had not partici-

pated in his lust of power, nor, consequently, the ha-
tred w^hich attached to him. A residence -of twenty
years in tlie provinces, where the most important affairs

were intrusted to him, approved loyalty to his king, and
zealous attachment to the Roman Catholic tenets, made
him one of the most distinguished instruments of royalty
in the Netherlands.

A^iglius was a man of learning, but no thinker; an ex-
perienced statesman, but without an enlightened mind ;

of an intellect not sufficiently pow^erful to break, like his

fi-iend Erasmus, the fetters of error, yet not sufficiently

bad to employ it, like his predecessor, Granvella, in the
service of his own passions. Too weak and timid to

follow boldly the guidance of his reason, he preferred
trusting to the more convenient path of conscience ; a
thing was just, so soon as it became his duty : he be-
longed to those honest men who are indispensable to

bad ones ; fraud reckoned on his honesty. Half-a-cent-
ury later, he would have received his immortality from
the freedom which he now helped to subvert. In the
privy council at Brussels, he was the servant of tyran-
ny; in the Parliament in London, or in the Senate at

Amsterdam, he would have died, perhaps, hke Thomas
More or Olden Barneveldt.

In Count Barlaimont, the president of the council
of finance, the opposition had a no less formidable an-
tagonist than in Viglius. Historians have transmitted
but little information regarding the services and the
opinions of this man. In the first part of his career, the
dazzling greatness of the Cardinal Granvella seems to

have cast a shade over him ; after the latter had disap-

peared from the stage, the superiority of the opposite
party kept him down ; but still the little that we do find

respecting him throws a favorable light over his charac-
ter. More than once the Prince of Orange exerted
himself to detach him from the interests of the cardinal,

and to join him to his own party—sufficient proof that
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he placed a value on the prize. All his eflbits fniled,

which shows that he had to do with no vacillating

character. More than once, we see him alone, of all

the members of the council, stepping forward to oppose

the dominant faction, and pi'otecting against universal

opposition the interests of the crown, which were in

momentary peril of being sacrificed. When the Prince

of Orange had assembled the knights of the Golden
Fleece in his own palace, with a view to induce them
to come to a preparatory resolution for the abolition of

the Inquisition, Barlairaont was the first to denounce the

illegality of this proceeding, and to inform the regent of it.

Some time after, the prince asked him if the regent knew
of that assembly, and Barlaimont hesitated not a moment
to avow to him the truth. All the steps which have

been ascribed to him bespeak a man, whom neither in-

fluence nor fear could tempt—who, with a firm courage

and indomitable constancy, remained faithful to the par-

ty which he had once chosen, but wdio, it must at the

same time be confessed, entertained too proud and too

despotic notions to have selected any other.

Among the adherents of the royal party at Brussels

we have, further, the names of the Duke of Arschot, the

counts of Mansfeld, Megen, and Aremberg—all three

native Netherlanders ; and therefore, as it appeared,

bound equally with the whole Netherlandish nobility to

oppose the hierarchy and the royal power in their native

countiy. So much the more surprised nmst we feel at

their contrary behavior, and which is indeed the more
remarkable, since we find them on terms of friendship

with the most eminent members of the faction, and

any thing but insensible to the common grievances of

their country.

But they had not self-confidence nor heroism enough
to venture on an unequal contest with so superior an

antagonist. With a cowardly prudence they made their

just discontent submit to the stern law of necessity, and
imposed a hard sacrifice on their pride, because their

pampered vanity was capable of nothing better. Too
thrifty and too discreet to wish to extort from the justice

or the fear of their sovereign the certain good which
they already possessed from his voluntary generosit)', or
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to resign a real happiness in order to preserve the

shadow of another, they rather employed the propitious

moment, to drive a traffic with their constancy, which,

from the general defection of the nobility, had now risen

in value. Caring little for true glory, they allowed

their ambition to decide which party they should take
;

for the ambition of base minds prefers to bow beneath

the hard 3'oke of compulsion rather than submit to the

gentle sway of a superior intellect. Small would have

been the value of the favor confeiTed, had they bestow-

ed themselves on the Prince of Orange ; but their con-

nection with royalty made them so much the more
formidable as opponents. There their names would
have been lost among his numerous adherents, and in

the splendor of their rival; on the almost deserted side

of the court their insignificant merit acquired luster.

The families of Nassau and Croi (to the latter be-

longed the Duke of Arschot) had for several reigns been
competitors for influence and honor, and their rivalry

had kept up an old feud between their families, which
religious ditferences finally made irreconcilable. The
House of Croi, from time immemorial, had been renown-
ed for its devout and strict observance of papistic riles

and ceremonies ; the counts of Nassau had gone over to

the new sect—sufficient reasons why PhiUp of Croi,

l)uke of Arschot, should prefer a part}' which placed

him the most decidedly in opposition to the Prince of

Orange. The court did not fail to take advantage of

this private feud, and to oppose so important an enemy
to the increasing influence of the House of Nassau in the

republic. The counts 3Iansfeld and Megen had, till

lately, been the confidential friends of Count Egmont.
In common with him, they had raised their voice against

the minister ; had joined him in resisting the Inquisition

and the edicts, and had hitherto held with him as far as

honor and duty would permit. But at these limits the

three friends now separated. Egmont's unsuspecting

virtue incessantl}' hurried him forward on the road to

ruin; Mansfeld and Megen, admonished of the danger,

began in good time to think of a safe retreat. There
still exist letters which wei-e interchanged between the

counts Egmont and Mansfeld, and which, altliough
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written at a later period, give us a true picture of their

former friendship. " If," replied Count Mansfeld to his

friend, who in an amicable manner had reproved him
for his defection to the king, "if formerly I was of opin-

ion that the general good made the abohtion of the In-

quisition, the mitigation of the edicts, and the removal
of the Cardinal Granvella necessary, the king has now
acquiesced in this wish, and removed the cause of com-
plaint. We have already done too much against the

majesty of the sovereign and the authority of the

Church ; it is high time for us to turn, if we would wish to

meet the king, when he comes, with open brow and
without anxiety. As regards my own person, I do not

dread his vengeance : with confident courage I would,

at his first summons, present myself in Spain, and boldly

abide my sentence from his justice and goodness. I do
not say this as if I doubted whether Count Egmont can

assert the same ; but he will act prudently, in looking

more to his own safety, and in removing suspicion from
his actions." " If I hear," he says in conclusion, " that

he has allowed my admonitions to have their due weight,

our friendship continues ; if not, I feel myself in that

case strong enough to sacrifice all human ties to my
duty and to honor."

The enlarged power of the nobility exposed the re-

public to almost a greater evil than that which it had
just escaped by the removal ofthe minister. Impoverish-
ed by long habits of luxury, which at the same time had
relaxed their morals, and to which they were now too

much addicted to be able to renounce them, they
yielded to the perilous opportunity of indulging their

ruling inclination, and of again repairing the expiring

luster of their fortunes. Extravagance brought on the
thirst for gain, and this introduced bribery. Secular
and ecclesiastical offices were publicly put up to sale ;

posts of honor, privileges, and patents, were sold to the

highest bidder ; even justice was made a trade. Whom
the privy council had condemned was acquitted by
the council of state ; and what the former refused to

grant was to be purchased from the latter. The council

of state, indeed, subsequently retorted the charge on
the two other councils ; but it forgot that it was its own
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example that corrupted them. The shrewdness of

rapacity opened new som-ces of gain. Life, liberty, and

religion were insm-ed for a certain sum, like landed

estates ; for gold, murderers and malefactors were free,

and the nation was plundered by a lottery. The servants

and creatures of the state, counselors and governors of

provinces, were, without regard to rank or merit, pushed
into the most important posts ; whoever had a petition

to present at court had to make his way through the

governors of provinces and their inferior servants. No
artifice of seduction was spared to implicate in these

excesses the private secretary of the duchess, Thomas
Armenteros, a man up to this time of irreproachable

character. Through pretended professions of attach-

ment and friendship, they contrived to insinuate them-
selves into his confidence, and, by luxurious enter-

tainments, to undermine his principles ; the seductive

example infected his morals, and new wants overcame
his hitherto incorruptible integrity. He was now blind to

abuses in which he was an accomplice, and drew a veil

over the crimes of others, in order at the same time to

cloak his own. In connection with him, they robbed the

royal exchequer, and defeated the objects of the govern-

ment through a corrupt administration of its revenues.

Meanwhile, the regent wandered on in a fond dream of

power and activity, which the flattery of the nobles art-

fully knew how to foster. The ambition of the factious

played with the foibles of a woman, and, with empty
signs and an humble show of submission, purchased real

power from her. She soon belonged entirely to the

faction, and had imperceptibly changed her principles.

Diametrically opposing all her former proceedings, even

in direct violation of her duty, she now brouglit before

the council of state, which was swayed by the faction,

not only questions which belonged to the other councils,

but also the suggestions which Viglius had made to her

in private, in the same way as formerly, under Gran-

vella's administration, she had improperly neglected to

consult it at all. Nearly all business and all influence was
now diverted to the governors of provinces. All peti-

tions were directed to them : by them all lucrative ap-

pointments were bestowed. Their usurpations were
1j
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indeed carried so far, that law proceedings were with-

drawn from the municipal authorities of the towns, and
brought before their own tribunals. The respectability

of the provincial courts decreased as theirs extended,

and with the respectability of the municipal functionaries

the administration of justice and civil order declined.

The smaller courts soon followed the example of the

government of the country. The spirit which ruled the

council of state at Brussels soon diffused itself through

the provinces. Bribery, indulgences, robbery, venality

of justice, were universal in the courts of judicature

of tlie country ; morals degenerated, and the new sects

availed themselves of this all-pervading licentiousness to

propagate their opinions. The religious indifference or

toleration of the nobles, who, either themselves inclined

to the side of the innovators, or, at least, detested the

Inquisition as an instrument of despotism, had mitigated

the rigor of the religious edicts ; and through the letters

of indemnity, which were bestowed on many Protes-

tants, the holy office was deprived of its best victims. In

no way could the nobility more agreeably announce to

the nation its present share in the government of the

country than by sacrificing to it the hated tribunal of the

Inquisition—and to this, inchnation induced them still

more than the dictates of policy. The nation passed,

in a moment, from the most oppressive constraint of in-

tolerance into a state of freedom, to which, however, it

had already become too unaccustomed to support it with

moderation. The inquisitors, deprived of the support

of the municipal authorities, found themselves an object

of derision rather than of fear. In Bruges, the town
council caused even some of their own servants to be

placed in confinement, and kept on bread and water, for

attempting to lay hands upon a supposed heretic. About
this very time, the mob in Antwerp, having made a

futile attempt to rescue a person charged with heresy

from the holy office, there was placarded in the public

market-place an inscription, written in blood, to the

effect that a number of )iersons had bound themselves

by oath to avenge the death of that innocent })erson.

From the corruption which pervaded the whole

council of state, the privy council and the chamber
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of finance, in whicli Viglius and Barlaimont were
presidents, had, as yet, for the most part kept them-

selves pure.

As the faction could not succeed in insinuating their

adherents into these two councils, the only course open

to them was, if possible, to render both inefficient, and

to transfer their business to the council of state. To
carry out this design, the Prince of Orange sought to

secure the cooperation of the other state counselors.

" They were called, indeed, senators," he frequently

declared to his adherents, " but others possessed the

power. If gold was wanted to pay the troops, or when
the question was, how the spreading heresy was to be

repressed, or the people kept in order, then they were
consulted; although in fact they were the guardians

neither of the treasury nor of the laws, but only the

organs, through which the other two councils operated

on the state. And yet, alone, they were equal to the

whole administration of the country, which had been

uselessly portioned out among three separate chambers.

If they would among themselves only agi'ee to reunite

to the council of state these two important branches

of government, which had been dissevered from it, one

soul might animate the whole body." A plan was
preliminarily and secretly agreed on, in accordance with

which twelve new Knights of the Fleece were to be

added to the council of state, the administration of

justice restored to the tribunal at Malines, to which it

originally belonged, the granting of letters of grace, pat-

ents, and so forth assigned to the president Viglius,

while the management of the finances should be com-
mitted to it. All the difficulties, indeed, whicli the dis-

trust of the court, and its jealousy of the increasing pow-
er of the nobility would oppose to its innovation, were
foreseen and provided against ; in order to constrain the

regent's assent, some of the principal officers of the

army were put forward as a cloak, who were to annoy

the court at Brussels with boisterous demands for their

arrears of pay, and in case of refusal to threaten a re-

bellion. It was also contrived to have the regent assail-

ed with numerous petitions and memorials, complaining

of the delays of justice, and exaggerating the danger,
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which was to be apprehended from the daily growth of
heresy. Nothing was omitted to dai-ken the picture of

the disorganized state of society, of the abuse of justice,

and of the deficiency in the finances, which was made
so alarming that she awoke with terror from the delusion

of piosperity in which she had hitherto cradled herself.

She called the three councils together, to consult them
on the means by which these disorders were to be rem-
edied. The majority was in favor of sending an extra-

ordinary ambassador to Spain, who, by a circumstantial

and vivid delineatoin, should make the king acquainted

with the true position of afiairs, and if possible prevail

on him to adopt efficient measures of reform. This
proposition was opposed by Viglius, who, however, had
not the slightest suspicion of the secret designs of the
faction. " The evil complained of," he said, " is un-
doubtedly great, and one which can no longer be neg-
lected with impunity, but it is not irremediable by
ourselves. The administration of justice is certainly

crippled, but the blame of this lies with the nobles them-
selves ; by their contemptuous treatment they have
thrown discredit on the municipal authorities, who,
moreover, are very inadequately supported by the gov-

ernors of provinces. If heresy is on the increase, it

is because the secular arm has deserted the spiritual

judges, and because the lower orders, following the ex-
ample of the nobles, have thrown off all respect for

those in authority. The provinces are undoubtedly op-
pressed by a heavy debt, but it has not been accumula-
ted, as alledged, by any malversation of the revenues,
but by the expenses of former wars and the king's

present exigences ; still, wise and prudent measures
of finance would, in a short time, remove the burden.
If the council of state would not be so profuse of

its indulgences, its charters of immunity, and its ex-

emptions; if it would commence the reformation of
morals with itself, show greater respect to the laws,

and do what lies in its power to restore to the municipal
functionaries their former consideration : in short, if the

councils and the governors of provinces would only ful-

fill their own duties, the present grounds of complaint

would soon be removed. Why, then, send an ambaS"
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sudor to Spain, when as yet nothing has occurred to

justify so extraordinary an expedient ? If, ho%Yever,

the council thini^s otherwise, he would not oppose the
genei'al voice ; only he must make it a condition of his

concurrence, that the principal instruction of the envoy
should be, to entreat the king to make them a speedy
visit."

There was but one voice as to the choice of an en-

voy. Of all the Flemish nobles, Count Egmont was
the only one whose appointment w^ould give equal sat-

isfaction to both parties. His hatred of the Inquisition,

his patriotic and liberal sentiments, and the unblemished
integrity of his character, gave to the republic sufficient

surety for his conduct, while, for the reasons already

mentioned, he could not fail to be welcome to the king.

iNIoreover, Egmont's personal figure and demeanor were
calculated, on his first appearance, to make that favora-

ble impression which goes so far toward winning the

hearts of princes ; and his engaging carriage would come
to the aid of his eloquence, and enforce his petition with
those persuasive arts which are indispensable to the

success of even the most trifling suits to royalty. Eg-
mont himself, too, wished for the embassy, as it w^ould

afford him the opportunity of adjusting, personally, mat-
ters with his sovereign.

About this time, the Council, or rather Synod of Trent
closed its sittings, and published its decrees to the whole
of Christendom. But these canons, far from accom-
plishing the object for which the synod was originally

convened, and satisfying the expectation of religious

parties, had rather widened the breach between them,
and made the schism irremediable and eternal.

The labors of the synod, instead of purifying the Ro-
mish church from its coiTuptions, had only reduced the

latter to greater definiteness and precision, and invested

them with the sanction of authority. All the subtilties

of its teaching, all the arts and usurpations of the Ro-
man See, which had hitherto rested more on arbitrary

usage, were now passed into laws, and raised into a sys-

tem. The uses and abuses which, during the barbarous

times of ignorance and superstition, had crept into Christ-

ianity, were now declared essential parts of its worship,

L 2
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and anathemas were denounced upon all who should

dare to contradict the dogmas, or neglect the observan-

ces, of the Romish Communion. AH were anathematiz-

ed who should either presume to doubt the miraculous

power of relics, and refuse to honor the bones of mar-
tyrs, or should be so bold as to doubt the availing effica-

cy of the intercession of saints. The power of grant-

ing indulgences, the first source of the defection from
the See of Rome, was now propounded in an irrefra-

gable article of faith ; and the principle of monasticism

sanctioned by an express decree of the synod, which
allowed males to take the vows at sixteen, and females

at twelve. And while all the opinions of the Protes-

tants were, without exception, condemned, no indul-

gence was shown to their errors or weaknesses, nor a

single step taken to win them back by mildness to the

bosom of the Mother Church. Among the latter, the

wearisome records of the subtile deliberations of the

synod, and the absurdity of its decisions, increased, if

possible, the hearty contempt which they had long en-

tertained for popery, and laid open to their controversial-

ists new and hitherto unnoticed points of attack. It

was an ill judged step to bring the mysteries of the
Church too close to the glaring touch of reason, and to

fight with syllogisms for the tenets of a blind belief.

Moreover, the decrees of the Council of Trent were
not satisfactory even to all the powers in communion
with Rome. France rejected them entirely, both be-

cause she did not wish to displease the Huguenots, and
also because she was offended by the supremacy which
the Pope arrogated to himself over the council ; some of

the Roman Catholic princes of German}' likewise de-

clared against it. Little, however, as Philip II. was pleased

with many of its articles, which trenched too closely upon
his own rights, for no monarch was ever more jealous

of his prerogative ; highly as the Pope's assumption of

control over the council, and its arbitrary, precipitate

dissolution, had offended him
;
just as was his indignation

at the slight which the Pope had put upon his ambassa-
dor; he nevertheless acknowledged the decrees of the
synod, even in its present form, because it favored his

darling object—the extirpation of heresy. Political con-
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siderations were all postponed to this one religious object,

and he commanded the publication and enforcement of

its canons throughout his dominions.

The spirit of revolt, which was diffused through the
Belgian provinces, scarcely required this new stimulus.

There the minds of men were in a ferment, and the
character of the Eomish church had sunk almost to the
lowest point of contempt in the general opinion. Under
such circumstances, the imperious and frequently inju-

dicious decrees of the council could not fail of being

highly offensive ; but Philip II. could not belie his re-

ligious character so far as to allow a different religion to

a portion of his subjects, even though they might live on
a different soil and under different laws from the rest.

The regent was strictly enjoined to exact in the Neth-
erlands the same obedience to the decrees of Trent
which was yielded to them in Spain and Italy.

They met, however, with the warmest opposition in

the council of state at Brussels. " The nation," Wil-
liam of Orange declared, " neither would nor could ac-

knowledge them, since they were, for the most part,

opposed to the fundamental principles oftheir constitution

;

and for similar reasons they had even been rejected by
several Roman Catholic princes." The whole council,

nearly, was on the side of Orange ; a decided majority

were for entreating the king either to recall the decrees
entirely, or, at least, to publish them under certain limi-

tations. This proposition was resisted by Viglius, who
insisted on a strict and literal obedience to the royal

commands. "The Church," he said, "had in all ages

maintained the purity of its doctrines and the strictness

of its discipline by means of such general councils. No
more efficacious remedy could be opposed to the erroi-s

of opinion which had so long distracted their country

than these very decrees, the rejection of which is now
urged by the council of state. Even if they are occa-

sionally at variance with the constitutional rights of the

citizens, this is an evil which can easily be met by a ju-

dicious and temperate application of them. For the rest,

it redounds to the honor of our sovereign, the King of

Spain, that he alone, of all the princes of his time, re-

fuses to yield his better judgment to necessity, and wiU
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not, for any fear of consequences, reject measures which
the welfare of the Church demands, and which the hap-

piness of his subjects makes a duty."

But the decrees also contained several matters which
affected the rights of the crown itself. Occasion was
therefore taken of this fact, to propose that these sec-

tions, at least, should be omitted from the proclamation.

By this means, the king might, it was argued, be re-

lieved from these obnoxious and degrading articles by a

happy expedient ; the national liberties of the Nether-
lands might be advanced as the pretext for the omission,

and the name of the republic lent to cover this encroach-

ment on the authority of the synod. But the king had
caused the decrees to be received and enforced in his

other dominions unconditionally : and it was not to be
expected that he would give the other Roman Catholic

powers such an example of opposition, and himself un-

dermine the edifice whose foundajiion he had been so as-

siduous in laying.

COUNT EGMONT IN SPAIN.

Count Egmont was dispatched to Spain, to make a

forcible representation to the king on the subject of

these decrees ; to persuade him, if possible, to adopt a

milder policy toward his Protestant subjects, and to pro-

pose to him the incorporation of the three councils, was
the commission he received from the malcontents. By
the regent, he w^as charged to apprise the monarch of

the refractory spirit of the people ; to convince him of

the impossibility of enforcing these edicts of religion in

their full severity ; and lastly, to acquaint him with the

bad state of the military defenses, and the exhausted
condition of the exchequer.
The count's public instructions were drawn up by the

Pi'esident Viglius. They contained heavy complaints

of the decay of justice, the growth of heresy, and the

exhaustion of the treasury. He was also to press ur-

gently a [)ersonal visit from the king to the Netherlands.

The rest was left to the eloquence of the envoy, who re-

ceived a hint from the regent not to let so fair an oppor-
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tunity escape of establishing himself in the favor of his

sovereign.

The terms in which the count's instructions and the
representations which he was to make to the king were
drawn up, appeared to the Prince of Orange far too
vague and general. " The president's statement," he
said, " of our gi-ievances comes very far short of the truth.

How can the king apply the suitable remedies, if we
conceal from him the full extent of the evil ? Let us not
represent the number of the heretics inferior to what
it is in reality. Let us candidly acknowledge that they
swarm in eveiy province, and in every hamlet, however
small. Neither let us disguise from him the truth, that
they despise the penal statutes, and entertain but little

reverence for the government. AVhat good can come
of this concealment ? Let us rather openly avow to the
king, that the republic can not long continue in its pres-

ent condition. The privy council, indeed, will perhaps
pronounce differently, for to them the existing disorders

are welcome. For what else is the source of the
abuse of justice, and the universal corruption of the
courts of law, but its insatiable rapacity ? By what
other can the pomp and scandalous luxury of its mem-
bers, whom we have seen rise from the dust, be sup-
ported, if not by bribery ? Do not the people daily com-
plain that no other key but gold can open an access to

them ; and do not even their quarrels prove how little

they are swayed by a care for the common weal ? Are
they likely to consult the public good, who are the slaves

of their private passions ? Do they think, forsooth, that

we, the governors of the provinces, are with our soldiers to

stand ready at the beck and call ofan infamous lictor ? Let
them set bounds to their indulgences and free pardons,

which they so lavishly bestow on the very persons towhom
we think it just and expedient to deny them. No one can
remit the punishment of a crime, without sinning against

society, and contributing to the increase ofthe general evil.

To my mind, and I have no hesitation to avow it, the

distribution among so many councils of the state secrets

and the affairs of government always appeared highly

objectionable. The council of state is sufficient for all

the duties of the administration; several patriots have
9
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already felt this in silence, and I now openly declare it.

It is my decided conviction, the only but sufficient rem-
edy for all the evils complained of is to merge the two
other chambers in the council of state. This is the point

which we must endeavor to obtain from the king, or the

present embassy, like all others, will be entirely useless

and ineffectual." The prince now laid before the assem-
bled senate the plan which we have already described.

Viglius, against whom this new proposition was individ-

ually and mainly directed, and whose eyes were now
suddenly opened, was overcome by the violence of his

vexation. The agitation of his feelings was too much for

his feeble body, and he was found, on the following morn-
ing, paralyzed by apoplexy, and in danger of his life.

His place Avas supplied by Jaachim Hopper, a mem-
ber of the privy council, at Brussels, a man of old-fash-

ioned morals and unblamable integrity, the president's

most trusted and worthiest friend.* To meet the wishes
of the Orange party, he made some additions to the

instructions of the ambassador, relating, chiefly, to the

abolition of the Inquisition and the incorporation of the

three councils, not so much with the consent of the re-

gent, as in the absence of her prohibition. Upon Count
Egmont taking leave of the president, who had recover-

ed from his attack, the latter requested him to procure
in Spain permission to resign his appointment. His
day, he declared, was past ; like the example of his

friend and predecessor Gi'anvella, he wished to retire

into the quiet of private life, and to anticipate the uncer-
tainty of fortune. His genius warned him of impending
storm, by which he could have no desire to be overtaken.

Count Egmont embarked on his journey to Spain in

January, 1565, and was received there with a kindness

and respect which none of his rank had ever before ex-

perienced. The nobles of Castile, taught by the king's

example to conquer their feelings, or, rather, true to his

policy, seemed to have laid aside their ancient grudge

* Vita Vigl., ^ 89. The person from whose memoirs I have
already drawn so many illustrations of the times of this epoch.
His subsequent journey to Spain gave rise to the correspondence
between hiai and the president, which is one of the most valu-
able doriiments for onr history,.
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against the Flemish nobility, and vied with one another

in winning his heart by their afilability. All his private

matters were immediately settled to his wishes by the

king, nay, even his expectations exceeded; and dm-ing

the whole period of his stay he had ample cause to boast

of the hospitality of the monarch. The latter assm-ed

him, in the strongest terms, of his love for his Belgian

subjects, and held out hopes of his acceding eventually

to the general wish, and remitting somewhat of the

severity of the religious edicts. At the same time,

however, he appointed in Madrid a commission of theo-

logians, to whom he propounded the question, " Is it

necessary to grant to the provinces the religious tolera-

tion they demand ?" As the majority of them were of

opinion that the peculiar constitution of the Netherlands
and the fear of a rebellion might well excuse a degree
of forbearance in their case, the question was repeated

more pointedly. " He did not seek to know," he said,

" if he might do so, but if he must?" When the latter

question was answered in the negative, he rose from his

seat, and, kneeling down before a crucifix, prayed in

these words :
" Almighty Majesty, suffer me not at any

time to fall so low as to consent to reign over those who
reject thee !" In perfect accordance with the spirit of

this prayer were the measures which he resolved to

adopt in the Netherlands. On the article of religion

this monarch had taken his resolution once forever

;

urgent necessity might, perhaps, have constrained him
temporarily to suspend the execution of the penal stat-

utes, but never formally to repeal them legally, or even

to modify them. In vain did Egmont represent to him
that the public execution of the heretics daily augmented
the number of their followers, while the courage, and
even joy, with which they met their death filled the

spectators with the deepest admiration, and awakened in

them high opinions of a doctrine which could make such
heroes of its disciples. This representation was not,

indeed, lost upon the king ; but it had a vary different

effect from what it was intended to produce. In order

to prevent these seductive scenes, without, however,
compromising the severity of the edicts, he fell upon an
exnedient, and determined in future that the execntions
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should take place in private. The answer of the king

on the subject of the embassy was given to the count in

writing, and addressed to the regent. The king, when
he granted him an audience to take leave, did not omit

to call him to account for his behavior to Granvella, and
alluded particularly to the livery invented in derision of

the cardinal. Egmont protested that the whole affair

had originated in a convivial joke, and nothing was
further from their meaning than to derogate in the least

from the respect that was due to royalty. "If he
knew," he said, " that any individual among them had
entertained such disloyal thoughts, he himself would
challenge him to answer for it with his life."

At his departure, the monarch made him a present

of fifty thousand florins, and engaged, moreover, to fur-

nish a portion for his daughter, on her marriage. He
also consigned to his care the young Farnese of Parma,
whom, to gratify the regent, his mother, he was sending

to Brussels. The king's pretended mildness, and his

professions of regard for the Belgian nation, deceived

the open-hearted Fleming. Happy in the idea of being

the bearer of so much felicity to his native country,

when, in fact, it was more remote than ever, he quitted

Madrid, satisfied beyond measure to think of the joy

with which the provinces would welcome the message
of their good king ; but the opening of the royal answer
in the council of state at Brussels disappointed all these

pleasing hopes. " Although in regard to the religious

edicts," this was its tenor, "his resolve was firm and
immovable, and he would rather lose a thousand lives

than consent to alter a single letter of it; still, moved
by the i-epresentations of Count Egmont, he was, on the

other hand, equally detei-mined not to leave any gentle

means untried to guard the people against the delusions

of heresy, and so to avert from them that punishment
which umst otherwise infallibly overtake them. As he
had now learned from the count that the principal source

of the existing errors in the faith was in the moral de-

pravity of the clergy, the bad instruction and the neg-

lected education of the young, he hereby empowered
the regent to appoint a special commission of three
bishops, nnd a convenient number of learned theologians.
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whose business it should be to consult about the neces-

sary reforms, in order that the people might no longer

be led astray through scandal nor plunge into error

through ignorance. As, moreover, he had been inform-

ed that the public executions of the heretics did but af-

ford them an opportunity of boastfully displaying a fool-

hardy courage, and of deluding the common herd by an
affectation of the glory of martyrdom, the commission
was to devise means for putting in force the final sen-

tence of the Inquisition with greater secrecy, and there-

by depriving condemned heretics of the honor of their

obduracy." In order, however, to provide against the
commission going beyond its prescribed limits, Philip

expressly required that the Bishop of Ypres, a man
whom he could rely on as a determined zealot for the
Romish faith, should be one of the body. Their delib-

erations were to be conducted, if possible, in secrecy,

while the object publicly assigned to them should be
the introduction of the Tridentine decrees. For this,

his motive seems to have been twofold : on the one
hand, not to alarm the court of Rome by the assembling
of a private council ; nor, on the other, to afford any
encouragement to the spirit of rebellion in the provinces.

At its sessions, the duchess was to preside, assisted by
some of the more loyally disposed of her counselors,

and regularly transmit to Philip a written account of its

transactions. To meet her most pressing wants, he
sent her a small supply in money. He also gave her
hopes of a visit from himself; first, however, it was ne-
cessary that the war with the Turks, who were then
expected in liostile force before Malta, should be termi-
nated. As to the proposed augmentation of the council
of state, and its union with the privy council and cham-
ber of finance, it was passed over in perfect silence : the
Duke of Arschot, however, who is already known to us
as a zealous royalist, obtained a voice and seat in the
latter. Vighus, indeed, was allowed to retire from the
presidency of the privy council, but he was obliged, nev-
ertheless, to continue to discharge its duties for four
more years, because his successor, Carl Tyssenaqne, of
the council for Netherlandish affairs in Madrid, could
not sooner be soared.

M
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SEVERER RELIGIOUS EDICTS. UNIVERSAL OPPOSITION
OF THE NATION.

Scarcely was Egmont returned, when severer edicts

against heretics, which, as it were, pursued him from
Spain, contradicted the joyful tidings which he had
brought of a happy change in the sentiments of the

monarch. They were at the same time accompanied
with a transcript of the decrees of Trent, as they were
acknowledged in Spain, and were now to be proclaimed
in the Netherlands also ; with it came likewise the death-

warrants of some Anabaptists and other kinds of here-

tics. " The count has been beguiled," William the Si-

lent was now heard to say, "and deluded by Spanish
cunning. Self-love and vanity have blinded his penetra-

tion ; for his own advantage he has forgotten the gen-
eral welfare." The treachery of the Spanish ministry

was now exposed, and this dishonest proceeding roused
the indignation of the noblest in the land. But no one
felt it more acutely than Count Egmont, who now per-

ceived himself to have been the tool of Spanish duplicity,

and to have become unwittingly the betrayer of his own
country. " These specious favors, then," he exclaimed
loudly and bitterly, "were nothing but an artifice to ex-

pose me to the ridicule of my fellow-citizens, and to de-

stroy my good name. If this is the fashion after which
the king purposes to keep the promises which he made
to me in Spain, let who will take Flanders ; for my
part, J will prove by my retirement from public busi-

ness that I have no share in this breach of faith." In
fact, the Spanish ministry could not have adopted a surer

method of breaking the credit of so important a man,
than by exhibiting him to his fellow-citizens who adored
him, as one whom they had succeeded in deluding.

Meanwhile the commission had been appointed, and
had unanimously come to the following decision :

—

" Whether for the moral reformation of the clei'gy, or

for the religious instruction of the people, or for the ed-

ucation of youth, such abundant provision had already

been made in the decrees of Trent, that nothing now
was requisite but to put these deci'ees in force as speed-

ily as possible. The imperial edicts against the here-
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tics already, ought on no account to be recalled or mod-
ified ; the courts of justice, however, might be secretly

instructed to punish with death none but obstinate here-

tics or preachers, to make a difference between the differ-

ent sects, and to show consideration to the age, rank, sex,

or disposition of the accused. If it were really the case,

that public executions did but inflame fanaticism, then,

perhaps, the unheroic, less observed, but still equally

severe punishment of the gallej' s, would be well adapted

to bring down all high notions of martyi'dom. As to the

deUnquencies which might have arisen out of mere lev-

ity, curiosity, and thoughtlessness, it would perhaps be

sufficient to punish them by fines, exile, or even corpo-

real chastisement."

During these deliberations, which, moreover, it was
requisite to submit to the king at 3Iadrid, and to wait

for the notification of his approval of them, the time

passed away unprofitably, the proceedings against the

sectaries being either suspended, or, at least, conducted
very supinely. Since the recall of Granvella, the dis-

union which prevailed in the higher councils, and fi-ora

thence had extended to the provincial courts of justice,

combined with the mild feelings generally of the nobles

on the subject of religion, had raised the courage of the

sects, and allowed free scope to the proselyting mania
of their apostles. The inquisitors, too, had fallen into

contempt, in consequence of the secular arm withdraw-
ing its support, and in many places even openly taking

their victims under its protection. The Roman Catholic

part of the nation had formed great expectations from
the decrees of the Synod of Trent, as well as from Eg-
mont's embassy to Spain ; but in the latter case, their

hopes had scarcely been justified by the joyous tidings

which the count had brought back, and, in the integrity

of his heart, left nothing undone to make known as

wndely as possible. The more disused the nation had
become to severity in matters pertaining to religion, the

more acutely was it likely to feel the sudden adoption of

even still more rigorous measures. In this position of af-

fairs, the royal rescript arrived from Spain, in answer to

the proposition ofthe bishops and the last dispatches ofthe

regent. " Whatever interpretation (such was its tenor)
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Count Egmont may have given to the king's verbal con\-

municfitions, it had never, in the remotest manner, enter-

ed his mind to think of altering in the slightest degree the

penal statutes which the emperor, his father, had five-

and-thirty years ago published in the provinces. These
edicts he therefore commanded should henceforth be

carried rigid!}' into effect, the Inquisition should receive

the most active support froui the secular arm, and the

decrees of the Council of Trent be irrevocably and
unconditionally acknowledged in all the provinces of

his Netherlands. He acquiesced fully in the opinion

of the bishops and canonists, as to the sufficiency of

the Tridentine decrees as guides in all points of ref-

ormation of the clergy or instruction of the people;

but he could not concur with them as to the mitigation

of punishment which they proposed, in consideration

either of the age, sex, or character of individuals, since

he was of opinion that his edicts were in no degree
wanting in moderation. To nothing but want of zeal

and disloj'alty on the part of the judges could he ascribe

the progress which heresy had already made in the

countiy. In future, thei-elbre, whoever among them
should be thus wanting in zeal, must be removed from
his office, and make room for a more honest judge. Tha
Inquisition ought to pursue its appointed path firmly,

fearlessly, and dispassionately, without regard to, or con-

sideration of, human feelings, and was to look neither

before nor behind. He would always be ready to ap-

prove of all its measures, however extreme, if it only

avoided public scandal."

This letter of the king, to which the Orange party

have ascribed all the subsequent troubles of the Nether-
lands, caused the most violent excitement among the
state counselors, and the expressions which in society

they either accidentally or intentionally let fall from
them with regard to it, spread terror and alarm among
the people. The dread of the Spanish Inquisition re-

turned with new force, and with it came fresh appre-

hensions of the subversion of their liberties. Already

the people fancied they could hear pi'isons building,

chains and fetters forging, and see piles of f^igots col-

lecting. Society was occupied with this one theme of
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conversation, and fear kept no longer within bounds.
Writings were affixed to houses of the nobles, in which
they were called upon, as formerly Rome called on her
Brutus, to come forward and save expiring freedom.
Biting pasquinades were published against the new
bishops—tormentors, as they were called ; the clergy

were ridiculed in comedies, and abuse spared the throne
as little as the Romish See.

Terrified by the rumors which were afloat, the regent
called together all the counselors of state to consult them
on the course she ought to adopt in this perilous crisis.

Opinion varied and disputes were violent. Undecided
between fear and duty, they hesitated to come to a con-
clusion, until, at last, the aged senator, Viglius, rose

and surprised the whole assembly bj' his opinion. " It

would," he said, " be the height of folly in us to think of

promulgating the royal edict at the present moment

;

the king must be informed of the reception which, in all

probability, it will now meet. In the mean time, the
inquisitors must be enjoined to use their power with
moderation, and to abstain from severity." But if these
words of the aged president surprised the whole assem-
bly, still greater was the astonishment when the Prince
of Orange stood up and opposed his advice. " The
royal will," he said, "is too clearly and too precisely

stated ; it is the result of too long and too mature delib-

eration for us to venture to delay its execution, without
bringing on ourselves the reproach of the most culpable

obstinacy." " That I take on myself," interrupted

Viglius; "I oppose myself to his displeasure. If, by
this delay, we purchase for him the peace of the Neth-
erlands, our opposition will eventually secure for us the
lasting gratitude of the king." The regent already be-

gan to incline to the advice of Viglius, when the prince,

vehemently interposing, "What," he demanded, "what
have the many representations which we have already

made effected ? of what avail was the embassy we so

lately dispatched ? Nothing ! And what, then, do we
wait for more ? Sfiall we, his state counselors, bring

upon ourselves the whole w^eight of his displeasure, by
determining, at our own peril, to render him a service

for which he will never thank us ?" Undecided and un-
m2
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certain, the whole assembly remained silent ; but no one
had couiage enough to assent to or reply to him. But
the prince had appealed to the fears of the regent, and
these left her no choice. The consequences of her un-
fortunate obedience to the king's command will soon
appear. But, on the other hand, if by a wise disobedi-

ence she had avoided these fatal consequences, is it

clear that the result would not have been the same ?

However, she had adopted the most fatal of the two
counsels ; happen what would, the royal ordinance was
to be promulgated. This time, therefore, faction pre-

vailed, and the advice of the only true friend of the

government, who, to serve his monarch, was ready to

incur his displeasure, was disregarded. With this ses-

sion terminated the peace of the regent ; from this day
the Netherlands dated all the trouble which uninter-

ruptedly visited their country. As the counselors sep-

arated, the Prince of Orange said to one who stood

nearest to him, " Now will soon be acted a great

tragedy." *

* The conduct of the Prince of Orange in this meeting of the
council has been appealed to by historians of the Spanish party as

a proof of his dishonesty, and they have availed themselves over
and over again to blacken his character. " He," say they, " who
had invariably, up to this period, both byword and deed, opposed
the measures of the court, so long as he had any ground to fear

that the kmg's measures could be successfully carried out, sup-

ported them now for the first time, when he was convinced that

a scrupulous obedience to the royal orders would inevitably prej-

udice him. In order to convince the king of his folly in disre-

garding his warnings ; in order to be able to boast, ' this I fore-

saw,' and ' I foretold that,' he was willing to risk the wellare of

his nation, for which alone he had hitherto professed to struggle.

The whole tenor of his previous conduct proved that he held the

enforcement of the edicts to be an evil ; nevertheless, he at once
becomes false to his own convictions, and follows an opposite

course ; although, so far as the nation was concerned, the same
grounds existed as had dictated his former measures ; and he
changed his conduct simply that the result might be different to

the king." " It is clear, therefore," continue his adversaries,
" that the welfare of the nation had less weight with him than
his animosity to his sovereign. In order to gratify his hatred to

the latter he does not hesitate to sacrifice the former." But is it

then true, that by calling for the promulgation of these edicts, he
sacrificed the nation? or, to speak more correctly, did he carry

theedicts into effect by insisting on their promulgation ? Can it
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An edict, therefore, was issued to all the governors of

provinces, commanding them rigorously to enforce the

mandates of the emperor against heretics, as well as

those which had been passed under the present govern-

ment, the decrees of the Council of Trent, and those of

the episcopal commission, which had lately sat to give

all the aid of the civil force to the Inquisition, and also

to enjoin a similar line of conduct on the officers of gov-

ernment under them. More effectually to secure their

object, every governor was to select from his own coun-
cil an efficient officer, who should frequently make the

circuit of the province, and institute strict inquiries into

the obedience shown by the inferior officers to these
commands, and then transmit quarterly to the capital

an exact report of their visitation. A copy of the Tri-

dentine decrees, according to the Spanish original, was
also sent to the archbishops and bishops, with an intima-

tion, that in case of their needing the assistance of the
secular power, the governors of their dioceses, with
their troops, were placed at their disposal. Against
these decrees no privilege was to avail; however, the

king willed and commanded that the particular territo-

rial rights of the provinces and towns should in no case

be infringed,

not, on the contrary, be shown with far more probability, that

this was really the only way effectually to frustrate them ? The
nation was in a ferment, and the indignant people would (there

was reason to except, and as Viglius himself seems to have ap-
prehended) show so decided a spirit of opposition as must compel
the king to yield. " Now," says Orange, '' my country feels all

the impulse necessary for it to contend successfully with tyran-

ny ! If 1 neglect the present moment, the tyrant will, by secret
negotiation and mtrigue, find means to obtain by stealth what by
open force he could not. The same object will be steadily pur-
sued, only with greater caution and forbearance ; but extremity
alone can combine the people to unity of purpose, and move
them to bold measures." It is clear, therefore, that, with regard
to the king, the prince did but change his language only ; but
that, as far as the people was concerned, his conduct was per-

fectly consistent. And what duties did he owe the king, apart

from those he owed the republic ? Was he to oppose an arbitrary

act in the very moment when it was about to entail a just retribu-

tion on its author ? Would he have done his duty to his country,

if he had deterred its oppressor from a precipitate step, which
alone could save it from its otherwise unavoidable misery ?
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These commands, which were publicly read in every

town by a herald, produced an effect on the people,

which in the fullest manner verified the fears of the

President Viglius and the hopes of the Prince of

Orange. Nearly all the governors of provinces refused

compHance with them, and threatened to throw up
their appointments, if the attempt should be made to

compel their obedience. '^ The ordinance," they wrote
back, " was based on a statement of the numbers of the

sectaries, which was altogether false.* Justice was
appalled at the prodigious crowd of victims which daily

accumulated under its hands ; to destroy by the flames

fifty or sixty thousand persons from their districts was
no commission for them." The inferior clergy, too, in

particular, were loud in their outcries against the de-

crees of Trent, which cruelly assailed their ignorance and
corruption, and which, moreover, threatened them with

a reform they so much detested. Sacrificing, therefore,

the highest interests of their Church to their own pri-

vate advantage, they bitterly reviled the decrees and
the whole council, and, with liberal hand, scattered the

seeds of revolt in the minds of the people. The same
outcry was now revived which the monks had formerly

raised against the new bishops. The Archbishop of

Cambray succeeded at last, but not without great op-

position, in causing the decrees to be proclaimed. It

cost more labor to effect this in Malines and Utrecht,

where the archbishops were at strife with their clergy,

who, as they were accused, preferred to involve the
whole church in ruin, rather than submit to a reforma-

tion of morals.

Of all the provinces, Brabant raised its voice the loud-

* The number of the heretics was very unequally computed by
the two parties, according as the interests and passions of either

made its increase or diminution desirable, and the same party
often contradicted itself when its interest changed. If the ques-
tion related to new measures of oppression, to the introduction of
the inquisitional tribunals, etc., the numbers of the Protestants
were countless and interminable. If, on the other hand, the
question was of lenity toward them, of ordinances to their ad-
vantage, they were now reduced to such an insignificant number,
that it would not repay the trouble of making an innovation for

this small body of ill-minded people.
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est. The states of this province appealed to their great
privilege, which protected their members from being
brought before a foreign comt of justice. They spoke
loudly of the oath by which the king had bound himself
to observe all their statutes, and of the conditions under
which they alone had sworn allegiance to him. Lou-
vain, Antwerp, Brussels, and Herzogenbusch solemnly
protested against the decrees, and transmitted their pro-

tests in distinct memorials to the regent. The latter,

always hesitating and wavering, too timid to obey the
king, and far more afraid to disobey him, again sum-
moned her council, again listened to the arguments for

and against the question, and at last again gave her as-

sent to the opinion which, of all others, was the most
perilous for her to adopt. A new reference to the king
in Spain was proposed at one moment ; in the next, that

the urgency of the crisis did not admit of so dilatory a
remedy : it was necessary for the regent to act on her
own responsibility, and either defy the threatening as-

pect of despair, or to yield to it by modifying or retract-

ing the royal ordinance. She finally caused the annals
of Brabant to be examined, in order to discover, if pos-

sible, a precedent for the present case in the instruc-

tions of the first inquisitor, whom Charles V. had ap-

pointed to the province. These instructions, indeed,
did not exactly correspond with those now given ; but
had not the king declared that he introduced no inno-

vation ? This was precedent enough, and it was de-
clared that the new edicts must also be interpreted in

accordance with the old and existing statutes of the
province. This explanation gave, indeed, no satisfaction

to the states of Brabant, who had loudly demanded the

entire abolition of the Inquisition; but it was an encour-
agement to the other provinces to make similar protests

and an equally bold opposition. Without giving the
duchess time to decide upon their remonstrances, they,

on their own authority, ceased to obey the Inquisition,

and withdrew their aid from it. The inquisitors, who
had so recently been expressly urged to a more rigid

execution of their duties, now saw themselves suddenly
deserted by the secular arm and robbed of all authority,

while, in nn?:weT tn theii' application for assistance, the
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court could give them only empty promises. The re-

gent, by thus endeavoring to satisfy all parties, had dis-

pleased all.

During these negotiations between the court, the

councils, and the states, a universal spirit of revolt per-

vaded the whole nation. Men began to investigate the

rights of the subject, and to scrutinize the prerogative

of kings. " The Netherlanders were not so stupid,"

many were heard to say, with very little attempt at

secrecy, " as not to know right well what was due from
the subject to the sovereign, and from the king to the

subject; and that perhaps means would yet be found to

repel force with force, although at present there might
be no appearance of it." In Antwerp a placard was set

up in several places, calling upon the town council to

accuse the King of Spain before the supreme court, at

Spires, of having broken his oath and violated the liber-

ties of the country, for Brabant, being a portion of the

Burgundiau cii'cle, was included in the religious peace
of Passau and Augsburg. About this time, too, the

Calvinists published th'eir confession of faith ; and, in a

preamble addressed to the king, declared that they, al-

though a hundred thousand strong, kept themselves,

nevertheless, quiet, and, like the rest of his subjects,

contributed to all the taxes of the country ; from which
it was evident, they added, that of themselves they en-

tertained no ideas of insurrection. Bold and incendiary

waitings were publicly disseminated, which depicted the

Spanish tyranny in the most odious colors, and remind-
ed the nation of its privileges, and occasionally also of its

powers.*
The warlike preparations of Philip against the Porte,

as well as those which, for no intelligible reason, Eric,

Duke of Brunswick, about this time made in the vicinity,

* The regent mentioned to the king a number (three thousand)
of these writmgs. Strada 117. It is remarkable how important
a part printing, and publicity in general, played in the rebellion

of the Netherlands. Through this organ, one restless spirit spoke
to millions. Beside the lampoons, which for the most part were
composed with all the low scurrility and brutality which was the

distinguishing character of most of the Protestant polemical writ-

ings of the time, works were occasionally published which de-

frnded religion.'? lihertv in the fullest sense of the word.
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contributed to strengthen the general suspicion that the
Inquisition was to be forcibly imposed on the Nether-
lands. Many of the most eminent merchants already

spoke of quitting their houses and business, to seek in

some other part of the world the liberty of which they
were here deprived; others looked about for a leader,

and let fall hints of forcible resistance and of foreign aid.

That, in this distressing position of affairs, the regent
might be left entirely without an adviser and without
support, she was now deserted by the only person who
was at the present moment indispensable to her, and
who had contributed to plunge her into this embarrass-
ment. " Without kindling a civil war," wTote to her
William of Orange, " it was absolutely impossible to

comply now with the orders of the king. If, however,
obedience was to be insisted upon, he must beg that his

place might be supplied by another, who would bettei-

answer the expectations of his majesty, and have more
power than he had over the minds of the nation. The
zeal which on every other occasion he had shown in the
service of the crown would, he hoped, secure his present
proceeding from misconstruction ; for, as the case now
stood, he had no alternative between disobeying the king
and injuring his country and himself." From this time
forth, William of Orange retired from the council of
state to his town of Breda, w^here, in observant but
scarcely inactive repose, he watched the course of af-

fairs. Count Horn followed his example. Egmont,
ever vacillating between the republic and the throne,

ever wearying himself in the vain attempt to unite the

good citizen with the obedient subject—Egmont, who
was less able than the rest to dispense with the favor

of the monarch, and to whom, therefore, it was less an
object of indifference, could not bring himself to abandon
the bright prospects which were now opening for him
at the court of the regent. The Prince of Orange had,
by his superior intellect, gained an influence over the
regent, which great minds can not fail to command from
infei'ior spirits. His retirement had opened a void in

her confidence, which Count Egmont was now to fill

by virtue of that sympathy which so naturally subsists

between timidity, w^eakness, and good-nature. As slie
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was as much afraid of exasperating the people by an
exclusive confidence in the adherents of the crown as

she was fearful of displeasing the king by too close an
understanding with the declared leaders of the faction,

a better object for her confidence could now hardly be

presented than this very Count Egmont, of whom, be it

said, that he belonged to either of the two conflicting

parties.

BOOK III.

CONSPIRACY or THE NOBLES.

A.D. 1565. Up to this point, the general peace had, it

appears, been the sincere wish of the Prince of Orange,
the counts Egmont and Horn, and their friends. They
had pursued the true interest of their sovereign as much
as the general weal ; at least their exertions and their

actions had been as little at variance with the former as

with the latter. Nothing had as yet occurred to make
their motives suspected, or to manifest in them a rebel-

lious spirit. What they had done, they had done in

discharge of their bounden duty as members of a free

state, as the representatives of the nation, as advisers

of the king, as men of integi'ity and honor. The only

weapons they had used to oppose the encroachments of

the court had been remonstrances, modest complaints,

petitions. They had never allowed themselves to be
so far can-ied away by a just zeal for their good cause
as to transgress the limits of prudence and moderation,

which, on many occasions, are so easily overstepped by
party spirit. But all the nobles of the republic did not

now listen to the voice of that prudence, all did not

abide within the bounds of moderation.

While in the council of state the great question was
discussed, whether the nation was to bo miserable or
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not, while its sworn deputies summoned to their assist-

ance all the arguments of reason and of equity, and
while the middle classes and the people contented
themselves with empty complaints, menaces, and curses,

that part of the nation which of all seemed least called

upon, and on whose support least rehance had been
placed, began to take more active measures. We have
already described a class of the nobility whose services

and wants Philip, at his accession, had not considered it

necessary to remember. Of these, by far the greater

number had asked for promotion from a much more
urgent reason than a love of the mere honor. Many of
them were deeply sunk in debt, from which, by their

own resources, they could not hope to emancipate them-
selves. When then, in filling up appointments, Philip

passed them over, he wounded them in a point far more
sensitive than their pride. In these suitors he had, by
his neglect, raised up so many idle spies and merciless

judges of his actions, so many collectors and propagators

of malicious rumor. As their pride did not quit them
with their prosperity, so now, driven by necessity, they
trafficked with tlie sole capital which they could not
alienate—their nobility, and the political influence of
their names ; had brought into circulation a coin, which
only in such a period could have found currency—their

protection. With a self-pride, to w^hich they gave the
more scope, as it was all they could now call their own,
they looked upon themselves as a strong intermediate

power between the sovereign and the citizen, and be-
lieved themselves called upon to hasten to the rescue of

the oppressed state, which looked imploringly to them
for succor. This idea was ludicrous only so far as their

self-conceit w^as concerned in it ; the advantages which
they contrived to draw from it were substantial enough.
The Protestant merchants, who held in their hands
the chief part of the wealth of the Netherlands, and
who believed they could not, at any price, purchase too

dearly the undisturbed exercise of their religion, did

not fail to make use of this class of people, who stood

idle in the market and ready to be hired. These very

men, whom, at any other time, the merchants, in the

pride of riches, would most probably have looked down
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upon, now appeared likely to do them good service

through theii" numbers, their courage, their credit with
the populace, their enmity to the government, nay,

through their beggarly pride itself, and their despair.

On these grounds, they zealously endeavored to form a

close union with them, and diligently fostered the dis-

position for rebellion, while they also used every means
to keep alive their high opinions of themselves, and, what
was most important, lured their poverty by well applied

pecuniary assistance and glittering promises. Few of

them were so utterly insignificant as not to possess

some influence, if not personally, yet at least by their

relationship with higher and more powerful nobles ; and
if united, they would be able to raise a formidable voice

against the crown. Many of them had either already

joined the new sect, or were secretly incHned to it; and
even those who were zealous Roman Catholics had po-

litical or private grounds enough to set them against the

decrees of Trent and the Inquisition. All, in fine, felt

the call of vanity sufficiently powerful, not to allow the

only moment to escape them in which they might pos-

sibly make some figure in the republic.

But much as might be expected from the cooperation

of these men in a body, it would have been futile and
ridiculous to build any hopes on any one of them
singly ; and the great difficulty was to effect a union
among them. Even to bring them together, some un-
usual occurrence was necessary ; and fortunately, such
an incident presented itself. The nuptials of Baron
Montigny, one of the Belgian nobles, as also those of

the Prince Alexander of Parma, which took place about

this time in Brussels, assembled in that town a great

number of the Belgian nobles. On this occasion, rela-

tions met relations ; new friendships were formed and
old renewed ; and while the distress of the country
was the topic of conversation, wine and mirth unlocked
lips and hearts ; hints were dropped of union among
themselves, and of an alliance with foreign powers.
These accidental meetings soon led to concealed ones,

and public discussions gave rise to secret consultations.

Two German barons, moreover, a count of Holle and
of Schwarzenberg, who happened at this time to be on
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H visit to the Xetherliinds, omitted nothing to awaken
expectations ot" assistance f)-om their neighbors. Count
Louis of Nassau, too, had also, a short time before, vis-

ited several German courts to ascertain their senti-

ments.* It has even been asserted, that secret emis-
saries of the admiral Coligny were seen at this time in

Brabant ; but this, however, may be reasonably doubted.
If ever a political crisis was favorable to an attempt

at revolution, it was the present. A woman at the
helm of government ; the governors of provinces disaf-

fected themselves, and disposed to wink at insubordina-

tion in others ; most of the state counselors quite in-

efficient ; no army to fall back upon ; the few troops

there were, long since discontented on account of the
outstanding arrears of pay, and already too often de-

ceived by false promises to be enticed by new ; com-
manded, moreover, by officers who despised the Inqui-
sition from their hearts, and would have blushed to draw
a sword in its behalf; and lastly, no money in the treas-

ury to enlist new ti'oops or to hire foreigners. The
court at Brussels, as well as the three councils, not only
divided by internal dissensions, but in the highest degree
venal and corrupt ; the regent without full powers to

act on the spot, and the king at a distance ; his adhe-
rents in the provinces few, uncertain, and dispirited

;

the faction numerous and powerful ; two thirds of the
people irritated against popery and desirous of a change
—such was the unfortunate weakness of the govern-
ment, and the more unfortunate still that this weakness
was so well known to its enemies I

In order to unite so many minds in the prosecution
of a common object, a leader was still wanting, and a

few influential names, to give political weight to their

enterprise. The two were supplied by Count Louis of

Nassau, and Henry, Count Brederode, both members of

the most illustrious houses of the Belgian nobility, who
voluntarily placed themselves at the head of the under-
taking. Louis of Nassau, brother of the Prince of Or-

* It was not without cause that the Prince of Orange suddenly-

disappeared from Brussels in order to be present at the election

of a King of Rome in Frankfort. An assembly of so many Ger-
man princes must have greatly favored a negotiaiion.
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ange, united many splendid qualities, which made him
wortliy of appearing on so noble and important a stage.

In Geneva, where he studied, he had imbibed at once a

hatred to the hierarchy and a love to the new religion
;

and on his return to his native country, had not failed to

enlist proselytes to his opinions. The republican bias

which his mind had received in that school kindled in

him a bitter hatred of all that bore the Spanish name,
which animated his whole conduct, and only left him
with his latest breath. Popery and Spanish rule were
in his mind identical, as indeed they were in reality;

and the abhorrence which he entertained for the one

helped to strengthen his dislike to the other. Closely

as the brothers agreed in their inclinations and aversions,

the ways by which each sought to gratify them were
widely dissimilar. Youth and ardent temperament did

not allow the younger brother to follow the tortuous

course through which the elder wound himself to his

object. A cold, calm circumspection carried the latter

slowly, but surely, to his aim ; and with a pliable subtilty

he made all things subserve his purpose ; with a fool-

hardy impetuosity, which overthrew all obstacles, the

other at times compelled success, but oftener accelerated

disaster. For this reason, William was a general, and
Louis never more than an adventurer ; a sure and pow-
erful arm, if only it were directed by a wise head.

Louis's pledge once given was good forever ; his alli-

ances survived every vicissitude, for they were mostly

formed in the pressing moment of necessity, and mis-

fortune binds more firmly than thoughtless joy. He
loved his brotlier as dearly as he did his cause, and for

the latter he died.

Henry of Brederode, Baron of Viane, and Burgrave
of Utrecht, was descended from the old Dutch counts,

who formerly ruled that province as sovereign princes.

So ancient a title endeared him to the people, among
whom the memoiy of their former lords still survived,

and was the more treasured the less they felt they had
gained by the change. This hereditary splendor in-

creased the self-conceit of a man upon whose tongue

the glory of his ancestors continually hung, and who
dwelt the more on former greatness even amid its ruins,
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the more unpromising the aspect of his own condition

became. Excluded from the honors and employments
to which, in his opinion, his own merits and his noble

ancestry fully entitled him (a squadron of light cavalry

being all that was intrusted to him), he hated the gov-

ernment, and did not scruple boldly to canvass and rail

at its measures. By these means he won the hearts of

the people. He also fiivored, in secret, the evangelical

belief: less, however, as a conviction of his better reason,

than as an opposition to the government With more
loquacity than eloquence, and more audacity than cour-

age, he was brave rather from not believing in danger
than from being superior to it. Louis of Nassau burned
for the cause which he defended, Brederode for the glory

of being its defender; the former was satisfied in acting

for his party, the latter discontented if he did not stand

at its head. No one was more fit to lead oflf the dance
in a rebellion, but it could hardly have a worse ballet-

master. Contemptible as his threatened designs really

were, the illusion of the multitude mighthave imparted to

them weight and terror, if it had occurred to them to set up
a pretender in his person. His claim to the possession of

his ancestors was an empty name; but even a name was
now sufificient for the general disalfection to rally round.

A pamphlet, which was at the time disseminated among
the people, openly called him the heir of Holland, and
his engraved portrait, which was publicly exhibited, bore
the^boastful inscription :

—

"Sum Brederodus ego, Batavae non infima gentis
Gloria, virtutem non unica pagina claudit."

A.D. 1565. Beside these two, there were others also from
among the most illustrious of the Flemish nobles—the
young Count Charles of Mansfeld, a son of that noble-

man whom we have found among the most zealous
royalists, the Count Kuilemberg, two counts of Bergen
and of Battenburg, John of Marnix, Baron of Thoulouse,
Philip of Marnix, Baron of St. Aldegonde, with several

others who joined the league which, about the middle
of November, in the year 1565, was formed at the house
of Von Harames, king-at-arms of the Golden Fleece.
Here it was that six men decided the destiny of their

y2
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countiy (as formerly a few confederates consummated
the liberty of Switzerland), kindled the torch of a forty-

years' war, and laid the basis of a freedom which they

themselves were never to enjoy. The objects of the

league were set forth in the following declaration, to

which Philip of Marnix was the first to subsciibe his

name :

"AVhereas certain ill disposed persons, under the

mask of a pious zeal, but in reality under the impulse

of avarice and ambition, have by their evil counsels per-

suaded our most gracious sovereign, the king, to intro-

duce into these countries the abominable tribunal of

the Inquisition—a tribunal diametrically opposed to all

laws, human and divine, and in cruelty far surpassing

the barbarous institutions of heathenism—which raises

the inquisitors above every other power, and debases

man to a perpetual bondage, and by its snares exposes

the honest citizen to a constant fear of death, inasmuch
as any one priest, it may be, or a faithless friend, a

Spaniard or a reprobate, has it in his power at any mo-
ment, whomsoever he will, to be dragged before that

tribunal, to be placed in confinement, condemned and
executed, without the accused ever being allowed to

face his accuser, or to adduce proof of his innocence—
we, therefore, the undersigned, have bound ourselves to

watch over the safety of our families, our estates, and
our own persons. To this we hereby pledge ourselves,

and to this end bind ourselves as a sacred fraternity, and

vow with a solemn oath, to oppose to the best of our

power the introduction of this tribunal into these coun-

tries, whether it be attempted openly or secretly, and
under whatever name it may be disguised. We at the

same time declare that we are far from intending any
thing unlawful against the king our sovereign ; rather is

it our unalterable purpose to support and defend the royal

prerogative, and to maintain peace, and, as far as lies in our

power, to put down all rebellion. In accordance with this

purpose, we have sworn, and now again swear, to hold

sacred the government, and to respect it both in word
and deed, which witness Almighty God !

"P'urther, we vow and swear to protect and defend

one another, in all times, and places, against all attacks
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whatsoever touching the articles which are set forth in

this covenant. We hereby bind ourselves that no accu-

sation of any of our followers, in whatever name it may
be clothed, whether rebellion, sedition, or otherwise, shall

avail to annul our oath toward the accused, or absolve

us from our obligation toward him. No act which is di-

rected against the Inquisition can deserve the name of

a rebellion. Whoever, therefore, shall be placed in

arrest on any such charge, we he]-e pledge ourselves to

assist him to the utmost of our ability, and to endeavor
by every allowable means to effect his liberation. In
this, however, as in all matters, but especially in the
conduct of all measures against the tribunal of the In-

quisition, we submit ourselves to the general regulations

of the league, or to the decision of those whom we may
unanimously appoint our counselors and leaders.

" In witness hereof, and in confirmation of this our
common league and covenant, we call upon the holy
name of the living God, maker of heaven and earth, and
of all that are therein, who searches the hearts, the con-

sciences, and thoughts, and knows the purity of ours.

We implore the aid of his Holy Spirit, that success and
honor may crown our undertaking, to the glory of his

name, and to the peace and blessing of our country !"

This covenant was immediately tianslated into several

languages, and quickly disseminated through the prov-

inces. To swell the league as speedily as possible, each
of the confederates assembled all his friends, relations,

adherents, and retainers. Great banquets were held
which lasted whole days—irresistible temptations for a
sensual, luxurious people, in whom the deepest wretch-
edness could not stifle the propensity for voluptuous
living. Whoever repaired to these banquets, and every
one was welcome, was plied with officious assurances
of friendship, and when heated with wine, carried away
by the example of numbers, and overcome by the fire of

a wild eloquence. The hands of many were guided
while they subscribed their signatures; the hesitating

were derided, the pusillanimous threatened, the scruples

of loyalty were clamored down ; some even were quite

ignorant what they were signing, and were ashamed
afterward to inquire. To many whom mere levity
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had brought to the entertainment, the general enthusi-

asm left no choice, while the splendor ofthe confederacy

allured the mean, and its numbers encouraged the tim-

orous. The abettors of the league had not scrupled at

the artifice of counterfeiting the signatures and seals of

the Prince of Orange, counts Egmont, Horn, Megen,
and others, a trick which won them hundreds of adhe-

rents. This w\is done, especially with a view of influ-

encing the officers of the army, in order to be safe in

this quarter, if matters should come at last to violence.

The device succeeded with many, especially with sub-

alterns, and Count Brederode even drew his sword upon
an ensign who wished time for consideration. Men of

all classes and conditions signed it. Religion made no

difference. Roman Catholic priests even were associ-

ates of the league. The motives were not the same
with all, but the pretext was similar. The Roman Cath-

olics desired simply the abolition of the Inquisition, and
a mitigation of the edicts ; the Protestants aimed at un-

hmited freedom of conscience. A few daring spirits

only entertained so bold a project as the overthrow of

the present government, while the needy and indigent

based the vilest hopes on a general anarchy. A fare-

well entertainment which about this very time was given

to the counts Schwarzenberg and Holle in Breda, and

another shortly afterward in Hogstraten, drew many of

the principal nobility to these two places, and of these

several had already signed the covenant. The Prince

of Orange, counts Egmont, Horn, and Megen were
present at the latter banquet, but without any concert or

design, and without having themselves any share in the

league, although one of Egmont's own secretaries and
some of the servants of the other three noblemen had
openly joined it. At this entertainment three hundred
persons gave in their adhesion to the covenant, and the

question was mooted, whether the whole body should pre-

sent themselves before the regent armed orunarmed, with

a declaration or with a petition ? Horn and Orange (Eg-

mont would not countenance the business in any way)
were called in as arbiters on this point, and they decided in

favor of the more moderate and submissive procedure. By
taking this office upon them, they exposed themselves to
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the charge of having in no very covert manner lent their

sanction to the enterprise of the confederates. In com-

pliance therefore with their advice, it was determined to

present their address, unarmed, and in the form of a pe-

tition, and a day was appointed, on which they should

assemble at Brussels.

The first intimation the regent received of this con-

spiracy of the nobles was given by the Count of Megen,
soon after his return to the capital. " There was," he
said, " an enterprise on foot ; no less than three hun-

dred of the nobles were implicated in it ; it referred to

religion ; the members of it had bound themselves

together by an oath ; they reckoned much on foreign

aid ; she would soon know more about it." Though ur-

gently pressed, he would give her no further information.

"A nobleman," he said, " had confided it to him under
the seal of secrecy, and he had pledged his word of

honor to him." What really withheld him from giving

her any further explanation was, in all probability, not

so much any delicacy about his honor as his hatred of

the Inquisition, which he would not willingly do any

thing to advance. Soon after him. Count Egmont de-

livered to the regent a copy of the covenant, and also

gave her the names of the conspirators, with some few
exceptions. Nearly about the same time the Prince of

Orange wrote to her : " There was, as he had heard,

an army enlisted, four hundred officers were already

named, and twenty thousand men would presently ap-

pear in arms." Thus the rumor was intentionally exag-

gerated, and the danger was multiplied in every mouth.

The regent, petrified with alarm at the first announce-

ment of these tidings, and guided solely by her fears,

hastily called together all the members of the council of

state who happened to be then in Brussels, and, at the

same time, sent a pressing summons to the Prince of

Orange and Count Horn, inviting them to resume their

seats in the senate. Before the latter could arrive, she

consulted with Egmont, Megen, and Barlaimont what
course was to be adopted in the present dangerous pos-

ture of affairs. The question debated was, whether it

would be better to have recourse to arms, or to yield to

the emergency, and grant the demands of the confeder-
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ates ; or whether they should be put off witli promises

and an appearance of compliance, in order to gain time

for procuring instructions from Spain, and obtaining

money and troops ? For the first plan the requisite

supplies were wanting, and, what was equally requisite,

confidence in the army, of which there seemed reason

to doubt whether it had not been already gained by the

conspirators. The second expedient would, it was quite

clear, never be sanctioned by the king ; beside, it would
serve rather to raise than depress the courage of the

confederates ; while, on the other hand, a compliance

with their reasonable demands, and a ready, uncon-
ditional pardon of the past, would, in all probability,

stifle the rebellion in the cradle. The last opinion was
supported by Megen and Egmont, but opposed by Bar-
laimont. "Rumor," said the latter, "had exaggeiated

the matter ; it is impossible that so formidable an arma-
ment could have been prepared so secretly and so rap-

idly. It was but a band of a few outcasts and desper-

adoes, instigated by two or three enthusiasts, nothing

more. All will be quiet after a few heads have been
struck off." The regent determined to await the opin-

ion of the council of state, which was shortly to assem-
ble ; in the mean while, however, she was not inactive.

The fortifications in the most important places were
inspected, and the necessary repairs speedily executed;

her ambassadors at foreign courts received orders to

redouble their vigilance ; expresses were sent off to

Spain. At the same time, she caused the report to be
revived of the near advent of the king, and in her ex-

ternal deportment put on a show of that imperturbable

firmness which awaits attack without intending easily to

yield to it. At the end of March (four whole months,
consequently, from the framing of the covenant) the

whole state council assembled in Brussels. There were
present, the Prince of Orange, the Duke of Arschot,

counts Egmont, Bergen, Megen, Aremberg, Horn, Ilog-

straten, Barlaimont, and others ; the barons Montigny
and Hachicourt, all the knights of the Golden Fleece,

with the President Viglius, State Counselor Bruxelles,

and the other assessors of the privy council. Several

letters were produced which gave a clearer insight into
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the nature and objects of the conspiracy. The extrem-
ity to which the regent was reduced gave the disaf-

fected a power which on the present occasion they did

not neglect to use. Venting their long suppressed in-

dignation, they indulged in bitter complaints against the

court and against the government. " But lately," said

the Prince of Orange, " the king sent forty thousand
gold florins to the Queen of Scotland, to support her in

her undertakings against England, and he allows his

Netherlands to be burdened with debt. Not to men-
tion the unseasonableness of this subsidy, and its fruit-

less expenditure, why should he bring upon us the re-

sentment of a queen, who is both so important to us as

a friend, and as an enemy so much to be dreaded ?"

The prince did not even refrain on the present occasion

from glancing at the concealed hatred which the king

was suspected of cherishing against the family of Nas-
sau, and against him in particular. "It is well known,"
he said, " that he has plotted with the hereditary ene-

mies of my house to take away my life, and that he
waits with impatience only for a suitable opportunity."

His example opened the lips of Count Horn also, and
of many others beside, who, with passionate vehemence,
descanted on their own merits and the ingi-atitude of

the king. With difficulty did the regent succeed in

silencing the tumult, and in recalling attention to the

proper subject of the debate. The question was, whether
the confederates, of whom it was now known that they
intended to appear at court with a petition, should be
admitted or not ? The Duke of Arschot, counts Arem-
berg, Megen, and Barlaimont gave their negative to the

proposition. '• What need of five hundred persons,"

said the latter, '• to deliver a small memorial ? This
paradox of humility and defiance implies no good. Let
them send to us one respectable man from among their

number, without pomp, without assumption, and so sub-

mit their application to us. Otherwise, shut the gates

upon them, or, if some insist on their admission, let

them be closely watched, and let the first act of inso-

lence which any one of them shall be guilty of be pun-
ished with death." In this advice concurred Count
Mansfeld, "whose own son was among the conspirators

;
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he had even threatened to disinherit his son, if he did

not quickly abandon tlie league.

Counts Megen, also, and Avemberg hesitated to re-

ceive the petition ; the Prince of Orange, however,
counts Egmont, Horn, Hogstraten, and others voted
emphatically for it. " The confederates," they de-

clared, " were known to them as men of integi-ity and
honor: a great part of them were connected with them-
selves by friendship and relationship, and they dared

vouch for their behavior. Every subject was allowed to

petition : a right which was enjoyed by the meanest in-

dividual in the state could not, without injustice, be
denied to so respectable a body of men." It was there-

fore resolved, by a majority of votes, to admit the con-

federates, on the condition that they should appear
unarmed, and conduct themselves temperately. The
squabbles of the members of council had occupied the

greater part of the sitting, so that it was necessaiy to

adjourn the discussion to the following day. In order

that the principal matter in debate might not again be

lost sight of in useless complaints, the regent at once

hastened to the point. " Brederode, we are informed,"

she said, " is coming to us, with an address in the name
of the league, demanding the abolition of the Inquisition,

and a mitigation of the edicts. The advice of my senate

IS to guide me in my answer to him ; but, before you
give your opinions on this point, permit me to premise

a few words. I am told that there are many, even

among yourselves, who load the religious edicts of the

emperor, my father, with open reproaches, and describe

them to the people as inhuman and barbarous. Now I

ask you, lords and gentlemen, knights of the Fleece, coun-

selors of his majesty and of the state, whether you did

not yourselves vote for these edicts, whether the states

of the realm have not recognized them as lawful ? Why
is that now blamed which was formerly declared light?

Is it because they have now become even more neces-

sary than they then were? Since when is the Inqui-

sition a new thing in the Netherlands ? Is it not full

sixteen years ago since the emperor established it?

And wherein is it more cruel than the edicts ? If it be

allowed that the latter were the work of wisdom, if the
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universal consent of the states has sanctioned them

—

why this opposition to the former, which is nevertheless

far more humane than the edicts, if they are to be ob-

served to the letter ? Speak now, freely ; I am not

desirous of fetteiing your decision ; but it is your business

to see that it is not misled by passion and prejudice."

The council of state was again, as it always had been,
divided between two opinions ; but the few who spoke
for the Inquisition, and the literal execution of the
edicts, were outvoted by the opposite party, with the
Prince of Orange at its head. " Would to heaven," he
began, *' that my representations had been then thought
worthy of attention, when as yet the grounds of appre-
hension were remote ; things would, in that case, never
have been carried so far as to make recourse to ex-
treme measures indispensable, nor would men have
been plunged deeper into error by the very means
which were intended to beguile them from their delu-

sion. We are all unanimous on the one main point.

We all wish to see the Catholic religion safe : if this

end can be secured without the aid of the Inquisition, it

is well, and we ofier our wealth and our blood to its

service ; but on this very point it is that our opinions are
divided.

" There are two kinds of Inquisition ; the See of

Rome lays claim to the one, the other has, from time im-
memorial, been exercised by the bishops. The force of

prejudice and of custom has made the latter light and
supportable to us. It will find little opposition in the
Netherlands, and the augmented numbers of the bishops
will make it effective. To what purpose then insist on
the former, the mere name of which is revolting to all

the feelings of our minds ? When so many nations ex-

ist without it, why should it be imposed on us ? Before
Luther a})peared it was never heard of; but the trou-

bles with Luther happened at a time when there was
an inadequate number of spiritual overseers, and when
the few bishops were moreover indolent, and the licen-

tiousness of the clergy excluded them from the office of

judges. Now all is changed ; we now count as many
bishops as there are provinces. Why should not the

policy of the government adjust itself to the altered cir-

O
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cumstances of the times ? We want leniency, not se-

verity. The repugnance of the people is manifest

—

this we must seek to appease, if we would not have it

burst out into rebellion. With the death of Pius IV.
the full powers of the inquisitors have expired ; the

new Pope has as yet sent no ratification of their author-

ity, without which no one formerly ventured to exercise

his office. Now, therefore, is the time when it can be
suspended without infringing the rights of any party.

" What I have stated with regard to the Inquisition,

holds equally good in respect to the edicts also. The
exigence of the times called them forth ; but are not

those times passed ? So long an experience of them
ought at last to have taught us, that against heresy no
means are less successful than the fagot and the sword.

What incredible progress has not the new religion made
during only the last few years in the provinces ; and if

we investigate the cause of this increase, we shall find

it principally in the glorious constancy of those who have
fallen sacrifices to the truth of their opinion. Carried

away by sympathy and by admiration, to weigh in si-

lence that what is maintained with such invincible cour-

age might really be the truth. In France and in Eng-
land, the same severities have been inflicted on the

Protestants, but have they been attended with any bet-

ter success there than here ? The very earliest Chris-

tians boasted that the blood of the martyrs was the seed
of the Church. The Emperor Julian, the most terrible

enemy that Christianity ever experienced, was fully per-

suaded of this. Convinced that persecution did but kin-

dle enthusiasm, he betook himself to ridicule and deris-

ion, and found these weapons far more effective than

force. In the Greek Empire, different teachers of heresy
have arisen at different times. Arius under Constan-

tine, iEtius under Constantinus, Nestorius under Theo-
dosius. But even against these arch heretics and their dis-

ciples, such cruel measures were never resorted teas are

thought necessary against our unfortunate country, and
yet where are all those sects now, which once a whole
world, I had almost said, could not contain ? This is

the natural course of heresy. If it is treated with con-

tempt, it crumbles into insignificance. It is as iron.
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which, if it lies idle, corrodes, and only becomes sharp

by use. Let no notice be paid to it, and it loses its

most powerful attraction, the magic of what is new and
what is forbidden. Why will we not content ourselves

with the measures which have been approved of by
the widom of such gi'eat rulers ? Example is ever the

safest guide.
" But what need to go to pagan antiquity for guidance

and example, when we have near at hand the glorious

precedent of Charles V., the greatest of kings, who,
taught at last by experience, abandoned the bloody path

of persecution, and, for many j^ears before his abdication,

adopted milder measures. And Philip himself, our

most gracious sovereign, seemed at first strongly inclined

to leniency, until the counsels of a Granvella and of

others like him changed these views ; but with what
right or wisdom, they may settle between themselves.

To me, however, it has always appeared indispensable,

that legislation, to be wise and successful, must adjust

itself to the manners and maxims of the times. In con-

clusion, I would beg to remind you of the close under-

standing which subsists between the Huguenots and the

Flemish Protestants. Let us beware of exasperating

them any further. Let us not act the part of French
Catholics toward them, lest they should play the Hugue-
nots against us, and, hke the latter, plunge their country

into the horrors of a civil war."*
It was, perhaps, not so much the irresistible truth of

his arguments, which moreover were supported by a

decisive majority in the senate, as rather the ruinous

state of the military resources, and the exhaustion of

the treasury, that prevented the adoption of the opposite

opinion which recommended an appeal to the force of

arms, that the Prince of Orange had chiefly to thank

for the attention which now, at last, was paid to his

representations. In order to avert at first the violence

of the storm, and to gain time, which was so necessary,

* No one need wonder, says Burgundias (a vehement stickler

for the Roman Catholic religion and the Spanish party), that the

speech of this prince evinced so much acquaintance with philos-

ophy ; he had acquired it in his intercourse with Balduin. 180.

Barry, 174-178 ; Hopper, 72; Strada, 123, 124.
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to place the government in a better state of preparation,

it was agreed that a portion of the demands should be

accorded to the confederates. It was also resolved to

mitigate the penal statutes of the emperor, as he him-
self would certainly mitigate them, were he again to

appear among them at that day—and as, indeed, he had
once shown, under circumstances very similar to the

present, that he did not think it derogatoiy to his high

dignity to do. The Inquisition was not to be introduced

in any place where it did not already exist, and where
it had been, it should adopt a milder system, or even be
entirely suspended, especially since the inquisitors had

not yet been confirmed in their ofifice by the Pope. The
latter reason was put prominently forward, in order to

deprive the Protestants of the gratification of ascribing

the concessions to any fear of their own power, or to the

justice of their demands. The privy council was com-
missioned to draw out this decree of the senate without
delay. Thus prepared, the confederates were awaited.

THE GUEUX. :

The members of the senate had not yet dispersed

when all Brussels resounded with the report that the

confederates were approaching the town. They con-

sisted of no more than two hundred horse, but rumor
greatly exaggerated their numbers. Filled with con-

sternation, the regent consulted with her ministers

whether it was best to close the gates on the approach-

ing party, or to seek safety in flight ? Both suggestions

were i-ejected as dishonorable ; and the peaceable entry

of the nobles soon allayed all fears of violence. The
first morning after their arrival, they assembled at Kui-
lemberg House, where Brederode administered to them
a second oath, binding them, before all other duties, to

stand fjy one another, and even with arms if necessaiy.

At this meeting, a letter from Spain was produced, in

which it was stated that a certain Protestant, whom
they all knew and valued, had been burned alive in that

country by a slow fire. After these and similar pre-

liminaries, he called on them one after another by name,
to take the new oath, and renew the old one in their
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own names and in those of the absent. The next day,

the 5th of April, 1566, was fixed for the presentation of

the petition. Their numbers now amounted to between
three and four hundred. Among them were many re-

tainers of the high nobihty, as also several servants of

the king himself, and of the duchess.

With the counts of Nassau and Brederode at their

head, and formed in ranks of four by four, they advanced
in procession to the palace ; all Brussels attended the

unwonted spectacle in silent astonishment. Here were
to be seen a body of men advancing, with too much bold-

ness and confidence to look like supplicants, and led by
two men who were not wont to be petitioners ; and, on
the other hand, with so much order and stillness, as do
not usually accompany rebellion. The regent received

the procession surrounded by all her counselors and the

knights of the Fleece. " These noble Netherlanders,"

thus Brederode respectfully addressed her, "who here
present themselves before your highness, wish in th^r
own name, and of many others beside, who are shortly

to arrive, to present to you a petition, of whose impor-
tance, as well as of their own humility, this solemn pro-

cession must convince you. I, as speaker of this body,

entreat you to receive om* petition, which contains noth-

ing but what is in unison with the laws of our countiy
and the honor of the king."

"If this petition," replied Margaret, "really contains

nothing which is at variance either with the good of the
country or with the authority of the king, there is no
doubt that it will be favorably considered." "They had
learned," continued the spokesman, "with indignation

and regret, that suspicious objects had been imputed to

their association, and that interested parties had endeav-
ored to prejudice her highness against him; they there-

fore crave that she would name the authors of so grave
an accusation, and compel them to bring their charges
publicly, and in due form, in order that he who should
be found guilty might suffer the punishment of his de-

merits." " Undoubtedly," replied the regent, " she
had received unfavorable rumors of their designs and
alliance. She could not be blamed, if, in consequence,
she had thought it requisite to rail the attention of tho

11 o2
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governors of the provinces to the matter ; but, as to

giving up the names of her informants, to betray state

secrets," she added, with an appearance of displeasure,
" that could not in justice be required of her." She
then appointed the next day for ansvs^ering their peti-

tion ; and, in the mean time, she proceeded to consult

the members of her council upon it.

" Never" (so ran the petition, which, according to

some, was drawn up by the celebrated Balduin), " never
had they failed in their loyalty to the king, and nothing

now could be further from their hearts ; but they would
rather run the risk of incurring the displeasure of their

sovereign than allow him to remain longer in ignorance

of the evils with which their native country was men-
aced by the forcible introduction of the Inquisition, and
the continued enforcement of the edicts. They had
long remained consoling themselves with the expectation

that a general assembly of the states would be sum-
nfoned to remedy these grievances; but now, that even
this hope was extinguished, they held it to be their duty
to give timely warning to the regent. They, therefore,

entreated her highness to send to Madrid an envoy,

well disposed, and fully acquainted with the state and
temper of the times, who should endeavor to persuade
the king to comply with the demands of the whole na-

tion, and abolish the Inquisition; to revoke the edicts,

and in their stead cause new and more humane ones to

be drawn up at a general assembly of the states. But,

in the mean while, until they could learn the king's

decision, tliey prayed that the edicts and the operations

of the Inquisition be suspended." " If," they concluded,
" no attention should be paid to their humble request,

they took God, the king, the regent, and all her coun-
selors to witness, that they had done their part, and
w^ere not responsible for any unfortunate result that

might happen."
The following day the confederates, marching in the

same order of procession, but in still greater numbers
(counts Bergen and Kuilemberg having, in the interim,

joined them with their adherents), appeared before the

regent, in order to receive hei* answer. It was written

on the margin of the petition, and was to the effect,
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" that entirely to suspend the Inquisition and the edicts,

even temporarily, was beyond her powers ; but, in com-
pliance with the wishes of the confederates, she was
ready to dispatch one of the nobles to the king, in Spain,

and also to support their petition with all her influence.

In the mean time, she would recommend the inquis-

itors to administer their office with moderation ; but, in

return, she should expect, on the part of the league,

that they should abstain from all acts of violence, and
undertake nothing to the prejudice of the Catholic faith."

Little as these vague and general promises satisfied the
confederates, they were, nevertheless, as much as they
could have reasonably expected to gain at first. The
granting or refusing of the petition had nothing to do
with the primary object of the league. Enough for

them, at present, that it was once recognized : enough
that it was now, as it were, an established body, which,
by its power and threats, might, if necessary, overawe
the government. The confederates, therefore, acted
quite consistently with their designs, in contenting them-
selves with this answer, and referring the rest to the
good pleasure of the king. As, indeed, the whole pan-
tomime of petitioning had only been invented to cover
the more daring plan of the league, until it should have
strength enough to show itself in its true light, they
felt that much more depended on their being able to

continue this mask, and on the favorable reception of

their petition, than on its speedily being granted. In a

new memorial, which they delivered three days after,

they pressed for an express testimonial from the regent,

that they had done no more than their duty, and been
guided simply by their zeal for the service of the king.

When the duchess evaded a declaration, they even sent

a person to repeat this request in a private interview.
*' Time alone and their future behavior," she replied to

this person, " would enable her to judge of their de-

signs."

The league had its origin in banquets, and a banquet
gave it form and perfection. On the very day that the

second petition was presented, Brederode entertained the

confederates in Kuilemberg House ; about three hun-
dred guests assembled ; intoxication gave them courage,
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aad their audacity rose with their numbers. During the

conversation, one of their number happened to remark
that he had overheai'd the Count of Barlaimont whisper
in French to the regent, who was seen to turn pale on
tlio delivery of the petitions, that "she need not be afraid

of a band of beggars (gueux)" (in fact, the majority of

them had by their bad management of their incomes
only too well deserved this appellation). Now, as the

very name for their fraternity was the very thing which
had most perplexed them, an expression was eagerly

caught up, which, while it cloaked the presumption of

their enterprise in humility, was at the same time ap-

propriate to them as petitioners. Immediately they
drank to one another under this name, and the cry "Long
live the gueax !" was accompanied with a general shout

of applause. After the cloth had been removed, Bred-
erode appeared with a wallet over his shoulder, similar

to that which the vagrant pilgrims and mendicant monks
of the time used to carry ; and after returning thanks to

all for their accession to the league, and boldly assuring

them that he was ready to venture life and limb for

every individual present, he drank to the health of the

whole company out of a wooden beaker. The cup went
round, and every one uttered the same vow, as he set it

to his lips. Then, one after the other, they received the

beggar's purse, and each hung it on a nail, which he
had appropriated to himself. The shouts and uproar at-

tending this buffoonery attracted the Prince of Orange,
and counts Kgmont and Horn, who, by chance, were
passing the spot at the very moment, and on entering

the house were boisterously pressed by Brederode, as

host, to remain and drink a glass Avitli them.*
The entrance of three such influential personages i-e-

newed the mirth of the guests, and their festivities soon

* " But," Egraont asserted in his written defense, " we drank
only one single small glass, and thereupon they cried, " Long live

the king: and the gueux !" This was the first time that I heard that

appellation, and it certainly did not plea-se me. But the times
were so bad, that one was often compelled to share in much that

was against one's inclination, and I knew not but I was doing an
iimocent thing."— Proces criininels des comtes d'Egmonf, etc., 7,

1. Egmont's defense, Hopper, 94. Strada, 127-130. Burgund.
lH.3-iN7,
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passed the bounds of moderation. Many were intoxica-

ted
;
guests and attendants mingled together without dis-

tinction, the serious and the ludicrous, drunken fancies

and affairs of state, were blended one with another in a

burlesque medley ; and the discussion on the general

distress of the countiy ended in the wild upioar of a

bacchanalian revel. But it did not stop here : what
they had resolved on in the moment of intoxication

they attempted, when sober, to carry into execution. It

was necessary to manifest to the people, in some stick-

ing shape, the existence of their protectors, and likewise

to fan the zeal of the faction by a visible emblem; for

this end, nothing could be better than to adopt publicly

this name of Gueux, and to borrow from it the tokens

of the association. In a few days, the town of Brussels

swarmed with ash-gi'ay garments, such as were usually

worn by mendicant frairs and penitents. Every confed-

erate put his whole family and domestics in this dress.

Some carried wooden bowls thinly overlaid with plates

of silver, cups of the same kind, and wooden knives ; in

short, the whole paraphernalia of the beggar tribe, which
they either fixed around their hats or suspended from
their girdles. Round the neck they wore a golden or

silver coin, afterward called the Geusen penny, of which
one side bore the effigy of the king, with the inscription,

" Ti'ue to the king;" on the other side were seen two
hands folded together, holding a wallet, with the words,
" As far as the beggar's scrip." Hence the origin of the

name " Gueux," which was subsequently borne in the

Netherlands by all Avho seceded from popery, and took

arms against the king.

Before the confederates separated and dispersed

among the provinces, they presented themselves once
more before the duchess, in order to remind her of the

necessity of leniency toward the heretics, until the ar-

rival of the king's answer from Spain, if she did not

wish to drive the people to extremities. "If, however,"
they added, " a contrary behavior should give rise to

any evils, they at least must be regarded as having done
their duty."

To this the regent replied, " She hoped to be able to

adopt such measures as would render it impossible for
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disorders to ensue ; but if, nevertheless, they did occur,

she could ascribe them to no one but the confederates.

She, therefore, earnestly admonished them on their

part to fulfill their engagements, but especially to re-

ceive no new members into the league, to hold no more
private assemblies, and generally, not to attempt any
novel and unconstitutional measures." And in order to

tranquilize their minds, she commanded her private

secretary, Berti, to show them the letters to the inquis-

itors and secular judges, wherein they were enjoined

to observe moderation toward all those who had not
aggravated their heretical offenses by any civil crime.

Before their departure from Brussels they named four

presidents from among their number, who were to take

care of the atiairs of the league ; and also particular ad-

ministrators for each province. A few were left behind
in Brussels, to keep a watchful eye on all the movements
of the court. Brederode, Kuilemberg, and Bergen, at

last quitted the town, attended by five hundred and fifty

horsemen, saluted it once more beyond the walls with
a discharge of musketry, and then the three leaders

parted ; Brederode taking the road to Antwerp, and the

two others to Gueldres. The regent had sent off an
express to Antwerp, to warn the magistrate of that

town against him; on his arrival, more than a thousand
persons thronged to the hotel where he had taken up
his abode. Showing himself at a window, with a full

wine-glass in his hand, he thus addressed them : "Citi-

zens of Antwerp ! I am here, at the hazard of my life

and my property, to relieve you from the oppressive

burden of the Inquisition. If you are ready to share

this enterprise with me, and to acknowledge me a<s

your leader, accept the health which I here drink to

you, and hold up your hands in testimony of your ap-

probation." Hereupon he drank to their health, and
all hands were raised amid clamorous shouts of exulta-

tion. After this heroic deed he quitted Antwerp.
Immediately after the delivery of the " Petition of

the Nobles," the regent had caused a new form of the

edicts to be drawn up in the privy council, which should

keep the mean between the commands of the king and
the demands of the confederates. But the next ques-
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tion tliRt arose was, to determine whether it would be

advisable immediately to promulgate this mitigated form,

or moderation, as it was commonly called, or to submit
it first to the king for his ratification. The privy coun-

cil, who ]uaintaiued that it would be presumptuous to

take a step so important and so contrary to the declared

sentiments of the monarch, without having first obtained

his sanction, opposed the vote of the Prince of Orange,
who supported the former proposition. Beside, they
urged there was cause to fear that it would not even
content the nation. A "Moderation," devised with the

assent of the states, was what they paiticularlj' insisted

on. In order, therefore, to gain the consent of the

states, or rather to obtain it from them by stealth, the

regent artfully pro|X)unded the question to the provinces

singly, and first of all to those which possessed the

least freedom, such as Aitois, Namur, and Luxemburg.
Thus she not only prevented one province encouraging
another in opposition, but also gained this advantage by
it, that the freer provinces, such as Flanders and Bra-
bant, which were prudently reserved to the last, allowed
themselves to be carried away by the example of the

others. By a very illegal procedure, the representa-

tives of the towns were taken by surprise, and their

consent exacted before they could confer with their

constituents, while complete silence was imposed upon
them with regard to the whole transaction. By these

means the regent obtained the unconditional consent of

some of the provinces to the " Moderation," and, with
a few slight changes, that of other provinces. Luxem-
burg and Namur subscribed it without scruple. The
states of Artois simply added the condition, that false

informers should be subjected to a retributive penalty
;

those of Hainault demanded, that instead of confiscation

of the estates, which directl}^ militated against their

privileges, another discretionary punishment should be

introduced- Flanders called for the entire abolition of

the Inquisition, and desired that the accused might be
secured in right of appeal to their own province. The
states of Brabant were outwitted by the intrigues of

the court. Zealand, Holland, Utrecht, Gueldres, and
Friesland, as being provinces which enjoyed the most
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important privileges, and wliicli, moreover, w^atched

over them with the greatest jealousy, were never asked
for then- opinion. The provincial courts of judicature

had also been required to make a report on the projected

amendment of the law, but we may well suppose that it

was unlavorable, as it never reached Spain. From the

principal clause of this " Moderation," which, however,

really deserved its name, we may form a judgment of

the general character of the edicts themselves. " Sec-

tarian writers," it ran, "the heads and teachers of

sects, as also those who conceal heretical meetings, or

cause any other public scandal, shall be punished with

the gallows, and their estates, where the law of the

province permit it, confiscated ; but if they abjure their

errors, their punishment shall be commuted into decap-

itation with the sword, and their effects shall be pre-

served to their families." A cruel snare for parental

affection ! Less grievous heretics, it was further en-

acted, shall, if penitent, be pardoned ; and if impenitent,

shall be compelled to leave the country, without, how-
ever, forfeiting their estates, unless, by continuing to

lead others astray, they deprive themselves of the bene-

fit of this provision. The Anabaptists, however, w^ere

expressly excluded from benefiting by this clause : these,

if they did not clear themselves by the most thorough
repentance, were to forfeit their possessions ; and if, on
the other hand, they relapsed after penitence, that is,

were backsliding heretics, they were to be put to death
without mercy. The greater regard for life and prop-

erty, which is observable in this ordinance as compared
with the edicts, and which we might be tempted to

ascribe to a change of intention in the Spanish ministry,

was nothing more than a compulsory step, extorted by
the determined opposition of the nobles. So little, too,

were the people in the Netherlands satisfied by this

" Moderation," which, fundamentally, did not remove
a single abuse, that instead of " Moderation" (mitiga-

tion), they indignantly called it " Mooderation," that is,

murdering.
After the consent of the states had, in this manner

been extorted from them, the " Moderation" was sub-

mitted to the council of the state, and after receiving their
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signatures, forwarded to the king, in Spain, in order to

receive from his ratification the force of law.

The embassy to Madrid, which had been agreed upon
with the confederates, was at the outset intrusted to

the Marquis of Bergen,* who, however, from a distrust

of the present disposition of the king, which was only

too well grounded, and from reluctance to engage alone

in so delicate a business, begged for a coadjutor. He
obtained one in the Baron of Montigny, who had previ-

ously been emploj'ed in a similar duty, and had dis-

charged it with high credit. As, however, circum-
stances had since altered so much, that he had just

anxiety as to his present reception in Madrid, for his

greater safety, he stipulated with the duchess that she
should write to the monarch previously, and that he,

with his companion, should, in the mean while, travel

slowly enough to give time for the king's answer reach-
ing him en route. His good genius wished, as it ap-
peared, to save him from the terrible fate which awaited
him in Madrid, for his departure was delayed by an un-
expected obstacle, the Marquis of Bergen being disabled

from setting out immediately, through a wound which
he received from the blow of a tennis-ball. At last,

however, yielding to the pressing importunities of the
regent, who was anxious to expedite the business, he
set out alone, not, as he hoped, to carry the cause of his

nation, but to die for it.

In the mean time, the posture of affairs had changed
so gi-eatly in the Netherlands, the step which the nobles

had recently taken had so nearly brought on a complete
rupture with the government, that it seemed impossible

for the Prince of Orange and his friends to maintain any
longer the intermediate and delicate position which tliey

had hitherto held between the country and the court,

or to reconcile the contradictory duties to which it gave
rise. Great must have been the restraint, which, with
their mode of thinking, they had to put on themselves
not to take part in this contest ; much, too, must their

natural love of liberty, their patriotism, and their prin-

* This Marquis of Bergen is to be distinguished from Count
William of Bergen, who was among the first who subscribed tho
covenant.

—

Vigl. ad Hopper, Letter vii.
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ciples of toleration have suffered from the constraint

which their official station imposed upon them. On the

other hand, Philip's distrust, the little regard which now
for a long time had been paid to their advice, and the

marked slights which the duchess publicly put upon
them, had greatly contributed to cool their izeal for the

service, and to render irksome the longer continuance

of a part which they played with so much repugnance
and with so little thanks. This feeling was strength-

ened by several intimations they received from Spain,

which placed beyond doubt the great displeasure of the

king at the petition of the nobles, and his little satisfac-

tion with their own behavior on that occasion, while

they were also led to expect that he was about to enter

upon measures, to which, as favorable to the liberties of

their country, and for the most part friends or blood re-

lations of the confederates, they could never lend their

countenance or support. On the name which should

be applied in Spain to the confederacy of the nobles, it

principally depended what course they should follow

for the future. If the petitio-n should be called re-

bellion, no alternative would be left them, but either to

come prematurely to a dangerous explanation with the

court, or to aid it in treating as enemies those with
whom they had both a fellow-feeling and a common
interest. This perilous alternative could only be avoided

by withdrawing entirely from public affairs ; this plan

they had once before practically adopted, and under
present circumstances, it was something more than a

simple expedient. The whole nation had their eyes
upon them. An unlimited confidence in their integrity,

and the universal veneration for their persons, which
closely bordered on idolatry, would ennoble the cause

which they might make their own, and ruin that w^hich

they should abandon. Their share in the administra-

tion of the state, though it were nothing more than

nominal, kept the opposite party in check ; while they
attended the senate, violent measures were avoided,

because their continued presence still favored some ex-

pectations of succeeding by gentle means. The with-

holding of their approbation, even if it did not proceed

from their hearts, dispirited the faction, which, on the
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contraiy, would exert its full sti'ength so soon as it could

reckon even distantly on obtaining so weighty a sanction.

The very measures of the government, which, if they

came through their, hands, were certain of a favorable

reception of issue, would without them prove suspected

and futile; even the royal concessions, if they were not

obtained by the mediation of these friends of the people,

would fail of the chief part of their efficacy. Beside,

their retirement from public affairs would deprive the

regent of the benefit of their advice, at a time when
counsel was most indispensable to her; it would, more-

over, leave the preponderance with a party which,

blindly dependent on the court, and ignorant of the pe-

culiarities of republican character, would neglect noth-

ing to aggravate the evil, and to drive to extremity the

already exasperated mind of the public.

All these motives (and it is open to every one, ac-

cording to his good or bad opinion of the prince, to say

which w^as the most influential) tended alike to move
him to desert the regent, and to divest himself of all

share in public afiairs. An opportunity for putting this

resolve into execution soon presented itself. The prince

had voted for the immediate promulgation of the newly
revised edicts ; but the regent, following the suggestion of

her privy council, had determined to transmit them first

to the king. "I now see clearly," he broke out, with well

acted vehemence, "that all the advice which I give is dis-

trusted. The king requires no servants whose loyalty he

is determined to doubt ; and far be it from me to thrust

my sei*vices upon a sovereign who is unwilling to receive

them. Better, therefore, for him and me, that I with-

draw from public affairs." Count Horn expressed him-

self nearly to the same effect. Egmont requested per-

mission to visit the baths of Aix-la-Chapelle, the use of

which had been prescribed to him by his physician, al-

though (as it is stated in his accusation) he appeared

health itself. The regent, terrified at the consequences

which must inevitably follow this step, spoke sharply

to the prince. " If neither my representations nor the

general welfare can prevail upon you, so far as to induce

you to relinquish this intention, let me advise you to be

move careful, at least, of your own reputation. Louis
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of Nassau is your brother ; he and Count Brederode,
the heads of the confederacy, have publicly been your
guests. The petition is in substance identical with your
own representations in the council of state. If you now
suddenly desert the cause of your king, will it not be uni-

versally said that you favor the conspiracy?" We do
not find it anywhere stated, whether the prince really

withdrew at this time from the council of state ; at all

events, if he did, he must soon have altered his mind,
for shortly after he appears again in public transactions.

Egmont allowed himself to be overcome by the remon-
strances of the regent ; Horn alone actually withdrew
himself to one of his estates,* with the resolution of

never more serving either emperor or king. Meanwhile,
the Gueux had dispersed themselves through the prov-

inces, and spread everywhere the most favorable re-

ports of their success. According to their assertions,

religious fi-eedom was finally assured ; and in order to

confirm their statements, they helped themselves, where
the truth failed, with falsehood. For example, they
produced a forged letter of the Knights of the Fleece,

in which the latter were made solemnly to declare that,

for the future, no one need fear imprisonment or death,

on account of religion, unless he also committed a polit-

ical crime ; and even in that case, the confederates

alone were to be his judges ; and this regulation

was to be in force until the king, with the consent

and advice of the states of the realm, should other-

wise dispose. Earnestly as the knights applied them-
selves, upon the first information of the fraud, to res-

cue the nation from their delusion, still it had already,

in this short interval, done good service to the faction.

If there are truths whose effect is limited to a single in-

stant, then inventions which last so long can easily as-

sume their place. Beside, the report, however false,

was calculated both to awaken distrust between the re-

gent and the knights, and to support the courage of the
Protestants by fresh hopes, while it also furnished those

who were meditating innovation an appearance of right,

which, however unsubstantial they themselves knew it

to be, served as a colorable pretext for their proceedings.

* Where he remaineU three months inactive.
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Quickly as this delusion was dispelled, still, in the short

space of time that it obtained behef, it had occasioned

so many extravagances, had introduced so much of ir-

regularity and license, that a return to the former state

of things became impossible, and continuance in the

course already commenced was rendered necessary as

well by habit as by despair. On the veiy first news of

this happy result, the fugitive Protestants had returned

to their homes, which they had so unwillingly abandon-

ed ; those who had been in concealment came forth

from their hiding-places ; those who had hitherto paid

homage to the new religion in their hearts alone, em-
boldened by these pretended acts of toleration, now
gave in their adhesion to it publicly and decidedly. The
name of the " Gueux" was extolled in all the provinces;

they were called the pillars of religion and liberty

;

their party increased daily, and many of the merchants

began to wear their insignia. The latter made an alter-

ation in the " Geusen" penny, by introducing two trav-

eler's staffs laid crosswise, to intimate that they stood

prepared and ready, at any instant, to forsake house and

hearth for the sake of religion. The Geusen League,
in short, had now given to things an entirely different

form. The murmurs of the people, hitherto impotent

and despised, as being the cries of individuals, had, now
that they were concentrated, become formidable ; and

had gained power, direction, and firmness, through

union. Every one who was rebelliously disposed, now
looked on himself as the member of a venerable and

powerful body, and beheved that, by carrying his own
complaints to the general stock of discontent, he secur-

ed the free expression of them. To be called an impor-

tant acquisition to the league flattered the vain ; to be

lost, unnoticed, and irresponsible in the crowed, was an

inducement to the timid. The face which the confed-

eracy showed to the nation, was very unlike that which it

had turned to the conrt. But had its objects been the

purest, had it really been as well disposed toward the

throne as it wished to appear, still the multitude would
have regarded only what was illegal in its proceedings,

and upon them its better intentions would have been

entirely lost.

p2
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PUBLIC PREACHING.

No moment could be more favorable to the Huguenots
and the German Protestants than the present, to seek a

market for their dangerous commodity in the Nether-

lands. Accordingly, every considerable town now swarm-
ed with suspicious arrivals, masked spies, and the apos-

tles of every description of heresy. Of the religious

parties which had sprung up by secession from the rul-

ing church, three chiefly had made considerable pro-

gress in the provinces. Friesland, and the adjoining dis-

tricts were overrun by the Anabaptists, who, however, as

the most indigent, without organization and government,

destitute of military resources, and moreover at strife

among themselves, awakened the least apprehension.

Of far more importance were the Calvinists, who pre-

vailed in the southern provinces, and above all, in Flan-

ders, who were powerfully supported by their neighbors

the Huguenots, the republic of Geneva, the Swiss Can-

tons, and part of Germany, and whose opinions, with

the exception of a slight difference, were also held by

the throne in England. They were also the most nu-

merous party, especially among the merchants and com-
mon citizens. The Huguenots expelled from France had

been the chief disseminators of the tenets of this party.

The Lutherans were inferior both in numbers and

wealth, but derived weight from having many adherents

among the nobility. They occupied, for the most part,

the eastern portion of the Netherlands, which borders

on Germany, and were also to be found in some of the

northern territories. Some of the most powerful prin-

ces of Germany were their allies ; and the religious free-

dom of that empire, of which, by the Burgundian treaty,

the Netherlands formed an integral part, was claimed by

them with some appearance of right. These three re-

ligious denominations met together in Antwerp, where
the crowded population concealed them, and the min-

gling of all nations favored liberty. They had nothing in

common, except an equally inextinguishable hatred of

popery, the Inquisition in particular, and of the Spanish

government, whose instrument it was ; while, on the

other hand, they watched each other with a jealousy

V. 'i
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whicli kept their zeal in exercise, and prevented the
glowing ardor of fanaticism from waxing dull.

The regent, in expectation that the projected "mod-
eration" w^ould be sanctioned by the king, had, in the

mean time, to gratify the " Gueux," recommended the

governors and municipal officers of the provinces to be
as moderate as possible in their proceedings against her-

etics ; instructions which were eagerly followed, and in-

terpreted in the widest sense by the majority, who had
hitherto administered the painful duty of punishment
with extreme repugnance. Most of the chief magis-
trates were in their hearts averse to the Inquisition and
the Spanish tyranny, and many were even secretly at-

tached to one or other of the religious parties ; even the

others were unwilling to inflict punishment on their

countrymen, to gratify their sworn enemies, the Span-
iards. All, therefore, purposely misundei-stood the re-

gent, and allowed the Inquisition and the edicts to fall

almost entirely into disuse. This forbearance of the

government, combined with the brilliant representations

of the " Gueux," lured from their obscurity the Protes-

tants, who, however, had now grown too powerful to be
any longer concealed. Hitherto they had contented
themselves with secret assemblies by night ; now they
thought themselves numerous and formidable enough to

venture to these meetings openly and publicly. This
license commenced somewhere between Oudenarde and
Ghent, and soon spread through the rest of Flanders.
A certain Hermann Sti'icker, born at Overyssel, formerly
a monk, a daring enthusiast, of able mind, imposing fig-

ure, and ready tongue, was the first who collected the
people for a sermon in the open air. The novelty of
the thing gathered together a crowd of about seven
thousand persons. A magistrate of the neighborhood,
more courageous than wise, rushed among the crowd
with his drawn sword, and attempted to seize the
preacher, but w^as so roughly handled by the multitude,

who, for want of other weapons, took up stones and felled

him to the ground, that he was glad to beg for his life.*

* The unheard-of fool-hardiness of a single man rushing into

the midst of a fanatical crowd of seven thousand people, to seize

before their eyes one whom they adored, proves, more than all
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This success of the first attempt inspired courage for

a second. In the vicinity of Aalst, they assembled again

in still greater numbers ; but on this occasion they pro-

vided themselves with rapiers, firearms, and halberds,

placed sentries at all the approaches, which they also

barricaded with carts and carriages. All passers-by

were obliged, whether willing or otherwise, to take part

in the religious service, and, to enforce this object, look-

out parties were posted at certain distances round the

place of meeting. At the entrance, booksellers stationed

themselves, offering for sale Protestant catechisms, re-

ligious tracts, and pasquinades on the bishops. The
preacher, Hermann Strieker, held forth from a pulpit,

which was hastily constructed for the occasion out of

carts and trunks of trees. A canvas awning drawn
over it protected him from the sun and the rain ; the

preacher's position was in the quarter of the wind, that

the people might not lose any part of his sermon, which
consisted principally of revilings against popery. Here
the sacraments were administered after the Calvinistic

fashion, and water was jn-ocured from the nearest river

to baptize infants without further ceremony, after the

practice, it was pretended, of the earliest times of

Christianity. Couples were also united in wedlock,
and the marriage ties dissolved between others. To be
present at this meeting, half the population of Ghent
had left its gates ; their example was soon followed in

other parts, and ere long, spread over the whole of East
Flanders. In like manner, Peter Dathan, another ren-

egade monk, from Poperingen, stirred up West Flan-

ders ; as many as fifteen thousand persons at a time at-

tended his preaching from the villages and hamlets

;

their number made them bold, and they broke into the

prisons, where some Anabaptists were reserved for

martyrdom. In Tournay, the Protestants were excited

to a similar pitch of daring by Arabrosius Ville, a French
Calvinist. They demanded the release of the prisoners

of their sect, and repeatedly threatened, if their demands
were not complied with, to deliver up the town to the

that can be said on the subject, the insolent contempt with which
the Ronaan Cathohcs of the time looked down upon the so-called

heretics as an inferior race of beings.
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French. It was entirely destitute of a garrison ; for the

commandant, fi-oni fear of treason, had withdrawn it into

the castle, and the soldiers, moreover, refused to act

against their fellow-citizens. The sectarians carried

their audacity to such great lengths, as to require one

of the churches within the town to be assigned to them ;

and when this was refused, they entered into a league

with Valenciennes and Antwerp, to obtain a legal rec-

ognition of their w^orship, after the example of the other

towns, by open force. These three towns maintained

a close connection with each other, and the Protestant

party was equally powerful in all. While, however, no

one would venture singly to commence the disturbance,

they agreed simultaneously to make a beginning with

public preaching. Brederode's appearance in Antwerp
at last gave them courage. Six thousand persons, men
and women, poured forth from the town on an appointed

day, on which the same thing happened in Tournay and

Valenciennes. The place of meeting was closed in

with a line of vehicles, firmly fastened together, and be-

hind them armed men were secretly posted, with a view

to protect the service from any surprise. Of the

preachers—most of wiiom were men of the very lowest

class—some were Germans, some were Huguenots,

and spoke in the Walloon dialect : some even of the cit-

izens felt themselves called upon to take a part in this

sacred work, now that no fears of the officers of justice

alarmed them. Many were drawn to the spot by mere
curiosity, to hear what kind of new and unheard-of doc-

trines these foreign teachers, wdiose arrival had caused so

much talk, would set forth. Others were attracted by

the melody of the psalms, which were sung in a French
version, after the custom in Geneva. A great number
came to hear these sermons as so many amusing come-
dies : such w^as the buffoonery with which the Pope, the

fathers of the ecclesiastical Council of Trent, purgatoiy,

and other dogmas of the ruling church were abused in

them. And, in fact, the more extravagant was this abuse

and ridicule, the more it tickled the ears of the lower

orders ; and a universal clapping of hands, as in a theater,

rewarded the speaker who had suipassed others in the

wildness of his jokes and denunciations. But the ridi-

12
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cule which was thus cast upon the ruling church was,

nevertheless, not entirely lost on the minds of the hear-

ers, as neither were the few grains of truth or reason

which occasionally slipped in among it ; and many a one

w4io had sought from these sermons any thing but con-

viction, unconsciously carried away a little also of it.

These assemblieswere several times repeated, and each

day augmented the boldness of the sectarians ; till at last

they even ventured, after concluding the service, to con-

duct their preachers home in triumph, with an escort

of armed horsemen, and ostentatiously to brave the law.

The town council sent express after express to the duch-

ess, entreating her to visit them in person, and if possi-

ble to reside for a short time at Antwerp, as the only

expedient to curb the arrogance of the populace ; and

assuring her that the most eminent merchants, afraid of

being plundered, were already preparing to quit it. Fear
of staking the royal dignity on so hazardous a stroke of

policy forbade her compliance ; but she dispatched in

her stead Count Megen, in order to treat with the ma-
gistrate for the introduction of a garrison. The rebellious

mob, who quickly got an inkling of the object of his visit,

gathered around him with tumultuous cries, shouting

—

" He was known to them as a sworn enemy of the

Gueux; that it was notorious he was bringing on

them prisons and the Inquisition, and that he should

leave the town instantly." Nor was the tumult quieted

till Megen was beyond the gates. The Calvinists now
handed in to the magistrate a memorial, in which they

showed that their great numbers made it impossible for

them henceforward to assemble in secrecy, and request-

ed a separate place of worship to be allowed them inside

the town. The town council renewed its entreaties to

the duchess to assist, by her personal presence, their per-

plexities, or at least to send to them the Prince ofOrange,

as the only person for whom the people still had any re-

spect ; and moreover, as specially bound to the town of

Antwerp by his hereditary title of its burgrave. In or-

der to escape the greater evil, she was compelled to con-

sent to the second demand, however much against her

inclination, to intrust Antwerp to the prince. After al-

lowing himself to be long and fruitlessly enti-eated, for
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he had all at once resolved to take no further share in

public affairs, he yielded at last to the earnest persua-

sions of the regent, and the boisterous ^vishes of the

people. Brederode, with a numerous retinue, came
half-a-mile out of town to meet him, and both parties

saluted each other with a discharge of pistols. Antwerp
appeared to have poured out all her inhabitants to wel-
come her deliverer. The high road swarmed with mul-
titudes : the roofs were taken off the houses, in order that

they might accommodate more spectators : behind fences,

from church-yard walls, even out of gi-aves, started up
men. The attachment of the people to the prince showed
itself in childish effusions. " Long live the Gueux!" was
the shout with which young and old received him. " Be-
hold," cried others, " the man who shall give us liberty."
" He brings us," cried the Lutherans, " the Confes-
sion of Augsburg!" '-We don't want the Gueux now,"
exclaimed others ;

" we have no more need of the troub-

lesome journey to Brussels. He alone is every thing

to us !" Those who knew not what to say vented their
extravagant joy in psalms, which they vociferously

chanted as they moved along. He, however, maintained
his gi-avity, beckoned for silence, and at last, when no
one would listen to him, exclaimed with indignation,

half-real and half-affected— "By God, they ought to

consider what they did, or they would one day repent
w^iat they had now done." The shouting increased
even as he rode into the town. The first conference
of the prince with the heads of the different religious

sects, whom he sent for and separately inteiTogated,

presently convinced him that the chief source of the
evil was the mutual distrust of the several parties, and
the suspicions which the citizens entertained of the de-
signs of the government; and that, therefore, it must
be his first business to restore confidence among them
all. First of all, he attempted, both by persuasion and
artifice; to induce the Calvinists, as the most numerous
body, to lay down their weapons, and in this he at last

with much labor succeeded. When, however, some
wagons were soon afterward laden with ammunition in

Malines, and the High Bailiff of Brabant showed him-
self frecpiently in the neighborhood of Antweip with an
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Ri-med force, the Calvinists, fearing hostile interru])tion

of their rehgious worship, besought the prince to allot

them a place within the walls for their sermons, which
should be secure from a surprise. He succeeded once

more in pacifying them, and his presence fortunately

prevented an outbreak on the Assumption of the Virgin,

which, as usual, had drawn a crowd to the town, and

from whose sentiments there was but too much reason for

alarm. The image of the Virgin w^as, with the usual

pomp, carried round the town without interruption
;

a few words of abuse, and a suppressed murmur about

idolatry, was all that the disapproving multiiades indulged

m agoiinst the procession.

A.D. 1566. While the regent received from one prov-

ince after another the most melancholy accounts of the

excesses of the Protestants, and while she trembled for

Antwerp, which she was compelled to leave in the dan-

gerous haiids of the Prince of Orange, a new terror as-

sailed her from another quarter. Upon the first authen-

tic tidings of the public preaching, she immediately

called upon the league to fulfill its promises, and to assist

her in restoring order. Count Brederode used this pre-

text to summon a general meeting of the whole league,

for which he could not have selected a more dangerous

moment than the present. So ostentatious a display of

the sti'ength of the league, whose existence andpi'otection

had alone encouraged the Protestant mob to go the length

it had already gone, w^ould now raise the confidence of the

sectarians, while, in the same degree, it depressed the

courage of the regent. The convention took place in

the town of Liege St. Truyen, into which Brederode
and Louis of Nassau had thrown themselves at the head
of two thousand confederates. As the long delay of the

royal answer from Madrid seemed to presage no good from
that quarter, they considered it advisable in any case to

extort from the regent a letter of indemnity for their

persons.

Those among them who were conscious of a disloyal

sympathy with the Protestant mob looked on its licen-

tiousness as a favorable cii"cumstance for the league
;

the apparent success of those to whose degrading fellow-

sh'p they had dc'gned to stoop, led them to alter their
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tone ; their former laudable zeal began to degenerate

into insolence and defiance. Many thought that they

ought to avail themselves of the general confusion and

the peiplexity of the duchess, to assume a bolder tone

and heap demand upon demand. The Roman Catholic

members of the league, among whom many were, in

their hearts, still strongly inclined to the royal cause,

and who had been drawn into a connection with the

league by occasion and example, rather than from feel-

ing and conviction, now heard, to their astonishment,

propositions for establishing universal freedom of religion,

and were not a little shocked to discover in how perilous

an enterprise they had hastily implicated themselves.

On this discovery, the young Count Mansfeld withdrew
immediately from it, and internal dissensions already

began to undermine the work of precipitation and

haste, and imperceptibly to loosen the joints of the

league.

Count Egmont and William of Orange were empow-
ered by the regent to treat with the confederates. Twelve
of the latter, among whom were Louis of Nassau, Bred-

erode, and Kuilemberg, conferred with them in Dufile,

a village near Malines. " Wherefore this new step ?"

demanded the regent by the mouth of these two noble-

men. "I was required to dispatch ambassadors to Spain

;

and I sent them. The edicts and the Inquisition were
complained of as too rigorous ; I have rendered both

more lenient. A general assembly of the states of the

realm was proposed ; I have submitted this request to

the king, because I could not gi'ant it from my own au-

thority. What, then, have I unwittingly either omitted

or done, that should render necessary this assembling in

St. Truyen ? Is it perhaps fear of the king's anger,

and of its consequences, that disturbs the confederates ?

The provocation certainly is great, but his mercy is even
greater. Where now is the promise of the league to

excite no disturbances among the people ? Where those

high-sounding professions, that they were ready to die

at my feet, rather than ot^end against any of the pre-

rogatives of the crown ? The innovators already ven-

ture on things which border closely on rebellion, and

threaten the state with destruction : and it is to the

Q
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league that they appeal. If it continues silently to tol-

erate this, it will justly bring on itself the charge of par-

ticipating in the guilt of their olfenses ; if it is honestly
disposed towai-d the sovereign, it can not remain longer

inactive in this licentiousness of the mob. But, in truth,

does it not itself outstrip the insane population by its

dangerous example, concluding, as it is known to do,

alliances with the enemies of the country, and confirm-

ing the evil report of its designs by the present illegal

meeting ?"

Against these reproaches the league formally justified

itself, in a memorial which it deputed three of its mem-
bers to deliver to the council of state at Brussels.

" All," it commenced, " that your highness has done
in respect to our petition we have felt with the most
lively gratitude ; and we can not complain of any new
measures subsequently adopted, inconsistent with your
promise ; but we can not help coming to the conclusion

that the orders of your highness are, by the judicial

courts at least, very little regarded ; for we are continu-

ally hearing—and our own eyes attest to the truth of the
report—that in all quarters our fellow-citizens are, in

spite of the orders of your highness, still mercilessly

dragged before the courts of justice, and condemned to

death for I'eligion. What the league engaged on its part

to do, it has honestly fulfilled ; it has too, to the utmost
of its power, endeavored to prevent the public preach-
ings ; but it certainly is no w^onder if the long delay of
an answer from Madrid fills the mind of the people with
distrust, and if the disappointed hopes of the general as-

sembly of the states dispose them to put little faith in any
further assurances. The league has never allied, nor
ever felt any temptation to ally itself with the enemies
of the countiy. If the arms of France were to appear
in the provinces, we, the confederates, would be the

first to mount and drive them back again. The league,

however, desires to be candid with your highness. We
thought we read marks of displeasure in your counte-

nance ; we see men in exclusive possession of your
fiivor, who are notorious for their hatred against us. We
daily hear that persons are warned from associating with
us, as with those infected with the plague, while we are
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denounced with the arrival of the king, as with the

opening of a day of judgment—what is more natural

than that such distrust shown to us should at last rouse

our own ? That the attempt to blacken our league with

the reproach of treason; that the warlike preparations

of the Duke of Savoy and of other princes, which, ac-

cording to common report, are directed against our-

selves ; the negotiations of the king with the French
court, to obtain a passage through that kingdom for a

Spanish army, which is destined, it is said, for the Neth-
erlands—what wonder if these and similar occurrences

should have stimulated us to think in time of the means
of self-defense, and to strengthen ourselves by an alli-

ance with our friends beyond the frontier ? On a gen-

eral, uncertain, and vague rumor, we are accused of a

share in this licentiousness of the Protestant mob ; but

who is safe from general rumor ? True, it is certainly,

that of our numbers some are Protestants, to whom re-

ligious toleration would be a welcome boon ; but even

they have never forgotten what they owe to their sover-

eign. It is not fear of the king's anger which instigated

us to hold this assembly. The king is good, and we still

hope that he is also just. It can not, therefore, be par-

don that we seek from him, and just as little can it be

oblivion that we solicit for our actions, which are far

from being the least considerable of the services we have

at different times rendered his majesty. Again, it is

true that the delegates of the Lutherans and Calvinists

are with us in St. Truyen ; nay, more, they have de-

livered to us a petition which, annexed to this memo-
rial, we here present to your highness. In it they offer

to go unarmed to their preachings, if the league will

tender its security to them, and be willing to engage for

a general meeting of the states. AVe have thought it

incumbent apon us to communicate both these matters

to you, for our guaranty can have no force, unless it is

at the same time confirmed by your highness and some
of your principal counselors. Among these, no one can

be so well acquainted with the circumstances of our

cause, or be so upright in intention toward us, as the

Prince of Orange and counts Horn and Egmont. We
gladly accept these three as mediators, if the necessary
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powers are given to them, and assurances afforded us
that no troops will be enlisted without their knowledge.
This guaranty, however, we only require for a given

period, before the expiration of which it will rest with
the king, whether he will cancel or confirm it for the

future. If the first should be his will, it will then be but

fair that time should be allowed us to place our persons

and our property in security ; for this, three weeks will

be sufficient. Finally, and in conclusion, we on our
part also pledge ourselves to undertake nothing new,
without the concurrence of those three persons as me-
diators."

The league would not have ventured to hold such
bold language, if it had not reckoned on powerful sup-
port and protection; but the regent was as little in a

condition to concede their demands as she was incapa-

ble of vigorously opposing them. Deserted in Brussels

by most of her counselors of state, who had either de-

parted to their provinces, or, under some pretext or other,

had altogether withdrawn from public affairs ; destitute

as well of advisers as of money (the latter want had
compelled her, in the first instance, to appeal to the lib-

erality of the clergy, when this proved insufficient, to

have recourse to a lottery), dependent on orders from
Spain, which were ever expected and never received,

she was at last reduced to the degrading expedient of
entering into a negotiation with the confederates in St.

Truyen, that they should wait twenty-four days longer

for the king's resolution before they took any further
steps. It was certainly surprising that the king still

continued to delay a decisive answer to the petition,

although it was universally known that he had answered
letters of a much later date, and that the regent earn-

estly importuned him on this head. She had also, on
the commencement of the public preaching, imme-
diately dispatched the Mai'quis of Bergen after the
Baron of Montigny, who, as an eye-witness of these new
occun-ences, could confirm her written statements to

move the king to an earlier decision.

A.D. 156C. In the mean while, the Flemish ambassa-
dor, Florence of Montigny, had ari-ived in Madrid,
where he was received with a great show of considera-
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tion. His insti'uctions were to press for the abolition of

the Inquisition, and the mitigation of the edicts ; the
augmentation of the council of state, and the incorpora-

tion with it of the two other councils ; the calling of a

general assembly of the states, and, lastly, to urge the

solicitations of the regent for a personal visit from the

king. As the latter, however, was only desirous of

gaining time, Montigny was put off with fair words
until the arrival of his coadjutor, without whom the

king was not willing to come to any final determination.

In the mean time, Montigny had, every day and at any
hour that he desired, an audience with the king, who
also commanded that on all occasions the dispatches of

the duchess and the answers to them should be com-
municated to himself. He w^as, too, frequently admit-

ted to the council for Belgian affairs, where he never
omitted to call the king's attention to the necessity of a

general assembly of the states, as being the only means
of successfully meeting the troubles which had arisen,

and as likely to supersede the necessity of any other
measure. He, moreover, impressed upon him, that a

general and unreserved indemnity for the past would
alone eradicate the distrust, which was the source of

all existing complaints, and would always counteract the

good effects of every measure, however well advised.

He ventured, from a thorough acquaintance with cir-

cumstances, and accurate knowledge of the character of

his countrymen, to pledge himself to the king for their

inviolable loyalty, as soon as they should be convinced of
the honesty of his intentions by the straightforwardness

of his proceedings ; while, on the contrary, he assured
him that there would be no hopes of it as long as they
were not relieved of the fear of being made the vic-

tims of the oppression, and sacrificed to the envy, of the

Spanish nobles. At last, Montigny's coadjutor made
his appearance, and the objects of their embassy were
made the subject of repeated deliberations.

A.D. 1566. The king was at that time at his palace

near Segrovice, where also he assembled his state coun-

cil. The members were, the Duke of Alva ; Don
Gomez de Figueroa ; the Count of Feria; Don Anto-

nio of Toledo, Grand Commander of St. John ; Don
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John Manriquez of Lara, Lord Steward to the Queen;
Ruy Gomez, Prince of Eboli and Count of Melito

;

Louis of Quixada, Master of the Horse to the Prince
;

Charles Tyssenacque, President of the Council for the
Netherlands; Hopper, State Counselor and Keeper of

the Seal; and State Counselor Corteville. The sitting

of the council was protracted for several days ; both
ambassadors were in attendance, but the king was not
himself present. Here, then, the conduct of the Bel-
gian nobles was examined by Spanish eyes : step by
step it was traced back to the most distant source ; cir-

cumstances were brought into relation with others
which, in reality, never had any connection ; and what
had been the otfspring of the moment was made out to

be a well matured and far-sighted plan. All the differ-

ent transactions and attempts of the nobles which had
been governed solely by chance, and to which the nat-

ural order of events alone assigned their particular shape
and succession, were said to be the result of a precon-
certed scheme for introducing universal liberty in re-

ligion, and for placing all the power of the state in the
hands of the nobles. The first step to this end was, it

was said, the violent expulsion of the minister Granvella,

against whom nothing could be charged, except that he
was in possession of an authority which they preferred

to exercise themselves. The second step was sending
Count Egmont to Spain to urge the abolition of the In-

quisition and the mitigation of the penal statutes, and
to prevail on the king to consent to an augmentation of

the council of state. As, however, this could not be
surreptitiously obtained in so quiet a manner, the at-

tempt was made to extort it from the court by a third

and more daring step—by a formal conspiracy, the
League of the Gueux. The fourth step to the same
end was the present embassy, which at length boldly

cast aside the mask, and, by the insane proposals which
they were not ashamed to make to their king, clearly

brought to light the object to which all the preceding

steps had tended. Could the abolition of the Inquisition,

they exclaimed, lead to any thing less than a complete
freedom of belief? Would not the guiding helm of con-

ecienca bo lost with it ? Did not the proposed " moder-
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ation" introduce an absolute impunity for all heresies ?

What was the project of augmenting the council of

state and of suppressing the two other councils, but a

complete remodeling of the government of the country

in favor of the nobles ?—a general government for all the

provinces of the Netherlands ? Again, what was this

compact of the ecclesiastics in their public preachings

but a third conspiracy, entered into with the very same
objects which the league of the nobles in the council of

state and that of the Gueux had failed to effect ?

However, it was confessed, that whatever might be

the source of the evil, itwas not on that account the less

important and imminent. The immediate personal

presence of the king in Brussels was, indubitably, the

most efficacious means, speedily and thoroughly to

remedy it. As, however, it was already so late in the

year, and the preparations alone for the journey w^ould

occupy the short time which was to elapse before the

w^inter set in ; as the stormy season of the year, as well

as the danger from French and English ships, which
rendered the sea unsafe, did not allow of the king's

taking the northern route, which was the shorter

of the two ; as the rebels themselves, meanwhile, might

become possessed of the island of Walcheren, and op-

pose the landing of the king : for all these reasons, the

journey was not to be thought of before the spring; and

in absence of the only complete remedy, it was neces-

sary to rest satisfied with a partial expedient. The
council, therefore, agreed to propose to the king, in the

first place, that he should recall the Papal Inquisition

from the provinces, and rest satisfied with that of the

bishops ; in the second place, that a new plan for the

mitigation of the edicts should be projected, by which
the honor of religion and of the king would be better

preserved than it had been in the transmitted " modera-
tion;" thirdly, that in order to reassure the minds of

the people, and to leave no means untried, the King

should impart to the regent full powers to extend free

grace and pardon to all those who had not already com-
mitted any heinous crime, or who had not as yet been

condemned by any judicial process ; but from the ben-

efit of this indemnity, the preachers, and all who har-
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bored them, were to be excepted. On the other

hand, all leagues, associations, public assemblies, and

preachings, were to be henceforth prohibited under

heavy penalties ; if, however, this prohibition should be

infringed, the regent was to be at liberty to employ the

regular troops and garrisons for the forcible reduction of

the refractory, and also, in case of necessity, to enlist

new troops, and to name the commanders over them,

according as should be deemed advisable. Finally, it

would have a good effect, if his majesty would write to

the most eminent towns, prelates, and leaders of the

nobility—to some in his own hand, and to all in a gra-

cious tone—in order to stimulate their zeal in his ser-

vice.

When this resolution of his council of state was sub-

mitted to the king, his first measure was to command
public processions and prayers in all the most consider-

able places of the kingdom, and also of the Netherlands,

imploring the divine guidance in his decision. He ap-

peared in his own person in the council of state, in order

to approve this resolution, and render it effective. He?

declared the general assembly of the states to be use-

less, and entirely abolished it. He, however, bound

himself to retain some German regiments in his pay,

and, that they might serve with the more zeal, to pay

them their long-standing arrears. He commanded the

regent, in a private letter, to prepare secretly for war

;

three thousand horse and ten thousand infantry were to

be assembled by her in Germany, to which end he fur-

nished her with the necessary letters, and transmitted

to her a sum of thee hundred thousand gold florins.

He also accompanied this resolution with several auto-

graph letters to some private individuals and towns, in

which he thanked them in the most gracious terms for

the zeal which they had already displayed in his ser-

vice, and called upon them to manifest the same for the

future. Notwithstanding that he was inexorable on the

most important point, and the very one on which tho

nation most particularly insisted—the convocation of the

states; notwithstanding that his limited and ambiguous

pardon was as good as none, and depended too much on

arbitrary will to calm the public mind ; notwithstanding,
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in fine, that he rejected, as too lenient, the proposed
'• moderation," but which, on. the part of the people,

was complained or" as too severe ; still he had this time
made an unwonted step in the favor of the nation ; he
had sacrificed to it the Papal Inquisition and left only

the Episcopal, to which it was accustomed. The na-

tion had found more equitable judges in the Spanish
council than they could reasonably have hoped for.

Whether, at another time, and under other circumstan-

ces, this wise concession would have had the desired

eftect, we will not pretend to say. It came too late :

when (1566) the royal letters reached Brussels, the at-

tack on images had already commenced.

BOOK IV.

THE ICONOCLASTS.

The springs of this extraordinary occurrence are plain-

ly not to be sought for so far back as many historians

affect to trace them. It is certainly possible, and very
probable, that the French Protestants did industriously

exert themselves to raise in the Netherlands a nursery
for their religion, and to prevent, by all means in their

power, an amicable adjustment of ditierences between
their brethren in the faith in that quarter and the King
of Spain, in order to give that implacable foe of their

party enough to do in his own country. It is natural,

therefore, to suppose that their agents in the provinces

left nothing undone to encourage their oppressed brethren
with daring hopes, to nourish their animosity against the

ruling church, and by exaggerating the oppression un-

der which they sighed, to hurry them imperceptibly

into illegal courses. It is possible, too, that there were
many among the confederates who thought to help out

their own lost cause by increasing the number of their
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partners in guilt ; who thought they could not otherwise
maintain the legal character of their league, unless the
unfortunate result, against which they had warned the
king, really came to pass ; and who hoped in the gen-

eral guilt of all to conceal their own individual criminal-

ity. It is, however, incredible that the outbreak of the
Iconoclasts was the fruit of a deliberate plan, preconcert-

ed, as it is alledged, at the convent of St. Truyen. It

does not seem likely, that in a solemn assembly of so

many nobles and warriors, of whom the greater part

were the adherents of popery, an individual should be
found insane enough to propose an act of positive infamy,
which did not so much injure any religious party in par-

ticular, as rather tread under foot all respect for religion

in general, and even all morality too, and which could
have been conceived only in the mind of the vilest rep-
robate. Beside, this outrage was too sudden in its out-

break, too vehement in its execution altogether, too mon-
strous to have been any thing more than the offspring of
the moment in which it saw the light; it seemed to flow
so naturally from the circumstances which preceded it,

that it does not require to be ti'aced far back to remount
to its origin.

A rude mob, consisting of the very dregs of the popu-
lace, rendered brutal by harsh treatment, by sanguinary
decrees which dogged them in every town, scared from
place to place, and driven almost to despair, were com-
pelled to worship their God, and to hide, like a work of
darkness, the universal sacred privilege of humanity.
Before their ej^es proudly rose the temples of the dom-
inant church, in which their haughty brethren indulged
in ease their magnificent devotion, while they themselves
were driven from the walls, expelled, too, by the weak-
er number perhaps, and forced, here in the wild woods,
under the burning heat of noon, in disgraceful secrecy
to worship the same God—cast out from civil society
into a state of nature, and reminded, inone dread moment-
of the rights of that state ! The greater their superior-

ity of numbers, the more unnatural did their lot appear
—with wonder they perceive the truth. The free heav-
en, the arms lying ready, the frenzy in their brains and
fury in their hearts, combine to aid the suggestions of
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some preaching fanatic ; the occasion calls, no premed-
itation is necessary, where all eyes at once declare con-

sent : the resolution is formed ere yet tlie word is scarce-

ly uttered ; ready for any unlawful act, no one yet clearly

knows what, the furious band rushes onward. The
smiling prosperity of the hostile religion insults the pov-

erty of their own ; the pomp of the authorized temples
casts contempt on their proscribed belief; every cross set

up upon the highway, every image of the saints that

they meet, is a trophy erected over their humiliation,

and they all must be removed by their avenging hands.

Fanaticism suggests these detestable proceedings, but

base passions carry them into execution.

A.D. 1566. The commencement of the attack on images
took place in West Flanders and Artois, in the districts

between Lys and the sea. A frantic herd of artisans,

boatmen, and peasants, mixed with prostitutes, beggars,

vagabonds, and thieves, about three hundred in number,
furnished with clubs, axes, hammers, ladders, and cords

(a few only were provided with swords or firearms),

cast themselves, with fanatical fury, into the villages

and hamlets near St. Omer, and breaking open the
gates of such churches and cloisters as they find locked,

overthrow everywhere the altars, break to pieces the

images of the saints, and trample them under foot.

With their excitement increased by its indulgence, and
reinforced by new comers, they press on by the direct

road to Ypres, where they can count on the support of

a strong body of Calvinists. Unopposed, they break into

the cathedral, and mounting on ladders, they hammer
to pieces the pictures, hew down with axes the pulpits

and pews, despoil the altars of their ornaments, and
steal the holy vessels. This example was quickly fol-

lowed in Menin, Comines, Verrich, Lille, and Oude-
narde ; in a few days the same fuiy spreads through the

whole of Flanders. At the very time when the first

tidings of this occurrence arrived, Antwerp was sw^arm-

ing with a crowd of houseless people, which the feast

of the Assumption of the Virgin had brought together

in that city. Even the presence of the Prince of Or-
ange was hardly sufficient to restrain the licentious mob,
who burned to imitate the doings of their brethren in
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St. Oiner; but an order from the court, which summon-
ed him to Brussels, where the regent was just assem-

bling her council of state, in order to lay before theni

the royal letters, obliged him to abandon Antwerp to

the outrages of this band. His departure was the sig-

nal for tumult. Apprehensive of the lawless violence,

of which, on the very first day of the festival, the mob
had given indications in derisory allusions, the priests,

after carrying about the image of the Virgin for a short

time, brought it for safety to the choir, without, as former-

ly, setting it up in the middle of the church. This inci-

ted some michievous boys from among the people, to

pay it a visit there, and jokingly inquire why she had

so soon absented herself from among them ? Others,

mounting the pulpit, mimicked the preacher, and chal-

lenged the papists to a dispute. A Roman Catholic

waterman, indignant at this jest, attempted to pull them
down, and blows were exchanged in the preacher's

seat. Similar scenes occurred on the following evening.

The numbers increased, and many came already pro-

vided with suspicious implements and secret weapons.

At last it came into the head of one of them to cry,

" Long live the Gueux !" Inmiediately the whole band

took up the cry, and the image of the Virgin was called

upon to do the same. The few Roman Catholics who
were present, and who had given up the hope of

effecting any thing against these desperadoes, left the

church, after locking all the doors except one. So
soon as they found themselves alone, it was proposed to

sing one of the psalms in the new version which was
prohibited by the government. While they were yet

singing, they all, as at a given signal, rushed furiously

upon the image of the Virgin, piercing it with swords

and daggers, and striking off its head ; thieves and pros-

titutes tore the great wax-lights from the altar, and

lighted them to the work. The beautiful organ of the

church, a master-piece of the art of that pei'iod, was
broken to pieces, all the paintings were effaced, the

statues smashed to atoms. A crucifix, the size of life,

which was set up between the two thieves, opposite the

high altar, an ancient and highly valued piece of workman-

ship, was pulled to the ground with cords, and cut to
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pieces with axes, while the tsvo malefactors at its side

were respectfully spared. The holy wafers were
strewed on the ground and trodden under foot; in tiie

wine used for the Lord's Supper, which was acciden-

tally found there, the health of the Gueux was drunk
;

while with the holy oil they rubbed their shoes. The
very tombs were opened, and the half-decayed corpses

torn up and trampled on. All this was done with as

much wonderful regularity as if each had previously

had his part assigned to him ; every one worked into

his neighbor's hands ; no one, dangerous as the work
was, met with injury ; in the midst of thick darkness,

which the tapers only served to render more sensible,

with heavy masses falling on all sides, and though on the

very topmost steps of the laddei's, they scutiied with
each other for the honors of demolition—yet no one suf-

fered the least injury. In spite of the many tapers

which lighted them below in their villainous work, not a
single individual Avas recognized. With incredible ra-

pidity was the dark deed accomplished ; a number of

men, at most a hundred, despoiled in a few hours a

temple of seventy altars—after St. Peter's at Rome,
perhaps the largest and most magnificent in Clmsten-
dom.
The devastation of the cathedral did not content them

:

with torches and tapers purloined from it, they set out
at midnight to perform a similar work of havoc on the
remaining churches, cloisters, and chapels. The de-

structive hordes increased with every fresh exploit of
infamy, and thieves were allured by the opportunity.

They earned away whatever they found of value, tlie

consecrated vessels, altar cloths, money, and vestments;
in the cellars of the cloisters they drank to intoxication

;

to escape greater indignities, the monks and nuns aban-

doned every thing to them. The confused noises of

these riotous acts had startled the citizens from their

first sleep : but night made the danger appear more
alarming than it really was, and instead of hastening to

defend their churches, the citizens fortified themselves

in their houses, and in terror and anxiety awaited the

dawn of morning. The rising sun at length revealed the

devastation which had been going on during the night

;

I?, R
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but the havoc did not terminate with the darkness.

Some churches and cloisters still remained uninjured;

the same fate soon overtook them also. The work of

destruction lasted three whole days. Alarmed at last,

lest the frantic mob, when it^iould no longer find any
thing sacred to destroy, should make a similar attack on

lay property, and plunder their warehouses ; and en-

couraged, too, by discovering how small was the num-
ber of depredators, the wealthier citizens ventured to

show themselves in arms at the doors of their houses.

All the gates of the town were locked but one, through

which the Iconoclasts broke forth to renew the same
atrocities in the rural districts. On one occasion only,

during all this time, did the municipal officers venture to

exert their authority ; so strongly were they held in

awe by the superior power of the Calvinists, by whom,
as it was believed, this mob of miscreants was hired.

The injury inflicted by this work of devastation was in-

calculable. In the Church of the Virgin, it was estima-

ted at not less than four hundred thousand gold florins.

Many precious works of art were destroyed ; many val-

uable manuscripts, many monuments of importance to

history and to diplomacy, were thereby lost. The city

magistrate ordered the plundered articles to be restor-

ed on pain of death ; in enforcing this restitution he was
eflectually assisted by the preachers of the Reformers,
who blushed for their followers. Much was in this

manner recovered, and the ringleaders of the mob, less

animated, perhaps, by the desire of plunder, than by fa-

naticism and revenge, or peiliaps being ruled by some
unseen head, resolved, for the future, to guard against

these excesses, and to make their attacks in regular

bands and in better order.

The town of Ghent, meanwhile, trembled for a hke
destiny. Immediately on the first news of the outbreak

of the Iconoclasts in Antwerp, the magistrate of the lat-

ter town, with the most eminent citizens, had bound
themselves to repel by force the church-spoilers ; when
this oath was proposed to the commonalty also, the

voices were divided, and many declared openly, that

they were by no means disposed to hinder so devout a

work. In this state of affairs, the Roman Catholic
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clergy found it advisable to deposit in the citadel the

most precious movables of their churches, and private

families were permitted, in like manner, to provide for

the safety of offerings which had been made by their

ancestors. Meanwhile, all the services were discontin-

ued, the courts of justice were closed : and, like a town
in momentary danger of being stormed by the enemy,
men trembled in expectation of what was to come. At
last, an insane band of rioters ventured to send delegates

to tiie governor, with this impudent message :
" They

were ordered," they said, " by their chiefs, to take the

images out of the churches, as had been done in the

other towns. If they were not opposed, it should be

done quietly, and with as little injury as possible, but

Otherwise they would storm the churches ;" nay, they

went so far in their audacity, as to ask the aid of the

officers of justice therein. At first the magisti-ate was
astounded at this demand ; upon reflection, however,
and in the hope that the presence of the officers of the

law would perhaps restrain their excesses, he did not

scruple to grant their request.

In Tournay, the churches were despoiled of their or-

naments within sight of the garrison, who could not be

induced to march against the Iconoclasts. As the latter

had been told that the gold and silver vessels, and other

ornaments of the church, were buried underground,
they turned up the whole floor, and exposed, among
others, the body of the Duke Adolph of Gueldres, who
fell in battle at the head of the rebellious burghers of

(Thent, and had been buried here in Tournay. This
Adolph had waged war against his father, and had
dragged the vanquished old man some miles barefoot to

prison—an indignity which Charles the Bold afterward
retaliated on him. And now, again, after more than
half-a-century, fate avenged a crime against nature by
another against religion ; fanaticism was to desecrate

that which was holy, in order to expose once more to

execration the bones of a parricide. Other Iconoclasts

from Valenciennes united themselves with those of

Tournay, to despoil all the cloisters of the surrounding
district, during which a valuable library, the accumula-
tion of centui'ies, wns destroyed by fire. The evil soon
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penetrated into Brabant also ; Malines, Herzogenbusch,

Breda, and Bergen-op-Zoom experienced the same fate.

The provinces Namur and Luxemburg, with a part of

Artois and of Hainault, had alone the good-fortune to

escape the contagion of these outrages. In the short

period of four or five days, four hundred cloisters were
plundered in Brabant and Flanders alone. The north-

ern Netherlands were soon seized with the same mania

which had raged so violently through the southern.

The Dutch towns, Amsterdam, Leyden, and Graven-

haag, had the alternative of either voluntarily stripping

their churches of their ornaments, or of seeing them
violently torn from them ; the determination of their

magistrates saved Delft, Haarlem, Gouda, and Rotter-

dam from the devastation. The same acts of violence

were practiced also in the islands of Zealand ; the town
of Utrecht, and many places in Overyssel and Gronin-

gen suffered the same storms. Friesland was protected

by the Count of Aremberg, and Gueldres by the Count
of iNTegen, from a like fate.

An exaggerated report of these disturbances, which
came in from the provinces, spread the alarm to Brus-

sels, where the regent had just made preparations for an

extraordinary session of the council of state. Swarms
of Iconoclasts already penetrated into Brabant; and the

met)-opolis, where they were certain of powerful sup-

port, was threatened by them with a renewal of the

same atrocities then under the very eyes of majesty.

The regent, in fear for her personal safety, which even

in the heart of the country, surrounded by provincial

governors and Knights of the Fleece, she fancied inse-

cure, was already meditating a flight to Mens, in Hai-

nault, which town the Duke of Arschot held for her as a

place of refuge, that she might not be driven to any un-

dignified concession by falling into the power of the

Iconoclasts. In vain did the knights pledge life and

blood for her safety, and urgently beseech her not to

expose them to disgrace by so dishonorable a flight, as

though they were wanting in courage or zeal to protect

their princess ; to no purpose did the town of Brussels

itself supplicate her not to abandon them in this ex-

tremity, and vainlv did the rnuiiril of state make the
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most iinpressive representations that so pusillanimous a

step would not fail to encourage still more the insolence

of the rebels ; she remained immovable in this desper-

ate condition. As messenger after messenger arrived

to warn her that the Iconoclasts were advancing against

the metropolis, she issued orders to hold eveiy thing in

readiness for her tiight, which was to take place quietly

with the first approach of morning. At break of day
the aged Viglius presented himself before her whom,
with the view of gi-atifying the nobles, she had been
long accustomed to neglect. He demanded to know
the meaning of the preparations he observed, upon
which she at last confessed, that she intended to make
her escape, and assured him that he would himself do
well to secure his own safety by accompanying her.

"It is now two years," said the old man to her, " that

you might have anticipated these results. Because I

have spoken more freely than your courtiers, you have
closed your princely ear to me, which has been open
only to pernicious suggestions." The regent allowed
that she had been in fault, and had been blinded by an
appearance of probity ; but that she was now driven by
necessity. " Are you resolved," answered V^iglius,

"resolutely to insist upon obedience to the royal com-
mands?" "I am," answered the duchess. "Then
have recourse to the gi'eat secret of the art of govern-

ment, to dissimulation, and pretend to join the princes

until, with their assistance, you have repelled this

storm. Show them a confidence, which you are far

from feeling in your heart. Make them take an oath

to you, that they will make common cause in resisting

these disorders. Trust those, as your friends, who
show themselves willing to do it ; but be careful to avoid

frightening away the others by contemptuous treat-

ment." Viglius kept the regent engaged in conversa-

tion until the princes arrived, who he was quite certain

would in no wise consent to her flight. When they
appeared, he quietly withdrew, in order to issue com-
mands to the town council to close the gates of the city,

and prohibit egi-ess to every one connected with the

court. This last measure efitected more than all the

representations had done. The regent, who saw her-

r2
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self a prisoner in her own capital, now yielded to the

persuasions of the nobles, who pledged themselves to

stand by her to the last drop of blood. She made
Count Mansfeld commandant of the town, who hastily

increased the garrison, and armed her whole court.

The state council was now held, who finally came
to a resolution that it was expedient to yield to the

emergency ; to permit the preachings in those places

where they had already commenced ; to make known
the abolition of the Papal Inquisition ; to declare the old

edicts against the heretics repealed, and before all things,

to grant the required indemnity to the confederate nobles

without limitation or condition. At the same time the

Prince of Orange, counts Egmont and Horn, with some
others, were appointed to confer on this head with the

deputies of the league. Solemnly and in the most un-
equivocal terms, the members of the league were de-

clared free from all responsibility, by reason of the peti-

tion which had been presented, and all royal officers and
authorities were enjoined to act in conformity with this

assurance, and neither now, nor for the future, to inflict

any injury upon any of the confederates on account of the

said petition. In return, the confederates bound them-
selves to be true and loyal servants of his majesty, to

contribute, to the utmost of their power, to the reestab-

lishment of order and the punishment of the Iconoclasts,

to prevail on the people to lay down their arms, and to

afford active assistance to the king agaiust internal and
foreign enemies. Securities, foi'mally drawn up and
subscribed by the plenipotentiaries of both sides, were
exchanged between them ; the letter of indemnity, in

particular, was signed by the duchess with her own
hand, and attested by her seal. It was only after a se-

vere struggle, and with tears in her eyes, that the re-

gent, as she tremblingly confessed to the king, was at

last induced to consent to this painful step. She threw
the whole blame upon the nobles, who had kept her a

prisoner in Brussels and compelled her to it by force.

Above all, she complained bitterly of the Prince of

Orange.
This business accomplished, all the governors hastened

to iheir provinces ; Egmont to Flanders, Orange to Ant-
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werp. In the latter city the Protestants had seized the

despoiled and plundered churches, and, as if by the

rights of war, had taken possession of them. The
prince restored them to their lawful owners, gave orders

for their repair, and reestablished in them the Roman
Catholic form of worship. Three of the Iconoclasts, who
had been convicted, paid the penalty of their sacrilege on

the gallows : some of the rioters were banished, and

many others underwent punishment. Afterward he

assembled four deputies of each dialect, or nations, as

they were termed, and agreed wnth them, that as the

approaching winter made preaching in the open air im-

possible, three places within the town should be granted

them, where they might either erect new chui'ches, or

convert private houses to that purpose. That they

should there perform their service every Sunday and

holyday, and always at the same hour, but on no other

days. If, however, no holyday happened in the week,
Wednesday should be kept by them instead. No reli-

gious party should maintain more than two clergymen,

and these must be native Netherlanders, or at least have

received naturalization from some considerable town of

the provinces. All should take an oath to submit in civil

matters to the municipal authorities and the Prince of

Orange. They should be liable, like the other citizens,

to all imposts. No one should attend sermons armed
;

a sword, however, should be allowed to each. No
preacher should assail the ruling religion from the pul-

pit, nor enter upon controverted points, beyond what
the doctrine itself rendered unavoidable, or what might

refer to morals. No psalm should be sung by them out

of their appointed district. At the election of their

preachers, church-wardens, and deacons, as also at all

their other consistorial meetings, a person from the

government should on each occasion be present, to re-

port their proceedings to the prince and the magisti'ate.

As to all other points, they should enjoy the same pro-

tection as the ruling religion. This arrangement was to

hold good until the king, with consent of the states,

should determine othervy-ise ; but then it should be free

to every one to quit the country with his family and his

property. From Antwerp the prince hastened to Hoi-
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land, Zealand, and Utvecbt, in order to make there

similar arrangements for the restoration of peace ; Ant-
werp, however, was, during his absence, intrusted to

the superintendence of Count Hogstraten, who was a

mild man, and although an adherent of the league, had
never failed in loyalty to the king. It is evident that in

this agreement the prince had far overstepped the

powers intrusted to him, and though in the service of

the king, had acted exactly like a sovereign lord. But
he alledged in excuse, that it would be far easier to the

magistrate to watch these numerous and powerful sects,

if he himself interfered in their worship, and if this

took place under his eyes, than if he were to leave the

sectarians to themselves in the open air.

In Gueldres, Count Megen showed more severity, and
entirely suppressed the Protestant sects and banished all

their preachers. In Brussels, the regent availed herself of

the advantage derived from her personal presence, to put
a stop to the public preaching, even outside the town.
When, in reference to this. Count Nassau reminded her,

in the name of the confederates, of the compact which
had been entered into, and demanded if the town of

Brussels had inferior rights to the other towns ? she
answered, if there were public preachings in Brussels
before the treaty, it was not her work if they were now
discontinued. At the same time, however, she secretly

gave the citizens to understand, that the first who should
venture to attend a public sermon should certainly be
hung. Thus she kept the capital at least faithful to her.

It was more difficult to quiet Tournay, which office

was committed to Count Horn, in the place of Montigny,
to whose govei'nment the town properly belonged. Horn
commanded the Protestants to vacate the churches im-
mediately, and to content themselves with a house of
worship outside the walls. To this their preachers ob-

jected, that the churches were erected for the use of
the people, by which term, they said, not the heads but
the majority were meant. If they were expelled from
the Roman Catholic chui'ches, it was at least fair that

they should bo furnished with money for erecting

churches of their own. To this the magistrate replied,

even if the Catholic party was the weaker, it was ia-
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disputably the better. The erection of churches should

not be forbidden them; they could not, however, after

the injury which the town had already suffered from
their brethren, the Iconoclasts, very well expect that it

should be further burdened by the erection of their

churches. After long quarreling on both sides, the Prot-
estants contrived to retain possession of some churches,
which, for greater security, they occupied with guards.

In Valenciennes, too, the Protestants refused submission
to the conditions which were oifered to them through
Philip St. Aldegonde, Baron of Noircarmes, to whom,
in the absence of the Marquis of Bergen, the govern-
ment of that place was intrusted. A reformed preacher,

La Grange, a Frenchman by birth, who by his eloquence
had gained a complete command over them, urged them
to insist on having churches of their own within the
town, and to threaten, in case of refusal, to deliver it up
to the Huguenots. A sense of the superior numbers of

the Calvinists, and of their understanding with the
Huguenots, prevented the governor adopting forcible

measures against them.
Count Egmont also, to manifest his zeal for the king's

service, did violence to his natural kind-heartedness.
Introducing a garrison into the town of Ghent, he caused
some of the most refractory rebels to be put to death.
The churches were reopened, the Roman Catholic

worship renewed, and all foreigners, without exception,

ordered to quit the province. To the Calvinists, but to

them alone, a site was granted outside the town for the
erection of a church. In return, they were compelled to

pledge themselves to the most rigid obedience to the
municipal authorities, and to active cooperation in the
proceedings against the Iconoclasts. He pursued similar

measures through all Flanders and Artois. One of his

noblemen, John Cassembrot, Baron of Beckei'zeel, and
a leaguer, pursuing the Iconoclasts at the head of some
horsemen of the league, surprised a band of them, just

as they were about to break into a town of Hainault,
near Grammont, in Flanders, and took thirty of them
prisoners, of whom twenty-two were hung upon the
spot, and the rest whipped out of the province.

Services of such importance, one would have thought,
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scarcely deserved to be rewarded with the displeasure of
the king ; what Oraoge, Egmont, and Horn performed
on this occasion, evinced at least as much zeal, and had
as beneficial a result, as any thing that was accomplish-
ed by Noircarmes, Megen, and Aremberg, to whom the
king vouchsafed to show his gratitude both by words and
deeds. But their zeal, their services, came too late.

They had spoken too loudly against his edicts, had been
too vehement in their opposition to his measures, had
insulted him too grossly in the person of his minister

Granvella, to leave room for forgiveness. No time, no
repentance, no atonement, however great, could efface

this one offense from the memory of their sovereign.

Philip lay sick at Segovia, when the news of the out-

break of the Iconoclasts, and the uncatholic agreement
entered into with the Reformers, reached him. At the
same time, the regent renewed her urgent entreaty for

his personal visit, of which also all the letters treated

which the President Viglius exchanged with his friend

Hopper. Many also of the Belgian nobles addressed
special letters to the king, as, for instance, Egmont,
Mansfeld, Megen, Aremberg, Noircarmes, and Barlai-

mont, in which they reported the state of their provin-

ces, and at once explained and justified the arrangements
they had made with the disaffected. Just at this period

a letter arrived from the German emperor, in which he
recommended Philip to act with clemency toward his

Belgian subjects, and offered his mediation in the mat-
ter. He had also written direct to the regent herself in

Brussels, and added letters to the several leaders of the
nobility, which, however, were never delivered. Hav-
ing conquered the first anger which this hateful occur-
rence had excited, the king referred the whole matter
to his council.

The party of Granvella, which had the preponderance
in the council, was diligent in tracing a close connection
between the behavior of the Flemish nobles and the ex-

cesses of the church desecrators, which showed itself in

the similarity of the demands of both parties, and es-

pecially the time which the latter chose for their out-

Ijreak. In the same month, they observed, in which the

Dobles had sent in their three articles of pacification, the
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Iconoclasts had commenced their work ; on the evening

ofthe very day that Orange quitted Antwerp, the church-

es, too, were plundered. During the whole tumult, not

a finger was lifted to take up arms ; all the expedients

employed were invariably such as turned to the advan-

tage of the sects, while, on the contrary, all others were
neglected which tended to the maintenance of the pure

faith. 3Iany of the Iconoclasts, it was further said, had
confessed that all that they had done was with the

knowledge and consent of the princes ; though surely

nothing was more natural, than for such worthless

\ATetches to seek to screen with great names a crime
which they had undertaken solely on their own account.

A writing also was produced, in which the high nobility

were made to promise their services to the " Gueux,"
to procure the assembly of the States General, the gen-

uineness of which, however, the former strenuously de-

nied. Four different seditious parties were, they said, to

be noticed in the Netherlands, which were all more or

less connected with one another, and all worked toward
a common end. One of these was those bands of repro-

bates who desecrated the churches ; a second consisted

of the various sects, who had hired the former to per-

form their infamous acts ; the " Gueux," who had raised

themselves to be the defenders of the sects, were thg

third ; and the leading nobles, who were inclined to the

" Gueux" by feudal connections, relationship, and friend-

ship, composed the fourth. All, consequently, were
alike fatally infected, and all equally guilty. The gov-

ernment had not merely to guard against a few isolated

members : it had to contend with the whole body. Since,

then, it was ascertained that the people were the sedu-

ced party, and the encouragement to rebellion came from
higher quarters, it would be wise and expedient to alter

the plan hitherto adopted, which now appeared defect-

ive in several respects. Inasmuch as all classes had been
oppressed without distinction, and as much of severity

shown to the lower orders as of contempt to the nobles,

both had been compelled to lend support to one anoth-

er ; a paity had been given to the latter, and leaders to

the former. Unequal treatment seemed an infallible ex-

pedient to separate them ; the mob, always timid and in-
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dolent when not goaded by the extremity of distress,

would very soon desert its adored protectors, and quickly

learn to see in their fate well merited retribution, if only

it was not driven to share it with them. It was therefore

proposed to the king to treat the great multitude for the

future with more leniency, and to direct all measures of

severity against the leaders of the faction. In order,

however, to avoid the appearance of a disgraceful con-

cession, it was considered advisable to accept the media-

tion of the emperor, and to impute to it alone, and not

to the justice of their demands, that the king, out of pure

generosity, had granted to his Belgian subjects as much
as they asked.

The question of the king's personal visit to the prov-

inces was now again mooted, and all the difficulties

which had formerly been raised on this head appeared

to vanish before the present emergency. "Now," said

Tyssenacque and Hopper, " the juncture has really ar-

rived at which the king, according to his own declara-

tion, formerly made to Count Egmont, will be ready to

risk a thousand lives. To restore quiet to Ghent,

Charles V. had undertaken a troublesome and danger-

ous journey through an enemy's country. This was
done for the sake of one single town ; and now the

peace, perhaps even the possession, of all the United
Provinces was at stake." This was the opinion of the

majority; and the journey of the king was looked upon
as a matter from which he could not possibly any longer

escape.

The question now was, whether he should enter

upon it with a numerous body of attendants, or with

few; and here the Prince of Eboli and Count Figueroa

were at issue with the Duke of Alva, as their private

interests clashed. If the king journeyed at the head
of an army, the presence of the Duke of Alva would
be indispensable, who, on the other hand, if matters

were peaceably adjusted, would be less required, and

must make room for his rivals. " An army," said Fi-

gueroa, who spoke first, " would alarm the princes

through whose territories it must march, and perhaps

even be opposed by them; it would, moreover, unne-

cessarily burden the provinces for whose tranquilizatiou
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it was intended, and add a new grievance to the many
which had ah-eady driven the people to such lengths.

It would press indiscriminately u})on all of the king's

subjects, whereas a court of justice, peaceably adminis-

tering its office, would observe a marked distinction be-

tween the innocent and the guilty. The unwonted
violence of the former course would tempt the leaders

of the faction to take a more alarming view of their be-

havior, in which wantonness and levity had the chief

share, and consequently induce them to proceed with
deliberation and union : the thought of having forced the

king to such lengths would plunge them into despair, in

which they would be ready to undertake any thing. If

the king placed himself in arms against the rebels, he
would forfeit the most important advantage w^hich he
possessed over them, namely, his authority as sovereign

of the country, which would prove the more powerful
in proportion as he showed his reliance upon that alone.

He would place himself thereby, as it were, on a level

with the rebels, who, on their side, would not be at a

loss to raise an array, as the universal hati-ed of the
Spanish forces would operate in their favor with the

nation. By this procedure, the king would exchange
the certain advantage which his position as sovereign of

the countiy conferred upon him, for the uncertain re-

sult of military operations, which, result as they might,

would of necessity destroy a portion of his own sub-

jects. The rumor of his hostile approach ^vould outrun
him time enough to allow all who were conscious of a
bad cause to place themselves in a posture of defense,

and to combine and render availing both their foreign

and domestic resources. Here, again, the general alarm
would do them important service ; the uncertainty who
would be the first object of this warlike approach would
drive even the less guilty to the general mass of the

rebels, and force those to become enemies to the king,

who otherwise would never have been so. If, however,
he was coming among them without such a formidable

accompaniment—if his appearance was less that of a

sanguinary judge than of an angiy parent, the courage

of all good men would rise, and the bad would perish in

their own security. They would persuade themselves
S
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what had happened was unimportant, that it did not ap-

pear to the king of sufficient moment to call for strong

measures. They wished, if they could, to avoid the

chance of ruining, by acts of open violence, a cause

which might perhaps yet be saved ; consequently, by
this quiet, peaceable method, every thing would be

gained, which by the other would be irretrievably lost;

the loyal subject would in no degree be involved in the

same punishment with the culpable rebel ; on the latter

alone would the whole weight of the royal indignation

descend. Lastly, the enormous expenses would be
avoided, which the transport of a Spanish army to those

distant regions would occasion."

"But," began the Duke of Alva, "ought the injury

of some few citizens to be considered when danger im-
pends over the whole ? Because a few of the loyally

disposed may suffer wrong, are the rebels therefore not

to be chastised ? The offense has been universal, why
then should not the punishment be the same ? What
the rebels have incurred by their actions the rest have
incurred equally by their supineness. Whose fault is

it but theirs, that the former have so far succeeded ?

Why did they not promptly oppose their first attempts ?

It is said that circumstances were not so desperate as

to justify this violent remedy ; but who will insure us
that they will not be so by the time the king arrives,

especially when, according to every fresh dispatch of the
regent, all is hastening with rapid strides to a ruinous
consummation ? Is it a hazard we ought to run, to

leave the king to discover, on his entrance into the prov-

inces, the necessity of his having brought with him a mil-

itary force ? It is a fact only too well established, that

the rebels have secured foreign succors which stand

ready at their command on the first signal ; will it then
be time to think of preparing for war, when the enemy
pass the frontiei's ? Is it a wise risk to rely for aid upon
the nearest Belgian troops, when their loyalty is so little

to be depended upon ? And is not the regent perpetu-
ally reverting in her dispatches to the fact, that nothing

but the want of a suitable military force has hitherto

hindered her from enforcing the edicts, and stopj)ingthe

progress of the rebels? A well disciplined and formi-
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dable army alone will disappoint ail their hopes of main-
taining themselves in opposition to their lawful sovereign,

and nothing but the certain prospect of destruction will

make them lower their demands. Beside, without an
adequate force, the king can not venture his person in

hostile countries ; he can not enter into any treaties with
his rebellious subjects which would not be derogatory to

his honor."

The authority of the speaker gave preponderance to

his arguments, and the next question was, when the

king should commence his journey, and what road he
should take. As the voyage by sea was on every ac-

count extremely hazardous, he had no other alternative

but either to proceed thither through the passes near
Trent, across Germany, or to penetrate tVom Savoy over

the Apennine Alps. The first route would expose him
to the danger of the attack of the German Protestants,

who were not likely to view with indifference the ob-

jects of his journey, and a passage over the Apennines
was at this late season of the year not to be attempted.
Moreover, it would be necessary to send for the requi-

site galleys from Italy, and repair them, which would
take several months. Finally, as the assembly of the

Cortes of Castile, from which he could not well be ab-

sent, was already appointed for December, the journey
could not be undertaken before the spring. Meanwhile,
the regent pressed for explicit instructions how she was
to extricate herself from her present embarrassment,
without compromising the royal dignity too far ; and it

was necessary to do something in the interval, till the
king could undertake to appease the ti'oubles by his per-

sonal presence. Two separate letters were therefore

dispatched to the duchess : one public, which she could

lay before the states and the council chambers, and one
private, w^hicli was intended for herself alone. In the
first the king announced to her his restoration to health

and the fortunate bu-th of the infanta, Clara Isabella

Eugenia, afterward wife of the Archduke Albert of

Austria, and Princess of the Netherlands. He declared

to her his present firm intention to visit the Netherlands
in person, for which he was already making the necessary

preparations. The assembling of the states he refused,
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as he had previously done. No mention was made in

this letter of the agreement which she had entered into

with the Protestants and with the league, because he
did not deem it advisable at present absolutely to reject

it, and he was still less disposed to acknowledge its va-

lidity. On the other hand, he ordered her to reinforce

the army, to draw together new regiments from Ger-
manj^ and to meet the refractory with force. For the

rest, he concluded, he relied upon the loyalty of the

leading nobility, among whom he knew many who were
sincere in their attachment both to their religion and
their king. In the secret letter she was again enjoined to

do all in her power to prevent the assembling of the states;

but if the general voice should become irresistible, and
she was compelled to yield, she was at least to manage
so cautiously, that the royal dignity should not suffer,

and no one learn the king's consent to their assembly.

While these consultations were held in Spain, the

Protestants in the Netherlands made the most exten-

sive use of the privileges which had been compulsorily

granted to them. The erection of churches, wherever
it was permitted, was completed with incredible rapid-

ity
;
young and old, gentle and simple, assisted in carry-

ing stones ; women sacrificed even their ornaments in

order to accelerate the work. The two religious parties

established in several towns consistories, and a church
council of their own, the first move of the kind being

made in Antwerp, and placed their form of worship on

a well regulated footing. It was also proposed to raise

a common fund, by subscription, to meet any sudden
emergency of the Protestant church in general. In Ant-
werp, a memorial was presented by the Calvinists of that

town to the Count of Hogstraten, in which they ofitered

to pay three millions of dollars to secure the free exercise

of their religion. Many coi)ies of this writing were cir-

culated in the Netherlands ; and in order to stimulate

others, many had ostentatiously subscribed their names
to large sums. Various interpretations of this extrav-

agant offer were made by the enemies of the Reformers,

and all had some appearance of reason. For instance,

it was urged that under the pretext of collecting tbe

)'Bquisite sum for fulfilling this engagement, they hoped,
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without suspicion, to i-aise funds for militniy purposes;
for whether they should be called upon to contribute

for or against, they would, it was thought, be more
ready to burden themselves with a view of pieserving
peace than for au oppressive and devastating war.
Others saw in this offer nothing more than a tempo-
raiy stratagem of the Protestants, by which they hoped
to bind the court and keep it irresolute, until they
should have gained sufficient strength to confront it.

Others again declared it to be a downright bravado in

order to alarm the regent, and to raise the courage of
their own party by the display of such rich resources.
But whatever was the true motive of this proposition, its

originators gained little by it ; the contributions flowed
in scantily and slowly, and the court answered the pro-

posal with silent contempt. The excesses, too, of the
Iconoclasts, far from promoting the cause of the league,

and advancing the Protestant interests, had done ir-

reparable injury to both. The sight of their ruined
churches, which, in the language of Viglius, resembled
stables more than houses of God, enraged the Roman
Catholics, and, above all, the clerg}^ All of that reli-

gion who had hitherto been members of the league,

now forsook it, alledging that even if it had not inten-

tionally excited and encouraged the excesses of the Icon-

oclasts, it had, beyond question, remotely led to them.
The intolerance of the Calvinists, who, wherever they
were the i-uling party, cruelly oppressed the Roman
Catholics, completely expelled the delusion in which
the latter had long indulged, and they withdrew their

support fi'om a party from which, if they obtained the

upper hand, their own religion had so much cause to

fear. Thus the league lost many of its best members;
the friends and patrons, too, which it had hitherto

found among the well disposed citizens now deserted it,

and its character began perceptibly to decline. The
severity with which some of its members had acted

against the Iconoclasts in order to prove their good dis-

position toward the regent, and to remove the suspicion

of any connection with the malcontents, had also injured

them with the people, who favored the latter : thus the

league was in danger of ruining itself with both parties.

]4 s-2
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The regent had no sooner become acquainted with

this change in the public mind, than she devised a plan

by which she hoped gradually to dissolve the whole

league, or at least to enfeeble it through internal dis-

sensions. For this end, she availed herself of the pri-

vate letters which the king had addressed to some of

the nobles, and inclosed to her, with full Uberty to use

them at her discretion. These letters, which overflowed

with kind expi-essions, were presented to those for

whom they were intended, with an attempt at secrecy,

which designedly miscarried, so that on each occasion,

some one or other of those who had received nothing of

the sort got a hint of them. In order to spread suspi-

cion the more widely, numerous copies of the letters

were circulated. This artifice attained its object.

Many members of the league began to doubt the hon-

esty of those to whom such brilliant promises were
made ; through fear of being deserted by their principal

members and supporters, they eagerly accepted the

conditions which were offered them by the regent, and

evinced great anxiety for a speedy reconciliation with

the court. The general rumor of the impending visit

of the king, which the regent took care to have widely

circulated, was also of great service to her in this mat-

ter : many who could not augur much good to them-
selves from the royal presence, did not hesitate to ac-

cept a pardon, which, perhaps, for what they could tell,

was offered them for the last time. Among those who
thus received private letters, were Egmont and the

Prince of Orange. Both had complained to the king of

the evil reports with which designing persons in Spain

had labored to brand the irnames, and to throw suspi-

cion on their motives and intentions ; Egmont, in partic-

ular, with the honest simplicity which was peculiar to

his character, had asked the monarch, only to point out

to him what he most desired, to determine the particu-

lar action by which his favor could be best obtained, and
zeal in his service evinced, and it should, he assured

him, be done. The king, in reply, caused the President

Von Tyssenacque to tell him that he could do nothing

better to refute his traducers than to show perfect sub-

mission to the royal orders, which were so clearly and pre-
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cisely drawn up, that no further exposition of them was
required, nor any particular instruction. It was the

sovereign's part to deliberate, to examine, and to decide ;

unconditionally to obey w^as the duty of the subject
;

the honor of the latter consisted in his obedience. It

did not become a member to hold itself wiser than the

head. He w'as assuredly to be blamed for not having

done his utmost to curb the unruliness of his sectarians;

but it was even yet in his power to make up for past

negligence, by at least maintaining peace and order un-

til the actual arrival of the king. In thus punishing

Count Egmont with reproofs, like a disobedient child, the

king treated him in accordance with what he knew of

his character ; with his friend he found it necessary to

call in the aid of artifice and deceit. Orange, too, in his

letter, had alluded to the snspicions which the king en-

tertained of his loyalty and attachment, but not like Eg-
mont, in the vain hope of removing them ; for this he
had long given up; but in order to pass from these com-
plaints to a request for permission to resign his offices.

He had already frequently made this request to the regent,

but had always received fiom her a refusal, accompanied
with the strongest assurance of her regard. The king,

also, to whom he now at last addressed a direct applica-

tion, returned him the same answer, graced with similar

strong assurances of his satisfaction and gi-atitude. In

particular, he expressed the high satisfaction he enter-

tained of the services which he had lately rendered the

crown in Antwerp, and lamented deeply that the pri-

vate affairs of the prince (which the latter had made his

chief plea for demanding his disiuissal) should have
fallen into such disorder ; but ended with the declara-

tion that it was impossible for him to dispense with his

valuable services, at a crisis which demanded the in-

crease rather than diminution of his good and honest
sei^vants. He had thought, he added, that the prince

entertained a better opinion of him than to suppose

him capable of giving credit to the idle talk of certain

persons, who were friends neither to the prince nor to

himself. But, at the same time, to give him a proof of

his sincerity, he complained to him, in confidence, of his

brother, the Count of Nassau ;
pretended to ask his ad-
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vice in the matter, and finally expressed a wish to have

the count removed for a period from the Netherlands.

But Philip had here to do with a head which, in cun-

ning, was superior to his own. The Prince ofOrange had,

for^ long time, held watch over him and his privy coun-

cil in Madrid and Segovia, through a host of spies, who
reported to him every thing of importance that was trans-

acted there. The court of this most secret of all des-

pots had become accessible to his intriguing spirit, and

his money ; in this manner, he had gained possession of

several autograph letters of the regent, which she had
secretly written to Madrid, and had caused copies to be

circulated in ti-iumph in Brussels, and, in a measure,

under her own eyes, insomuch that she saw with aston-

ishment in every body's hands what she thought was
preserved with so much care, and entreated the king

for the future to destroy her dispatches immediately

they were read. William's vigilance did not confine

itself simply to the court of Spain : he had spies in

France, and even in more distant courts. He is also

charged with not being overscrupulous in regard to the

means by which he acquired his intelligence. But the

most important disclosure was made by an intercepted

letter of the Spanish ambassador in France, Francis

Von Alava, to the duchess, in which the former descant-

ed on the fair opportunity which was now afforded to

the king, through the guilt of the Netherlandish people,

of establishing an arbitrary power in that country. He
therefore advised her to deceive the nobles by the very

arts which they had hitherto employed against herself,

and to secure them through smooth words and an obli-

ging behavior. The king, he concluded, who knew
the nobles to be the hidden springs of all the previous

troubles, would take good care to lay hands upon them
at the first favorable opportunity, as well as the two,

whom he had already in Spain, and did not mean to

let them go again, having sworn to make an example in

them which should horrify the whole of Christendom,

even if it should cost him his hereditary dominions.

This piece of evil news was strongly corroborated bj'-

the letters which Bergen and Montigny wrote from

Spain, and in which they bitterly complained of the
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contemptuous behavior of the grandees, and the altered

deportment of the monarch toward them; and the Prince

of Orange was now fully sensible what he had to expect

from the fair promises of the king.

The letter of the minister Alava, together with some
others fi'om Spain, which gave a circumstantial account

of the approaching warlike visit of the king, and of his

evil intentions against the nobles, w^as laid by the prince

before his brother. Count Louis of Nassau, counts Eg-
mont, Horn, and Hogstraten, at a meeting at Dender-

monde in Flanders, whither these live knights had
repaired to confer on the measures necessary for their

security. Count Louis, who listened only to his feelings

of indignation, fool-hardily maintained, that they ought,

without loss of time, to take up arms and seize some
strongholds ; that they ought at all risks to prevent the

king's armed entrance into the provinces ; that they

should endeavor to prevail on the Swiss, the Protestant

princes of Germany, and the Huguenots to arm and

obstruct his passage through their territories ; and if,

notwithstanding, he should force his way through these

impediments, that the Flemings should meet him with

an army on the frontiers. He would take upon himself to

negotiate a defensive alliance in France, in Switzerland,

and in Germany, and to raise in the latter empire four

thousand horse, together with a proportionate body of in-

fantry
;
pretexts would not be wanting for collecting the

requisite supplies of money, and the merchants of the

reformed sect would, he felt assured, not fail them. But
William, more cautious and more wise, declared him-
self against this proposal, which, in the execution, would
be exposed to numberless difficulties, and had as yet

nothing to justify it. The Inquisition, he represented,

w^as, in fact, abolished; the edicts w^ere nearly sunk into

oblivion, and a fair degree of religious liberty accorded.

Hitherto, therefore, there existed no vahd or adequate

excuse for adopting this hostile method; he did not

doubt, however, that one would be presented to them
before long, and in good time for preparation. His own
opinion, consequently, was, that they should await this

opportunity with patience, and in the mean while still

keej) a watchful eye upon every thing, and contrive to
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give the people a hint of the threatened danger, that

they might be ready to act if circumstances should call

for their cooperation. If all present had assented to

the opinion of the Prince of Orange, there is no doubt

but so powerful a league, formidable both by the in-

fluence and the high character of its members, would
have opposed obstacles to the designs of the king which
would have compelled him to abandon them entirely.

But the determination of the assembled knights was much
shaken by the declaration with which Count Egmont
surprised them. " Rather," said he, " may all that is

evil befall me, than that I should tempt fortune so

rashly. The idle talk of the Spaniard Alava does not

move me ; how should such a person be able to read the

mind of a sovereign so reserved as Philip, and to deci-

pher his secrets ? The intelligence which Montigny
gives us goes to prove nothing more than that the king

has a very doubtful opinion of our zeal for his sei-vice,

and believes he has cause to distrust our loyalty ; and
for this, I, for my part, must confess that we have given

him only too much cause. And it is my serious pur-

pose, by redoubling my zeal, to regain his good opinion,

and by my future behavior to remove, if possible, the

distrust which my actions have hitherto excited. How
could I tear myself from the arms of my numerous and
dependent family to wander as an exile at foreign

courts, a burden to every one who received me—the

slave of eveiy one who condescended to assist me—

a

servant of foreigners, in order to escape a slight degree
of constraint at home ? Never can the monarch act

unkindly toward a servant who was once beloved and
dear to him, and who has established a well grounded
claim to his gratitude. Never shall I be persuaded that

he, who has expressed such favorable, such gracious

sentiments toward his Belgian subjects, and with his

own mouth gave me such emphatic, such solemn as-

surances, can be now devising, as it is pretended, such
tyrannical schemes against them. If we do but restore

to the country its former repose, chastise the rebels,

and reestablish the Roman Catholic form of worship

wherever it has been violently suppressed, then, believe

me, we shall hear no more of Spanish troops. This is
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tlie course to which I now invite you all by my counsel

and my example, and to which also most of our brethren

already incline. I, for my part, fear nothing from the

anger of the king. My conscience acquits me. I trust

my fate and fortunes to his justice and clemency." In
vain did Nassau, Horn, and Orange labor to shake his

resolution, and to open his eye^tothe near and inevitable

danger. Egmont was really attached to the king; the

royal favors, and the condescension with which they
were conferred, were still fi-esh in his remembrance.
The attentions with which the monarch had distinguish-

ed him above all his friends, had not failed of their effect-

It was more from false shame than from partj-spirit

that he had defended the cause of his countrymen
against him ; more from temperament and natural kind-

ness of heart, than from tried principles, that he had
opposed the severe measures of the government. The
love of the nation, which worshiped him as its idol,

carried him away. Too vain to renounce a title which
sounded so agreeable, he had been compelled to do some-
thing to deseiTe it ; but a single look at his family—

a

harsher designation applied to his conduct—a dangerous
inference drawn from it—the mere sound of crime ter-

rified him from his self-delusion, and scared him back in

haste and alarm to his duty.

Orange's whole plan was frusti'ated by Egmont's
withdrawal. The latter possessed the hearts of the
people and the confidence of the army, without which
it w^as uttei-ly impossible to undertake any thing effect-

ive. The rest had reckoned with so much certainty

upon him that his unexpected defection rendered the

whole meeting nugatory. They therefore separated
without coming to a determination. All who had met
in Dendeimonde were expected in the council of state

in Brussels ; but Egmont alone repaired thither. The
regent wished to sift him on the subject of this confer-

ence, but she could extract nothing further from him
than the production of the letter of Alava. of which he
had purposely taken a copy, and which, with the bitter-

est reproofs, he laid before her. At first she changed
color at sight of it; but, quickly recovering herself, she
boldly declared tliat it w^as a forgery. "How can this
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letter," she said, " really come from Alava, when I miss

none ; and would he, who pretends to have intercepted

it, have spared the other letters ? Nay, how can it be

true, when not a single packet has miscarried, nor a

single dispatch failed to come to hand ? How, too, can

it be thought likely that the king would have made Ala-

va master of a secret which he has not communicated
even to me ?"

CIVIL WAR.

A.D. 1566. Meanwhile, the regent hastened to take

advantage of the schism among the nobles to complete
the ruin of the league, which was already tottering

under the weight of internal dissensions. Without loss

of time, she drew from Germany the troops which Duke
Eric of Brunswick was holding in readiness, augment-
ed the cavalry, and raised five regiments of Walloons,
the command of which she gave to counts Mansfeld,
Megen, Aremberg, 'and others. To the prince, like-

wise, she felt it necessary to confide troops, both because
she did not wish, by withholding them, pointedly to in-

sult him, and also because the provinces of which he
was governor were in urgent need of them ; but she took

the precaution of joining with him a Colonel Walden-
fingei-, who should watch all his steps, and thwart his

measures if they appeared dangerous. To Count Eg-
mont, the clergy in Flanders paid a contribution of forty

thousand gold florins for the maintenance of fifteen hun-
dred men, whom he distributed among the places where
danger was most apprehended. Every governor was
ordered to increase his military force, and to provide
himself with ammunition. These energetic prepara-
tions, which were making in all places, left no doubt as

to the measures which the regent would adopt in future.

Conscious of her superior force, and certain of this im-
portant support, she now ventured to change her tone,

and to employ quite another language with the rebels.

She began to put the most arbitrary interpretation

on the concessions which, through fear and necessity,

she had made to the Protestants, and to restrict all the
liberties which she had tacitly granted them to the more
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permission of their preaching. All other religious ex-

ercises and rites, which yet appeared to be involved in

the former privilege, were, by new edicts, expressly

forbidden, and all offenders in such matters were to be

proceeded against as traitors. The Protestants were
permitted to think differently from the ruling church

upon the sacrament ; but to receive it differently was a

crime ; baptism, marriage, burial, after their fashion,

were prohibited under pain of death. It was a cruel

mockery to allow them their religion, and forbid the ex-

ercise of it; but this mean artifice of the regent, to es-

cape from the obligation of her pledged word, was wor-
thy of the pusillanimity with which she had submitted

to its being extorted from her. She took advantage of

the most trifling innovations, and the smallest excesses,

to interrupt the preachings; and some of the preachers,

under the charge of having performed their office in

places not appointed to them, were brought to trial, con-

demned, and executed. On more than one occasion the

regent publicly declared that the confederates had ta-

ken unfair advantage of her fears, and that she did not

feel herself bound by an engagement which had been
extorted from her by threats.

Of all the Belgian towns which had participated in

the insurrection of the Iconoclasts, none had caused the
regent so much alarm as the town of Valenciennes in

Hainault. In no other was the party of the Calvinists

so powerful ; and the spirit of rebellion for which the

province of Hainault had always made itself conspicuous
seemed to dwell here as in its native place. The pro-

pinquity of France, to which, as well by language as by
manners, this town appeared to belong, rather than to

the Netherlands, had from the first led to its being gov-

erned with great mildness and forbearance, which, how-
ever, only taught it to feel its own importance. At the last

outbreak of the church desecrators it had been on the point

of surrendering to the Huguenots, with whom it main-
tained the closest understanding. The slightest excite-

ment might renew this danger. On this account Valen-
ciennes was the fii'st town to which the regent proposed,

as soon as it should be in her power, to send a strong

garrison. Philip of Noircarmes, Baron of St. Aldegonde,
T
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governor of Hainanlt, in the place of the absent Marquis

of Bergen, had received this charge, and now appeared

at the head of an army before its walls. Deputies came
to meet him on the part of the magistrate from the town,

to petition against the garrison, because the Protestant

citizens, who were the superior number, had declared

against it. Noircarmes acquainted them with the will of

the regent, and gave them the choice between a garri-

sion or a siege. He assured them that not more than

four squadrons of horse and six companies of foot should

be imposed upon the town ; and for this he would give

them his son as a hostage. These terms were laid be-

fore the magistrate, who, for his part, was much inclined

to accept them. But Peregrine le Grange, the preach-

er, and the idol of the populace, to whom it was of vital

importance to prevent a submission of which he would
inevitably become the victim, appeared at the head of

his followers, and by his powerful eloquence excited the

people to reject the conditions. When their answer was
brought to Noircarmes, contrary to all law of nations, he
caused the messengers to be placed in irons, and carried

them away with him as prisoners; he was, however, by

express command of the regent, compelled to set them
free again. The regent, instructed by secret orders from

Madrid to exercise as much forbearance as possible,

caused the town to be repeatedly summoned to receive

the garrison ; when, however, it obstinately persisted in

its refusal, it was declared by public edict to be in re-

bellion, and Noircarmes was authorized to commence
the siege in form. The other provinces were forbidden

to assist this rebellious town with advice, money, or

arms. All the property contained in it was confiscated.

In order to let it see the war, before it began in earnest,

and to give it time for rational reflection, Noircarmes
drew together troops from all Hainault and Cambray
(1566), took possession of St. Amant, and placed garri-

sons in all adjacent places.

The line of conduct adopted toward Valenciennes al-

lowed the other towns which were similarly situated to

infer the fate which was intended for them also, and at

once put the whole league in motion. An army of the

TTiieux, between three thousand and four thousand strong,
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which was hastily collected from the rabble of fugitives,

and the remaining bands ofthe Iconoclasts, appeared in the

territories of Tonrnay and Lille, in order to secure these

tAvo towns, and to annoy the enemy at Valenciennes.

The commandant of Lille was fortunate enough to main-

tain that place by routing a detachment of this army,
which, in concert with the Protestant inhabitants, had
made an attempt to get possession of it. At the same
time, the army of the Gueux, which was uselessly wast-

ing its time at L annoy, was surprised by Noircarmes
and almost entirely annihilated. The few, who with

desperate courage forced their way through the enemy,
threw themselves into the town of Tournay, which was
immediately summoned by the victor to open its gates

and admit a garrison. Its prompt obedience obtained for

it a milder fate. Noircarmes contented himself with

abolishingthe Protestant consistory, banishingthe preach-

ers, punishing the leaders of the rebels, and again rees-

tablishing the Roman Cathohc worship, which he found

almost entirely suppressed. After giving it a steadfast

Roman Catholic as governor, and leaving in it a sufficient

garrison, he again returned with his victorious army to

Valenciennes to press the siege.

This town, confident in its strength, actively prepared
for defense, firmly resolved to allow things to come to

exn-emes before it surrendered. The inhabitants had
not neglected to furnish themselves with ammunition
and provisions for a long siege ; all who could carry arms
(the very artisans not excepted) became soldiers ; the

houses before the town, and especially the cloisters, were
pulled down, that the besiegers might not avail them-
selves of them to cover their attack. The few adherents

of the crown, awed by the multitude, were silent ; no

Roman Catholic ventured to stir himself. Anarchy and
rebellion had taken the place of good order, and the

fanaticism of a fool-hardy priest gave laws, instead of the

legal dispensers of justice. The male population was
numerous, their courage confirmed by despair, their

confidence unbounded that the siege would be raised,

while their hatred against the Roman Catholic religion

was excited to the highest pitch. Many had no mercy to

expect, all abhorred the general thraldom of an imperious
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garrison. Noircarmes, whose army had become formi-

ble through the reinforcements which streamed to it

from all quarters, and was abundantly furnished with
all the requisites for along blockade, once more attempted
to prevail on the town by gentle means, but in vain. At
last he caused the trenches to be opened, and prepared
to invest the place.

In the mean while the position of the Protestants had
grown as much worse as that of the regent had improv-
ed. The league of the nobles had gradually melted
away to a third of its original number. Some of its

most important defenders, Count Egmont, for instance,

had gone over to the king; the pecuniary contributions

which had been so confidently reckoned upon came in

but slowly and scantily ; the zeal of the party began per-

ceptibly to cool, and the close of the fine season made it

necessary to discontinue the public preachings, which,
up to this time, continued. These and other reasons
combined, induced the declining party to moderate
its demands, and to try every legal expedient before it

proceeded to extremities. In a general synod of the

Protestants, which was held for this object in Antwerp,
and which was also attended by some of the confeder-

ates, it was resolved to send duputies to the regent, to

remonstrate with her upon this breach of faith, and to

remind her of her compact. Brederode undertook this

office, but was obliged to submit to a harsh and disgrace-

ful rebufi', and was shut out of Brussels. He had now
recourse to a written memorial, in which, in the name
of the whole league, he complained that the duchess
had, by violating her word, falsified in sight of all the
Protestants the security given by the league, in reli-

ance on which all of them had laid down their arms

;

that by her insincerity she had undone all the good which
the confederates had labored to effect ; that she had
sought to degrade the league in the eyes of the people

;

had excited discord among its members, and had even
caused many of them to be persecuted as criminals. He
called upon her to recall her late ordinances which de-
prived the Protestants of the free exercise of their re-

ligion, but above all to raise the siege of Valencieinies, to

disband the troops newly enlisted, and ended by assuring
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her that on these conditions, and these alone, lhe.leagiie

would be responsible for the general tranquillity.

To this the regent replied in a tone very different

from her previous moderation. " Who these confed-

erates are, who address me in this memorial, is, indeed,

a mystery to me. The confederates with whom I had
formerly to do, for aught I know to the contraiy, have

dispersed. All at least can not participate in this state-

ment of grievances, for I myself know of many, who,
satisfied in all their demands, have returned to their

duty. But still, whoever he may be, who, without au-

thority and right, and without name, addresses me, he
has at least given a very false interpretation to my word,

if he asserts that I guarantied to the Protestants com-
plete religious liberty. No one can be ignorant how
reluctantly I was induced to permit the preachings in

the places where they had sprung up unauthorized, and
this surely can not be counted for a concession of free-

dom in religion. Is it likely that I should have enter-

tained the idea of protecting these illegal consistories, of

tolerating this state within a state ? Could I forget my-
self so far as to grant the sanction of law to an objec-

tionable sect ; to overturn ail order in the church and
in the state, and abominably to blaspheme my holy re-

ligion ? Look to him who has given you such permis-

sion, but you must not argue with me. You accuse me
of having violated the agreement which gave jou impu-
nity and security. The past I am wiUiug to look over,

but not what may be done in future. No advantage was
to be taken of you on account of the petition of last

April, and, to the best of my knowledge, nothing of the

kind has as yet been done ; but whoever again offends

in the same wny. against the majesty of the king, must
be ready to bear the consequences of his crime. In fine,

how can you presume to remind me of an agi'eement

which you have been the first to break? At whose in-

stigation were the churches plundered, the images of the

saints thrown down, and the towns hurried into rebeUion?

AVho formed alliances with foreign powers, set on foot

illegal enlistments, and collected unlawful taxes from the

subjects of the king ? These are the reasons which have
impelled me to draw together my troops, and to increase

t2
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the severity of the edicts. Whoever now asks me to lay

down my arms, can not mean well to his country or his

king; and if ye value your own lives, look to it that your
own actions acquit you, instead of judging mine."

All the hopes which the confederates might have en-

tertained of an amicable adjustment sank with this high-

toned declaration. Without being confident of possess-

ing powerful support, the regent would not, they argued,

employ such language. An army was in the field, the

enemy was before Valenciennes, the members who
were the heart of the league had abandoned it, and the

regent required unconditional submission. Their cause

was now so bad, that open resistance could not make it

worse. If they gave themselves up defenseless into the

hands of their exasperated sovereign, their fate was cer-

tain ; an appeal to arms could at least make it a matter
of doubt ; they, therefore, chose the latter, and began
seriously to take steps for their defense. In order to

insure the assistance of the German Protestants, Louis
of Nassau attempted to persuade the towns of Amster-
dam, Antwerp, Tournay, and Valenciennes, to adopt
the confession of Augsburg, and in this manner to seal

their alliance with a religious union. But the proposi-

tion was not successful, because the hatred of the Cal-

vinists to the Lutherans exceeded, if possible, that

w4iich they bore to popery. Nassau also began in

earnest to negotiate for supplies from France, the
Palatinate, and Saxony. The Count of Bergen forti-

fied his castles ; Brederode threw himself with a small

force into a strong town of Viane, on the Leek, over

which he claimed the rights of sovei'eignty, and which
he hastily placed in a state of defense, and there awaited

a reinforcement from the league, and the issue of Nas-
sau's negotiations. The flag of war was now unfurled,

everywhere the drum was heard to beat ; in all parts

troops were seen on the march, contributions collected,

and soldiers enlisted. The agents of each party often

met in the same place, and hardly had the collectors

and recruiting officers of the regent quitted a town,
when it had to endure a similar visit from the agents

of the league.

From Valenciennes the recent directed her attention
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to Herzogenbusch, where the Iconoclasts had lately

committed fresh excesses, aud the party of the Prot-

estants had gained a great accession of strength. In

order to prevail on the citizens peaceably to receive a

garrison, she sent thither, as ambassador, the chancellor

Scheift'from Brabant, with counselor Merode of Peters-

heim, whom she appointed governor of the town ; they

were instructed to secure the place by judicious means,

and to exact from the citizens a new oath of allegiance.

At the same time, the Count of Megen, who was in

the neighborhood with a body of troops, was ordered

to support the two envoys in effecting their commis-
sion, and to afford the means of throwing in a garrison

immediately. But Brederode, who obtained informa-

tion of these movements in Viane, had already sent

thither one of his creatures, a certain Anton von Bora-

berg, a hot Calvinist, but also a brave soldier, in order

to raise the courage of his party, and to frusti-ate the

designs of the regent. This Bomberg succeeded in

getting possession of the letters which the chancellor

brought with him from the duchess, and contrived to

substitute in their place counterfeit ones, which, by

their harsh and imperious language, were calculated to

exasperate the minds of the citizens. At the same
time, he attempted to throw suspicion on both the am-
bassadors of the duchess, as having evil designs upon
the town. In this he succeeded so well with the mob,

that in their mad fury they even laid hands on the am-
bassadors, and placed them in confinement. He him-

self, at the head of eight hundred men, w4io had adopted

him as their leader, advanced against the Count of Me-
gen, who was moving in order of battle, and gave him so

warm a reception, with some heavy artillery, that he

was compelled to retire without accomplishing his ob-

ject. The regent now sent an officer of justice to de-

mand the release of her ambassadors, and in case of

refusal to threaten the place with siege; but Bomberg,

with his party, surrounded the town hall, and forced the

magistrate to deliver to him the key of the town. The
messenger of the regent was ridiculed and dismissed,

and an answer sent through him, that the treatment of

the prisoners would depend upon Brederode's orders.
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The herald, who was remaining outside before the
town, now appeared to declare war against her, which,
however, the chancellor prevented.

After his futile attempt on Herzogenbusch, the Count
of Megen threw himself into Utrecht, in order to pre-

vent the execution of a design which Count Brederode
had formed against that town. As it had sufiiered much
from the army of the confederates, which was encamped
in its immediate neighborhood, near Viane, it received

Megen with open arms as its protector, and conformed
to all the alterations which he made in the religious wor-
ship. Upon this, he immediately caused a redoubt to

be thrown up on the bank of the Leek, which would
command Viane. Brederode, not disposed to await his

attack, quitted that rendezvous with the best part of his

army, and hastened to Amsterdam.
However unprofitably the Prince of Orange appeared

to be losing his time in Antwerp during these opera-
tions, he was, nevertheless, busily employed. At his

instigation the league had commenced recruiting, and
BreJorode had fortified his castles, for which purpose
he himself presented him with three cannons, which
he had had cast at Utrecht. His eye watched all the

movements of the court, and he kept the league warned
of the towns which were next menaced with attack.

But his chief object appeared to be to get possession of

the principal places in the districts under his own gov-

ernment, to which end he, with all his power, secretly

assisted Brederode's plans against Utrecht and Am-
sterdam. The most important place was the island of
Walcheren, where the king was expected to land; and
he now planned a scheme for the surprise of this place,

the conduct of which was intrusted to one of the con-
federate nobles, an intimate friend of the Prince of
Orange, John of Marnix, Baron of Thoulouse, and
brother of Philip of Aldegonde.

A.D. 1567. Thoulouse maintained a secret understand-
ing with the late Mayor of Middleburg, Peter Haak, by
which he expected to gain an opportunity of throwing
a garrison into Middlebui-g and Flushing. The recruit-

ing, however, for this undertaking, which was set on
foot in Antwerp, could not be carried on so quietly as
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not to attract the notice of the magistrate. In order,

therefore, to lull the suspicions of the latter, and at the
same time to promote the success of the scheme, the
prince caused the herald, by public proclamation, to

order all foreign soldiers and strangers who were in the
seiTice of the state, or employed in other business,

forthwith to quit the town. He might, say his adver-

saries, by closing the gates, have easily made himself
master of all these suspected recruits ; but he expelled
them from the town, in order to drive them the more
quickly to the place of their destination. They imme-
diately embarked on the Scheldt, and sailed down to

Raramekens; as, however, a market-vessel of Antwerp,
which ran into Flushing a little before them, had given

warning of their design, they were forbidden to enter

the port. They found the same difficulty at Arne-
muiden, near Middleburg, although the Protestants in

that place exerted themselves to raise an insurrection

in their favor. Thoulouse, therefore, without having
accomplished any thing, put about his ships, and sailed

back down the Scheldt as far as Osterweel, a quarter
of a mile from Antwerp, where he disembarked his

people and encamped on the shore, with the hope of
getting men from Antwerp ; and also in order to revive

by his presence the courage of his party, which had
been cast down by the proceedings of the magistrate.

By the aid of the Calvinistic clergj% who recruited for

him, his little army increased daily, so that at last he
began to be formidable to the Antwerpians, whose
whole ten-itoiy he laid waste. The magistrate was for

attacking him here with the militia, which, however,
the Prince of Orange successfully opposed, by the pre-

text that it would not be prudent to strip the town of
soldiers.

Meanwhile, the regent had hastily brought together
a small army, under the command of Philip of L annoy,
which moved from Brussels to Antwerp by forced

marches. At the same time. Count Megen managed
to keep the army of the Gueux shut up and employed
at Viane, so that it could neither hear of these move-
ments, nor hasten to the assistance of its confederates.

Lannoy, on his arrival, j.ttapked by surprise the dis-

15
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persed crowds, who, Jittle expecting an enemy, had
gone out to phinder, and destroyed them in one ter-

rible carnage. Thoulouse threw himself, with the small

remnant of his troops, into a country house, which had
served him as his head-quarters, and for a long time de-

fended himself with the courage of despair, until Lan-
noy, finding it impossible to dislodge him, set fire to the

house. The few who escaped the flames fell on the

swords of the enemy, or were drowned in the Scheldt.

Thoulouse himself preferred to jierish in the flames

lather than to fall into the hands of the enemy. This
victory, which swept off more than a thousand of the ene-

my, was purchased by the conqueror cheaply enough,

for he did not lose more than two men. Three hun-
dred of the leaguers who surrendered were cut down
without mercy on the spot, as a sally from Antwerp was
momentarily dreaded.

Before the battle actually commenced, no anticipation

of such an event had been entertained in Antwerp.
The Prince of Orange, who got early information of it,

had taken the precaution, the day before, of causing

the bridge which unites the town with Osterweel to be

destroyed, in order, as he gave out, to prevent the Cal-

vinists within the town going out to join the army of

Thoulouse. A more probable motive seems to have
been a fear lest the Catholics should attack the army
of the Gueux general in the rear, or lest Lannoy should

prove victorious, and try to force his way into the town.
On the same pretext, the gates of the city were also

shut by his orders, and the inhabitants, who did not
comprehend the meaning of all these movements, fluc-

tuated between curiosity and alarm, until the sound of

artillery from Osterweel announced to them what there

was going on. In clamorous crowds they all ran to the

walls and raiuparts, from which, as the wind drove the

smoke from the contending armies, they commanded a

full view of the whole battle. Both armies were so

near to the town that they could discern their banners,

and clearly distinguish the voices of the victors and the

vanquished. More terrible even than the battle itself

was the spectacle which this town now presented.

Each of the conflicting fjrmies had its friends and its
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enemies on the wall. All that %yent on in the plain,

I'oused on the ramparts exultation or dismay ; on the

issue of the conflict the fate of each spectator seem-
ed to depend. Every movement on the field could

be read in the faces of the townsmen; defeat and tri-

umph, the terror of the conquered, and the fury of the

conqueror. Here a painful but idle wish to support

those who are giving way, to rally those who fly ; there

an equally futile desire to overtake them, to slay them,
to extirpate them. Now the Gueux fly, and ten thou-

sand men rejoice ; Thoulouse's last place and refuge is

in flames, and the hopes of twenty thousand citizens are

consumed with him.

But the first bewilderment of alarm soon gave place

to a frantic desire of revenge. Shrieking aloud, wring-

ing her hands, and, with disheveled hair, the widow of

the slain general rushed amid the crowds to implore

their pity and help. Excited by their favorite preacher,

Hermann, the Calvinists fly to arms, determined to

avenge their brethren, or to perish with them ; without

reflection, without plan or leader, guided by nothing but

their anguish, their delirium, they rush to the Red
Gate of the cit5% which leads to the field of battle ; but

there is no egress, the gate is shut, and the foremost

of the crowd recoil on those that follow. Thousands
and thousands collect together, a dreadful rush is made
to the Meer-bridge. We are betrayed ! we are pris-

oners ! is the general cry. Destruction to the papists,

death to him who has betrayed us !—a sullen murmur,
portentous of a revolt, runs through the multitude.

They begin to suspect that all that has taken place has

been set on foot by the Roman Catholics to destroy

the Calvinists. They had slain their defenders, and

they would now fall upon the defenseless. With fatal

speed this suspicion spreads through the whole of Ant-

werp. Now they can, they think, understand the past,

and they fear something still worse in the background

;

a frightful distrust gains possession of every mind.

Each party dreads the other; every one sees an enemy
in his neighbor ; the mystery deepens the alarm and

horror : a fearful condition for a populous town, in

which every accidental concourse instantly becomes
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tumult, every rumor started among them becomes a

fact, every small spark a blazing flame, and, by the force

of numbers and collision, all passions are furiously in-

flamed. All who bore the name of Calvinists were
roused by this report. Fifteen thousand of them take

possession of the Meer-bridge, and plant heavy artillery

upon it, which they had taken by force from the ar-

senal ; the same thing also happens at another bridge ;

their number makes them formidable, the town is in

their hands ; to escape an imaginary danger, they bring

all Antwerp to the brink of ruin.

Immediately on the commencement of the tumult, the

Prince of Orange hastened to the Meer-bridge, where,

boldly forcing his way through the raging crowd, he
commanded peace, and entreated to be heard. At the

other bridge. Count Hogstraten, accompanied by the

Burgomaster Strahlen, made the same attempt ; but not

possessing a sufficient share either of eloquence or of

popularity to command attention, he referred the tumult-

uous crowd to the prince, around whom all Antwerp
now furiously thronged. The gate, he endeavored to

explain to them, was shut simply to keep off the victor,

whoever he might be, from the city, which would other-

wise become the prey of an infuriated soldiery. In vain !

the frantic people would not listen, and one, more daring

than the rest, presented his musket at him, calling him
a traitor. AVith tumultuous shouts, they demanded the

key of the Red Gate, which he was ultimately forced to

deliver into the hands of the preacher Hermann. But,

he added, with happy presence of mind, they must take

heed what they were doing ; in the suburbs, six hun-

dred of the enemy's horse were waiting to receive them.

This invention, suggested by the emergency, was not so

far removed from the truth as its author perhaps ima-

gined ; for no sooner had the victorious general perceived

the commotion in Antwerp, than he caused his whole
cavalry to mount, in the hope of being able, under favor

of the disturbance, to break into the town. I, at least, con-

tinued the Prince of Orange, shall secure my own safe-

ty in time, and he who follows my example will save

himself much future regret. These words, opportunely

spoken and immediately acted upon, had their effect.
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Those who stood nearest, followed him, and were again

followed by the next, so that at last the few who had
already hastened out of the city, when they saw no one

coming after them, lost the desire of coping alone with

the six hundred horse. All accordingly returned to the

Meer-bridge, where they posted watches and videttes,

and the night was passed tumultuously under arms.

The town of Antwerp was now threatened with fear-

ful bloodshed and pillage. In this pressing emergency
Orange assembled an extraordinary senate, to which
were summoned all the best disposed citizens of the

four nations. If they wished, said he, to repress the

violence of the Calvinists, they must oppose them with

an army sti'ong enough and prepared to meet them. It

was therefore resolved to arm with speed the Ro-
man Catholic inhabitants of the town, whether natives,

Italians, or Spaniards, and, if possible, to induce the Lu-
therans also to join them. The haughtiness of the Cal-

vinists, who, proud of their wealth and confident in their

numbers, treated every other religious party with con-

tempt, had long made the Lutherans their enemies, and

the mutual exasperation of these two Protestant chuj-ch-

es was even more implacable than their common hatred

of the dominant church. This jealousy the magistrate

had turned to advantage, by making use of one party to

curb the other, and had thus contrived to keep the Cal-

vinists in check, who, from then- numbers and insolence,

were most to be feared. With this view, he had tacitly

taken into his protection the Lutherans, as the weaker
and more peaceable party, having moreover invited for

them, from Germany, spiritual teachers, who, by con-

troversial sermons, might keep up the mutual hati-ed of

the two bodies. He encouraged the Lutherans in the

vain idea, that the king thought more favorably of their

religious creed than of that of the Calvinists, and exhort-

ed them to be careful how they damaged their good

cause by any understanding with the latter. It was
not, therefore, difficult to bring about, for the moment, a

union with the Roman Cathohcs and the Lutherans, as

its object was to keep down their detested rivals. At
dawn of day an army was opposed to the Calvinists,

which was far superior in force to their own. At the

U
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head of this army, the eloquence ofOrange had far great-

er effect, and found far more attention than on the pre-
ceding evening, unbacked by such strong persuasion.

The Calvinists, though in possession of arms and artil-

lery, yet alarmed at the superior numbers arrayed
against them, were the first to send envoys, and to treat

for an amicable adjustment of differences, which, by the
tact and good temper of the Prince of Orange, he con-

cluded to the satisfaction of all parties. On the procla-

mation of this treaty, the Spaniards and Italians imme-
diately laid down their arms. They were followed by
the Calvinists, and these again by the Roman Catholics;

last of all, the Lutherans disarmed.

Two days and two nights Antwerp had continued in

this alarming state. During the tvimult, the Roman
Catholics had succeeded in placing barrels of gunpowder
under the Meer-bridge, and threatened to blow into the
air the whole army of the Calvinists, who had done the
same in other places to destroy their adversaries. The
desti'uction of the town hung on the issue of a moment,
and nothing but the prince's presence of mind saved it.

Noircarmes, with his army of Walloons, still lay before

Valenciennes, which, in firm i"eliance on being relieved

by the Gueux, obstinately refused to listen to all the
representations of the regent, and rejected every idea

of suiTender. An order of the court had expressly for-

bidden the royalist general to press the siege, until he
should receive reinforcements from Germany. Wheth-
er from forbearance or fear, the king regarded with
abhorrence the violent measure of storming the place,

as necessarily involving the innocent in the fate of the

guilty, and exposing the loyal subject to the same ill

treatment as the rebel. As, however, the confidence of
the besieged augmented daily, and imboldened by the
inactivity of the besiegers, they annoyed him by frequent
sallies, and, after burning the cloisters before the town,
retired with the plunder—as the time uselessly lost be-

fore this town was put to good use by the rebels and
their allies, Noircarmes besought the duchess to obtain

immediate permission from the king to take it by storm.

The answer arrived more quickly than Philip was ever

before wont to reply. As yet they must be content
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simply to make the necessary preparations, and then to

wait awhile to allow teiTor to have its effect ; but if,

upon this, they did not appear ready to capitulate, the

storming might take place, but, at the same time, with
the greatest possible regard for the lives of the inhab-

itants. Before the regent allowed Noircarmes to pro-

ceed to this extremity, she empowered Count Egmont,
with the Duke of Arschot, to treat once more with the

rebels amicably. Both conferred with the deputies of

the town, and omitted no argument calculated to dispel

their delusion. They acquainted them with the defeat

of Thoulouse, their sole support, and with the fact that

the Count of Megen had cut off the army of the Gueux
from the town, and assured them that if they had held

out so long, they owed it entirely to the king's forbear-

ance. They offered them full pardon for the past;

every one was to be free to prove his innocence before

whatever ti'ibunal he should choose ; such as did not

wish to avail themselves of this privilege were to be
allowed fourteen days to quit the town, with all their

effects. Nothing was required of the townspeople but
the admission of the garrison. To give time to deliber-

ate on these terms, an armistice of three days was
gi-anted. When the deputies returned, they found their

fellow-citizens less disposed than ever to an accommoda-
tion, reports of new levies by the Gueux having, in the
mean time, gained currency. Thoulouse, it was pre-

tended, had conquered, and was advancing with a
powerful army to relieve the place. Their confidence

went so far, that they even ventured to break the armis-

tice, and to fire upon the besiegers. At last, the burgo-

master with difificulty succeeded in bringing matters so

far toward a peaceful settlement, that twelve of the
town counselors were sent into the camp with the fol-

lowing conditions. The edict, by which Valenciennes
had been charged with treason, and declared an enemy
to the country, was required to be recalled, the con-

fiscation of their goods revoked, and the prisoners on both

sides restored to liberty ; the garrison was not to enter

the town, before every one, who thought good to do so,

had placed himself and his property in security ; and a
pledge to be given, that the inhabitants should not be
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molested in any manner, and that their expenses should
be j)aid by tiie king.

Noircarmes Avas so indignant with these conditions,

that he was almost on the point of ill treating the depu-
ties. If they had not come, he told them, to give up
the place, they might return forthwith, lest he should
send them home with their hands tied behind their

backs. Upon this, the deputies threw the blame on
the obstinacy of the Calvinists, and entreated him with
tears in their eyes to keep them in the camp, as they
did not, they said, Avish to have any thing more to do
with their rebellious townsmen, or to be joined in their

fate. They even knelt to beseech the intercession of

Egmont ; but Noircarmes remained deaf to all their en-
treaties, and the sight of the chains which he ordered
to be brought out drove them reluctantly enough back
to \^alenciennes. Necessity, not severity, imposed this

harsh procedure upon the general. The detention of

ambassadors had, on a former occasion, drawn upon him
the reprimand of the duchess ; the people in the town
would not have failed to have ascribed the non-appear-
ance of their present deputies to the same cause as in

the former case had detained them. Beside, he was
loth to deprive the town of any out of the small resi-

due of well disposed citizens, or to leave it a prey to a
blind, foolhardy mob, Egmont was so mortified at the
bad result of his embassy, that he, the night following,

rode round to reconnoiter its fortifications, and return-
ed well satisfied to have convinced himself that it was
no longer tenable.

Valenciennes stretches down a gentle acclivity into

the level plain, being built on a site as strong as it is de-
lightful. On one side, inclosed by the Scheldt and an-

other smaller river, and on the other protected by deep
ditches, thick walls, and towers, it appears capable of

defying every attack. But Noircarmes had discovered a

few points where neglect had allowed the fosse to be
filled almost up to the level of the natural surfiice, and of

these he determined to avail himself in storming. He
drew together all the scattered corps, by which he had
invested the town, and during a tempestuous night

carried the suburb of Berg, without the loss of a single
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niun. He then assigned separate points of attack to the
Count of Bossu, tlie young Charles of Mansfeld, and the
younger Barlaimont, and under a terrible fire, which
drove the enemy from his walls, his troops were moved
up with all possible speed. Close before the town, and
opposite the gate, under the eyes of the besiegers, and
with very little loss, a battery was throw^n up to an
equal height with the fortifications. From this point

the town was bombarded with an unceasing fire for four
houi-s. The Nicolaus tower, on which the besieged had
planted some artillery, was among the first that fell, and
many .perished under its ruins. The guns were direct-

ed against all the most conspicuous buildings, and a ter-

rible slaughter w^as made among the inhabitants. In a
few hours their principal works were destroyed, and in

the gate itself so extensive a breach was made, that the
besieged, despairing of any longer defending themselves,
sent in haste two trumpeters to entreat a parley. This
was granted, but the storm was continued without in-

termission. The ambassador entreated Noircarmes to

gi-ant them the same terms which only two days before
they had rejected. But circumstances had now chan-
ged, and the victor would hear no more of conditions.

The unceasing fire left the inhabitants no time to repair

the ramparts, which filled the fosse with their debris,

and opened many a breach for the enemy to enter by.

Certain of utter destruction, they sun-endered next
morning, at discretion, after a bombardment of six-and-

thirty hours without intermission, and three thousand
bombs had been thrown into the city. Noircarmes
marched into the town with his victorious army under
the strictest discipline, and was received by a crowd of
women and children, who went to meet him, canying
green boughs and beseeching his pity. All the citizens

were immediately disarmed, the commandant and his

son beheaded ; thirty-six of the most guiltj )f the rebels,

among whom were La Grange and another Calvinistic

preacher, Guido de Bresse, atoned for th( .r obstinacy at

the gallows ; all the municipal functionaries were deprived

of their offices, and the town of all its privileges. The
Roman Catholic worship was immediately restored in

full dignity, and the Protestant abolished. The Bishop
u 2
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of Arras was obliged to quit his residence in the town,

and a strong garrison placed in it to insure its future

obedience.

The fate of Valenciennes, toward which all eyes had
been turned, was a warning to the other towns which
had similarly offended. Noircaniies followed up his

victory, find marched immediately against Maestricht,

which surrendered without a blow and received a garri-

son. From thence he niarched to Tornhut, to awe, by
his presence, the people of Herzogenbusch and Ant-

werp. The Gueux in this place, who, under the com-
mand of Bomberg, had carried all things before 'them,

were now so terrified at his approach that they quitted

the town in haste. Noircarmes was received without

opposition. The ambassadors of the duchess were im-

mediately set at liberty. A strong garrison was thrown
into Tornhut ; Cambray also opened its gates, and joy-

fully recalled its archbishop, whom the Calvinists had
driven from his see, and who deserved this triumph, as

he did not stain his entrance with blood. Ghent, Ypres,
and Oudenarde submitted and received garrisons. Guel-

dres was now almost entirely cleared of the rebels, and
reduced to obedience by the Count of Megen. In

Friesland and Groningen, the Count of Aremberg had
eventually the same success ; but it was not obtained

here so rapidly or so easily, since the count wanted con-

sistency and firmness, and these warUke republicans

maintained more pertinaciously their privileges, and were
greatly supported by the strength of their position. With
the exception of Holland, all the provinces had yielded

before the victorious arms of the duchess. The courage

of the disaffected sunk entirely, and nothing was left to

them but flight or submission.

RESIGNATION OF WILLIAM Or ORANGE.

Ever since the establishment of the Gueusen League,
but more perceptibly since the outbreak of the Icono-

clasts, the spirit of rebellion and disaffection had spread

so rapidly among all classes; parties had become so

blended and confused, that the regent had difificulty in

distinguishing her own adherents, and at last hardly knew
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on whom to rely. The lines of demarkation between
the loyal and the disaffected had gi'own gi-adually fainter,

until at last they almost vanished. The frequent alter-

ations, too, which she had been obliged to make in the
laws, and which were at most the expedients and sug-

gestions of the moment, had taken from them their pre-

cision and binding force, and had given full scope to the

arbitrary will of every individual whose office it was to

interpret them. And at last amid the number and
variety of the interpretations, the spirit was lost, and
the intention of the law-giver baffled. The close con-

nection, which in many cases subsisted between Prot-

estants and Roman Catholics, between Gueux and roy-

alists, and which not unfrequently gave them a common
interest, led the latter to avail themselves of the loophole

which the vagueness of the laws left open, and, in favor

of their Protestant friends and associates, evaded, by
subtile distinctions, all severity in the discharge of their

duties. In their minds, it was enough not to be a declared

rebel, not one of the Gueux, or at least not a heretic, to

be authorized to mold their duties to their inclinations,

and to set the most arbitrary limits to their obedience to

the king- Feeling themselves irresponsible, the governors

of the provinces, the civil functionaries, both high and low,

the municipal officers, and the military commanders had
all become extremely remiss in their duty, and presum-
ing upon this impunity, showed a pernicious indulgence

to the rebels and their adherents, which rendered abor-

tive all the regent's measures of coercion. This general

indifference and corruption of so many servants of the

state had further this injurious result, that it led the tur-

bulent to reckon on far stronger support than in reality

they had cause for, and to count on their own side all

who were but lukewarm adherents of the court. This
way of thinking, erroneous as it was, gave them greater

courage and confidence, it had the same effect as if it

had been well founded ; and the uncertain vassals of

the king became in consequence almost as injurious to

him as his declared enemies, without at the same time

being liable to the same measures of severity. This was
especially the case with the Prince of Orange, counts

Egmont, Bergen, Hogstraten, Horn, and several others
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of the higher nobility. The regent felt the necessity

of bringing these doubtful subjects to an explanation, in

order either to deprive the rebels of a fancied support,

or to unmask the enemies of the king. And the latter

reason was of the more urgent moment, when, being

obliged to send an army into the field, it was of the ut-

most importanoe to inti'ust the command of the troops

to none but those of whose fidelity she was fully as-

sured. She caused, therefore, an oath to be drawn
up, which bound all who took it to advance the Roman
Catholic faith, to pursue and punish the Iconoclasts, and
to help by every means in their power in extirpating all

kinds of heresy. It also pledged them to treat the

king's enemies as their own, and to serve, without dis-

tinction, against all whom the regent, in the king's name,
should point out. By this oath, she did not hope so

much to test their sincerity, and still less to secure
them, as rather to gain a pretext for removing the sus-

pected parties if they declined to take it, and for wrest-
ing from their hands a power which they abused, or a

legitimate gi'ound for punishing them, if they took it and
broke it. This oath was exacted by the court from all

knights of the Fleece, all civil functionaries and magis-
trates, all officers of the army—from every one, in short,

who held any appointment in the state. Count Mans-
feld was the first who publicly took it in the council of

state at Brussels; his example was followed by the
Duke of Arschot, counts Egmont, Megen, and Barlai-

mont. Hogstraten and Horn endeavored to evade the
necessity. The former was offended at a proof of dis-

trust which shortly before the regent had given him.
Under the pretext that Malines could not safely be left

any longer without its governor, but that the presence
of the count was no less necessary in Antwerp, she had
taken from him that province, and given it to another,

whose fidelity she could better reckon upon. Hogstra-
ten expressed his thanks that she had been pleased to

release him from one of his burdens, adding that she
would complete the obligation, if she would relieve him
of the other also. True to his determination. Count
Horn was living on one of his estates in the strong town
of Weerdt, having retired altogether from public affairs.
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Having quitted the service of the state, he owed, he
thought, nothing more either to the republic or to the

king, and declined the oath, vv^hich in his case appears
at last to have been waved.
The Count of Brederode was left the choice of either

taking the prescribed oath or resigning the command
of his squadron of cavalry. After many fruitless at-

tempts to evade the alternative, on the plea that he did

not hold office in the state, he at last resolved upon the
latter course, and thereby escaped all risk of perjuring

himself.

Vain were all the attempts to prevail on the Prince
of Orange to take the oath, who, from the suspicion

which had long attached to him, required more than
any other this purification, and from whom the great

power which it had been necessary to place in his

hands fully justified the regent in exacting it. It was
not, however, advisable to proceed against him with the

laconic brevity adopted toward Brederode and the like

;

on the other hand, the voluntaiy resignation of all his

offices, which he tendered, did not meet the object of

the regent, who foresaw clearly enough how really

dangerous he would become as soon as he should feel

himself independent, and be no longer checked by any
external considerations of character or duty, in the pros-

ecution of his secret designs. But ever since the con-

sultation in Dendermonde, the Prince of Orange had
made up his mind to quit the service of the King of

Spain on the first favorable opportunity, and, till better

days, to leave the country itself. A very disheartening

experience had taught him how uncertain are hopes
built on the multitude, and how quickly their zeal is

cooled by the necessity of fulfilling its lofty promises.

An army was already in the field, and a far stronger one
was, he knew, on its road, under the command of the

Duke of Alva. The time for remonstrances was past,

it was only at the head of an army that an advantageous

treaty could now be concluded with the regent, and by
preventing the entrance of the Spanish general. But
now where was he to raise this army, in want as he
was of money, the sinews of warfare, since the Protes-

tants had retracted their boastful promises, and deserted
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him in this pressing emergency ? * Religious jealousy
and hatred, moreover, separated the two Protestant
churches, and stood in the way of every salutary com-
bination against the common enemy of their fiiith. The
rejection of the Confession of Augsburg by the Calvinists

had exasperated all the Protestant princes of Germany,
so that no support was to be looked for from the empire.
With Count Egmont, the excellent army of Walloons
was also lost to the cause—for they followed with blind

devotion the fortunes of their general, who had taught
them at St. Quentin and Gravelines to be invincible.

And again, the outrages which the Iconoclasts had per-

petrated on the churches and convents had estranged
from the league the numerous, wealthy, and powerful
class of the established clergy, who, before this unlucky
episode, were already more than half-gained over to it

;

while, by her intrigues, the regent daily contrived to

deprive the league itself of some one or other of its

most influential members.
All these considerations combined, induced the prince

to postpone to a more favorable season a project for

which the present juncture was little suited, and to leave

a country where his longer stay could not effect any
advantage for it, but must bring certain destruction on
himself. After inteUigence gleaned from so many quar-
ters, after so many proofs of distrust, so many warn-
ings from Madrid, he could be no longer doubtful of the
sentiments of Philip toward him. If even he had any
doubt, his uncertainty would soon have been dispelled

by the formidable armament which was preparing in

Spain, and which was to have for its leader, not the
king, as was felsely given out, but, as he was better in-

* Hovvr valiant the wish, and how sorry the deed was, is proved
by the following instance among others. Some friends of the na-
tional liberty, Roman Catholics as well as Protestants, had sol-
emnly engaged in Amsterdam to subscribe to a common fund the
hundredth penny of their estates, until a sum of eleven thousand
florins should be collected, which was to be devoted to the com-
mon cause and interests. An alms-box, protected by three locks,
was prepared for the reception of these contributions. After the
expiration of the prescribed period it was opened, and a sum was
found amounting to seven hundred florins, which was given to the
hostess of the Count of Brederode, in part payment of his un-
liquidated score.— Univ. Hist, of the N., vol, iii.
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formed, the Duke of Alva, his personal enemy, and the
very man he had most cause to fear. The prince had
seen too deeply into Philip's heart to believe in the

sincerity of his reconciliation, after having once awaken-
ed his fears. He judged his own conduct too justly to

reckon, like his friend Egmont, on reaping a gratitude

from the king to which he had not sown. He could,

therefore, expect nothing but hostility from him, and

prudence counseled him to screen himselfby a timely flight

from its actual outbreak. He had hitherto obstinately

refused to take the new oath ; and all the written exhorta-

tions of the regent had been fruitless. At last she sent

to him at Antwerp her private secretary Berti, who
"vvas to put the matter emphatically to his conscience,

and forcibly remind him of all the evil consequences

which so sudden a retirement from the royal service

would draw upon the country, as well as the irreparable

injury it would do to his own fair fame. Already, she

informed him by her ambassador, his declining the re-

quired oath had cast a shade upon his honor, and impart-

ed to the genei'al voice, wdiich accused him of an un-

derstanding with the rebels, an appearance of truth

which this unconditional resignation would convert to

absolute certainty. It was for the sovereign to discharge

his servants, but it did not become the servant to abandon
his sovereign. The envoy of the regent found the prince

in his palace at Antwerp, already, as it appeared, with-

drawn from the public service, and entirely devoted to

his private concerns. The prince told him, in the

presence of Hogstraten, that he had refused to take the

required oath, because he could not find that such a

proposition had ever before been made to a governor of

a province ; because he had already bound himself, once
for all, to the king, and therefore, by taking this new
oath, he w^ould tacitly acknowledge that he had broken
the first. He had also refused, because the old oath

enjoined him top rotect the rights and privileges of the

country, but he could not tell whether this new one
might not impose upon him duties which would con-

travene the first ; because, too, the clause which bound
him to serve, if required, against all without distinction,

did not except even the emperor, his feudal lord, against
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whom, however, he, as his vassal, could not conscien-

tiously make war. He had refused to take this oath,

because it might impose upon him the necessity of
surrendering his friends and relations, his children, nay,
even his wife, who was a Lutheran, to butchery. Ac-
cording to it, moreover, he must lend himself to eveiy
thing which it should occur to the king's fancy or pas-

sion to demand ; but the king might thus exact from
him things which he shuddered even to think of; and
even tiie severities which were now, and had been all

along exercised upon the Protestants, were the most
revolting to his heart. This oath, in short, was repugnant
to his feelings as a man, and he could not take it. In con-
clusion, the name ofthe Duke ofAlva dropped from his lips,

in a tone of bitterness, and he became immediately silent.

All these objections were answered, point by point,

by Berti. Certainly such an oath had never been required
from a governor before him, because the provinces had
never been similarly circumstanced. It was not exacted
because the governors had broken the first, but in order
to remind them vividly of their former vows, and to

freshen their activity in the present emergency. This
oath would not impose upon him any thingwhich offended
against the rights and privileges of the country, for the
king had sworn to observe these, as well as the Prince
of Orange. The oath did not, it was true, contain any
reference to a war with the emperor, or any other
sovereign to whom the prince might be related ; and if

he really had scruples on this point, a distinct clause
could easily be inserted, expressly providing against such
a contingency. Care would be taken to spare him any
duties which were repugnant to his feelings as a man,
and no power on earth would compel him to act against

his wife or against his children. Berti was then passing
to the last point, which related to the Duke of Alva ; but
the prince, who did not wish to have this part of his dis-

course canvassed, interrupted him. "The king was
coming to the Netherlands," he said, " and he knew the
king. The king would not endure that one of his servants

should have wedded a Lutheran, and he had, therefore,

resolved to go with his whole family into voluntary banish-
ment, before he was obliged to submit to the same by
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compulsion. But," he concluded, "wherever he might
be, he would always conduct himself as a subject of the
king." Thus far-fetched were the motives which the

prince adduced, to avoid touching upon the single one
which really decided him.

Berti had still a hope of obtaining, through Egmont's
eloquence, what by his own he despaired of effecting.

He therefore proposed a meeting with the latter (1567),

which the prince assented to the more willingly, as he
himself felt a desire to embrace his friend once more
before his departure, and, if possible, to snatch the de-

luded man from certain destruction. This remarkable
meeting, at which the private secretary Berti, and the

young Count Mansfeld, were also present, was the last

that the two friends ever held, and took place in Ville-

broeck, a village on the Rupel, between Brussels and
Antwerp. The Calvinists, whose last hope rested on
the issue of this conference, found means to acquaint

themselves of its import by a spy, who concealed himself

in the chimney of the apartment where it was held. All

three attempted to shake the determination of the prince,

but their united eloquence was unable to move him
from his purpose. " It will cost you your estates, Orange,

if you persist in this intention," said the Prince of

Gaure, as he took him aside to a window. "And you
your life, Egmont, if you change not yours," replied the

former. " To me it will at least be a consolation in my
misfortunes, that I desired, in deed as well as in word,
to help my country and my friends in the hour of need

;

but you, my friend, you are dragging friends and coun-

try with you to destruction." And saying these words,

he once again exhorted him, still more urgently than

ever, to return to the cause of his country, which his

arm alone was yet able to preserve ; if not, at least, for

his own sake, to avoid the tempest which was gathering

against him from Spain.

But all the arguments, however lucid, with which a

far discerning prudence supplied him, and however
urgently enf(H'ced, with all the ardor and animation

which the tender anxiety of friendship could alone in-

spire, did not avail to destroy the fatal confidence which
still fettered Egmont's better reason. The warning of

10 X
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Oranc^e seemed to come from a sad and dispirited heart

;

but for Egmont the world still smiled. To abandon the
])omp and affluence in which he had grown up to youth
and manhood ; to part with all the thousand conve-
niences of life which alone made it valuable to him, and
all this to escape an evil which his buoyant spirit regard-
ed as remote, if not imaginary ; no, that was not a
sacrifice which could be asked from Egmont. But had
he even been less given to indulgence than he was, with
what heart could he have consigned a princess accustom-
ed by uninterrupted prosperity to ease and comfort, a
wife who loved him as dearly as she was beloved, tlie

cliildi-en on whom his soul hung in hope and fondness, to

privations at the prospect of which his own courage sank,

and which a sublime philosophy alone can enable sen-
suality to undergo ? " You will never persuade me,
Orange," said Egmont, "to see things in the gloomy
hght in which they appear to thy mournful prudence.
When I have succeeded in abolishing the public preach-
ings, and chastising the Iconoclasts, in crushing the
rebels, and restoring peace and order in the provinces,

what can the king lay to my charge ? The king is good
and just ; I have claims upon his gratitude, and I must
not forget what I owe to myself." " Well, then," cried
Orange indignantly, and with bitter anguish, " trust, if

you will, to this royal gratitude ! but a mournful pre-
sentiment tells me—and may Heaven grant that I am
deceived!—that you, Egmont, will be the bridge by
which the Spaniards will pass into our country to destroy
it." After these words, he drew him to his bosom,
ardently clasping him in his arms. Long, as though the
sight was to serve for the remainder of his life, did he
keep his eyes fixed upon him ; the tears fell ; they saw
each other no more.
The very next day, the Prince of Orange wrote his

letter of resignation to the regent, in which he assured
her of his perpetual esteem, and once again entreated
her to put the best interpretation on his present step.

He then set off, with his three brothers, and his whole
family, for his own town of Breda, where he remained
only as long as was requisite to arrange some private

alfairs. His eldest son, Prince Philip William, was
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left behind at the imiversity of Louvain, where he
thought him sufficiently secure under the protection of
the privileges of Brabant, and the immunities of the
academy ; an imprudence which, if it was really uot

designed, can hardly be reconciled with the just esti-

mate which, in so many other cases, he had taken of
the character of his adversary. In Breda, the heads of
the Calvinists once more consulted him whether tliei'e

was still hope for them, or whether all was irretrievably

lost. " He had before advised them," replied the prince,
" and must now do so again, to accede to the Confession
of Augsburg ; then they might rel}^ upon aid from Ger-
many. If they would still not consent to this, they must
raise six hundred thousand florins, or more, if they
could." "The first," they answered, "was at variance
with their conviction and their conscience ; but menns
might perhaps be found to raise the money, if he would
only let them know for what purpose he would use it."

"No!" cried he, with the utmost displeasure, " if I

must tell you that, it is all over with the use of it."

With these words he immediately broke off the con-
ference, and dismissed the deputies.

The Prince of Orange was reproached with liaving

squandered his fortune, and with favoring the innova-
tions on account of his debts ; but he asserted that he
still enjoyed sixty thousand florins yearly rental. Be-
fore his departure, he borrowed twenty thousand florins

from the states of Holland, on the mortgage of some
manors. Men could hardly persuade themselves that
he would have succumbed to necessity so entirely, and,
without an eftbrt at resistance, given up all his hopes
and schemes. But what he secretly meditated no one
knew, no one had read in his heart. Being asked how
he intended to conduct himself toward the King of
Spain, "Quietly," was his answer, "unless he touches
my honor or my estates." He left the Netherlands
soon afterward, and betook himself in retirement to the
town of Dillenburg in Nassau, at which place he was
born. He was accompanied to Germany by many
hundreds, either as his servants or as volunteers, and
was soon followed by counts Hogstraten, Kuilemberg,
and Bergen, who preferred to share a voluntary exile
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with him, rather thau recklessly involve themselves in

an uncertain destiny. In his departure the nation saw
the flight of its guardian angel ; many had adored, all

had honored him. With him the last stay of the Prot-

estants gave way; they, however, had greater hopes

from this man in exile, than from all the others together

who remained behind. Even the Roman Catholics

could not witness his departure without regret. Them
also had he shielded from tyranny ; he had not unfre-

quently protected them against the oppression of their

own church, and he had rescued many of them from

the sanguinary jealousy of their religious opponents. A
few fanatics among the Calvinists, who were offended

with his proposal of an alliance with their brethren,

who avowed the Confession of A-Ugsburg, solemnized

with secret thanksgivings the day on which the enemy
left them. 1567. .

~

DECAY AND DISPERSION OF THE GUEUSEN LEAGUE.

Immediately after taking leave of his friend, the Prince

of Gaure hastened back to Brussels, to receive from the

regent the reward of his firmness, and there, in the ex-

citement of the court, and in the sunshine of his good

fortune, to dispel the light cloud which the earnest

warnings of the Prince of Orange had cast over his

natural gayety. The flight of the latter now left him in

possession of the stage. He had now no longer any

rival in the republic to dim his glory. With redoubled

zeal he wooed the transient favor of the court, above

which he ought to have felt himself far exalted. All

Brussels must participate in his joy. He gave splendid

banquets and public entertainments, at which, the better

to eradicate all suspicion from his mind, the regent her-

self frequently attended. Not content with having taken

the required oath, he outstripped the most devout in de-

votion ; outran the most zealous in zeal to extirpate the

Protestant faith, and to reduce by force of arms the

refractory towns of Flanders. He declared to his old

friend. Count Hogstraten, as also to the rest of the

Gueux, that he would withdraw from them his friend-

ship forever if they hesitated any longer to return
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into the bosom of the Church, and reconcile themselves
with their king. All the confidential letters which had
been exchanged between him and them were returned,

and, by this last step, the breach between them was
made public and irreparable. Egmont's secession, and
the flight of the Prince of Orange, destroyed the last

hope of the Protestants, and dissolved the whole league

of the Gueux. Its members vied with each other in

readiness—nay, they could not soon enough abjure the

covenant and take the new oath proposed to them by
the government. In vain did the Protestant merchants
exclaim at this breach of faith on the part of the no-

bles ; their weak voice was no longer listened to, and
all the sums were lost with which they had supplied

the league.

The most important places were quickly reduced and
garrisoned ; the rebels had fled, or perished by the hand
of the executioner; in the provinces no protector was
left. All yielded to the fortune of the regent, and her
victorious army was advancing against Antwerp. After

a long and obstinate contest, this town had been cleared

of the worst rebels ; Hermann and his adherents took

to flight; the internal storms had spent their rage.

The minds of the people became gradually composed,
and, no longer excited at will by every furious fanatic,

began to listen to better counsels. The wealthier citi-

zens earnestly longed for peace, to revive commerce
and trade, which had suffered severely from the long

reign of anarchy. The dread of Alva's approach work-
ed wonders ; in order to prevent the miseries which a

Spanish army would inflict upon the country, the peo-

ple hastened to throw themselves on the gentler mercies
of the regent. Of their own accord they dispatched

plenipotentiaries to Brussels, to negotiate for a treaty

and to hear her terms. Agreeably as the regent was
•surprised by this voluntary step, she did not allow her-

self to be hurried away by her joy. She declared that

she neither could nor would listen to any overtures or

representations until the town had received a garrison.

Even this was no longer opposed, and Count Mansfeld
marched in, the day after, with sixteen squadrons in

battle array. A solemn treaty was now made between
x2
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the town and duchess, by which the former bound it-

self to prohibit the Calvinistic form of worship, to banish
all preachers of that ])ersuasion, to i-estore the Roman
Catholic religion to its former dignity^ to decorate the
despoiled churches with their former ornaments, to ad-

minister the old edicts as before, to take the new oath

which the other towns had sworn to, and lastly to deliver

into the hands of justice all who had been guilty of

treason, in bearing arms, or taking part in the desecra-

tion of the churches. On the otlier hand, the regent

pledged herself to forget all that had passed, and even
to intercede for the offenders with the king. All those,

who being dubious of obtaining pardon preferred banish-

ment, were to be allowed a month to convert their prop-

erty into money, and place themselves in safety. From
this grace, none were to be excluded but such as had
been guilty of a capital offense, and who were excepted
by the previous article. Immediately upon the conclu-

sion of this treaty, all Calvinist and Lutheran preachers
in Antwerp, and the adjoining territory, were warned
by the herald to quit the country within twenty-four
hours. All the streets and gates were now thronged
with fugitives, who for the honor of their God abandoned
what was dearest to them, and sought a more peaceful

home for their persecuted faith. Here husbands were
taking an eternal farewell of their wives, fathers of their

children ; there whole families were preparing to depart.

All Antwerp resembled a house of mourning; wherever
the eye turned, some affecting spectacle of painful sep-

aration presented itself. A seal was set on the doors of

the Protestant churches ; the whole worship seemed to

be extinct. The 10th of April (1567) was the day ap-

pointed for the departure of the preachers. In the town-
hall, where they appeared for the last time to take leave

of the magistrate, they could not command their grief;

but broke forth into bitter reproaches. They had been
sacrificed, they exclaimed, they had been shamefully
betrayed. But a time would come when Antwerp
would pay dearly enough for this baseness. Still more
bitter were the complaints of the Lutheran clergj'',

whom the magistrate himself had invited into the coun-

tiy, to preach against the Calvinists. Under the delu-
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sive representation that the king was not unfavorable to

their rehgion, the}' had been seduced into a combination
against tlie Calvinists ; but as soon as the latter had been,

by their cooperation, brought under subjection, and their

own services were no longer required, they were left to

bewail their folly, wliich had involved themselves and
their enemies in common ruin.

A few days afterward, the regent entered Antwerp
in triumph, accompanied by a thousand Walloon horse,

the knights of the Golden Fleece, all the governors and
counselors, a number of municipal officers, and her whole
court. Her first visit was to the cathedral, which still

bore lamentable traces of the violence of the Iconoclasts,

and drew from her many and bitter tears. Immediately
afterward, four of the rebels, who had been overtaken
in their flight, were brought in and executed in the pub-
lic market-place. All the children who had been bap-

tized after the Protestant rites were rebaptized by
Roman Catholic priests ; all the schools of heretics

were closed, and their churches leveled to the ground.

Nearly all the towns in the Netherlands followed the

example of Antwerp, and banished the Protestant

preachers. By tl>e end of April the Roman Catholic

churches were repaired and embellished more splen-

didly than ever, while all the Protestant places of wor-
ship were pulled down, and every vestige of the pro-

scribed belief obliterated in the seventeen provinces.

The populace, whose sympathies are generally with the

successful party, was now as active in accelerating the

ruin of the unfortunate as, a short time before, it had
been furiously zealous in its cause ; in Ghent, a large

and beautiful church which the Calvinists had erected

w'as attacked, and in less than an hour had wholly dis-

appeared. From the beams of the roofless churches,

gibbets were erected for those who had profaned the

sanctuaries of the Roman Catholics. The places of

execution were filled with corpses, the prisons with
condemned victims, the high roads with fugitives. In-

numerable were the victims of this year of murder; in

the smallest towns fiftj% at least, in several of the larger

as many as three hundred were put to death, while no

account was kept of the numbers in the open countiy
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who fell into the hands of the provost-marshal, and were
immediately strung up as miscreants, without trial and
without mercy.
The regent was still in Antwerp, when ambassadors

presented themselves from the electors of Branden-
burg, Saxony, Hesse, Wurtemburg, and Baden, to in-

tercede for their fugitive brethren in the faith. The
expelled preachers of the Augsburg Confession had
claimed the rights assured to them by the religious

peace of the Germans, in which Brabant, as part of the

empire, participated, and had thrown themselves on the

protection of those princes. The arrival of the foreign

ministers alarmed the regent, and she vainly endeavored
to prevent their entrance into Antwerp ; under the

guise, however, of showing them marks of honor, she
continued to keep them closely watched, lest they
should encourage the malcontents in any attempts

against the peace of the town. From the high tone

which they most unseasonably adopted toward the re-

gent, it might almost be inferred that they were little in

earnest in their demand. " It was but reasonable," they
said, " that the Confession of Augsburg, as the only one
which met the spirit of the Gospel, should be the ruling

faith in the Netherlands ; but to persecute it by such
cruel edicts as were in force was positively unnatural,

and could not be allowed. They, therefore, required of

the regent, in the name of religion, not to treat the peo-

ple intrusted to her rule with such severity." She re-

plied, through the Count of Staremberg, her minister

for German affairs, that such an exordium deserved no
answer at all. From the sympathy which the German
princes had shown for the Belgian fugitives, it was clear

that they gave less credit to the letters of the king, in

explanation of his measures, than to the reports of a
few worthless wretches, who, in the desecrated churches,
had left behind them a worthier memorial of their acts

and characteis. It would far more become them to

leave to the King of Spain the care of his own subjects,

and abandon the attempt to foster a spirit of rebellion in

foreign countries, from which they would reap neither

honor nor profit. The ambassadors left Antwerp in a
few days without having effected any thing. The Saxon
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minister, indeed, in a private interview with the regent,

even assured her that his master had most reluctantly

taken this step.

The German ambassadors had not quitted Antwerp,
when intelligence from Holland completed the ti'iumph

of the regent. From fear of Count Megen, Count
Brederode had deserted his town of Viane, and, with
the aid of the Protestant inhabitants, had succeeded in

throwing himself into Amsterdam, where his arrival

caused great alarm to the city magistrate, who had pre-
viously found difficulty in pi-eventing a revolt, while it

revived the courage of the Protestants. Here Brede-
rode's adherents increased daily, and many noblemen
flocked to him from Utrecht, Friesland, and Groningen,
whence the victorious arms of Megen and Aremberg
had driven them. Under various disguises they found
means to steal into the city, where they gathered round
Brederode, and served him as a strong body-guard.
The regent, apprehensive of a new outbreak, sent one
of her private secretaries, Jacob de la Torre, to the
Council of Amsterdam, and ordered them to get rid of

Count Brederode on any terms, and at any risk. Nei-
ther the magistrate nor De la Torre himself, who visited

Brederode in person to acquaint him with the will of the
duchess, could prevail upon him to depart. The secre-

tary was even surprised in his own chamber by a party
of Brederode's followers, and deprived of all his papers,

and would, perhaps, have lost his life also, if he had
not contrived to make his escape. Brederode remained
in Amsterdam a full month after this occurrence, a
powerless idol of the Protestants, and an oppressive
burden to the Roman Catholics ; while his fine army,
which he had left in Viane, reinforced by many fugi-

tives from the southern provinces, gave Count Megen
enough to do without attempting to harass the Protes-
tants in their flight. At last, Brederode resolved to fol-

low the example of Orange, and, yielding to necessity,

abandon a desperate cause. He informed the town
council that he was willing to leave Amsterdam, if they
would enable him to do so by furnishing him with the
pecuniary means. Glad to get quit of him, they has-

tened to borrow the money on the security of the towo
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council. Brederode quitted Amsterdam the same night,

and was conveyed in a gun-boat as far as Vhe, from
whence he fortunately escaped to Embden. Fate treat-

ed him more mildly than the majority of those he had
implicated in his foolhardy enterprise : he died the year
after, 1568, at one of his castles in Germany, from the

effects of drinking, by which he sought ultimately to

drown his grief and disappointments. His widow.
Countess of Moers in her own right, was remarried
to the prince palatine, Frederic III. The Protestant

cause lost but little by his demise ; the work which he
had commenced, as it had not been kept alive by him,
so it did not die with him.
The little army, which in his disgraceful flight he had

deserted, was bold and valiant, and had a few resolute

leaders. It disbanded, indeed, as soon as he to whom it

looked for pay had fled ; but hunger and courage kept
its parts together some time longer. One body, under
the command of Dietrich of Battenburgh, marched to

Amsterdam, in the hope of carrying that town ; but

Count Megen hastened, with thirteen companies of ex-

cellent troops, to its relief, and compelled the rebels to

give up the attempt. Contenting themselves with
plundering the neighboring cloisters, among which the

abbey of Egmont, in particular, was hardly dealt with,

they turned off toward Waaterland, where they hoped
the numerous swamps would protect them from pursuit.

But thither Count Megen followed them, and compelled
them, in all haste, to seek safety in the Zuyder Zee.
The brothers Van Battenburgh and two Friesan nobles,

Beima and Galama, with a hundred and twenty men
and the booty they had taken from the monasteries,

embarked near the town of Hoorne, intending to cross

to Friesland, but, through the treachery of the steers-

man, who ran the vessel on a sandbank near Harlingen,

they fell into the hands of one of Aremberg's captains,

who took them all prisoners. The Count of Areniberg
immediately pronounced sentence upon all the captives

of plebeian rank, but sent his noble prisoners to the re-

gent, who caused seven of them to be beheaded. Seven
others of the most noble, including the brothers Van
Battenburgh and some Frieslanders, all in the bloom
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of youth, were reserved for the Duke of Ah-a, to enable

him to signalize the comuiencement of his administra-

tion by a deed which was in every way worthy of him.

The troops in four other vessels, which set sail from
Mederablick, and were pursued by Count Megen in

small boats, were more successful. A contrary wind
had forced them out of their course, and driven them
ashore on the coast of Gueldres, where they all got safe

to land : crossing the Rhine near Heusen, they fortu-

nately escaped into Cleves, where they tore their tiags

in pieces, and dispersed. In North Holland, Count
Megen overtook some squadrons who had lingered too

long in plundering the cloisters, and completely over-

powered them. He afterward formed a junction with
Noircarmes, and garrisoned Amsterdam. The Dulie

Erich of Brunswick also surprised three companies, the

last remains of tlie army of the Gueux, near Viane,

where they were endeavoring to take a battery, routed

them and captured their leader, Rennesse, who was
shortly afterward beheaded at the castle of Freuden-
burg in Utrecht. Subsequently, when Duke Erich en-

tered Viane, he found nothing but deserted streets, the
inhabitants having left it, with the garrison, on the first

alarm. He immediately razed the fortifications, and
reduced this arsenal of the Gueux to an open town
without defenses. All the originators of the league

were now dispersed ; Brederode and Louis of Nassau
had fled to Germany, and counts Hogstraten, Bergen,
and Kuitemberg had followed their example ; Mansfeld
had seceded, the brothers Van Battenburgh awaited in

prison an ignominious fate, while Thoulouse alone had
found an honorable death on the field of battle. Those
of the confederates who had escaped the sword of the

enemy and the axe of the executioner, had saved noth-

ing but their lives ; and thus the title which they had
assumed for show, became, at last, a terrible reality.

Such was the inglorious end of the noble league, which
in its beginning awakened such fair hopes, and promised

to become a powerful protection against oppression.

Unanimity was its strength; distrust and internal dis-

sension its ruin. It brought to light and developed many
rare and beautiful virtues: but it wanted the most iudis-
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pensable of all, prudence and moderation, without which
any undertaking must miscarry, and all the fruits of the

most laborious industry perish. If its objects had been
as pure as it pretended, or even had they remained as

pure as they really were at its first establishment, it

might have defied the unfortunate combination of cir-

cumstances which prematurely overwhelmed it ; and
even if unsuccessful, it would still have deserved an hon-

orable mention in history. But it is too evident that the

confederate nobles, whether directly or indirectly, took

a greater share in the frantic excesses of the Iconoclasts

than comported with the dignity and blamelessness of

their confederation ; and many among them openly ex-

changed their own good cause for the mad enterprise of

these worthless vagabonds. The restriction of the In-

quisition, and a mitigation of the cruel inhumanity of the

edicts, must be laid to the credit of the league; but this

transient relief was dearly purchased, at the cost of so

many of the best and bravest citizens, who either lost

their lives in the field, or in exile carried their wealth
and industry to another quarter of the world ; and of the

presence of Alva and the Spanish arms. Many, too, of

its peaceable citizens, who, without its dangerous temp-
tations, would never have been seduced from the ranks

of peace and order, were beguiled by the hope of suc-

cess into the most culpable enterprises, and by their

failure plunged into ruin and misery. But it can not be

denied, that the league atoned in some measure for these

wrongs by positive benefits. It brought together and
emboldened many whom a selfish pusillanimity kept

asunder and inactive ; it diffused a salutary public spirit

among the Belgian people, which the oppression of the

government had almost entirely extinguished, and gave

unanimity and a common voice to the scattered members
of the nation, the absence of which alone makes despots

bold. The attempt, indeed, failed, and the knots,

too carelessly tied, were quickly unloosed ; but it was
through such fiiilures that the nation was eventually to

attain to a firm and lasting union, which should bid defi-

ance to change.

The total destruction of the Gueusen army quickly

brought the Dutch towns also back to their obedience,
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and in the provinces there remained no-t a single place

which had not submitted to the regent ; but the increas-

ing emigration, both of the natives and the foreign resi-

dents, threatened the country with depopulation. In
Amsterdam the crowd of fugitives was so great, that

vessels were wanting to convey them across the North
Sea and the Zuyder Zee ; and that flourishing emporium
beheld with dismay the approaching downfall of its pros-

perity. Alarmed at this general flight, the regent has-

tened to write letters to all the towns, to encourage the
citizens to remain, and, by fair promises, to revive a hope
of better and milder measures. In the king's name, she
promised to all who would freely swear to obey the
state and the Church complete indemnity, and by public

proclamation invited the fugitives to trust to the royal
clemency and return to their homes. She engaged also

to relieve the nation from the dreaded presence of a

Spanish army, even if it were already on the frontiers
;

nay, she went so far as to drop hints that, if necessary,

means might be found to prevent it by force from enter-

ing the provinces, as she was fully determined not to re-

Uuquish to another the glory of a peace which it had
cost her so much labor to effect. Few, however, re-

turned in rehance upon herword, and these few had cause
to repent it in the sequel ; many thousands had already

quitted the countiy, and several thousands more quickly

followed them. Germany and England were filled with
Flemish emigrants, who, wherever they settled, retain-

ed their usages and manners, and even their costume,
unwilling to come to the painful conclusion that they
should never again see their native land, and to give up
all hopes of return. Few carried with them any re-

mains of their former affluence ; the greater portion had
to beg their way, and bestowed on their adopted country
nothing but industi-ious skill and honest citizens.

And now the regent hastened to report to the king,

tidings such as during her w^hole administration she had
never before been able to gratify him with. She an-

nounced to him that she had succeeded in restoring

quiet throughout the provinces, and that she thought

herself strong enough to maintain it. The sects were
extii-pated, and the Roman Catholic worship reestab-

Y
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lished in all its former splendor ; the rebels had either

already met with, or were awaiting in prison, the pun-
ishment they deserved ; the towns were secured by ad-

equate garrisons. There was, therefore, no necessity

for sending Spanish troops into the Netherlands, and
nothing to justify their entrance. Their arrival would
tend to destroy the existing repose, which it had cost so

much to establish, would check the much-desired revival

of commerce and ti'ade, and while it would involve the

country in new expenses, would, at the same time,

deprive them of the only means of supporting them.
The mere rumor of the approach of a Spanish army
had stripped the country of many thousands of its most
valuable citizens ; its actual appearance would reduce it

to a desert. As there was no longer any enemy to sub-

due, or rebellion to suppress, the people would see no
motive for the march of this army but punishment and
revenge ; and under this supposition, its arrival would
neither be welcomed nor honored. No longer excused
by necessity, this violent expedient would assume the

odious aspect of oppression, would exasperate the national

mind afresh, drive the Protestants to desperation, and
arm their brethren in other countries in their defense.

The regent, she said, had, in the king's name, promised
the nation it should be relieved from this foreign army,
and to this stipulation she was principally indebted for

the present peace ; she could not, therefore, guaranty
its long continuance if her pledge was not faithfully ful-

filled. The Netherlands would receive him as their

sovereign the king, with every mark of attachment and
veneration ; but he must come as a father to bless, not

as a despot to chastise them. Let him come to enjoy
the peace which she had bestowed on the country, but
not to destroy it afresh, •

alva's armament and expedition to the
netherlands.

But it was otherwise determined in the council at

Madrid. The minister Granvella, who, even while ab-

sent himself, ruled the Spanish cabinet by his adherents

;

the Cardinal Gi-and Inquisitor Sj)inosa, and the Duke
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of Alva, swayed respectively by hatred, a spirit of perse-

cution, or private interest, had outvoted the milder coun-
sels of the Prince Ruy Gomes of Eboli, the Count of

Feria, and the king's confessor, Fresneda. The insur-

rection, it was urged by the former, was indeed quelled

for the present, but only because the rebels were awed
by the rumor of the king's armed approach; it was to

fear of punishment alone, and not to sorrow for their

crime, that the present calm was to be ascribed, and it

would soon again be broken if that feeling were allowed
to subside. In fact, the offenses of the people iairly

afforded the king an opportunity he had so long desired

of carrying out his despotic views with an appearance
of justice. The peaceable settlement for which the re-

gent took credit to herself was very far from according

with his wishes, which sought rather for a legitimate

pretext to deprive the provinces of their privileges, which
were so obnoxious to his despotic temper.
With an impenetrable dissimulation, Philip had hith-

erto fostered the general delusion that he was about to

visit the provinces in person, while, all along, nothing
could have been more remote from his real intentions.

Traveling at any time ill suited the methodical regularity

of his life, which moved with the precision of clockwork
;

and his narrow and sluggish intellect was oppressed by
the variety and multitude of objects with which new
scenes crowded it. The difficulties and dangers which
would attend a journey to the Netherlands must, there-

fore, have been peculiarly alarming to his natural timidity

and love of ease. Why should he, who, in all that he
did, was accustomed to consider himself alone, and to

make men accommodate themselves to his principles,

not his principles to men, undertake so perilous an ex-

pedition, when he could see neither the advantage nor
necessity of it? Moreover, as it had ever been to him
an utter impossibility to separate, even for a moment,
his person from his royal dignity, which no prince ever

guarded so tenaciously and pedantically as himself, so

the magnificence and ceremony, which in his mind were
inseparably connected with such a journey, and the ex-

penses which, on this account, it would necessarily oc-

casion, were of themselves sufficient motives to account
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for his indisposition to it, without its being at all requisite

to call in the aid of the influence of his favorite, Ruy
Gomes, who is said to have desired to separate his rival,

the Duke of Alva, from the king. Little, however, as

he seriously intended this journey, he still deemed it

advisable to keep up the expectation of it, as well with

a view of sustaining the courage of the loyal, as of pre-

venting a dangerous combination of the disaffected, and

stopping the further progress of the rebels.

In order to carry on the deception as long as possible,

Philip made extensive preparations for his departure, and
neglected nothing which could be required for such an
event. He ordered ships to be fitted out, appointed the

officers and others to attend him. To allay the suspi-

cion such warlike preparations might excite in all foreign

courts, they were informed, through his ambassadors, of

his real design. He applied to the King of France for

a passage for himself and attendants through that king-

dom, and consulted the Duke of Savoy as to the prefer-

able route. He caused a list to be drawn up of all the

towns and fortified places that lay in his march, and
directed all the intermediate distances to be accurately

laid down. Orders were issued for taking a map and
survey of the whole extent of country between Savoy and
Burgundy, the duke being requested to furnish the re-

quisite surveyors and scientific officers. To such lengths

was the deception carried, that the regent was com-
manded to hold eight vessels, at least, in readiness, off

Zealand, and to dispatch them to meet the king the

instant she heard of his having sailed from Spain ; and
these ships she actually got ready, and caused prayers

to be offered up in all the churches for the king's safety

during the voyage, though, in secret, many persons did

not scruple to remark that, in his chamber at Madrid,
his majesty would not have much cause to dread the

storms at sea. Philip played his part with such mas-
terly skill, that the Belgian ambassadors in Madrid,
lords Bergen and Montigny, who at first had disbeliev-

ed in the sincerity of his pretended journey, began at

last to be alarmed, and infected their friends in Brussels

with similar apprehensions. An attack of tertian ague,

which about this time the king suffered, or perhaps
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feigned, in Segovia, aftbrded a plausible pretense for post-

poning his journey, while, meantime, the preparations

for it were carried on with the utmost activity. At last,

when the urgent and repeated solicitations of his sister

compelled him to make a definite explanation of his

plans, he gave orders that the Duke of Alva should set

out forthwith with an army, both to clear the way before

him of rebels, and to enhance the splendor of his own
royal arrival. He did not yet venture to throw off the

mask, and announce the duke as his substitute. He had
but too much reason to fear that the submission which
his Flemish nobles would cheerfully yield to the sover-

eign would be refused to one of his servants, whose
cruel character was well known, and w4io, moieover,
was detested as a foreigner, and the enemy of their con-

stitution. And, in fact, the universal belief that the

king was soon to follow, which long survived Alva's en-

trance into the country, restrained the outbreak of dis-

turbances which otherwise would assuredly have been
caused by the cruelties which marked the very opening
of the duke's government.
The clergy of Spain, and especially the Inquisition,

contributed richly toward the expenses of this expedi-

tion, as to a holy war. Througliout Spain, the enlisting

was carried on with the utmost zeal. The viceroys and
governors of Sardinia, Sicily, Naples, and Milan, received

orders to select the best of their Italian and Spanish
troops in the garrisons, and dispatch them to the gen-
eral rendezvous in the Genoese territory, where the
Duke of Alva would exchange them for the Spanish
recruits which he should bring with hira. At the same
time, the regent was commanded to hold in readiness a

few more regiments of German infantry in Luxemburg,
under the command of the counts Eberstein, Schaum-
burg, and Lodrona, and also some squadrons of light

cavalry in the duchy of Burgundy, to reinforce the
Spanish general immediately on his entrance into the

provinces. The Count of Barlaimont was commissioned
to furnish the necessary provision for the armament,
and a sum of two hundred thousand gold florins was
remitted to the regent, to enable her to meet these ex-
penses, and to maintain her own troops.

17 V?
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The French court, however, under pretense of the

danger to be appreliended from the Huguenots, had re-

fused to allow the Spanish army to pass through France.

Philip applied to the dukes of Savoy and Lorraine, who
were too dependent upon him to refuse his request.

The former merely stipulated that he should be allowed

to maintain two thousand infantry and a squadron of

horse at the king's expense, in order to protect his

country from the injuries to which it might otherwise

be exposed from the passage of the Spanish army. At
the same time, he undertook to provide the necessary

supplies for its maintenance during the transit.

The rumor of this arrangement roused the Hugue-
nots, the Genevese, the Swiss, and the Grisons. The
Prince of Conde and the Admiral Coligny entreated

Charles IX. not to neglect so favorable a moment of in-

flicting a deadly blow on the hereditary foe of France.

With the aid of the Swiss, the Genevese, and his own
Protestant subjects, it would, they alledged, be an easy

matter to destroy the flower of the Spanish troops in

the narrow passes of the Alpine mountains ; and they

promised to support him in this undertaking with an

army of fifty thousand Huguenots. This advice, how-
ever, whose dangerous object was not easily to be mis-

taken, was plausibly declined by Charles IX., who as-

sured them that he was both able and anxious to provide

for the security of his kingdom. He hastily dispatched

troops to cover the French frontiers ; and the republics

of Geneva, Bern, Zurich, and the Grisons, followed his

exami)le, all ready to ofler a determined opposition to

the dreaded enemy of their religion and their liberty.

On the 5th of May, 1567, the Duke of Alva set sail

from Carthagena, with thirty galleys, which had been
furnished by Andrew Doria and the Duke Cosmo of

Florence, and within eight days landed at Genoa, where
the four regiments were waiting to join him. But a

tertian ague, with which he was seized shortly after

his [^ri-ival, compelled him to remain for some days in-

active in Lombardy—a delay of which the neighboring

powers availed themselves to prepare for defense. As
soon as the duke recovered, he held at Asti, in Mont-
feri-nt, a I'oview of all his troops, who were more form-
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idable by their valor than by their numbers, since caval-

ry and infantry togethei' did not amount to much above
ten thousand men. In his long and perilous march, he
did not wish to encumber himself with useless super-

numeraries, which w^ould only impede his progress and
increase the difficulty of supporting his army. These
ten thousand veterans were to form the nucleus of a

greater army, which, according as circumstances and
occasion might require, he could easily assemble in the

Netherlands themselves.

This army, however, was as select as it was small.

It consisted of the remains of those victorious legions

at whose head Charles V. had made Europe tremble;
sanguinary, indomitable bands, in whose battalions the

firmness of the old Macedonian phalanx lived again

;

rapid in their evolutions from long practice, hardy and
enduring, proud of their leader's success, and confident

from past victories, formidable by their licentiousness,

but still more so by their discipline ; let loose with all

the passions of a warmer climate upon a rich and peace-
ful country, and inexorable toward an enemy whom the

Cliurch had cursed. Their fanatical and sanguinary
spirit, their thirst for glory, and innate courage, were
aided by a rude sensuality, the instrument by w^iich

the Spanish general firmly and surely ruled his other-

wise intractable troops. With a prudent indulgence, he
allowed riot and voluptuousness to reign throughout the

camp. Under his tacit connivance, Italian courtezans

followed the standards ; even in the inarch across the

Apennines, where the high price of the necessaries of

life compelled him to reduce his force to the smallest

possible number, he preferred to have a few regiments
less, rather than to leave behind these instruments of

voluptuousness.*

* The bacchanalian procession of this army contrasted strange-

ly enough with the gloomy seriousness and pretended sanctity

of its aim. The number of these women was so great that, to

restrain the disorders and quarreling among themselves, they

hit upon the expedient of establishing a disciphne of their own.
They ranged themselves under particular flags, marched in ranks

and sections, and in admirable military order, after each battalion,

and classed themselves with strict etiquet according to their rank
and pay.
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But industriously as Alva strove to relax the morals
of his soldiers, he enforced the more rigidly a strict

military discipline, which was interrupted only by a

victory, or rendered less severe by a battle. For all

this he had, he said, the authority of the Athenian
genera], Iphicrates, who awarded the prize of valor to

the pleasure-loving and rapacious soldier. The more
irksome the restraint by which the passions of the sol-

diers were kept in check, the greater must have been
the vehemence with which they broke forth at the sole

outlet which was left open to them.
The duke divided his infantry, which was about nine

thousand strong, and chiefly Spaniards, into four brigades,

and gave the command of them to four Spanish officers.

Alphonso of Ulloa led the Neapolitan brigade of nine
companies,, amounting to three thousand two hundred
and thirty men ; Sancho Lodogno commanded the Milan
brigade, three thousand two hundred men, in ten com-
panies ; the Sicilian brigade, with the same number of
companies, and consisting of one thousand six hundred
men, was under Julian Romero, an experienced warrior,

who had already fought on Belgian ground ;* while Gon-
salo of Braccamonte headed that of Sardinia, which was
raised by three companies of recruits to the full comple-
ment of the former. To every company, moreover, were
added fifteen Spanish musketeers. The horse, in all one
thousand two hundred strong, consisted of three Italian,

two Albanian, and seven Spanish squadrons, light and
heavy cavalry, and the chief command was held by Fer-
dinand and Frederic of Toledo, the two sons of Alva.

Chiappin Vitelli, Marquis of Cetona, was field-marshal—

a

celebrated general, whose services had been made over to

the King of Spain by Cosmo of Florence ; and Gabriel
Serbellon was general of artillery. The Duke of Savoy
lent Alva an experienced engineer, Francis Pacotto, of
Urbino, who was to be employed in the ei-ection of new
fortifications. His standard was likewise followed by a
number of volunteers, and the flower of the Spanish
nobility, of whom the greater part had fought under

* The same officer who commanded one of the Spanish regi-

ments, about which so much complaint had formerly been made
in the States r4enerai.
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Charles V. in Germany, Italy, and before Tunis. Among
these were Christopher Mondragone, one of the ten

Spanish heroes, who, near Miihlberg, swam across the

Elbe with their swords between their teeth, and, under
a shower of ballets from the enemy, brought over from
the opposite shore the boats which the emperor required

for the construction of a bridge, Sancho of Avila, who
had been trained to war under Alva himself, Camillo of

Monte, Francis Ferdugo, Karl Davila, Nicolaus Basta,

and Count Martinego, all fired with a noble ardor either

to commence their military career under so eminent a
leader, or by another glorious campaign under his com-
mand to crown the fame they had already won. After

the review, the army marched in three divisions across

Mount Cenis, by the very route which, sixteen centuries

before, Hannibal is said to have taken. The duke him-
self led the van ; Ferdinand of Toledo, with whom was
associated Lodogno as colonel, the center; and the Mar-
quis of Cetona the rear. The commissary general,

Francis of Ibarra, was sent before with General Serbel-

lon to open the road for the main body, and get ready
the supplies at the several quarters for the night. The
places which the van left in the morning were entered
in the evening by the center, which in its turn made
room on the following day for the rear. Thus the army
crossed the Alps of Savoy by regular stages, and with
the fourteenth day completed that dangerous passage.

A French army of observation accompanied it, side by
side, along the frontiers of Dauphiny and the course of

the Rhone, and the allied army of the Genevese follow-

ed it on the right, and was passed by it at a distance of
seven miles. Both these armies of observation carefully

abstained from any act of hostility, and were merely
intended to cover their own frontiers. As the Spanish le-

gions ascended and descended the steep mountain crags,

or while they crossed the rapid Iser, or file by file wound
through the narrow passes of the rocks, a handful of

men would have been sufficient to have put an entire

stop to their march, and to drive them back into the
mountains, where they would have been irretrievably

lost, since at each place of encampment supplies were
provided for no more than a single day, and for a third
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part only of the whole force. But a supernatural awe
and dread of the Spanish name appeared to have blinded

the eyes of the enemy so that they did not perceive their

advantage, or at least did not venture to profit by it. In
order to give them as little opportunity as possible of

remembering it, the Spanish general hastened through
this dangerous pass. Convinced, too, that if his troops

gave the slightest umbrage he was lost, the strictest dis-

cipline was maintained during the march ; not a single

peasant's hut, not a single field was injured;* and never,

perhaps, in the memory of man was so numerous an
army led so far in such excellent order. Destined as

this army was for vengeance and murder, a malignant
and baleful star seemed to conduct it safe through all

dangers ; and it would be difficult to decide whether the
prudence of its general, or the blindness of its enemies,
is most to be wondered at.

In Franche Comte four squadrons of Burgundian
cavalry newly raised joined the main army, which, at

Luxemburg, was also reinforced by three regiments of

German infantry, under the command of counts Eber-
stein, Schaumburg, and Lodrona. From Thionville,

where he halted a few days, Alva sent his salutations to

the regent by Francis of Ibarra, who was, at the same
time, directed to consult her on the quartering of the
troops. On her part, Noircarmes and Barlaimont were
dispatched to the Spanish camp to congratulate the
duke on his arrival, and to show him the customary
marks of honor. At the same time they were directed
to ask him to produce the powers intrusted to him by
the king, of which, however, he only showed a part.

The envoys of the regent were followed by swarms of

the Flemish nobility, who thought they could not has-

ten soon enough to conciliate the favor of the new vice-

roy, or, by a timely submission, avert the vengeance

* Once only on entering Lorraine, three horsemen ventured to

drive away a few sheep from a Jiock, of which circumstance the
duke was no sooner informed than he sent back to the owner
what had been taken from him, and sentenced the offenders

to be hung. This sentence was, at the intercession of the

Lorraine general, who had come to the frontiers to pay his re-

spects to the duke, executed on only one of the three, upon whom
the lot fell at the drum-head.
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which was preparhig. Among them was Count Eg-
mont. As he came forward the duke pointed him out

to the by-standers. " Here comes an arch-heretic," he
exclaimed, loud enough to be heard by Egmont himself,

who, surprised at these words, stopped and changed
color. But when the duke, in order to repair his im-

prudence, went up to him with a serene countenance,

and greeted him with a friendly embrace, the Fleming
was ashamed of his fears, and made light of this warn-
ing, by putting some frivolous interpretation upon it.

Egmont sealed this new friendship with a present of

two valuable cliargers, which Alva accepted with a grave

condescension.

Upon the assurance of the regent that the provinces

were in the enjoyment of perfect peace, and that no
opposition was to be apprehended from any quarter, the

duke discharged some German regiments, which had
hitherto drawn their pay from the Netherlands. Three
thousand six hundred men, under the command of Lo-
drona, were quartered in Antweip, from which town
the Walloon garrison, in which full reliance could not

be placed, was withdrawn ;
garrisons proportionably

stronger were thrown into Ghent and other important
places ; Alva himself marched with the Milan brigade

toward Brussels, whither he was accompanied by a
splendid cortege of the noblest in the land.

Here, as in all the other towns of the Netherlan.ds,

fear and terror liad preceded him, and all who were
conscious of any oftenses, and even those who were
sensible of none, alike awaited his approach with a

dread similar to that with which criminals see the com-
ing of their day of trial. All who could tear themselves
from the ties of family, property, and country, had al-

ready fled, or now at last took to flight. The advance
of the Spanish army had already, according to the re-

port of the regent, diminished the population of the

provinces by the loss of one hundred thousand citizens,

and this general flight still continued. But the arrival

of the Spanish general could not be more hateful to the

people of the Netherlands than it was distressing and
dispiriting to the regent. At last, after so many years

of anxiety, she liad begun to taste the sweets of repose,
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and that absolute authority which had been the long

cherished object of eight years of a troubled and difficult

administration. This late fruit of so much anxious in-

dustry, of so many cares and nightly vigils, was now to

be wrested from her by a stranger, who was to be placed

at once in possession of all the advantages which she

had been forced to extract from adverse circumstances

by a long and tedious course of intrigue and patient en-

durance. Another was lightly to bear away the prize

of promptitude, and to triumph by more rapid success

over her superior but less glittering merits. Since the

departure of the minister Granvella, she had tasted to

the full the pleasures of independence. The flattering

homage of the nobility, which allowed her more fully

to enjoy the shadow of power the more they deprived

her of its substance, had, by degrees, fostered her van-

ity to such an extent, that she at last estranged by her

by her coldness even the most upright of all her ser-

vants, the state counselor Viglius, who always addressed

her in the language of truth. All at once a censor of

her actions was placed at her side, a partner of her
power was associated with her, if, indeed, it was not

rather a master who was forced upon her, whose proud,

stubborn, and imperious spirit, which no courtesy could

soften, threatened the deadliest wounds to her self-love

and vanity. To prevent his arrival, she had, in her
representations to the king, vainly exhausted every po-

litical argument. To no purpose had she urged that the

utter ruin of the commerce of the Netherlands would
be the inevitable consequence of this introduction of the

Spanish troops ; in vain had she assured the king that

peace was universally restored, and reminded him of

her own services in procuring it, which deserved, she
thought, a better guerdon than to see all the fruits of

her labors snatched from her and given to a foreigner

;

and more than all, to behold all the good which she had
effected destroyed by a new and different line of con-

duct. Even when the duke had already crossed Mount
Cenis she made one more attempt, entreating him at

least to diminish his army ; but that also failed, for the

duke insisted upon acting up to the powers intrusted to

him. In poignant grief she now awaited his approach,
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and with the tears she shed for her country were min-
gled those of ot^ended self-love.

On the 22d of August, 1567, the Duke of Alva ap-

peared before the gates of Brussels. His army imme-
diately took up their quarters in the suburbs, and he
himself made it his first duty to pay his respects to the
sister of his king. She gave him a private audience,
on the plea of suffering from sickness. Either the mor-
tification she had undergone had in reality a serious

effect upon her health, or, what is not improbable, she
had recourse to this expedient, to pain his haughty
spirit, and in some degree to lessen his triumph. He
delivered to her letters from the king, and laid before
her a copy of his own appointment, by which the su-

preme command of the whole military force of the
Netherlands was committed to him, and from which,
therefore, it would appear, that the administration of

civil affairs remained, as heretofore, in the hands of the
regent. But as soon as he was alone with her, he pro-

duced a new commission, which was totally different

from the former. According to this, the power was
delegated to him of making war at his discretion, of
erecting fortifications, of appointing and dismissing at

pleasure the governors of provinces, the commandants
of towns, and other officers of the king, of instituting

inquiries into the past troubles, of punishing those who
originated them, and of rewarding the loyal. Powers
of this extent, which placed him almost on a level with
a sovereign prince, and far surpassed those of the regent
herself, caused her the greatest consternation, and it

was with difficulty that she could conceal her emotion.
She asked the duke whether he had not even a third

commission, or some special orders in reserve which
went still further, and were drawn up still more pre-

cisely, to which he replied distinctly enough in the

affirmative, but, at the same time, gave her to under-
stand, that this commission might be too full to suit the
present occasion, and would be better brought into play

hereafter, with due regard to time and circumstances.

A few days after his arrival, he caused a copy of the
first instructions to be laid before the several councils

and the states, and had them printed to insure their

Z
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rapid circulation. As the regent resided in the palaee,

he took up his quarters temporarily in Kuilemberg
House, the same in which the association of the Gueux
had received its name, and before which, through a

wonderful vicissitude, Spanish tyranny now planted its

flag.

A dead silence reigned in Brussels, broken only at

times by the unwonted clang of arms. The duke had
entered the town but a few hours, when his attendants,

like blood-hounds that have been slipped, dispersed them-
selves in all directions. Everywhere foreign faces were
to be seen ; the streets were empty, all the houses care-

fully closed, all amusements suspended, all public places

deserted. The whole metropolis resembled a place vis-

ited by the plague. Acquaintances hurried on without
stopping for their usual greeting ; all hastened on the
moment a Spaniard showed himself in the streets.

Every sound startled them, as if it were the knock of

the officials of justice at their doors ; the nobility, in

trembling anxiety, kept to their houses ; they shunned
appearing in public, lest their presence should remind
the new viceroy of some past offense. The two nations

now seemed to have exchanged characters. The Span-
iard had become the talkative man, and the Brabanter
taciturn ; distrust and fear had scared away the spirit

of cheerfulness and mirth, a consti'ained gravity fettered

even the play of the features. Every moment the im-
pending blow was looked for with dread.

This general straining of expectation warned the
duke to hasten the accomplishment of his plans, before

they should be anticipated by the timely flight of his

victims. His first object was to secure the suspected
nobles, in order, at once and forever, to depi'ive the
faction of its leaders, and the nation, whose freedom
was to be crushed, of all its supporters. By a pretend-

ed aftability, he had succeeded in lulling their first alarm,

and in restoring Count Egmont, in particular, to his for-

mer perfect confidence, for which purpose he artfully

employed his sons, Ferdinand and Frederic of Toledo,

whose companionableness and youth assimilated more
easily with the Flemish character. By this skillful de-

vjc-p, he succeeded also in enticing Count Horn to Briis-
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sels, who had hitherto thought it advisable to watch the

first measures of the duke from a distance, but now
suffered himself to be seduced by the good fortune of

his friend. Some of the nobility, and Count Egmont at

the head of them, even resumed their former gay style

of living. But they themselves did not do so with their

whole hearts, and they had not many imitators. Kui-

lemberg House was incessantly besieged by a numerous
crowd, "who thronged around the person of the new
viceroy, and exhibited an affected gayety on their coun-

tenances, while their hearts were wrung with distress

and fear. Egmont in particular assumed the appear-

ance of a light heart, entertaining the duke's sons, and

being feted by them in return. Meanwhile, the duke
was fearful lest so fair an opportunity for the accom-

plishment of his plans might not last long, and lest some
act of imprudence might desti'oy the feeling of security

which had tempted both his victims voluntarily to ])ut

themselves into his power : he only waited for a third
;

Hogstraten also was to be taken in the same net.

Under a plausible pretext of business, he therefore

summoned him to the meti'opolis. At the same time

that he purposed to secure the three counts in Brussels,

Colonel Lodrona was to arrest the burgomaster Strahlen

in Antwerp, an intimate friend of the Prince of Orange,

and suspected of having favored the Calvinists; another

officer was to seize the private secretary of Count Eg-
mont, whose name was John Casembrot von Becker-

zeel, as also some secretaries of Count Horn, and was
to possess themselves of their papers.

When the day arrived which had been fixed upon for

the execution of this plan, the duke summoned all the

counselors and knights before him, to confer with them
upon matters of state. On this occasion, the Duke of

Arschot, the counts Mansfeld, Barlaimont, and Arem-
berg, attended on the part of the Netherlanders; and on
the part of the Spaniards, beside the duke's sons, Vi-
telli, Serbellon, and Ibarra. The young Count Mans-
feld, who likewise appeared at the meeting, received a

sign from his father to withdraw with all speed, and by
a hasty flight avoid the fate which was impending over

hira, Rs a former member of the Gueusen League. The
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duke purposely prolonged the consultation, to give time,

before he acted, for the arrival of the courtiers from
Antwerp, who were to bring him the tidings of the
arrest of the other parties. To avoid exciting any sus-

picion, the Engineer Paciotto was required to attend

the meeting, to lay before it the plans for some forti-

fications. At last, intelligence was brought him that

Lodrona had successfully executed his commission.
Upon this the duke dextrously broke off the debate,

and dismissed the council. And now, as Count Egmont
was about to repair to the apartment of Don Ferdinand,
to finish a game that he had commenced with him, the

captain of the duke's body-guard, Sancho d'Avila,

stopped him, and demanded his sword in the king's

name. At the same time, he was surrounded by a
number of Spanish soldiers, who, as had been precon-
certed, suddenly advanced from their concealment. So
unexpected a blow deprived Egmont, for some moments,
of all powers of utterance and recollection ; after a while,

however, he collected himself, and taking his sword from
his side with dignified composure, said, as he delivered

it into the hands of the Spaniard, " This sword has,

before this, on more than one occasion, successfully de-

fended the king's cause." Another Spanish officer ar-

rested Count Horn, as he was returning to his house
without the least suspicion of danger. Horn's first in-

quiry was after Egmont. On being told that the same
fate had just happened to his friend, he surrendered
himself without resistance. "I have suffered myself to

be guided by him," he exclaimed ;
" it is fair that I should

share his destiny." The two counts were placed in con-

finement, in separate apartments. While this was go-

ing on in the interior of Kuilemberg House, the whole
garrison was drawn out under arms in front of it. No
one knew what had taken place inside, a mysterious
terror diffused itself throughout Brussels, until rumor
spread the news of this fatal event. Each felt as if he
himself were the sufferer ; with many, indignation at

Egmont's blind infatuation preponderated over sym-
pathy for his fate; all rejoiced that Orange had escaped.

The first question of the Cai-dinal Granvella, too, when
these tidings reached him in Kome, is said to have been,-
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whether they had taken the Silent One also. On being
answered in the negative, he shook his head. " Then
as they had let him escape they have got nothing."

Fate ordained better for the Count of Hogstraten.
Compelled by ill health to travel slowly, he w^as met by
the report of this event, while he was yet on his way.
He hastily turned back, and fortunately escaped destruc-

tion. Immediately after Egmont's seizure, a writing

was extorted from him, addressed to the commandant
of the citadel of Ghent, ordering that officer to deliver

the fortress to the Spanish colonel, Alphonso d'Ulloa.

Upon this, the two counts were then (after they had
been for some weeks confined in Brussels) conveyed
under a guard of three thousand Spaniards to Ghent,
where they remained imprisoned till late in the follow-

ing year. In the mean time all their papers had been
seized. Many of the first nobihty, who, by the pre-

tended kindness of the Duke of Alva, had allowed
themselves to be cajoled into remaining, experienced
the same fate. Capital punishment was also, without
further delay, inflicted on all who, before the duke's
arrival, had been taken with arms in their hands.
Upon the news of Egmont's arrest a second body of

about twenty thousand inhabitants took up the wan-
derer's staff, beside the one hundred thousand who,
prudently declining to await the arrival of the Spanish
genera], had already ])laced themselves in safety. *

After so noble a life had been assailed, no one counted

* A great part of these fugitives helped to strengthen the army
of the Huguenots, who had taken occasion, from the passage of

the Spanish army through Lorraine, to assemble their forces, and
now pressed Charles IX. hard. On these grounds, the French
court thought it had a right to demand aid from the regent of the
Netherlands. It asserted that the Huguenots had looked upon
the march of the Spanish army as the result of a preconcerted
plan, which had been formed against them by the two courts at

Bayonne, and that this had roused them from their slumber.
That, consequently, it behooved the Spanish court to assist in

extricating the French king from difficulties into which the latter

had been brought simply by the march of the Spanish troops.

Alva actually sent the Count of Aremberg, with a considerable
force, to join the army of the queen-mother in France, and even
offered to command these subsidiaries in person, which, however,
was dechned.— Slrcida, 206. Thuan, 541.

z2
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himself safe any longer ; but many found cause to re-

pent that they had so long deferred this salutary step;

for every day flight was rendered more difficult, for the

duke ordered all the ports to be closed, and punished

the attempt at emigration with death. The beggars

were now esteemed fortunate, who had abandoned

country and property, in order to preserve at least their

liberty and their lives.

alva's first measures, and departure of the
duchess of parma.

Alva's first step, after securing the most suspected of

the nobles, was to restore the Inquisition to its former
authority ; to put the decrees of Trent again in force

;

abolish the " Moderation,'''' and promulgate anew the

edicts against heretics in all their original severity. The
Court of Inquisition in Spain had pronounced the whole
nation of the Netherlands guilty of treason in the high-

est degree—Catholics and heterodox, loyalists and reb-

els, without distinction ; the latter as having offended

by overt acts, the former as having incurred equal guilt

by their supineness. From this sweeping condemna-
tion a very few were excepted, whose names, however,
were purposely reserved, while the general sentence

was publicly confirmed by the king. Philip declared

himself absolved from all his promises, and released

from all engagements which the regent, in his name,
had entered into with the people of the Netherlands

;

and all the justice which they had in future to expect
from him must depend on his own good-will and pleas-

ure. All who had aided in the expulsion of the minis-

ter Granvella, who had taken part in the petition of the
confederate nobles, or had but even spoke in favor of it

;

all who had presented a petition against the decrees of
Trent, against the edicts relating to religion, or against

the installation of the bishops ; all who had permitted
the public preachings, or had only feebly resisted them

;

all who had worn the insignia of the Gueux, had sung
Gueusen songs, or who in any way whatsoever had
manifested their joy at the establishment of the league;
all v.ho had sheltered or concealed the reforming preach-
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ers, attended Calvinistic funerals, or had even merely-

known of their secret meetings, and not given informa-

tion of them ; all who had appealed to the national priv-

ileges ; all, in line, who had expressed an opinion that

they ought to obey God rather than man : all these,

indiscriminately, were declared liable to the penalties

which the law imposed upon any violation of the royal

prerogative, and upon high treason ; and these penalties

were, according to the instruction which Alva had re-

ceived, to be executed on the guilty persons, without

forbearance or favor—without regard to rank, sex, or

age—as an example to posterity, and for a terror to all

future times. According to this declaration, there was
no longer an innocent person to be found in the whole
Netherlands, and the new viceroy had it in his power
to make a fearful choice of victims. Property and life

were alike at his command, and whoever should have

the good fortune to preserve one or both, must receive

them as the gift of his generosity and humanity. By
this stroke of policy, as refined as it was detestable, the

nation was disarmed, unanimity rendered impossible.

As it absolutely depended on the duke's arbitrary will

upon whom the sentence should be carried in force

which had been passed without exception upon all, each
individual kept himself quiet, in order to escape, if pos-

sible, the notice of the viceroy, and to avoid drawing the

fatal choice upon himself. Every one, on the other

hand, in whose favor he was pleased to make an excep-

tion, stood in a degiee indebted to him, and was per-

sonally under an obligation, which must be measured by
the value he set upon his life and property. As, how-
ever, this penalty could only be executed on the smaller

portion of the nation, the duke naturally secured the

gi'eater by the strongest ties of fear and gi'atitude, and
for one whom he sought out as a victim he gained ten

others whom he passed over. As long as he continued

ti'ue to this policy he remained in quiet possession of his

rule, even amid the streams of blood which he caused

to flow, and did not forfeit this advantage till the want
of money compelled him to impose a burden upon the

nation which oppressed all indiscriminately.

In order to be equal to this bloody occupation, the
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tain of not losing a single victim through the want of
instruments ; and, on the other hand, to render his pro-
ceedings independent of the states, with whose priv-

ileges they were so much at variance, and who, indeed,

were far too humane for hira, he instituted an extraor-

dinary court of justice. This court consisted of twelve
criminal judges, who, according to their instructions, to

tlie very letter of which they must adhere, were to try

and pronounce sentence upon those implicated in the
past disturbances. The mere institution of such a
board was a violation of the liberties of the country,
which expressly stipulated that no citizen should be
tried out of his own province ; but the duke filled up
the measure of his injustice when, contrary to the most
sacred privileges of the nation, he proceeded to give

seats and votes in that court to Spaniards, the open and
avowed enemies of Belgian liberty. He himself was
the president of this court, and after him a certain li-

centiate, Vargas, a Spaniard by birth, of whose iniqui-

tous character the historians of both parties are unan-
imous ; cast out like a plague spot from his own country,
where he had violated one of his wards, he was a
shameless, hardened villain, in whose mind avarice,

lust, and the thirst for blood, struggled for ascendency.
The principal members were Count Aremberg, Philip
of Noircarmes, and Charles of Barlaimont, who, how-
ever, never sat in it ; Hadrian Nicolai, chancellor of
Gueldres ; Jacob Mortens and Peter Asset, presidents
of Artois and Flanders ; Jacob Hesselts and John de la

Porte, counselors of Ghent ; Louis del Roi, doctor of
theology, and by birth a Spaniard ; John du Bois,

king's advocate ; and De la Torre, secretary of the
court. In compliance with the representations of Vig-
lius, the privy council was spared any part in this tri-

bunal ; nor was any one introduced into it from the
gi'eat council at Malines. The votes of the members
were only recommendatory, not conclusive, the final

sentence being reserved by the duke to himself. No
jjaiticular time was fixed for the sitting of the court;
the members, however, assembled at noon as often as

f ix^ diiko thought good. But after the expii'ation of the
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third month, Ah-a began to be less frequent in his

attendance, and at last resigned his place entirely to

his favorite Vargas, who filled it with such odious fit-

ness, that in a short time all the members, with the

exception merely of the Spanish doctor, Del Rio, and
the secretary, De la Torre,* weary of the atrocities of

which they were compelled to be both eye-witnesses and
accomplices, remained away from the assembly. It is

revolting to the feelings to think how the lives of the

noblest and best were thus placed at the mercy of Span-
ish vagabonds, and how even the sanctuaries of the na-

tion, its deeds and charters, were unscrupulously ran-

sacked, the seals broken, and the most secret conti'acts

between the sovereign and the state profaned and ex-

posed.

f

From the Council of Twelve (which, from the object

of its institution, was called the Council for Disturbances,

but, on account of its proceedings, is more generally

known under the appellation of the Council of Blood, a

name which the nation in their exasperation bestowed
upon it), no appeal was allowed. Its proceedings could

not be revised. Its verdicts were irrevocable, and inde-

pendent of all other authority. No other tribunal in the
country could take cognizance of cases which related to

the late insurrection, so that in all the other courts justice

was nearly at a stand-still. The great council at Malines
was as good as abolished ; the authority of the council of
state entirely ceased, insomuch that its sittings were

* The sentences passed upon the most eminent persons (for

example, the sentence of death passed upon Strahlen, the burgo-
master of Antwerp) were signed only by Vargas, Del Rio, and
De la Torre.

t For an example of the unfeeling levity with which the most
important matters, even decisions in cases of life and death, were
treated in this sanguinary council, it may serve to relate what is

told of the counselor Hesselts. He was generally asleep during
the meeting, and when his turn came to vote on a sentence of
death, he used to cr}' out, still half-asleep :

" Ad patibulum

!

Ad patibulum !" so glibly did his tongue utter this word. It is

further to be remarked of this Hesselts, that his wife, a daughter
of the President V^iglius, had expressly stipulated in the marriage
contract, that he should resign the dismal office of attorney foi

the king, which made him detested by the whole nation.

—

Vigl.

ad Hopp., Ixvii. 1.

18
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discontinued. On some rare occasions, the duke confer-

red with a few members of the late assembly; but even
when this did occur, the conference was held in his cab-
inet, and was no more than a private consultation, with-
out any of the proper forms being observed. No privi-

lege, no charter of immunity, however carefully protect-

ed, had any weight with the Council for Disturbances.*
It compelled all deeds and contracts to be laid before it,

and often forced upon them the most strained interpre-

tations and alterations. If the duke caused a sentence
to be drawn out, which there was reason to fear might
be opposed by the states of Brabant, it was legalized

without the Brabant seal. The most sacred rights of
individuals were assailed, and a tyranny without exam-
ple forced its arbitrary will even into the circle of do-
mestic life. As the Protestants and rebels had hitherto

contrived to strengthen their party so much by marriages
with the first families in the country, the duke issued
an edict, forbidding all Netherlanders, whatever might
be their rank or ofifice, under pain of death and confisca-

tion of property, to conclude a marriage without previ-

ously obtaining his permission.

All whom the Council for Disturbances thought prop-
er to summon before it were compelled to appear,
clergy as well as laity, the most venerable heads of the
senate as well as the reprobate rabble of the Iconoclasts.

Whoever did not present himself, as indeed scarcely any
body did, was declared an outlaw, and his property was
confiscated ; but those who were I'ash or foolish enough
to appear, or who were so unfortunate as to be seized,

were lost without redemption. Twenty, forty, often
fifty were summoned at the same time and from the
same town, and the richest were always the first on
whom the thunderbolt descended. The meaner citi-

zens, who possessed nothing that could render their

country and their homes dear to them, were taken una-
wares, and aiTested without any previous citation. Many
eminent merchants, who had at their disposal fortunes

* Vargas, in a few words of barbarous Latin, demolished at
once the boasted liberties of the Netherlands. " Non curamus
vestros privilegios," he replied to one who wished to plead the
immunities of the university of Louvain.
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of from sixty to one hundred thousand florins, were
seen with their hands tied behind their backs, dras:ged

like common vagabonds at the horse's tail to execution,

and in Valenciennes, fifty-five persons were decapitated

atone time. All the prisons—and the duke immediately
on commencing his administration had built a great num-
ber of them—were crammed full with the accused; hang-
ing, beheading, quartering, burning, were the prevailing

and ordinary occupations of the day ; the punishment of

the galleys and banishment were more rarely heard of, for

there was scarcely any offense which was reckoned too

trivial to be punished with death. Immense sums were
thus brought into the ti'easury, which, however, served

rather to stimulate the new viceroy's and his colleagues'

thirst for gold, than to quench it. It seemed to be his

insane purpose to make beggars of the whole people,

and to throw all their riches into the hands of the king

and his servants. The yearly income derived from
tliese confiscations was computed to equal the revenues
of the first kingdoms of Europe; it is said to have been
estimated, in a report furnished to the king, at the in-

credible amount of twenty millions of dollars. But these
proceedings were the more inhuman, as they often bore
hardest precisely upon the very persons who were the
most peaceful subjects, and most orthodox Roman Cath-
olics, whom they could not want to injure. Whenever
an estate was confiscated, all the creditors who had
claims upon it were defrauded. The hospitals, too, and
public institutions, which such properties had contributed

to support, were now ruined, and the poor, who had
formerly drawn a pittance from this source, were com-
pelled to see their only spring of comfort dried up.

Whoever ventured to urge their well grounded claims

on the forfeited property, before the Council of Twelve
(for no other tribunal dared to interfere with these
inquiries), consumed their substance in tedious and
expensive proceedings, and were reduced to beggary
before they saw the end of them. The histories of

civilized states furnish but one instance of a similar

perversion of justice, of such violation of the rights of

property, and of such waste of human life ; but Cinna,

Sylla, and Marius entered vanquished Rome as incensed
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victors, and practiced, without disguise, what the viceroy
of the Netherlands performed under the venerable veil

of the laws.

Up to the end of the year 1567 the king's arrival had
been confidently expected, and the well disposed of the
people had placed all their last hopes on this event. The
vessels, which Philip had caused to be equipped ex-
pressly for the purpose of meeting him, still lay in the
harbor of Flushing ready to sail at the first signal ; and
the town of Brussels had consented to receive a Spanish
garrison, simply because the king, it was pretended,
was to reside within its walls. But this hope gradually

vanished, as he put off the journey from one season to

the next, and the new viceroy very soon began to ex-
hibit powers which announced him less a precursor of
royalty than as an absolute minister whose presence
made that of the monarch entirely superfluous. To
complete the distress of the provinces, their last good
angel was now to leave them in the person of the re-

gent.

From the moment when the production of the duke's
extensive powers left no doubt remaining as to the
l)ractical termination of her own rule, Margaret had
formed the resolution of relinquishing the name also of
regent. To see a successor in the actual possession of
a dignity which a nine years' enjoyment had made in-

dispensable to her; to see the authority, the glory, the
splendor, the adoration, and all the marks of respect,

which are the usual concomitants of supreme power,
pass over to another ; and to feel that she had lost

that which she could never forget she had once
held, was more than a woman's mind could endure

;

moreover, the Duke of Alva was, of all men, the least

calculated to make her feel her privation the less painful,

by a forbearing use of his newly acquired dignity. The
tranquillity of the country, too, which was put in jeopardy
by this divided rule, seemed to impose upon the duchess
the necessity of abdicating. Many governors of provin-

ces refused, without an express order from the court,

to receive commands from the duke, and to recognize
him as coregent.

The rapid change of their point of attraction could
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not be met by the courtiers so composedly and imper-
turbably, but that the duchess observed the alteration,

and bitterly felt it. Even the few who, like state coun-
selor Viglius, still firmly adhered to her, did so less from
attachment to her person, than from vexation at being
displaced by novices and foreigners, and from being too

proud to serve a fresh apprenticeship under a new viceroy.

But far the greater number, with all their endeavors to

keep an exact mean, could not help making a diflerence

between the homage they paid to the rising sun, and
that which they bestowed on the setting luminary. The
royal palace at Brussels became more and more desert-

ed, while the throng at Kuilemberg House daily in-

creased. But what wounded the sensitiveness of the

duchess most acutely was, the arrest ofHorn and Egmont,
which was planned and executed by the duke, without
her knowledge or consent, just as if there had been no
such person as herself in existence. Alva did, indeed,

after the actwas done, endeavor to appease her, by declar-

ing that the design had been purposely kept secret from
her, in order to spare her name fi-om being mixed up in

so odious a transaction ; but no such considerations of

delicacy could close the wound which had been inflicted

on her pride. In oi'der at once to escape all risk of

similar insults, of which the present was probably only

a forerunner, she dispatched her pi'ivate secretary Mac-
chiavell to the court of her brother, there to solicit earn-

estly for permission to resign the regency. The request
was granted without difificulty by the king, who accom-
panied his consent with every mark of his highest

esteem, He would put aside (so the king expressed
himself) his own advantage and that of the provinces, in

order to oblige his sister. He sent her a present of

thirty thousand dollars, and allotted to her a yearly pen-
sion of twenty thousand.* At the same time a diploma

* Which, however, does not appear to have been very punctu-
ally paid, if a pamphlet may be trusted which was printed during
her lifetime. (It bears the title : Discours sur la Blessure de
Monseigneur Prince (V Orange, 1582, without notice of the place
where it was printed, and is to be found in the elector's library at

Dresden.) She languished, it is there stated, at Namur, in pov-
erty, and so ill supported by her son (the then governor of the
Netherlands) that her own secretary Aldrobandin called her so-

Aa
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was forwarded to the Duke of Alva, constituting him, in

her stead, viceroy of all the Netherlands, with unlimited

powers.
Gladly would Margaret have learned that she was per-

mitted to resign the regency before a solemn assembly of

the states, a wish which she had not very obscurely hinted

to the king. But she was not gratified. She was par-

ticularly fond of solemnity, and the example of the em-
peror her father, who had exhibited the extraordinary

spectacle of his abdication of the crown in this very city,

seemed to have great attractions for her. As she was
compelled to part with supreme power, she could
scarcely be blamed for wishing to do so with as much
splendor as possible. Moreover, she had not failed to

observe how much the general hatred of the duke had
effected in her own favor, and she looked, therefore, the
more wistfully forward to a scene which promised to

be at once so flattering to her and so affecting. She
would have been glad to mingle her own tears with those
which she hoped to see shed by the Netherlanders for

their good regent. Thus the bitterness of her descent
from the throne would have been alleviated by the ex-

pression of general sympathy. Little as she had done
to merit the general esteem during the nine years of her
administration, while fortune smiled upon her, and the
approbation of her sovereign was the limit to all her
wishes, yet now the sympathy of the nation had acquired
a value in her eyes, as the only thing which could in

some degree compensate to her for the disappointment
of all her other hopes. Fain would she have persuaded
herself that she had become a voluntary sacrifice to her
goodness of heart, and her too humane feelings toward
the Netherlanders. As, however, the king was very
far from being disposed to incur any danger by calling a
general assembly of the states, in order to gratify a mere
caprice of his sister, she was obliged to content herself

with a farewell letter to them. In this document she
went over her whole administration, recounted, not

journ there an exile. But, the writer goes on to ask, what better

treatment could she expect from a son who, when still very young,
being on a visit to her at Brussels, snapped his fingers at her be-

hind her back ?
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without ostentation, the difficulties with which she had
had to sti'uggle, the evils which, by her dexteritj^ she
had prevented, and wound up at last by saying that she
left a finished work, and had to transfer to her success-

or nothing but the punishment of offenders. The king,

too, was repeatedly compelled to hear the same state-

ment, and she left nothing undone to arrogate to herself

the gloiy of any future advantages which it might be
the good fortune of the duke to realize. Her own merits,

as something which did not admit of a doubt, but was at

the same time a burden oppressive to her modesty, she
laid at the feet of the king.

Dispassionate posterity may, nevertheless, hesitate to

subscribe unreservedly to this favorable opinion. Even
though the united voice of her cotemporaries, and the

testimony of the Netherlanders themselves vouch for it,

a third party will not be denied the right to examine her
claims with stricter scrutiny. The popular mind, easily

affected, is but too ready to count the absence of vice as an
additional virtue, and, under the pressure of existing evil,

to give excessive praise for past benefits. The Nether-
lander seems to have concentrated all his hatred upon the

Spanish name. To lay the blame of the national evils

on the regent would tend to remove from the king and
his minister the curses which he would rather shower upon
them alone and uudividedly ; and the Duke of Alva's

government of the Netherlands was, perhaps, not the
proper point of view from which to test the merits of his

predecessor. It was undoubtedly no light task to meet
the king's expectations, without infringing the rights of

the people and the duties of humanity; but in struggling

to effect these two contradictory objects, Margaret had
accomplished neither. She had deeply injured the na-
tion, while comparatively she had done little service to

the king. It is true that she at last crushed the Prot-
estant faction, but the accidental outbreak of the Icon-
oclasts assisted her in this more than all her dexterity.

She certainly succeeded, by her intrigues, in dissolving

the league of the nobles, but not until the first blow had
been struck at its roots by internal dissensions. The
object to secure which she had for many years vainly

exhausted her whole policy, was effected at last by a
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single enlistment of troojis, for which, however, the
orders were issued from Madrid. She delivered to the
duke, no doubt, a tranquilized country ; but it can not
be denied that the dread of his approach had the chief

share in tranquilizing it. By her reports, she led the
council in Spain astray ; because she never informed it of

the disease, but only of the occasional symptoms; never
of the universal feeling and voice of the nation, but only of

the misconduct of factions. Her faulty administration,

moreover, drew the people inito the crime, because she
exaspei-ated, without sufficiently awing them. She it

was that brought the murderous Alva into the country,

by leading tlie king to believe that the disturbances in the
provinces were to be ascribed, not so much to the sever-

ity of the royal ordinances, as to theunworthiness ofthose

who were charged with their execution. Margaret pos-

sessed natural capacity and intellect, and an acquired

political tact enabled her to meet any ordinary case
;

but she wanted that creative genius which, for new
and extraordinary emergencies, invents new maxims,
or wisely oversteps old ones. In a country where hon-
esty was the best policy, she adopted the unfortunate

plan of practicing her insidious Italian policy, and there-

by sowed the seeds of a fatal distrust in the minds of

the people. The indulgence which has been so liberally

imputed to her as a merit was, in truth, extorted from
her weakness and timidity by the courageous opposition

of the nation ; she had never departed from the strict

letter ofthe royal commands, by her own spontaneous res-

olution ; never did the gentle feelings of innate humanity
lead her to misinterpret the cruel purport of her instruc-

tions. Even the few concessions, to which necessity com-
pelled her, were granted with an uncertain and shrmk-
ing hand, as if fearing to give too much ; and she lost

the fruit of her benefactions, because she mutilated them
by her sordid closeness. What, in all the other relations

of her life she was too little, she was on the throne too

much—-a woman ! She had it in her power, after Gran-
vella's expulsion, to become the benefactress of the Bel-

gian nation, but she did not. Her supreme good was
the approbation of her king, her gi'eatest misfortune his

displeasure ; with all the eminent qualities of her mind,
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she remained an ordinary character, because her heart

was destitute of native nobility. She used a melancholy
power with much moderation, and stained her govern-

ment with no deed of arbitrary cruelty ; nay, if it had
depended on her, she would have always acted humane-
ly. Years afterward, when her idol, Philip II., had
long forgotten her, the Netherlanders still honored her
memory ; but she was far from deserving the glory which
her successor's inhumanity reflected upon her.

She left Brussels about the end of December, 1567.

The duke escorted her as far the frontiers of Brabant,

and there left her under the protection of Count Mans-
feld, in order to hasten back to the metropolis, and show
himself to the Netherlanders as sole regent.



TRIAL AND EXECUTION

COUNTS EGMONT AND HORN.

The two counts were, a few weeks after their arrest,

conveyed to Ghent, under an escort of three thousand

Spaniards, where they were confined in the citadel for

more than eight months. Their trial commenced in due
form, before the Council of Twelve ; and the solicitor-

general, John du Bois, conducted the proceedings.

The indictment against Egmont consisted of ninety

counts, and that against Horn of sixty. It would oc-

cupy too much space to introduce them here. Every
action, however innocent, every omission of duty, was
interpreted on the principle which had been laid down
in the opening of the indictment, " that the two counts,

in conjunction with the Prince of Orange, had planned

the overthrow of the royal authority in the Netherlands,

and the usurpation of the government of the country ;"

the expulsion of Granvella, the embassy of Egmont to

Madrid, the confederacy of the Gueux, the concessions

which they made to the Protestants in the provinces

under their government—all were made to have a con-

nection with, and a reference to, this deliberate design.

Thus importance was attached to the most insignificant

occurrences, and one action mac'e to darken and dis-

color another. By taking care to treat each of the
charges as in itself a treasonable offense, it was the more
easy to justify a sentence of high treason by the whole.

The accusations were sent to each of the prisoners,
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who were required to reply to them within five days.

After doing so, they were allowed to employ solicitors

and advocates, who were permitted free access to them
;

but as they were accused of treason, their friends were
prohibited from visiting them. Count Egmont employ-
ed for his solicitor Von Landas, and made choice of a

few eminent advocates from Brussels.

Their first step was to demur against the tribunal

which was to try them, since, by the privilege of their

order, they, as Knights of the Golden Fleece, were
amenable only to the king himself, the Grand Master.

But this demurrer was overruled, and they were requir-

ed to produce their witnesses, in default of which they

were to be proceeded against m contumaciam. Egmont
had satisfactorily answered to eighty-two counts, while

Count Horn had refuted the charges against him, article

by article. The accusation and the defense are still

extant ; on that defense every impartial tribunal would
have acquitted them both. The Procurator Fiscal

pressed for the production of their evidence, and the

Duke of Alva issued his repeated commands to use dis-

patch. They delayed, however, from week to week,
while they renewed their protests against the illegality

of the court. At last, the duke assigned them nine days

io produce their proofs ; on the lapse of that period they

were to be declared guilty, and as having forfeited all

right of defense.

During the progress of the trial, the relations and

friends of the two counts were not idle. Egmont's
wife, by birth a duchess of Bavaria, addressed petitions

to the princes of the German Empire, to the emperor,

and to the King of Spain. The Countess Horn, mother
of the imprisoned count, who was connected by the ties

of friendship or of blood with the principal royal families

of Germany, did the same. All alike protested loudly

against this illegal proceeding, and appealed to the lib-

erty of the German Empire, on which Horn, as a count

of the empire, had special claims ; the liberty of the

Netherlands, and the privileges of the order of the Gol-

den Fleece were likewise insisted upon. The countess

Egmont succeeded in obtaining the intercession of al-

most every German court in behalf of her husband.
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The King of Spain and his viceroy were besieged by
apphcations in behalf of the accused, which were re-
ferred from one to the other, and made light of by
both. Countess Horn collected certificates from all the
Knights of the Golden Fleece in Spain, Germany, and
Italy, to prove the privileges of the order. Alva re-

jected them, with a declaration that they had no force

in such a case as the present. " The crimes of which
the counts are accused relate to the affairs of the Bel-
gian provinces, and he, the duke, was appointed by the
king sole judge of all matters connected with those coun-
tries."

Four months had been allowed to the solicitor-gen-

eral to draw up the indictment, and five were granted to

the two counts to prepare for their defense. But in-

stead of losing their time and trouble in adducing their

evidence, which, perhaps, would have profited them but
httle, they preferred wasting it in protests against the
judges, which availed them still less. By the former
course, they would probably have delayed the final

sentence, and in the time thus gained the powerful in-

tercession of their friends might, perhaps, have not been
ineffectual. By obstinately persisting in denying the
competency of the tribunal which was to try them,
they furnished the duke with an excuse for cutting

short the proceedings. After the last assigned period

had expired, on the 1st of June, 1568, the Council of

Twelve declared them guilty, and on the 4th of that

month sentence of death was pronounced against them.
The execution of twenty-five noble Netherlanders,

who were beheaded in three successive days, in the
market-place at Brussels, was the terrible prelude to

the fate of the two counts. John Casembrot von Bec-
kerzeel, secretary to Count Egmont, was one of the un-
fortunates, who was thus rewarded for his fidelity to his

master, which he steadfastly maintained even upon the

rack, and for his zeal in the service of the king, which
he had manifested against the Iconoclasts. The others

had either been taken prisoners, with arms in their

hands, in the insurrection of the " Gueux," or appre-

hended and condemned as traitors, on account of having

taken a part in the petition of the nobles.
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The duke had reason to hasten the execution of the

sentence. Count Louis of Nassau had given battle to

the Count of Aremberg, near the monastery of Heili-

gerlee in Groningen, and had the good fortune to defeat

him. Immediately after his victory, he had advanced

against Groningen, and laid siege to it. The success of

his arms had raised the courage of his faction, and the

Prince of Orange, his brother, was close at hand with

an army to support him. These circumstances made
the duke's presence necessary in those distant prov-

inces ; but he could not venture to leave Brussels, be-

fore the fate of two such important prisoners was de-

cided. The whole nation loved them, which was not a

little increased by their unhappy fate. Even the strict

papists disapproved of the execution of these eminent
nobles. The slightest advantage which the arms of

the rebels might gain over the duke, or even the report

of a defeat, would cause a revolution in Brussels, which
would immediately set the two counts at liberty. More-
over, the petitions and intercessions which came to the

viceroy, as well as to the King of Spain, from the Ger-
man princes, increased daily ; nay, the Emperoi- Max-
unilian II. himself caused the countess to be assured
" that she had nothing to fear for the life of her
spouse." These powerful applications might at last

turn the king's heart in favor of the prisoners. The
king might, perhaps, in reliance on his viceroy's usual

dispatch, put on the appearance of yielding to the re-

presentations of so many sovereigns, and rescind the
sentence of death, under the conviction that his mercy
would come too late. These considerations moved the
duke not to delay the execution of the sentence, as soon
as it was pronounced.
On the day after the sentence was passed, the two

counts were brought, under an escort of three thousand
Spaniards, from Ghent to Brussels, and placed in con-

finement in the Brodhause, in the gi-eat market-place.
The next morning the Council of Twelve was assem-
bled ; the duke, contrary to his custom, attended in

person, and both the sentences, in sealed envelops,

were opened, and publicly read by Secretary Pranz.
The two counts were declared guilly of treason, as
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having favored and promoted the abominable conspiracy

of the Prince of Orange, protected the confederated no-

bles, and been convicted of various misdemeanors against

their king and the Church, in their governments and
other appointments. Both were sentenced to be publicly

beheaded, and their heads were to be fixed upon pikes,

and not taken down without the duke's express com-
mand. All their possessions, fiefs, and rights escheated

to the royal treasury. The sentence was signed only

by the duke and the Secretary Pranz, without asking

or caring for the consent of the other members of the

council.

During the night between the 4th and 5th of June
the sentences were brought to the prisoners, after they
had already gone to rest. The duke gave them to the

Bishop of Ypres, Martin Rithov, whom he had express-

ly summoned to Brussels to prepare the prisoners for

death. When the bishop received this commission, he
threw himself at the feet of the duke, and supplicated

him with tears in his eyes for mercy—at least for respite

for the prisoners ; but he was answered in a rough and
angry voice, that he had been sent for from Ypres, not

to oppose the sentence, but by his spiritual consolation

to reconcile the unhappy noblemen to it.

Egmont was the first to whom the bishop communi-
cated the sentence of death. " That is, indeed, a severe

sentence !" exclaimed the count, turning pale, and with
a faltering voice. " I did not think that I had offended

his majesty so deeply as to deserve such treatment.

Jf, however, it must be so, I submit to my fate with res-

ignation. May this death atone for my offense, and
save my wife and children from suffering! This, at

least, I think I may claim for my past services. As for

death, I will meet it with composure, since it so pleases

God and my king." He then pressed the bishop to tell

him seriously and candidly if there was no hope of par-

don. Being answered in the negative, he confessed and
received the sacrament from the priest, repeating after

him the mass with great devoutness. He asked what
prayer was the best and most effective to recommend
him to God in his last hour. On being told that no
prayei- could be more effectual than the one which
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Christ himself had taught, he prepared immediately to

repeat the Lord's prayer. The thoughts of his family

interrupted him ; he called for pen and ink, and wrote
two letters, one to his wife, the other to the king ; the

latter was as follows.

" Sire,—This morning I have heard the sentence

which your majesty has been pleased to pass upon me.
Far as I have ever been from attempting any thing

against the person or the service of your majesty, or

against the only true, old, and Catholic religion, I yet

submit myself with patience to the fate ^\'llich it has

pleased God to ordain I should suffer. If, during the

past disturbances, I have omitted, advised, or done any
thing that seems at variance with my duty, it was most
assuredly performed with the best intentions, or was
forced upon me by the pressure of circumstances. I

therefore pray your majesty to forgive me, and in con-

sideration of my past services, show mercy to my un-
happy wife, my poor children, and servants. In a firm

hope of this, I commend myself to the infinite mercy
of God.

" Your majesty's most faithful vassal and servant,

" Lamoral, Cou>*t EgjMONT.
" Brussels, June 5th, 1568, near my last moments."

This letter he placed in the hands of the bishop, with
the strongest injunctions for its safe delivery ; and for

greater security he sent a duplicate, in his own hand-
writing, to State Counselor Viglius, the most upright
man in the senate, by whom, there is no doubt, it was
actually delivered to the king. The family of the count
was subsequently reinstated in all his property, fiefs, and
rights, which, by virtue of the sentence, had escheated
to the royal treasury.

Meanwhile, a scaffold had been erected in the mar-
ket-place, before the town-hall, on which two poles were
fixed, with iron spikes, and the whole covered with
black cloth. Two-and-twenty companies of the Span-
ish garrison surrounded the scaffold, a precaution which
was by no means superfluous. Between ten and eleven

o'clock the Spanish guard appeared in the apartment of

the count; they were provided with cords to tie his
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hands according to custom. He begged that this might

be spared him, and declared that he was willing and

ready to die. He himself cut off the collar from his

doublet to facilitate the executioner's duty. He wore a

robe of red damask, and over that a black Spanish cloak

trimmed with gold lace. In this dress he appeared on

the scaftbld, and was attended by Don Juhan Romero,
Maitre de Camp; Salinas, a Spanish captain; and the

Bishop of Ypres. The grand provost of the court,

with a red wand in his hand, sat on horseback at the

foot of the scaftbld ; the executioner was concealed be-

neath.

Egmont had at first shown a desire to address the

people from the scaftbld. He desisted, however, on the

bishop's representing to him that, either he would not

be heard, or that, if he were, he might, such at present

was the dangerous disposition of the people, excite them
to acts of violence, which would only plunge his friends

into destruction. For a few moments he paced the

scaffold with noble dignity, and lamented that it had not

been permitted him to die a more honorable death for

his king and his country. Up to the last he seemed
unable to persuade himself that the king was in earnest,

and that his severity would be carried any further than

the mere terror of execution. When the decisive pe-

riod approached, and he was to receive the Extreme
Unction, he looked wistfully round, and when there still

appeared no prospect of a reprieve, he turned to Julian

Romero, and asked him once more if there was no hope
of pardon for him. Julian Romero shrugged his shoul-

ders, looked on the ground, and was silent.

He then closely clenched his teeth, threw oft" his

mantle and robe, knelt upon the cushion, and prepared
himself for the last prayer. The bishop presented him
the crucifix to kiss, and administered to him Extreme
Unction, upon which the count made him a sign to leave

him. He drew a silk cap over his eyes, and awaited

the stroke. Over the corpse and the streaming blood a

black cloth was immediately thrown.
All Brussels thronged around the scaftbld, and the

fatal blow seemed to fall on every heart. Loud sobs

alone broke the np])alling silence. The duke himself,
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who watched the execiition from a window of the towu-
house, wiped his eyes as his victim died.

Shortly afterward, Count Horn advanced on the scaf-

fold. Of a more violent temperament than his friend,

and stimulated by stronger reasons for hatred against the
king, he had received the sentence with less composure,
although in his case, perhajis, it was less unjust. He
burst forth in bitter reproaches ngainst the king, and the
bishop with difficulty prevailed upon him to make a
better use of his last moments than to abuse them in

imprecations on his enemies. At last, however, he
became more collected, and made his confession to the
bishop, which at Hrst he was disposed to refuse.

He mounted the scaffold with the same attendants as

his friend. In passing, he saluted many of his acquain-
tances ; his hands were, like Egmont's, free, and he was
dressed in a black doublet and cloak, with a Milan cap
of the same color upon his head. When he had as-

cended, he cast his eyes upon the corpse, which lay

under the cloth, and asked one of the by-standers if it

was the body of his friend. On being answered in

the affirmative, he said some words in Spanish, threw
his cloak from him, and knelt upon the cushion. All

shrieked aloud as he received the fatal blow.

The heads of both were fixed upon poles which were
set upon the scaffold, where they remained until past
three in the afternoon, when they were taken down,
and, with the two bodies, placed in leaden coffins and
deposited in a vault.

In spite of the number of spies and executioners who
surrounded the scaffold, the citizens of Brussels would
not be prevented from dipping their handkerchiefs in

the streaming blood, and carrying home with them these
precious memorials.

19 Bb



SIEGE OF ANTWERP,

BY THE PRINCE OF PARMA,

IN THE YEARS 1584 AND 1585.

It is an interesting spectacle to observe the struggle

of man's inventive genius in conflict with powrerful op-

posing elements, and to see the difficulties, which are

insurmountable to ordinary capacities, overcome by pru-

dence, resolution, and a determined will. Less attract

ive, but only the more instructive, perhaps, is the con-

trary spectacle, where the absence of those qualities

renders all eflbrts of genius vain, throws away all the

favors of fortune, and where inability to improve such

advantages renders hopeless a success which otherwise

seemed sure and inevitable. Examples of both kinds

are afforded by the celebrated siege of Antwerp, by the

Spaniards, toward the close of the sixteenth century, by
which that flourishing city was forever deprived of its

commercial prosperity, but which, on the other hand,

conferred immortal fame on the general who undertook

and accomplished it.

Twelve years had the war continued, which the

northern provinces of Belgium had commenced at fii'st

in vindication simply of their religious freedom, and the

privileges of their states from the encroachments of the

Spanish viceroy, but maintained latterly in the hope of

establishing their independence of the Spanish crown.

Never completely victors, but never entirely vanquished,

they weai-ied out the Spanish valor by tedious opeia-

tions on an unfavorable soil, and exhausted the wealth
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of the sovereign of both the Indies, while they them-
selves were called beggars, and, in a degree, actually

were so. The League of Ghent, which had united the

whole Netherlands, Roman Catholic and Protestant, in

a common and (could such a confederation have lasted)

invincible bod}', was indeed dissolved ; but in place of

this uncertain and unnatural combination, the northern
provinces had, in the year 1579, formed among them-
selves the closer Union of Utrecht, which promised to

be more lasting, inasmuch as it was linked and held to-

gether by common political and religious interests.

What the new republic had lost in extent, through this

separation from the Roman Catholic provinces, it was fully

compensated for by the closeness of alliance, the unity
of enterprise, and energy of execution ; and, perhaps,

it was fortunate in thus timely losing what no exertion,

probably, would ever have enabled it to retain.

The gi-eater part of the Walloon provinces had, in the
year 1584, partly by voluntary submission, and partly

by force of arms, been again reduced under the Spanish
yoke. The northern districts alone had been able at

all successfully to oppose it. A considerable portion of

Brabant and Flanders still obstinately held out against

the arms of the Duke Alexander of Parma, who, at

that time, administered the civil government of the

provinces and the supreme command of the army with
equal energy and prudence, and, by a series of splendid

victories, had revived the military reputation of Spain.

The peculiar formation of the countiy, which, by its

numerous rivers and canals, facilitated the connection

of the towns with one another and with the sea, baffled

all attempts effectually to subdue it, and the possession

of one place could only be maintained by the occupation

of anotlier. So long as this communication was kept
up, Holland and Zealand could with little difficulty assist

their allies, and supply tliem abundantly by water, as

well as by land, with all necessaries : so that valor was of

no use. and the strength of the king's troops was fruit-

lessly wasted on tedious sieges.

Of all the towns in Brabant, Antwerp was the most
important, as well from its wealth, its population, and

its militaiy force, as by its position on thpmoutli of the
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Scheldt. This great and populous town, which at this

date contained more than eighty thousand inhabitants,

was one of the most active members of the national

league, and had in the course of the war distinguished

itself above all the towns of Belgium, by an untamable
spirit of liberty. As it fostered within its bosom all the

three Christian churches, and owed much of its pros-

perity to this unrestricted religious liberty, it had the

more cause to dread the Spanish rule, which threatened

to abolish this toleration, and by the terror of the Inqui-

sition to drive all the Protestant merchants from its

markets. Moreover, it had had but too terrible expe-
rience of the brutality of the Spanish garrisons, and it

was quite evident that if it once more suffered this in-

supportable yoke to be imposed upon it, it would never
again, during the whole course of the war, be able to

throw it off.

But powerful as were the motives which stimulated

Antwerp to resistance, equally strong were the reasons
which determined the Spanish general to make himself
master of the place at any cost. On the possession of

this town depended, in a great measure, that of the
whole province of Brabant, which by this channel chiefly

derived its supplies of corn from Zealand, while the
capture of this place would secure to the victor the com-
mand of the Scheldt. It would also deprive the League
of Brabant, which held its meetings in the town, of its

principal support ; the whole faction of its dangerous in-

fluence, of its example, its counsels, and its money, while
the treasures of its inhabitants would open plentiful sup-
plies for the military exigencies ofthe king. Its fall would,
sooner or later, necessarily draw after it that of all Brabant,
and the preponderance of power in that quarter would
decide the whole dispute in favor of the king. Determin-
ed by these grave considerations, the Duke of Parma
drew his forces together in July, 1584, and advanced
from his position at Dornick to the neighborhood of Ant-
werp, with the intention of investing it.

But both the natural position and fortifications of the
town appeared to defy attacks. Surrounded on the side
of Brabant with insurmountable works and moats, and
toward Flanders covered by the broad and rapid stream
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of the Scheldt, it could not be carried by storm ; and to

blockade a town of such extent seemed to require a land

force three times larger than that which the duke had,

and moreover a fleet, of which he was utterly destitute.

Not only did the river yield the town all necessary sup-

plies from Ghent, it also opened an easy communication
with the bordering province of Zealand. For, as the

tide of the North Sea extends far up the Scheldt, and
ebbs and flows regularly, Antwerp enjoys the peculiar

advantage that the same tide flows past it at diflerent

times in two opposite dirctions. Beside, the adjacent

towns of Brussels, Malines, Ghent, Dendermonde, and
others, were all at this time in the hands of the league,

and could aid the place from the land side also. To
blockade, therefore, the town by land, and to cut ofl:' its

communication with Flanders and Brabant, required two
diflerent armies, one on each bank of the river. A suf-

ficient fleet was likewise needed to guard the passage

of the Scheldt, and to prevent all attempts at I'elief,

which would most certainly be made from Zealand. But
by the war which he had still to carry on in other

quarters, and by the numerous garrisons which he was
obliged to leave in the towns and fortified places, the

army of the duke was reduced to ten thousand infantry

and one thousand seven hundred horse, a force very in-

adequate for an undertaking of such magnitude. More-
over, these troops were deficient in the most necessary
supplies, and the long arrears of pay had excited them
to subdued murmurs, which hourly threatened to break
out into open mutiny. If, notwithstanding these diffi-

culties, he should still attempt the siege, there would be

much occasion to fear from the strongholds of the enemy,
which were left in the rear, and from which it would
be easy, by vigorous sallies, to annoy an army distribut-

ed over so many places, and to expose it to want by
cutting oft' its supplies.

All these considerations were brought forward by the

council of war, before which the Duke of Parma now laid

his scheme. However gi-eat the confidence which they
placed in themselves and in the proved abilities of such
a leader, nevertheless, the most experienced generals

did not disguise their despair of a fortunate result. Two
TJ TJ 9
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only were exceptions, Capizucchiand Mondragone, whose
ardent courage placed them above all apprehensions ; the

rest concurred in dissuading the duke from attempting

so hazardous an enterprise, by which they ran the risk

of forfeiting the fruit of all their former victories, and
tarnishing the glory they had already earned.

But objections, which he had already made to him-

self, and refuted, could not shake the Duke of Parma in

his purpose. Not in ignorance of its inseparable dan-

gers, not from thoughtlessly overvaluing his forces, had
ho tiiken this bold resolve. But that instinctive genius,

which leads great men by paths which inferior minds
either never enter upon or never finish, raised him above

the influence of the doubts which a cold and narrow
prudence would oppose to his views; and without being

able to convince his generals, he felt the correctness of

his calculations in a conviction indistinct, indeed, but not

on that account less indubitable. A succession of fortu-

nate results had raised his confidence, and the sight of

his army, unequaled in Europe for discipline, experi-

ence, and valor, and commanded by a chosen body of the

most distinguished ofificers, did not permithim to entertain

fear for a moment. To those who objected to the small

number of his troops, he answered that, however long

the pike, it is only the point that kills ; and that in mili-

tary enterprise, the moving power was of more import-

ance than the mass to be moved. He was aware, indeed,

of the discontent of his troops, but he knew also their obe-

dience ; and he thought, moreover, that the best means to

stifle their murmurs was by keeping them employed
in some important undertaking, by stimulating their de-

sire of glory by the splendor of the enterprise, and their

rapacity by hopes of I'ich booty which the capture of so

wealthy a town would hold out.

In the plan which he now formed for the conduct
of the siege, he endeavored to meet all these difficulties.

Famine was the only instrument by which he could

hope to subdue the town; but eflectually to use this

formidable weapon, it would be expedient tocutofl'all its

land and water communications. With this view, the

first object was to stoj), or at least to impede, the arrival

of su})plies from Zealand. It was therefore requisite
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not only to cany all the outworks which tlie people of

Antwerp had built on both shores of the Scheldt for the

protection of their shipping, but also, wherever feasible,

to throw up new batteries which should command the

whole course of the river ; and to prevent the place from
drawing supplies from the land side, while efforts were
being made to intercept their transmission by sea, all

the adjacent towns of Brabant and Flanders were com-
prehended in the plan of the siege, and the fall of Ant-

werp was based on the destruction of all those places :

a bold, and, considering the duke's scanty force, an al-

most extravagant project, which was, however, justified

by the genius of its author, and crowned by fortune with
a brilliant result.

As, however, time was required to accomplish a plan

of this magnitude, the Prince of Parma was content, for

the present, with the erection of numerous forts on the

canals and rivers which connected Antwerp with Den-
dermoude, Ghent, Malines, Brussels, and other places :

Spanish garrisons were quartered in the vicinity, and
almost at the very gates of those towns, which laid waste
the open countiy, and by their incursions kept the sur-

rounding territoiy in alarm. Thus, round Ghent alone

were encamped three thousand men, and proportionate

numbers round the other towns. In this way and by
means of the secret understanding which he maintained
with the Roman Catholic inhabitants of these towns, the

duke hoped, without weakening his own forces, gi-adually

to exhaust their strength, and by the harassing operations

of a petty but incessant warfare, even without any
formal siege, to reduce them at last to capitulate.

In the mean time, the main force was directed against

Antwerp, which he now closely invested. He fixed his

head-quarters at Beveru in Flanders, a few miles from
Antwerp, where he found a fortified camp. The pro-

tection of the Flemish bank of the Scheldt was inti'usted

to the Margrave of Rysburg, general of cavalry, the

Brabant bank to the Count Peter Ernest von Eansfeld,

who was joined by another Spanish leader, Mondragone.
Both the latter succeeded in crossing the Scheldt

upon pontoons, notwithstanding the Flemish admiral's

ship was sent to oppose them; and, passing Antwerp,
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took up their position at Stabroek, in Bergen. Detached
corps dispersed themselves along the whole Brabant
side, partly to secure the dykes and the roads.

Some miles below Antwerp, the Scheldt was guarded
by two strong forts, of which one was situated at Lief-

kenshoek, on the island Doel, in Flanders, the other at

Lillo, exactly opposite the coast of Brabant. The last

had been erected by Mondragone himself, by order of
the Duke of Alva, when the latter was still master of

Antwerp, and for this very reason the Duke of Parma
now intrusted to him the attack upon it. On the pos-

session of these two forts the success of the siege seemed
wholly to depend, since all the vessels sailing from
Zealand to Antwerp must pass under their guns. Both
forts had, a short time before, been strengthened by the
besieged, and the former was scarcely finished when the
Mai'grave of Rysburg attacked it. The celerity with
which he went to work surprised the enemy before they
were sufficiently prepared for defense ; and a brisk

assault quickly placed Liefkenshoek in the hands of the
Spaniards. The confederates sustained this loss on the
same fatal day that the Prince of Orange fell at Delft,

by the hands of an assassin. The other batteries erected
on the island of Doel were partly abandoned by their

defenders, partly taken by surpi'ise, so that in a short
time the whole Flemish side was cleared of the enemy.
But the fort at Lillo, on the Brabant shore, offered a
more vigorous resistance, since the people of Antwerp
had had time to strengthen its fortifications, and to pro-
vide it with a strong garrison. Furious sallies of the
besieged, led by Odets von Teligny, supported by the
cannon of the fort, destroyed all the works of the Span-
iards, and an inundation, which was effected by opening
the sluices, finally drove them away from the place after

a three weeks' siege, and with the loss of nearly two
thousand killed. They now retired into their fortified

camp at Stabroek, and contented themselves with taking

possession of the dams, which run across the lowlands
of Bergen, and oppose a breastwork to the encroachments
of the East Scheldt.

The failure of his attempt upon the fort of Lillo

compelled the Prince of Parma to change his measures.
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As he could not succeed in stopping the passage of the
Scheldt by his original plan, on which the success of the
siege entirely depended, he determined to eft'ect his

purpose by throwing a bridge across the whole breadth

of the river. The thought was bold, and there were
many who held it to be rash. Both the breadth of the

stream, which at this part exceeds twelve hundred
paces, as well as its violence, which is still further

augmented by the tides of the neighboring sea, appear-
ed to render every attempt of this kind impracticable.

Moreover, he had to contend with a deficiency of tim-

ber, vessels, and workmen, as well as with the dangerous
position between the fleets of Antwerp and of Zealand,
to which it would necessarily be an easy task, in com-
bination with a boisterous element, to interrupt so tedi-

ous a work. But the Prince of Parma knew his power,
and his settled resolution would yield to nothing short

of absolute impossibibty. After he had caused the
breadth as well as the depth of the river to be meas-
ured, and had consulted with two of his most skillful

engineers, Barocci and Plato, it was settled that the
bridge should be constructed between Calloo in Flanders
and Ordam in Brabant. This spot was selected, because
the river is here narrowest, and bends a little to the
right, and so detains vessels awdiile, by compelling them
to tack. To cover the bridge, strong bastions were
erected at both ends, of which the one on the Flanders'

shore was named Fort St. Maria, the other on the Bra-
bant side. Fort St. Philip, in honor of the king.

While active preparations were making in the Span-
ish camp for the execution of this scheme, and the whole
attention of the enemy was directed to it, the duke
made an unexpected attack upon Dendermonde, a strong

town between Ghent and Antwerp, at the confluence
of the Dender and the Scheldt. As long as this

important place was in the hands of the enemy, the

towns of Ghent and Antwerp could mutually support
each other, and, by the facility of their communication,
frusti-ate all the efforts of the besiegers. Its capture

would leave the prince free to act against both towns,

and might decide the fate of his undertaking. The
rapidity of his attack left the besieged no time to opea
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their sluices, and lay the country under water. A hot
canuonade was opened upon the chief bastion of the
town, before the Brussels gate ; but was answered by
the fire of the besieged, which made gi'eat havoc among
the Spaniards. It increased, however, rather than dis-

couraged their ardor; and the insults of the garrison,

who mutilated the statue of a saint before their eyes,

and, after treating it with the most contumelious indig-

nity, hurled it down from the rampart, raised their

fury to the highest pitch. Clamoi'ously they demanded
to be led against the bastion, before their fire had made
a sufficient breach in it, and the prince, to avail himself
of the first ardor of their impetuosity, gave the signal

for the assault. After a sanguinary contest of two
hours, the rampart was mounted, and those who were
not sacrificed to the first fury of the Spaniards threw
themselves into the town. The latter was, indeed, now
more exposed, a fire being directed upon it from the
works which had been carried ; but its strong walls, and
the broad moat which surrounded it, gave reason to

expect a protracted resistance. The inventive re-

sources of the Prince of Parma soon overcame this

obstacle also. While the bombardment was carried on
night and day, the troops were incessantly employed
in diverting the course of the Dender, which supplied

the foss with water, and the besieged were seized with
despair, as they saw the water of the trenches, the last

defense of the town, gradually disappear. They has-

tened to capitulate, and in August, 1584, received a
Spanish garrison. Thus in the short space of eleven

days, the Prince of Parma accomplished an undertaking
which, in the opinion of competent judges, would require
as many weeks.
The town of Ghent, now cut off from Antwerp and

the sea, and hard pressed by the troops of the king,

which were encamped in its vicinity, and without hope
of immediate succor, began to despair, as famine, with
all its dreadful train, advanced upon them with rapid

steps. The inhabitants therefore dispatched deputies
to the Spanish camp at Bevern, to tender its submission
to tbe king, upon the same terms as the ])rince had a

short time previously offeied. The deputies were
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informed that the time for treaties was past, and that an
unconditional submission alone could appease the just

anger of the monarch whom they had offended by their

rebellion. Nay, they were even given to understand

that it would be only through his great mercy if the

same humiliation were not exacted from them, as their

rebellious ancestors were forced to undergo under
Charles V., namely, to implore pardon, half-naked, and
with a cord round their necks. The deputies returned

to Ghent in despair, but three days afterward a new
deputation was sent to the Spanish camp, which, at last,

by the intercession of one of the prince's friends, who
was a prisoner in Ghent, obtained peace upon moderate
terms. The town was to pay a fine of two hundred
thousand florins, recall the banished papists, and expel

its Protestant inhabitants, who, however, were to be

allowed two years for the settlement of their afltairs.

All the inhabitants, except six, who were reserved for

capital punishment (but afterward pardoned), were
included in a general amnesty, and the garrison, which
amounted to two thousand men, were allowed to evac-

uate the place with the honors of war. This treaty

was concluded in September of the same year, at the

head-quarters at Bevern, and immediately three thou-

sand Spaniards marched into the town as a garrison.

It was more by the terror of his name and the dread

of famine, than by the force of arms, that the Prince of

Parma had succeeded in reducing this city to submis-

sion, the largest and strongest in the Netherlands, which
was little inferior to Paris within the barriers of its

inner town, consisted of thirty-seven thousand houses,

and was built on twenty islands, connected by ninety-

eight stone bridges. The important privileges which,
in the course of several centuries, this city had contrived

to extort from its rulers, fostered in its inhabitants a

spirit of independence, which not unfrequently degen-
erated into riot and license, and naturally brought it in

collision with the Austrian-Spanish government. And
it was exactly this bold spirit of liberty which procured

for the Reformation the rapid and extensive success it

met with in this town, and the combined incentives of

eivil and religious freedom produced all those scenes of
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violence, by which, during the rebellion, it had unfortu-

nately distinguished itself. Beside the fine levied, the

prince found writhin the walls a large store of artillery,

carriages, ships, and building-materials of all kinds, with
numerous workmen and sailors, who materially aided

him in his plans against Antwerp.
Before Ghent surrendered to the king, Vilvorden and

Herentals had fallen into the hands of the Spaniards,

and the capture of the block-houses near the village of

Willebrock had cut off Antwerp from Brussels and
Malines. The loss of these places, within so short a
period, deprived Antwerp of all hope of succor from
Brabant and Flanders, and limited all their expectations

to the assistance which might be looked for from Zea-
land. But to deprive them also of this, the Prince of

Parma was now making the most energetic preparations.

The citizens of Antwerp had beheld the first opera-

tions of the enemy against their town with the proud
security with which the sight of their invincible river

inspired them. This confidence was also in a degree
justified by the opinion of the Prince of Orange, who,
upon the first intelligence of the design, had said that

the Spanish army would inevitably perish before the

walls of Antwerp. That nothing, however, might be
neglected, he sent, a short time before his assassination,

for the burgomaster of Antwerp, Philip Marnix of St.

Aldegonde, his intimate friend, to Delft, where he con-

sulted with him as to the means of maintaining defen-

sive operations. It was agreed between them that it

would be advisable to demolish forthwith the great dam
between Sanvliet and Lillo, called the Blaaugarendyk,
so as to allow the waters of the East Scheldt to inundate,

if necessary, the lowlands of Bergen, and thus, in the

event of the Scheldt being closed, to open a passage for

the Zealand vessels to the town across the inundated
country. Aldegonde had, after his return, actually

persuaded the magistrate and the majority of the citizens

to agree to this proposal, when it was resisted by the

guild of butchers, wlio complained that they would be
ruined by such a measure ; for the plain, which it was
wished to lay under water, was a vast ti'act of pasture

land, upon which about twelve thpusaud oxen were
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annually put to graze. The objection of the butchers
was successful, and they managed to prevent the exe-
cution of this salutary scheme, until the enemy had got

possession of the dams as well as the pasture land.

At the suggestion of the burgomaster, St. Aldegonde,
who, himself a member of the states of Brabant, was
possessed of great authority in that council, the fortifi-

cations on both sides the Scheldt had, a short time be-

fore the arrival of the Spaniards, been placed in repair,

and many new redoubts erected round the town. The
dams had been cut through at Saftingen, and the water
of the West Scheldt let out over nearly the whole coun-
try of Waes. In the adjacent marquisate of Bergen,
troops had been enlisted by the Count of Hohenlohe,
and a Scotch regiment, under the command of Colonel
Morgan, was already in the pay of the republic, while
fresh reinforcements were daily expected from England
and France. Above all, the states of Holland and Zea-
land were called upon to hasten their supplies. But
after the enemy had taken strong positions on both sides

of the river, and the fire of their batteries made the

navigation dangerous, when place after place in Brabant
fell into their hands, and their cavaliy had cut off all

communication on the land side, the inhabitants of

Antwerp began at last to entertain serious apprehen-
sions for the future. The town then contained eighty-

five thousand souls, and according to calculation three

hundred thousand quarters of corn were annually re-

quired for their support. At the beginning of the siege

neither the supply nor the money was wanting for the

laying in of such a store ; for in spite of the enemy's fire,

the Zealand victualing ships, taking advantage of the

rising tide, contrived to make their way to the town.
All that was requisite was, to prevent any of the richer

citizens from buying up these supplies, and, in case of

scarcity, raising the price. To secure this object, one
Gianibelli, from Mantua, who had rendered important

services in the course of the siege, proposed a property-

tax of one penny in every hundred, and the appoint-

ment of a board of respectable persons to purchase corn

with this money, and distribute it weekly. And until

the returns of this tax should be available, the richer

C c
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classes should advance the required sum, holding the
corn purchased, as a deposit, in their own magazines

;

and were also to share in the profit. But this plan was
unwelcome to the wealthier citizens, who had resolved
to profit by the general distress. They recommended
that every individual should be required to provide him-
self with a sufficient supply for two years : a proposition

which, however it might suit their own circumstances,
was very unreasonable in regard to the poorer inhabi-

tants, who, even before the siege, could scarcely find

means to supply themselves for so many months. They
obtained, indeed, their object, which was to reduce the
poor to the necessity of either quitting the place or be-
coming entirely their dependents. But when they
afterward reflected, that in the time of need the rights

of property would not be respected, they found it ad-
visable not to be overhasty in making their own pur-
chases.

The magistrate, in order to avert an evil that would
have pressed upon individuals only, had recourse to an
expedient which endangered the safety of all. Some
enterprising persons in Zealand had freighted a large
fleet with provisions, which succeeded in passing the
guns of the enemy, and discharged its cargo at Ant-
werp. The hope of a large profit had tempted the
merchants to enter upon this hazardous speculation ; in

this, however, they were disappointed, as the magistrate
of Antwerp had, just before their arrival, issued an edict,

regulating the price of all the necessaries of life. At the
same time, to prevent individuals fi-om buying up the
whole cargo, and storing it in their magazines, with a
view of disposing of it afterward at a dearer rate, he or-

dered that the whole should be publicly sold in any quan-
tities from the vessels. The speculators, cheated of
their hopes of profit by these precautions, set sail again,
and left Antwerp with the greater part of their cargo,

which would have sufficed for the support of the town
for several months.

This neglect of the most essential and natural means
of preservation can only be explained by the supposition,

that the inhabitants considered it absolutely impossible
ever to close the Scheldt completely, and consequently
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had not the least apprehensiou that things would come
to extremity. When the intelligence arrived in Ant-
werp that the prince intended to throw a bridge over

the Scheldt, the idea was universally ridiculed as

chimerical. An arrogant comparison was drawn be-

tween the republic and the stream, and it was said

that the one would bear the Spanish yoke as little as

the other. " A river which is two thousand four hun-
dred feet broad, and, with its own waters alone, above
sixty feet deep, but which with the tide rose twelve

feet more— would such a stream," it was asked, " sub-

mit to be spanned by a miserable piece of paling ?

Wliere were beams to be found high enough to reach to

the bottom and project above the surface? and how was
a work of this kind to stand in winter, when whole isl-

ands and mountains of ice, which stone walls could

hardly resist, would be driven by the flood against its

weak timbers, and splinter them to pieces like glass ?

Or, perhaps, the prince purposed to construct a bridge

of boats ; if so, where would he procure the latter, and
how bring them into his intrenchments? They must
necessarily be brought past Antwerp, where a fleet was
ready to capture or sink them."
But while they were trying to prove the absurdity of

the Prince of Parma's undertaking, he had already
completed it. As soon as the forts St. Maria and St.

Philip were erected, and protected the workmen and
the work by their fire, a pier was built out into the
stream from both banks, for which purpose the masts
of the largest vessels were employed ; by a skillful ar-

rangement of the timbers, they contrived to give the

whole such solidity, that, as the result proved, it was
able to resist the violent pressure of the ice. These
timbers, which rested firmly and securely on the bottom
of the river, and projected a considerable height above
it, being covered with planks, afforded a commodious
roadway. It was w^ide enough to allow eight men to

cross abreast, and a balustrade that ran along it on both
sides protected them from the fire of small arms from
the enemy's vessels. This "stacade," as it was called,

ran from the two opposite shores as far as the increas-

ing depth and force of the stream allowed. It reduced
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the breadth of the river to about one thousand one hun-
dred feet ; as, however, the middle and proper current
would not admit of such a barrier, there remained,
therefore, between the two stacades, a space of more
than six hundred paces, through which a whole fleet

of transports could sail with ease. This intervening

space the prince designed to close by a bridge of boats,

for which purpose the craft must be procured from
Dunkirk. But beside that they could not be obtained

in any number at that place, it would be difficult to

bring them past Antwerp without great loss. He was,
therefore, obliged to content himself for the time with
having narrowed the stream one half, and rendered the
passage of the enemy's vessels so much the more diffi-

cult. Where the stacades terminated in the middle of

the stream, they spread out into parallelograms, which
were mounted with heavj' guns, and served as a kind
of battery on the water. From these, a heavy fire was
opened on every vessel that attempted to pass through
this narrow channel. Whole fleets, however, and sin-

gle vessels still attempted and succeeded in passing this

dangerous strait.

Meanwhile Ghent surrendered, and this unexpected
success at once rescued the prince from his dilemma.
He found in this town every thing necessary to com-
plete his bridge of boats ; and the only difficulty now
was its safe transport, which was furnished by the
enemy themselves. By cutting the dams at Saftingen,

a great part of the country of Waes, as far as the village

of Borcht, had been laid under w^ater, so that it was not
difficult to cross it with flat-bottomed boats. The prince,

therefore, ordered his vessels to run out from Ghent,
and after passing Dendermonde and Rupelmonde, to

pass through the left dyke of the Scheldt, leaving Ant-
werp to the right, and sail over the inundated fields in

the direction of Borcht. To protect this passage, a fort

was erected at the latter village, which would keep the
enemy in check. All succeeded to his wishes, though
not without a sharp action with the enemy's flotilla,

which was sent out to intercept this convoy. After
breaking through a few more dams on their route, they
)o;icl;ed the Spanish quarters at Calloo, and successfully
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entered the Scheldt again. The exultation of the
army was the gi-eater, when they discovered the ex-
tent of danger the vessels had so narrowly escaped.
Scarcely had they got quit of the enemy's vessels,

when a strong reinforcement from Antwerp got under
weigh, commanded by the valiant defender of Lillo,

Odets von Teligny. When this officer saw that the
affair was over, and that the enemy had escaped, he
took possession of the dam through which their fleet

had passed, and threw up a fort on the spot, in order
to stop the passage of any vessels from Ghent, which
might attempt to follow them.
By this step the prince was again thrown into embar-

rassment. He was far from having as yet a sufficient

number of vessels, either for the construction of the
bridge, or for its defense, and the passage by which the
former convoy had arrived was now closed by the fort

erected by Teligny. While he was reconnoitering the
country to discover a new way for his fleets, an idea

occurred to him which not only put an end to his present

dilemma, but greatly accelerated the success of his whole
plan. Not far from the village of Stecken, in Waes, which
is within some five thousand paces of the commencement
of the inundation, flows a small stream called the Moer,
which falls into the Scheldt near Ghent. From this river,

he caused a canal to be dug to the spot where the in-

undations began, and as the water ofthese was not eveiy-

where deep enough for the transit of his boats, the canal

between Bevern and Verrebroek was continued to Calloo,

where it was met by the Scheldt. At this work five hun-
dred pioneers labored without intermission, and in order to

cheer the toil of the soldiers, the prince himself took

part in it. In this way did he imitate the example of

two celebrated Romans, Drusus and Corbulo, who, by

similar works, had united the Rhine with the Zuyder
Zee, and the Mouse with the Rhine.

This canal, which the army in honor of its projector

called the canal of Parma, was fourteen thousand paces

in length, and was of proportionable depth and breadth,

so as to be navigable for ships of a considerable burden.

It atforded to the vessels from Ghent not only a more

secure, but also a much shorter course to the Spanish

20 c c 2
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quarters, because it was no longer necessary to follow the

many windings of the Scheldt, but entering the Moer at

once near Ghent, and from thence passing close to Steck-

en, they could proceed through the canal, and across

the inundated country as far as Calloo. As the produce

of all Flanders was brought to the town of Ghent, this

canal placed the Spanish camp in communication with

the whole province. Abundance poured into the camp
from nil quarters, so that during the whole course of the

siege the Spaniards suffered no scarcity of any kind.

But the greatest benefit which the prince derived from
this work was an adequate supply of flat-bottomed ves-

sels to complete his bridge.

These preparations were overtaken by the arrival of

winter, which, as the Scheldt was filled with drift-ice,

occasioned a considerable delay in the building of the

bridge. The prince had contemplated with anxiety the
approach of this season, lest it sViould prove highly de-

structive to the work he had undertaken, and aflford the

enemy a favorable opportunity for making a serious at-

tack upon it. But the skill of his engineers saved him
from the one danger, and the strange inaction of the

enemy freed him from the other. It frequently happen-
ed, indeed, that at flood tide large pieces of ice were
entangled in the timbers, and shook them violently, but

they stood the assault of the furious element, which only

served to prove their stability.

In Antwerp, meanwhile, important moments had been
wasted in futile deliberations, and, in a struggle of fac-

tions, the general welfare was neglected. The govern-
ment of the town was divided among too many heads,

and much too great a share in it was held by the riotous

mob, to allow room for calmness of deliberation, or firm-

ness of action. Beside the municipal magistracy itself,

in which the burgomaster had only a single voice, there

were in the city a number of guilds, to whom were con-

signed the charge of the internal and external defense,

the provisioning of the town, its fortifications, the marine,

commei'ce, &c. ; some of whom must be consulted in

every business of importance. By means of this crowd
of speakers, who intruded at pleasure into the council,

and managed to carry, by clamor and the number of
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their adherents, what they could not effect by their ar-
guments, the people obtained a dangerous influence in

the public debates, and the natural struggle of such dis-

cordant interests retarded the execution ofevery salutary
measure. A government so vacillating and impotent
could not command the respect of unruly sailors and a
lawless soldiery. The orders of the state consequently
were but imperfectly obeyed, and the decisive moment
was more than once lost by the negligence, not to say
the open uiutiny, both of the land and sea forces.

The little harmony in the selection of the means by
which the enemy was to be opposed, would not, how-
ever, have proved so injurious, had there but existed

unanimity as to the end. But on this very point the
wealthy citizens and poorer classes were divided ; for

the former, having every thing to apprehend from allow-

ing matters to be carried to extremity, were strongly

inclined to treat with the Prince of Parma. This disposi-

tion they did not even attempt to conceal, after tlie foit

of Liefkenshoeli had fallen into the enemy's hands, and
serious fears were entertained for the navigation of the
Scheldt. Some of them, indeed, withdrew entirely from
the danger, and left to its late the town whose pros])erity

they had been ready enough to share, but in whose ad-

versity they were unwilling to bear a part. From sixty

to seventy of those who remained memorialized the
council, advising that terms should be made with the
king. No sooner, however, had the populace got intel-

ligence of it, than their indignation broke out in a violent

ujiroar, which was with difficulty appeased by the im-
prisonuient and fining of the petitioners. Tranquillity

could only be fully restored by the publication of an edict

which imposed the penaty of death on all who either pub-
licly or privately should countenance proposals for peace.
The Prince of Parma did not fail to take advantage

of these disturbances ; for nothing that transpired with-

in the city escaped his uotice, being well served by the
agents with whom he maintained a secret understand-
ing with Antwerp, as well as the other towns of Brabant
and Flanders. Although he had already made consid-

erable progress in his measures for distressing the

town, still he had many steps to take before he could
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actually make himself master of it ; and one unlucky-

moment might destroy the work ofmany months. With-
out, therefore, neglecting any of his warlike preparations,

he determined to make one more serious attempt to get

possession by fair means. With this object he dispatch-

ed a letter, in November, to the great Council of Ant-

werp, in which he skillfully made use of every topic

likely to induce the citizens to come to terms, or, at least,

to increase their existing dissensions. He treated them
in this letter in the light of persons who had been led

astray, and threw the whole blame of their revolt and

refractory conduct hitherto upon the intriguing spirit of

the Prince of Orange, from whose artifices the retribu-

tive justice of Heaven had so lately liberated them. " It

was," he said, " now in their power to awake fi'om their

long infatuation, and to return to their allegiance to a

monarch who was ready and anxious to be reconciled to

his subjects. For this end he gladly offered himself as

mediator, as he had never ceased to love a country in

which he had been born, and where he had spent the

happiest days of his youth. He therefore exhorted

them to send plenipotentiaries with whom he could

arrange the conditions of ])eace, and gave them hopes of

obtaining reasonable terms if they made a timely submis-

sion, but also threatened them with the severest treat-

ment if they pushed matters to extremity."

This letter, in which we are glad to recognize a lan-

guage very different from that which the Duke of Alva
held ten years before on a similar occasion, was an-

swered by the townspeople in a respectful and dig-

nified tone. While they did full justice to the per-

sonal character of the prince, and acknowledged his

favorable intentions toward them with gratitude, they

lamented the hardness of the times, which placed it out

of his power to treat them in accordance with his charac-

ter and disposition. They declared that they would gladly

place their fate in his hands, if he were absolute master
of his actions, instead of being obliged to obey the will

of another, whose proceedings his own candor would not

allow him to approve of. The unalterable resolution of

the King of .Spain, as well as the vow which he made
to the Pope, were only too well known for them to have
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any hopes in that quarter. They at the same time de-

fended with a noble warmth the memoiy of the Prince
of Orange, their benefactor and preserver, w^iile they
enumerated the true causes which had produced this

unhappy war, and had caused the provinces to revolt

from the Spanish ci-own. At the same time, they did

not disguise from him that they had hopes of finding a

new and a milder master in the King of France, and
that, if only for this reason, they could not enter

into any treaty with the Spanish king, without incur-

ring the charge of the most culpable fickleness and in-

gratitude.

The united provinces, in fact, dispirited by a succes-

sion of reverses, had at last come to the determination

of placing themsehes under the protection and sover-

eignty of France, and of preserving their existence and
their ancient privileges by the sacrifice of their inde-

pendence. With this view, an embassy had some time

before been dispatched to Paris, and it was the prospect

of this powerful assistance which principally supported

the courage of the people of Antwerp. Henry HI.,

King of France, was personally disposed to accept this

offer ; but the troubles which the intrigues of the Span-
iards contrived to excite within his own kingdom com-
pelled him against his will to abandon it. The provinces

now turned for assistance to Queen Elizabeth of Eng-
land, who 'jent them some supplies, Avhich, however,
came too late to save Antwerp. While the people of

this city were awaiting the issue of these negotiations,

and expecting aid from foreign powers, they neglected,

unfortunately, the most natural and immediate means
of defense ; the whole winter was lost, and while the

enemy turned it to gi-eater advantage, the more com-
plete was their indecision and inactivity.

The burgomaster of Antw^erp, St. Aldegonde, had,

indeed, repeatedly urged the fleet of Zealand to attack

the enemy's works, which should be supported on the

other side from Antwerp. The long and frequently

stormy nights would favor this attempt, and if at the

same time a sally were made by the garrison at Lillo,

it seemed scarcely possible for the enemy to resist this

triple assault. But, unfortunately, misunderstandings
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had arisen between tlie commander of the fleet, Will-

iam von Blois von Treslong, and the admiralty of Zea-
land, which caused the equipment of the fleet to be

most unaccountably delayed. In order to quicken their

movements, Teligny at last resolved to go himself to

Middleburg, where the states of Zealand were assem-

bled ; but as the enemy were in possession of all the

roads, the attempt cost him his freedom, and the

republic its most valiant defender. However, there

was no want of enterprising vessels, which, under the

favor of the night and the flood tide, passing through
the still open bridge, in spite of the enemy's fire, threw
provisions into the town, and returned with the ebb.

But as many of these vessels fell into the hands of

the enemy, the council gave orders that they should

never risk the passage, unless they amounted to a cer-

tain number ; and the i-esult unfortunately was, that

none attempted it, because the required number could

not be collected at one time. Several attacks were also

made from Antwerp on the ships of the Spaniards,

which were not entirely unsuccessful ; some of the

latter were captured, others Sunk, and all that was re-

quired was to execute similar attempts on a grand scale.

But however zealously St. Aldegonde urged this, still

not a captain w^as to be found who would command a
vessel for that purpose.

Amid these delays the winter expired, and scarcely

had the ice begun to disappear, when the construction

of the bridge of boats was actively resumed by the be-

siegers. Between the two piers, a space of more than
six hundred paces still remained to be filled up, which
w^as effected in the following manner. Thirty-two flat-

bottomed vessels, each sixty-six feet long and twenty
broad, were fastened together with strong cables and
iron chains, but at a distance from each other of about

twenty feet, to allow a free passage to the stream.

Each boat, moreover, was moored with two cables,

both up and down the stream, but wiiich, as the water
rose with the tide, or sunk with the ebb, could be

slackened or tightened. Upon the boats great masts
were laid, which reached from one to another, and
being covered with planks, formed a regular road,
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wliich, like that filong the piers, was protected with a
balustrade. This bridge of boats, of which the two
piers formed a continuation, had, including the latter, a
length of twenty-four thousand paces. This formidable
work was so ingeniously constructed, and so richly

furnished with the instruments of destruction, that it

seemed almost capable, like a living creature, of defend-
ing itself at the word of command, scattering death
among all who approached. Beside the two forts of

St. Maria and St. Philip, which terminated the bridge
on either shore, and tiie two wooden bastions on the
bridge itself, wliich were filled with soldiers and mount-
ed with guns on all sides, each of the two-and-thirty
vessels was manned with thirty soldiers and four sailors,

and showed the cannon's mouth to the enemy, whether
he came up from Zealand or down from Antwerp.
There were in all ninety-seven cannons, which were
distributed beneath and about the bridge, and more
than one thousand five hundred men who were posted

partly in the forts, partly in the vessels, and in case of
necessity, could maintain a terrible fire of small arms
upon the enemy.
But with all this, the prince did not consider his

work sufficiently secure. It was to be expected that

the enemy would leave nothing unattempted to burst,

by the force of his machines, the middle and weakest
part. To guard against this, he erected in a line with
the bridge of boats, but at some distance from it, another
distinct defense, intended to break the force of any at-

tack that might be directed against the bridge itself.

This work consisted of thirty-three vessels of consider-

able magnitude, which were moored in a row athwart
the stream, and fastened in threes by masts, so that

they formed eleven difilerent gi'oups. Each of these,

like a file of pikemen, presented fourteen long wooden
poles, with iron heads, to the approaching enemy.
These vessels were loaded merely with ballast, and
were anchored each by a double but slack cable, so as to

be able to give to the rise and fall of the tide. As they
were in constant motion, they got from the soldiers the

name of " swimmers." The whole bridge of boats, and
also a part of the piers were covered by these swim-
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mers, which were stationed above as well as below the

bridge. To all these defensive preparations was added
a fleet of forty men-of-war, which were stationed on
both coasts, and served as a protection to the whole.

This astonishing work was finished in March, 1585,

the seventh month of the siege, and the day on which
it was completed was kept as a jubilee by the troops.

The great event was announced to the besieged by a

grand feu de joie, and the army, as if to enjoy ocular

demonstration of its triun_ph, extended itself along the

whole platform to gaze upon the" proud stream, peace-

fully and obediently flowing under the yoke which had
been imposed upon it. All the toil they had undergone
was forgotten in this delightful spectacle, and every
man, who had had a hand in it, however insignificant he
might be, assumed to himself a portion of the honor
which the successful execution of so gigantic an enter-

prise conferred on its illustrious projector. On the other

hand, nothing could equal the consternation which seized

the citizens of Antwerp, when intelligence was brought
them that the Scheldt was now actually closed, and all

access from Zealand cut off. To increase their dismay,

they learned the fall of Brussels also, which had at last

been compelled, by famine, to capitulate. An attempt,

made by the Count of Hohenlohe about the same time,

on Herzogenbusch, with a view to recapture the town,

or at least form a diversion, was equally unsuccessful

;

and thus the unfortunate city lost all hope of assistance,

both by sea and land.

These evil tidings were brought them by some fugi-

tives, who had succeeded in passing the Spanish vi-

dettes, and had made their way into the town : and a
spy, whom the burgomaster had sent out to reconnoiter

the enemy's works, increased the general alarm by his

report. He had been seized and carried before the
Prince of Parma, who commanded him to be conducted
over all the works, and all the defenses of the bridge to

be pointed out to hirn. After this had been done, he
was again brought before the general, who dismissed

him with these words: "Go," said he, "and report

what you have seen to those who sent you. And tell

them, too, that it is my firm resolve to bury myself
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under the ruins of this bridge, or by means of it to pass
into your town."
But the certainty of danger now at last awakened the

zeal of the confederates, and it was no fault of theirs, if

the former half of the prince's vow was not fulfilled.

The latter had long viewed with apprehension the prep-
arations which were making in Zealand for the relief

of the town. He saw* clearly that it was from this

quarter that he had to fear the most dangerous blow,

and tliat, with all his works, he could not make head
against the combined fleets of Zealand and Antwerp, if

they were to fall upon him at the same time, and at the
proper moment. For a while, the delays of the admi-
ral of Zealand, w^hich he had labored by all the iiieans

in his power to prolong, had been his security; but now
the urgent necessity accelerated the expedition, and
without waiting for the admiral, the states at Middle-
burg dispatched the Count Justin of Nassau, with as

many ships as the}^ could muster, to the assistance of

the besieged. This fleet took up a position before

Liefkenshoek, which was in possession of the Span-
iards, and, supported by a few vessels from the opposite

fort of Lillo, cannonaded it with such success, that

the walls were in a short time demolished, and the
place can-ied by storm. The Walloons, who formed
the garrison, did not display the firmness which might
have been expected from soldiers of the Duke of Par-
ma : they shamefully surrendered the fort to the ene-
my, who in a short time were in possession of the
whole island of Doel, with all the redoubts situated

upon it. The loss of these places, which w^ere, how-
ever, soon retaken, incensed the Duke of Parma so

much, that he tried the officers by court-martial, and
caused the most culpable among them to be beheaded.
Meanwhile, this important conquest opened to the Zea-
landers a free passage as far as the bridge ; and after

concerting with the people of Antwerp, the time w^as

fixed for a combined attack on this work. It was ar-

ranged that, while the bridge of boats was blown up by
machines already prepared in Antwerp, the Zealand
fleet, with a sufficient supply of provisions, should be in

the vicinity, ready to sail to the town tlirough the opening.

D B
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While the Duke of Parma was engaged in construct-

ing his bridge, an engineer within the walls was already

preparing the materials for its destruction. Frederic
Gianibelli was the name of the man whom fate had
destined to be the Archimedes of Antwerp, and to ex-

haust in its defense the same ingenuity with the same
want of success. He was born in Mantua, and had
formerly visited Madrid, for the purpose, it was said, of

offering his services to King Philip in the Belgian war.
But wearied with waiting, the offended engineer left

the court, with the intention of making the King of

Spain sensibly feel the value of talents which he had
so little known how to appreciate. He next sought the
service of Queen Elizabeth of England, the declared
enemy of Spain, who, after witnessing a few specimens
of his skill, sent him to Antwerp. He took up his resi-

dence in that town, and, in the present extremity, de-

voted to its defense, his knowledge, his energy, and his

zeal.

As soon as this artist perceived that the project of
erecting the bridge was seriously intended, and that the
work was fast approaching to completion, he applied to

the magistracy for three large vessels, from a hundred
and fifty to five hundred tons, in which he proposed to

place mines. He also demanded sixty boats, which,
fastened together with cables and chains, furnished with
projecting grappling-irons, and put in motion with the

ebbing of the tide, were intended to second the opera-

tion of the mine-ships, by being directed in a wedge-like
form against the bridge. But he had to deal with men
who were quite incapable of comprehending an idea out
of the common way, and, even where the salvation of
their country was at stake, could not forget the calcula-

ting habits of trade.

His scheme was rejected as too expensive, and with
difficulty he at last obtained the grant of two smaller

vessels, from seventy to eighty tuns, with a number of
flat-bottomed boats. With these two vessels, one of

which he called the "Fortune," and the other the
*' Hope," he jH'oceeded in the following manner. In
the hold of each he built a hollow chamber of freestone,

fiy'G feet broad, three and a half high, and forty long.
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This magazine he filled with sixty hundred weight of the

finest priming powder, of his own compounding, and
covered it with as heavy a weight of large slabs and
millstones as the vessels could carry. Over these he
further added a roof of similar stones, wiiich ran up to

a point, and projected six feet above the ship's side.

The deck itself was crammed with iron chains and
hooks, knives, nails, and other desti'uctive missiles ; the

remaining space, which was not occupied by the maga-
zine, was likewise filled up with planks. Several small

apei-tures were left in the chamber for the matches
which were to set fire to the mine. For greater cer-

tainty, he had also contrived a piece of mechanism,
which, after the lapse of a given time, would strike out

sparks, and even if the matches failed, would set the

ship on fire. To delude the enemy into a belief that

these machines were only intended to set the bridge on
fire, a composition of brimstone and pitch was placed in

the top, which could bui-n a whole hour. And still

further to divert the enemy's attention from the proper
seat of danger, he also prepared thirty-two small flat-

bottomed boats, upon which there were only fireworks

burning, and whose sole object was to deceive the ene-

my. These fireships were to be sent down upon the

bridge, in four separate squadrons, at intervals of half-

an-hour, and keep the enemy incessantly engaged for

two whole hours, so that, tired of firing, and wearied by
vain expectation, they might at last relax their vigilance

before the real fireships came. In addition to all this,

he also dispatched a few vessels in which powder was
concealed, in order to blow up the floating work before

the bridge, and to clear a passage for the two principal

ships. At the same time, he hoped by this preliminary

attack to engage the enemy's attention, to draw them
out, and expose them to the full deadly effect of the

volcano.

The night between the 4th and 5th of April w^as fixed

for the execution of this great undertaking. An obscure

rumor of it had already diftused itself through the

Spanish camp, and particularly from the circumstance

of many divers from Antwerp having been detected

endeavoring to cut the cables of the vessels. They
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were prepared, therefore, for a serious attack ; they
only mistook the real nature of it, and counted on having
to fight rather with man than the elements. In this

expectation, the duke caused the guards along the whole
bank to be doubled, and drew up the chief part of his

troops in the vicinity of the bridge, where he was
present in person ; thus meeting the danger while en-

deavoring to avoid it. No sooner was it dark, than three
burning vessels were seen to float down from the city

toward the bridge, then three more, and directly after

the same number. They beat to arms throughout the
Spanish camp, and the whole length of the bridge was
crowded with soldiers. Meantime, the number of the
fireships increased, and they came in regular order
down the stream, sometimes two, and sometimes three
abreast, being at first steered by sailors on board tliem.

The admiral of the Antwerp fleet, Jacob Jacobson
(whether designedly or through carelessness was not

known), had committed the error of sending off the four
squadi'ons of fireships too quickly one after another, and
caused the two large mine-ships also to follow them too

soon, and thus disturbed the intended order of attack.

The array of vessels kept approaching, and the dark-
ness of night still further heightened the extraordinary

spectacle. As far as the eye could follow the course of
the stream, all was fire ; the fireships burning as brill-

iantly as if they were themselves in the flames ; the
surface of the water glittered with light ; the dykes and
the batteries along the shore, the fiags, arms, and ac-

couterments of the soldiers, who lined the rivers, as

well as the bridge, were clearly distinguishable in the
glare. With a mingled sensation of awe and pleasure

the soldiers watched the unusual sight, which rather

resembled a fete than a hostile preparation, but from the
very strangeness of the contrast filled the mind with a
mysterious awe. When the burning fleet had come
within two thousand paces of the bridge, those who had
charge of it lighted the matches, impelled the two mine-
vessels into the middle of the stream, and, leaving the
others to the guidance of the current of the waves, they
hastily made their escape in boats, which had been kept
in readiness.
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Their course, however, was irregular, and, destitute

of steersmen, they arrived singly and separately at the

floating works, where they either continued hanging, or

were dashed oft' sidewise on the shore. The foremost
powder-ships, which were intended to set fire to the

floating works, were cast, by the force of a squall which
arose at that instant, on the Flemish coast ; one of the

two, the " Fortune," grounded in its passage, before it

reached the bridge, and killed by its explosion some
Spanish soldiers, who were at work in a neighboring

battery. The other and the larger fireship, called the
" Hope," narrowly escaped a similar fate. The current

drove her against the floating defenses toward the

Flemish bank, where it remained hanging ; and had it

taken fire at that moment the greatest part of its effect

would have been lost. Deceived by the flames which
this machine, like the other vessels, emitted, the Span-
iards took it for a common fireship, intended to burn the

bridge of boats. And as they had seen them extin-

guished one after the other without further effect, all

fears were dispelled, and the Spaniards began to ridicule

the preparations of the enemy, which had been ushered
in with so much display, and now had so absurd an end.

vSome of the boldest threw themselves into the stream,

in order to get a close view of the fireship, and extin-

guish it, when, by its weight, it suddenly broke through,

burst the floating work which had detained it, and
drove with terrible force on the bridge of boats. All

was now in commotion on the bridge, and the prince

called to the sailors to keep the vessel oft' with poles, and
to extinguish the flames before they caught the timbers.

At this critical moment he was standing at the farthest

end of the left pier, where it formed a bastion in the

water, and joined the bridge of boats. By his side stood

the Margrave of Rysburg, general of cavalry and
govei'nor of the province of Artois, who had formerly

served the states, but from a protector of the republic

had become its worst enemy ; the Baron of Billy, gov-

ernor of Friesland and commander of the German
regiments ; the generals Cajetan and Guasto, with sev-

eral of the principal officers : all forgetful of their own
danger, and entirely occupied with averting the general

i> h -2
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calamity. At this nioment, a Spanish ensign approach-

ed the Prince of Parma, and conjured him to remove
from a place where his life was in manifest and immi-
nent peril. No attention being paid to his entreaty, ho
repeated it still more urgently, and at last fell at his feet,

and implored him in this one instance to take ad-vice

from his servant. While he said this, he had laid hold

of the duke's coat, as though he wished forcibly to draw
him away from the sj)ot, and the latter, surprised rather

at the man's boldness than persuaded by his arguments,
retired at last to the shore, attended by Cajetan and Gu-
asto. He had scarcely time to reach the fort St. Maria,

at the end of the bridge, when an explosion took place

behind him, just as if the earth had burst, or the vault

of heaven given way. The duke and his whole army
fell to the ground as dead, and several minutes elapsed

before they recovered their consciousness.

But, then, what a sight presented itself ! The waters
of the Scheldt had been divided to its lowest depth, and
driven with a surge, which rose like a wall above the

dam that confined it; so that all the foi'tifications on the

banks were several feet under water. The earth shook
for three miles round. Nearly the whole left pier, on
which the fireship had been driven, with a part of the

bridge of boats, had been burst and shattered to atoms
with all that was upon it : spars, cannon, and men
blown into the air. Even the enormous blocks of stone,

which had covered the mine, had, by the force of the
explosion, been hurled into the neighboring tields, so

that many of them were afterward dug out of the ground
at the distance of a thousand paces from the bridge.

Six vessels were buried, sevei'al had gone to pieces.

But still more terrible was the carnage which the nmr-
derous machine had dealt among the soldiers. Five hun-
dred—according to other reports, even eight hundred

—

were sacrificed to its fury, without reckoning those who
escaped with mutilated or injured bodies. The most
opposite kinds of death were combined in this frightful

moment. Some were consumed by the flames of the
explosion, others scalded to death by the boiling watei-

of the river, others stifled by the poisonous va|)or of the

brimstone ; :30Uie weie drowned in the stream, some
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buried under the hail of ffilling masses of rock, many
cut to pieces by the knives and hooks, or shattered by
the balls which were poured from the bowels of the
machine. Some were found lifeless, without any visible

injury, having in all probability been killed by the mere
concussion of the air. The spectacle which presented
itself directly after the firing of the mine was fearful.

Men were seen wedged between the palisades of the

bridge, or struggling to free themselves from beneath
ponderous masses of rock, or hanging in the rigging of

the ships; and from all places and quarters the most
heart-rending cries for help arose, but as each was ab-

sorbed in his own safety, these could only be answered
by helpless wailings.

Many had escaped in the most wonderful manner.
An officer, named Tucci, was carried by the w^iirl-

wind, hke a feather, high into the air, where he
was for a moment suspended, and then dropped into

the liver, where he saved himself by swimming. An-
other was taken up by the force of the blast from the
Flanders shore, and deposited on that of Brabant, in-

curring merely a slight contusion on the shoulder ; he
felt, as he afterward said, during this rapid aerial transit,

just as if he had been fired out of a cannon. The Prince
of Parma himself had never been so near death as at

that moment, when half-a-minute saved his life. He
had scarcely set foot in the Fort St. Maria, when he was
lifted oft" his feet, as if by a hurricane ; and a beam,
which struck him on the head and shoulders, stretched
him senseless on the earth. For a long time he was
believed to be actually killed, many remembering to have
seen him on the bridge only a few minutes before the
fatal explosion. He was found at last between his at-

tendants, Cajetan and Guasto, raising himself up with
his hand on his sword ; and the intelligence stirred the
spirits of the whole army. But vain w^ould be the at-

tempt to depict his feelings, when he surveyed the de-

vastation which a single moment had caused in the
work of so many months. The bridge of boats, upon
which ail his hopes rested, w^as rent asunder ; a gi'eat

part of his army was destroyed : another portion maim-
ed and rendered ii:clYective for many days; many of his
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best officers were killed; and, as if the present calamity
were not sufficient, he had now to learn the painful in-

telligence, that the Margrave of Rysburg, whom of all

his officers he prized the highest, was missing. And
yet the worst was still to come, for every moment the
tieets of the enemy were to be expected from Antwerp
and Lillo, to which this fearful position of the army
would disable him from offering any effectual resistance.

The bridge was entirely destroyed, and nothing could

prevent the fleet from Zealand passing through in full

sail ; while the confusion of the troops in this first mo-
ment was so great and general, that it would have been
impossible to give or obey orders, as many corps had
lost their commanding officers, and many commanders
their corps ; and even the places where they had been
stationed were no longer to be recognized amid the gen-

eral ruin. Add to this, that all the batteries on shore
were under water, that several cannons were sunk, that

the matches were wet, and the ammunition damaged.
What a moment for the enemy, if they had known how
to avail themselves of it!

It will scarcely be believed, however, that this suc-

cess, which surpassed all expectation, was lost to Ant-
werp, simply because nothing was known of it. St.

Aldegonde, indeed, as soon as the explosion of the mine
was heard in the town, had sent out several galleys in

the direction of the bridge, with orders to send up fire-

balls and rockets the moment they had passed it, and
then to sail with the intelligence straight on to Lillo, in

order to bring up, without delay, the Zealand fleet,

which had orders to cooperate. At the same time, the

admiral of Antwerp was ordered, as soon as the signal

was given, to sail out with his vessels, and attack the

enemy in their first consternation. But although a con-

siderable reward was promised to the boatmen sent to

reconnoiter, they did not venture near the enemy, but

returned without effecting their purpose, and reported

that the bridge of boats was uninjured, and the fireship

had had no effect. Even on the following day, also, no

better measures were taken to learn the true state of

the bridge ; and as the fleet at Lillo, in spite of the

favorable wind, was seen to remain inactive, the belief
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tbat the fireships had accomplished nothing was con-

firmed. It did not seem to occm* to any one, that this

very inactivity of the confederates, w^hich misled the

people of Antwerp, might also keep back the Zea-
landers at Lillo, as in fact it did. So signal an instance

of neglect could only have occm-red in a government
which, without dignity or independence, was guided by
the tumultuous multitude it ought to have governed.

The more supine, however, they were themselves in

opposing the enemy, the more violently did their rage

boil against Gianibelli, whom the frantic mob would
have torn in pieces, if they could have caught him.
For two days the engineer was in the most imminent
danger, until at last, on the third morning, a courier

from Lillo, who had swum under the bridge, brought

authentic intelligence of its having been desti'oyed, but

at the same time announced that it had been repaired.

This rapid restoration of the bridge was really a mi-
raculous effort of the Prince of Parma. Scarcely had
he recovered from the shock, which seemed to have
overthrown all his plans, when he contrived, with won-
derful presence of mind, to prevent all its evil conse-

quences. The absence of the enemy's fleet, at this de-

cisive moment, revived his hopes. The ruinous state

of the bridge appeared to be a secret to them, and

though it was impossible to repair, in a few hours, the

work of so many months, yet a great point would be
gained if it could be done even in appearance. All his

men were immediately set to work to remove the ruins,

to raise the timbers which had been thrown down, to

replace those which were demolished, and to fill up the

chasms with ships. The duke himself did not refuse to

share in the toil, and his example was followed by all his

officers. Stimulated by this popular behavior, the com-
mon soldiers exerted themselves to the utmost ; the

work was carried on during the whole night under the

constant sounding of drums and trumpets, which were
distributed along the bridge to drown the noise of the

work-people. With dawn of day, few traces remained
of the night's havoc ; and although the bridge was re-

stored only in appearance, it nevertheless deceived the

spy, and consequently no attack was made upon it. In

21
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the mean time, the prince contrived to make the repairs

solid, nay, even to introduce some essential alterations

in the structure. In order to guard against similar acci-

dents for the future, a part of the bridge of boats was
made movable, so that, in case of necessity, it could

be taken away, and a passage opened to the fireships.

His loss of men was supplied from the garrisons of the

adjoining places, and by a German regiment which ar-

rived very opportunely from Gueldres. He filled up
the vacancies of the officers who were killed, and in

doing this, he did not forget the Spanish ensign who
had saved his life.

The people of Antwerp, after learning the success of

their mine-ship, now did homage to the inventor with
as much extravagance as they had a short time before

mistrusted him, and they encouraged his genius to new
attempts. Gianibelli now actually obtained the number
of flat-bottomed vessels which he had at first demanded
in vain, and these he equipped in such a manner, that

they struck with irresistible force on the bridge, and a
second time also burst and separated it. But this time
the wind was contrary to the Zealand fleet, so that they
could not put out, and thus the prince obtained once
more the necessary respite to repair the damage. The
Archimedes of Antwerp was not deterred by any of
these disappointments. Anew he fitted out two large

vessels, which were armed with iron hooks and similar

instruments, in order to tear asunder the bridge. But
when the moment came for these vessels to get under
weigh, no one was found ready to embark in them.
The engineer was therefore obliged to think of a plan

for giving to these machines such a self-impulse, that,

without being guided by a steersman, they would keep
the middle of the stream, and not, like the former ones,

be driven on the bank by the wind. One of his work-
men, a German, here hit uiron a strange invention, if

Strada's description of it is to be credited. He affixed

a sail under the vessel, which was to be acted upon by
the water, just as an ordinary sail is by the wnnd, and
could thus impel the ship with the whole force of the
current. The result proved the correctness of his cal-

culation ; for this vessel, with the position of its sails
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reversed, not only kept the center of the stream, but

also ran against the bridge with such impetuosity that

the enemy had not time to open it, and it was actually

burst asunder. But all these results were of no service

to the town, because the attempts were made at random,
and were supported by no adequate force. A new fire-

ship, equipped like the former, which had succeeded so

well, and which Gianibelli had filled with four thousand

pounds of the finest powder, was not even used ; for a

new mode of attempting their deliverance had now oc-

curred to the people of Antwerp.
Terrified, by so many futile attempts, from endeavor-

ing to clear a passage for vessels on the river by force,

they at last came to the determination of doing without

the stream entirely. They remembered the example
of the town of Leyden, which, when besieged by the

Spaniards ten years before, had saved itself by oppor-

tunely inundating the surrounding country, and it was
resolved to imitate this example. Between Lillo and
Stabroek, in the district of Bergen, a wide and some-
what sloping plain extends as far as Antwerp, being

protected by numerous embankments and counter-em-
bankments against the irruptions of the East Scheldt.

Nothing more was requisite than to break these dams,
when the whole plain would become a sea, navigable by
flat-bottomed vessels almost to the very walls of Ant-

werp. If this attempt should succeed, the Duke of

Parma might keep the Scheldt guarded with his bridge

of boats as long as he pleased ; a new river would be

formed, which, in case of necessity, would be equally

serviceable for the time. This was the very plan which
the Prince of Orange had, at the commencement of

the siege, recommended, and in which he had been
strenuously, but unsuccessfully, seconded by St. Alde-
gonde, because some of the citizens could not be per-

suaded to sacrifice their own fields. In the present
emergency they reverted to this last resource, but cir-

cumstances in the mean time had greatly changed.
The plain in question is separated by a broad and

high dam, which takes its name from the adjacent cas-

tle of Cowenstein, and extends for three miles from the

village of Stabroek, in Bergen, as far as the Scheldt,
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with the great dam of which it unites near Ordani.
Beyond this dam no vessels can proceed, however high
the tide, and the sea would be vainly turned into the
fields as long as such an embankment remained in the

way, which would prevent the Zealand vessels from
descending into the plain before Antwerp. The fate of

the town would therefore depend upon the demolition

of this Cowenstein dam ; but, foreseeing this, the

Prince of Parma had, immediately on commencing the
blockade, taken possession of it, and spared no pains to

render it tenable to the last. At the village of Stabroek,

Count Mansfeld was encamped with the greatest part

of his army, and by means of this very Cowenstein
dam kept open the communication with the bridge, the

head-quarters, and the Spanish magazines at Calloo.

Thus the army formed an uninterrupted line from Sta-

broek in Brabant, as far as Bevern in Flanders, inter-

sected indeed, but not broken, by the Scheldt, and which
could not be cut off without a sanguinary conflict. On
the dam itself, within proper distances, five different

batteries had been erected, the command of which was
given to the most valiant officers in the army. Nay, as

the Prince of Parma could not doubt that now the

whole fury of the war would be turned to this point,

he intrusted the defense of the bridge to Count Mans-
feld, and resolved to defend this important post himself.

The war, therefore, now assumed a different aspect,

and the theater of it was entirely changed.

Both above and below Lillo, the Netherlanders had
in several places cut through the dam, which follows the

Brabant shore of the Scheldt ; and where a short time

before had been green fields, a new element now pre-

sented itself, studded with masts and boats. A Zealand

fleet, commanded by Count Hohenlohe, navigated the

inundated fields, and made repeated movements against

the Cowenstein dam, without, however, attempting a

serious attack on it ; while another fleet showed itself

in the Scheldt, threatening the two coasts alternately

with a landing, and occasionally the bridge of boats with

an attack. For several days, this manoeuver was prac-

ticed on the enemy, who, uncertain of the quarter

whence an attack was to be expected, would, it was
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hoped, be exhausted by continual watching, and by de-
gi-ees lulled into security by so many false alarms.

Antwerp had promised Count Hohenlohe to support the
attack on the dam by a flotilla from the town ; three
beacons on the principal tower were to be the signal

that this was on the way. When, therefore, on a dark
night, the expected columns of fire really ascended
above Antwerp, Count Hohenlohe inmiediately caused
five hundred of his troops to scale the dam between two
of the enemy's redoubts, who surprised part of the Span-
ish garrison asleep, and cut down the others, w^ho at-

tempted to defend themselves. In a short time they had
gained a firm footing upon the dam, and were just on
the point of disembarking the remainder of their force,

two thousand in number, when the Spaniards in the
adjoining redoubts marched out, and, favored by the nar-
rowness of the ground, made a desperate attack on the
crowded Zealanders. The guns from the neighboring
batteries opened upon the approaching fleet, and thus
rendered the landing of the remaining troops impossible

;

and as there were no signs of cooperation on the part
of the city, the Zealanders were overpowered after a
short conflict, and again driven down from the dam.
The victorious Spaniards pursued them through the
water as far as their boats, sunk many of the latter, and
compelled the rest to retreat with heavy loss. Count
Hohenlohe threw^ the blame of this defeat upon the in-

habitants of Antwerp, who had deceived him by a false

signal, and it certainly must be attributed to the bad
arrangement of both parties, that the attempt failed of
better success.

But at last the allies determined to make a systematic
assault on the enemy with their combined force, and to

put an end to the siege by a grand attack, as well
on the dam as on the bridge. The 16th of May,
1585, w^as fixed upon for the execution of this design,

and both armies used their utmost endeavors to make
this day decisive. The force of the Hollanders and
Zealanders, united to that of Antw^erp, exceeded two
hundred ships, to man which they had sti'ipped their

towns and citadels, and with this force they purposed to

attack the Cowenstein dam on both sides. The bridge
E E
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over the Scheldt was to be assailed with new machines
of Gianibelli's invention, and the Duke of Parma
thereby hindered from assisting the defense of the dam.

Alexander, apprised of the danger which threatened

hiin, spared nothing on his side to meet it with energy.

Immediately after getting possession of the dam, he had
caused redoubts to be erected at five different places,

and had given the command of them to the most expe-

rienced officers of the army. The first of these, which
was called the Cross Battery, was erected on the spot

where the Cowenstein dam enters the great embank-
ment of the Scheldt, and makes with the latter the

form of a cross ; the Spaniard, Mondragone, was ap-

pointed to command this batteiy. A thousand paces

farther on, near the castle of Cowenstein, was posted

the battery of St. James, which was intrusted to the

command of Camillo di Monte. At an equal distance

from this lay the battery of St. George, and at a thousand
paces from the latter, the Pile Battery, under the com-
mand of Gamboa, so called from the pile-work on which
it rested ; at the farthest end of the dam, near Stabroek,

was the fifth redoubt, where Count Mansfeld, with
Capizucchi, an Italian, commanded. All these forts the
prince now strengthened with artillery and men ; on
both sides of the dam, and along its whole extent, he
caused piles to be driven, as well to render the main
embankment firmer, as to impede the labor of the pio-

neers, who were to dig through it.

Early on the morning of the 16th of May the ene-
my's forces were in motion. With the dusk of dawn,
there came floating down from Lillo, over the inundated
country, four burning vessels, which so alarmed the
guards upon the dams, who recollected the former ter-

rible explosion, that they hastily retreated to the next
battery. This was exactly what the enemy desired.

In these vessels, which had merely the appearance of

fireships, soldiers were concealed, who now suddenly
jumped ashore, and succeeded in mounting the dam at

the undefended spot, between the St. George and Pile

batteries. Immediately afterward, the whole Zealand
fleet showed itself, consisting of numerous ships of war,
b-ansports, and a crowd of smaller craft, which were
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laden with great sacks of earth, wool, fascines, gabions,

and the like, for throwing up breastworks wherever
necessary. The ships of war were furnished with
powerful artilleiy, and numerously and bravely manned,
and a whole army of pioneers accompanied it, in order
to dig through the dam as soon as it should be in their

possession.

The Zealanders had scarcely begun on their side to

ascend the dam, when the fleet of Ant^verp advanced
from Osterweel, and attacked it on the other. A high
breastwork was hastily thrown up between the tw^o

nearest hostile batteries, so as at once to divide the two
garrisons and to cover the pioneers. The latter, several

hundreds in number, now fell to work with their spades
on both sides of the dam, and dug with such energy
that hopes were entertained of soon seeing the two seas

united. But, meanwhile, the Spaniai-ds also had gained
time to hasten to the spot from the two nearest redoubts,

and make a spirited assault, while the guns from the
batteiy of St. George played incessantly on the enemy's
fleet. A fiirious battle now raged in the quarter where
they were cutting through the dike, and throwing up
the breastwork. The Zealanders had drawn a strong

line of troops round the pioneers, to keep the enemy
fi-om inteiTupting their work ; and in this confusion of

battle, in the midst of a storm of bullets from the ene-
my, often up to the breast in water, among the dead and
dying, the pioneers pursued their w*ork, under the in-

cessant exhortations of the merchants, who impatiently

waited to see the dam opened and their vessels in

safety. The importance of the result, which it might
be said depended entirely upon their spades, appeared
to animate even the common laborers with heroic cour-

age. Solely intent upon their task, they neither saw
nor heard the work of death, which was going on around
them, and as fast as the foremost ranks fell, those be-

hind them pressed into their places. Their operations

were gi'eatly impeded by the piles w^hich had been
driven in, but still more by the attacks of the Spaniards,

who burst with desperate courage through the thickest

of the enemy, stabbed the pioneers in the pits where
they were digging, and filled up again with dead bodies
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the cavities which the living had made. At last, how-
ever, when most of their officers were killed or wound-
ed, and the number of the enemy constantly increasing,

while fresh laborers were supplying the place of those

who had been slain, the courage of these valiant troops

began to give way, and they thought it advisable to re-

treat to their batteries. Now, therefore, the confeder-

ates saw themselves masters of the whole extent of

the dam, from Fort St. George as far as the Pile bat-

tery. As, however, it seemed too long to wait for the

thorough demohtion of the dam, they hastily unloaded

a Zealand transport, and brought the cargo over the

dam to a vessel of Antwerp, with which Count Hohen-
lohe sailed in triumph to that city. The sight of the

provisions at once filled the inhabitants with joy, and, as

if the victory was already won, they gave themselves

up to the wildest exultation. The bells were rung, the

cannon discharged, and the inhabitants, transported at

their unexpected success, hurried to the Osterweel
gate, to await the store-ships, which were supposed to

be at hand.

In fact, fortune had never smiled so favorably on the

besieged as at that moment. The enemy, exhausted
and dispirited, had thrown themselves into their batter-

ies, and far from being able to struggle with the victors

for the post they had conquered, they found themselves
rather besieged in the places where they had taken ref-

uge. Some companies of Scots, led by the brave Col-

onel Balfour, attacked the battery of St. George, which,
however, was relieved, but not without severe loss, by
Camillo di Monte, who hastened thither from St.

James's battery. The Pile battery was in a much
worse condition, it being hotly cannonaded by the ships,

and threatened every moment to crumble to pieces

;

Gamboa, who commanded it, lay wounded, and it was
unfortunately deficient in artillery to keep the enemy at

a distance. The breastwork, too, which the Zealand-

ers had thrown up between this battery and that of St.

George, cut oft' all hope of assistance from the Scheldt. If,

therefore, the Belgians had only taken advantage of this

weakness and inactivity of the enemy, to proceed with

^^eal and perseverance in cutting through the dam, there
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is no doubt that a passage might have been made, and
thus put an end to the whole siege. But here also, the
same want of consistent energy showed itself which had
marked the conduct of the people of Antwerp during
the whole course of the siege. The zeal with which
the work had been commenced cooled in proportion to

the success which attended it. It was soon found too

tedious to dig through the dike ; it seemed far easier

to transfer the cargoes from the large store-ships into

smaller ones, and cany these to the town with the flood

tide. St. Aldegonde and Hohenlohe, instead of re-

maining to animate the industry of the workmen by
their personal presence, left the scene of action in the
decisive moment, in order, by sailing to the town with a
corn vessel, to win encomiums on their wisdom and
valor.

While both parties were fighting on the dam with the
most obstinate fury, the bridge over the Scheldt had
been attacked from Antwerp, with new machines, in

order to give employment to the prince in that quarter.

But the sound of the firing soon apprised him of what
was going on at the dike, and as soon as he saw the

bridge clear he hastened to support the defense of the

dike. Followed by two hundred Spanish pikemen, he
flew to the place of attack, and arrived just in time to

prevent the complete defeat of his troops. He hastily

posted some guns, which he had brought with him, in

the two nearest redoubts, and maintained from thence a

heavy fire upon the enemy's ships. He placed himself

at the head of his men, and with his sword in one hand
and shield in the other, led them against the enemy.
The news of his an'ival, which quickly spread from one
end of the dike to the other, revived the drooping spir-

its of his troops, and the conflict recommenced with re-

newed violence, made still more murderous by the nature

of the gi-ouud where it was fought. Upon the narrow
ridge of the dam, which in many places was not more
than nine paces broad, about five thousand combatants

were fighting ; so confined was the spot upon which the

strength of both armies was assembled, and which was
to decide the whole issue of the siege. With the Ant-
werpers the last bulwark of their city was at stake, with

E E 2
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the Spaniards it was to determine the whole success of
their undertaking. Both parties fought with a courage
which despair alone could inspire. From both the ex-
ti'emities of the dam, the tide ofwar rolled itself toward
the center, where the Zealanders and Antwerpers had
the advantage, and where they had collected their

whole strength. The Italians and Spaniards, inflamed
by a noble emulation, pressed on from Stabroek ; and
from the Scheldt, the Walloons and Spaniards advanced
with their general at their head. While the former
endeavored to relieve the Pile battery, which was hotly

pressed by the enemy both by sea and land, the latter

threw themselves on the breastwork, between the St.

George and the Pile batteries, with a fury which car-

ried every thing before it. Here the flower of the Bel-
gian troops fought behind a well fortified rampart, and
the guns of the two fleets covered this important post.

The prince was already pressing forward to attack this

formidable defense with his small army, when he re-

ceived intelligence that the Italians and Spaniards,
under Capizucchi and Aquila, had forced their way,
sword in hand, into the Pile battery, had got possession

of it, and were now likewise advancing from the other
side against the enemy's breastwork. Before this in-

trenchment, therefore, the whole force of both armies
was now collected, and both sides used their utmost
eflbrts to cany and to defend this position. The
Netherlanders on board the fleet, loth to remain idle

spectators of the conflict, sprang ashore from their ves-

sels. Alexander attacked the breastwork on one side,

Count Mansfeld on the other ; five assaults were made,
and five times they were repulsed. The Netherland-
ers, in this decisive moment, surpassed themselves;
never in the whole course of the war had they fought
with such determination. But it was the Scotch and
English in particular, who bafiled the attempts of the
enemy by their valiant resistance. As no one would
advance to the attack in the quarter where the Scotch
fought, the duke himself led on the troops, with a javelin

in his hand, and up to his breast in water. At last,

after a protracted sti-uggle, the forces of Count Mans-
feld succeeded with their halberds and pikes, in making
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a breach in the breastwork, and by raising themselves
on one another's shoulders, scaled the parapet. Barth-
elemy Toralva, a Spanish captain, was the first who
showed himself on the top ; and almost at the same in-

stant, the Itahan Capizucchi appeared upon the edge of

it ; and thus the contest of valor was decided with equal
glory for both nations. It is worth while to notice here
the manner in which the Prince of Parma, who was
made arbiter of this emulous strife, encouraged this

dehcate sense of honor among his warriors. He em-
braced the Italian Capizucchi in presence of the troops,

and acknowledged aloud that it was principally to the
courage of this officer that he owed the capture of the
breastwork. He caused the Spanish captain, Toralva,
who was dangerously wounded, to be conveyed to his

own quarters at Stabroek, laid on his own bed, and
covered with the cloak which he himself had worn the
day before the battle.

After the capture of the breastwork the victory no
longer remained doubtful. The Dutch and Zealand
troops, who had disembarked to come to close action

with the enemy, at once lost their courage, when they
looked about them and saw the vessels, which were
their last refuge, putting off from the shore.

For the tide had begun to ebb, and the commanders
of the fleet, from fear of being stranded with their

heavy transports, and, in case of an unfortunate issue

to the engagement, becoming the prey of the enemy,
retired from the dam, and made for deep water. No
sooner did Alexander perceive this, than he pointed out
to his ti'oops the flying vessels, and encouraged them to

finish the action with an enemy, who already despaired
of their safety. The Dutch auxiliaries were the first

that gave way, and their example was soon followed by
the Zealanders. Hastily leaping from the dam, they
endeavored to reach the vessels by wading or swimming;
but from their disorderly flight, they impeded one an-

other, and fell in heaps under the swords of the pur-
suers. Many perished even in the boats, as each strove

to get on board before the other, and several vessels

sank under the weight of the numbers who rushed into

them. The Antwerpers, who fought for their liberty,
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their hearths, their faith, were the last who retreated,

but this very circumstance augmented their disaster

Many of their vessels were outstripped by the ebb tide,

and grounded within reach of the enemy's cannon, and
were consequently destroyed with all on board. Crowds
of fugitives endeavored by swimming to gain the other

transports, which had got into deep water ; but such
was the rage and boldness of the Spaniards, that they
swam after them with their swords between their

teeth, and dragged many even from the ships. The
victory of the king's troops was complete, but bloody;

for of the Spaniards about eight hundred, of the Nether-
landers some thousands (without reckoning those who
were drowned) were left on the field, and on both sides

many of the principal nobihty perished. More than
thirty vessels, with a large supply of provisions for Ant-
werp, fell into the hands of the victors, with one hundred
and fifty cannon and other military stores. The dam,
the possession of which had been so dearly maintained,

was pierced in thirteen different places, and the bodies

of those who had cut through it were now used to stop

up the openings.

The following day, a transport of immense size and
singular construction fell into the hands of the royalists.

It formed a floating castle, and had been destined for the
attack on the Cowenstein dam. The people of Ant-
werp had built it at an immense expense, at the very
time when the engineer Gianibelli's useful proposals

had been rejected, on account of the cost they entailed,

and this ridiculous monster was called by the proud title

of " End of the War," which appellation was afterward
changed for the more appropriate soubriquet of " Money
lost!" When this vessel was lanched, it turned out,

as every sensible person had foretold, that on account
of its unwieldy size it was utterly impossible to steer it,

and it could hardly be floated by the highest tide. With
great difficulty it was worked as far as Ordam, where,
deserted b;^- the tide, it went aground, and fell a prey to

the enemy.
The attack upon the Cowenstein dam was the last

attempt which was made to relieve Antwerp. Froui
this time the courage of the besieged sank, and the
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magistracy of the town vainly labored to inspirit with
distant hopes the lower orders, on whom the present
distress weighed heaviest. Hitherto the price of bread
had been kept down to a tolerable rate, although the
quality of it continued to deteriorate ; by degrees, how-
ever, provisions became so scarce, that a famine was
evidently near at hand. Still hopes were entertained

of being able to hold out, at least, until the corn between
the town and the farthest batteries, which was already

in full ear, could be reaped ; but before that could be
done the enemy had caiTied the last outwork, and had
appropriated the whole harvest to their use. At last

the neighboring and confederate town of Malines fell

into the enemy's hands, and with its fall vanished the
only remaining hope of getting supplies from Brabant.

As there was, therefore, no longer any means of in-

creasing the stock of provisions, nothing was left but to

diminish the consumers. All useless persons, all stran-

gers, nay even the women and children, were to be sent
away out of the town ; but this proposal was too revolt-

ing to humanity to be carried into execution. Another
plan, that of expelling the Catholic inhabitants, exaspe-
rated them so much, that it had almost ended in open
mutiny. And thus St. Aldegoude at last saw himself
compelled to yield to the riotous clamors of the populace,

and on the 17th of August, 1585, to make overtures to

the Duke of Parma for the surrender of the towTi.

THE END
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